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TURMOIL AND TRIUMPH

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCfION

The terminus of the first three quarters of a century of the
history of the University of New Mexico finds the institution
enjoying an enviable position among the nation 's colleges and
universities. From the time of the University's formulation on
june 15, 1889, to the present, the State's largest institution of
advanced learning has grown and flourished to a point where a
number of its programs are looked upon as being among the
very best to be found in the nation's glossary of colleges and
universities. Significant among these programs, and of interest
to many, has been the advancement of the Department of
Athletics, or more simply, the varsity athletic program. Intercollegiate athletics at the University of New Mexico have grown in
purpose, scope, and facilities to a point where they have
become recognized as being superior among programs of a like
nature offered by other colleges and universities in our country.
The reputation which the University of New Mexico enjoys in
the area of competitive athletics with other institutions, with its
alumni, and with the interested sports public on the local, state,
and national levels, must he attributed to the efforts of the
individuals involved in the development of these programs. An
attempt has been made to provide. investigators with an
important tool with which to view not only the past history of
intercollegiate athletics at the University of New Mexico but
also a correlative picture of some of the trends of social and
cultural progress experienced in both Albuquerque and the
Territory and State of New Mexico.
The tradition of sports and games in the United States has
been one of paramount importance when viewing the social
history of the country. The nation's colleges and universities
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and their athletic programs have contributed to this tradition
immeasurably. The University of New Mexico, although a relatively late arrival on the scene of regional and national
prominence in athletics, currently finds itself enjoying the reputation as the administrator of one of the decidedly superior
intercollegiate athletic programs in the western part of the
United States and some isolated aspects of its overall program
compare most favorably with the very best to be offered anywhere in the nation.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century and the first
half of the twentieth century, the University of New Mexico
reflected a record of athletic growth and development which
was of prominent importance in the evolution of the social
history of both the City of Albuquerque and the Territory and
State of New Mexico. During the years of the University's
infancy, only one sport was participated in on the intercollegiate level. The present situation finds the University engaging
in ten sports on a fully supported and recognized intercollegiate
plane. From time to time throughout its sports history the
University has participated in athletic activities other than the
presently existing ten, but these have since been discontinued.
However, no work involving the history of the University's
athletic programs would be complete without some investigation into those so called "missing links."
Breadth of program is certainly not the only feature of
today's successful effort. The University's physical facilities
which support its athletic programs have progressed from a;'
rough, tumbleweed-strewn field carved from the desert's mesa
environment to a vast complex of comprehensive and unique
fields and structures. The University's early coaches and sports
supervisors, too, were pioneers in their own right and were men
of great versatility out of necessity. Today, well trained,
experienced, and highly qualified specialists in their respective
fields guide the fortunes of the various University of New
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Mexico athletic teams. A person or group is often known by the
company he or it keeps. Competition is a key factor toward
building success. The University of New Mexico's scheduling
practices in all sports have shown progressive tendencies over
the years. In almost all of the sports offered by the Department
of Intercollegiate Athletics the names of some of the most
powerful and readily recognizable colleges and universities in
the nation now appear on the yearly schedules of all sports.
This, in itself, is testimony to vigorous growth.
(However, despite the plateau of excellence in evidence today,
the effort to gain that pinnacle was both long and laborious.
Thus one might ask, "What were the events which took place
during the first sixty years of the University of New Mexico's
athletic history which served to stimulate the development and
growth experienced in sports?" The factors to consider are
indeed manifold. Did New Mexico's delayed statehood provide
a damper on its early sports achievement or did such factors as
the area's existing tri-culture, sparse population patterns, an
almost frontier-like society, and a so called "cowtown" culture
provide barriers to progress? Perhaps it was a combination of
all.
To make the problem of investigation doubly complex is the
fact that aside from a multitude of newspaper accounts of
University sports happenings and events, very little of a more
formal nature has been written about the development of the
University of New Mexico's intercollegiate athletic programs. In
the light of contemporary developments and the success
attached to them, the history of the University of New Mexico's
intercollegiate athletic programs merits investigation.
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CHAPTER II
TRACING A TRADITION
A STUDY OF THE TERRITORIAL PERIOD - 1889-1912

The territorial period of New Mexico's history forms one 0 :
the most interesting eras of growth and development that the
" Lan d of Enchantment" has experienced. Both the University
of New Mexico and its associated community-Albuquerqueunderwent development during the twenty-three years unde:
consideration here which led to formulation of framework fOJ
much social progress seen in New Mexico during the years 01
post-statehood.
Commencing a study concerning the origin and developmeru
of athletics at the University of New Mexico by first glancin~
briefly at some of the social, cultural, and geographical charac
teristics of Albuquerque might, at first , seem to be irrelevant
At second glance, however, such an approach might not be toc
far out of context when one considers the close relationships
which have existed between City and University for over three,
quarters of a century. For this reason such an approach i~
pursued.
During most of the territorial era of the University's history
the town of Albuquerque was really little more than a slowly
growing community whose economy and culture were based or
the activity of the railroad. By 1881, the Atchison , Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railroad had pushed its line down the Rio Grande
valley from the north to a point where it passed Albuquerque
about two miles east of the Rio Grande River. The site where
the train stopped and debarked its passengers and freight was
approximately the same in the early eighteen-eighties as the site
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of today's train depot on South First Street. A small group of
buildings quickly sprung up forming a bustling settlement in the
vicinity of where the Alvarado Hotel is located today. This
settlement area was called New Albuquerque as distinguished
from old Albuquerque. the original Spanish settlement near the
Rio Grande which today is known as Old Town. From the time
that the railroad first came to Albuquerque. until New Mexico
ceased to be a territory in 1912. efforts at reconstructing geography came in the form of trying to develop the two mile
sEgment of real estate between the two settlement areas. The
linking of the two small towns was not difficult and was
accomplished in quick order through the exploitation of a
horse-drawn trolley car line. Development of the land which
paralleled the trolley line took years to develop, however, and
the area continued to be only sparsely settled as the territorial
era of New Mexico's history drew to a close.
As far as land development was concerned, it was not until
1905 that any enterprising individuals sought to move eastward
across the railroad tracks. In that year, an Albuquerque real
estate firm, with an eye toward the future development of the
town, advertised the sale of residential lots in Albuquerque's
"future suburbia" at prices ranging from $100 to $200 per lot
with a nominal downpayment of only $10. This area offered to
the public for their purchase consideration was located between
present day Broadway and Walter Streets, from Central Avenue
(then called Railroad Avenue), southward to Iron Street.
In 1891, shortly before the completion of the first building
on the campus of the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque
claimed slightly fewer than 4000 people on its population rolls.
-Despite the rather meager population figure the town could
attest to having twenty-two saloons, two banks, and three
houses of prostitution. William Bonney, better known to New
Mexicans as "Billy the Kid," had not been dead for too long
and accounts of Yaqui and Apache Indian raids on smaller
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New Albuquerque , as it appeared to the early 1880 train visitor. The large
adobe building in the fo regrou nd was situated about where the pr esent-day
Santa Fe Depot is lo cated . Behind the rustic building lies the earliest vestige
of South First Street.
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communities throughout the Territory were vividly portrayed in
the local newspapers. By 1900, Albuquerque had a population
of only 6238 and by 1910, as the prospect of statehood became
more and more evident in the halls of Congress in far off
Washington, the city's population figure had increased to a still
slim count of 11,023. Of this total, about 4100 people were
considered to be gainfully employed in wage earning capacities.
Approximately two-thirds of this total worked in either the
lumbering operations of the sawmill located north of town or,
even more importantly, in the various production, repair, and
operation enterprises of the railroad.
The railroad and lumbering factions, for the most part, were
a rough lot of hardened individuals who quite characteristically
reflected the social and cultural climate of Albuquerque during
the period. Despite Albuquerque's frontier-like society throughout most of the period under study here, the local townspeople
displayed an ...vid, if somewhat uneducated, interest in sports
and games. Bicycling was a favorite pastime even though the
surfaces over which one pedaled made for constant repair of
one's vehicle. Shooting contests were prolific and both horseracing and footracing were popular from time to time. Pugilistic
endeavors, both organized and impromptu, were not at all
uncommon. Baseball, though, became the chief sport in both
interest and participation for Albuquerqueans until well into
the depression years of the 1930s. Several teams wore organized
each spring and activity usually lasted until mid-autumn when
the season was culminated with a large intercity tournament
which was usually held during the annual Territorial Fair and
which offered cash prizes to the winners. Teams from Denver,
Raton, Santa Fe, £1 Paso, Phoenix, and Tucson, along with
highly touted aggregations from the booming mining towns of
the Territory, took part in the play. The Albuquerque Browns,
a team whose lineup was often arrayed with the names of
players who had once played in the Major Leagues, which had
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Albuquerque's first majestic building, the San Felipe Hotel, built in 1884,
and then one of the Southwest's most luxurious hostelries, located at what
is now .E.oarth- and Gold Avenue. In one of the hotel's rooms the University
of New Mexico 's first Board of Regents constructed its plans for the formal
opening of the institution.
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at last become firmly established in the eastern part of the
nation, was Albuquerque's most formidable team of the era.
The Santa Fe Railroad shops fielded two teams almost every
year-one composed of journeymen and one made up of
apprentices. The sawmill usually was represented by a strong
team also.
Though baseball had a rich history throughout the Territory
before the establishment of the University of New Mexico, it
became the lot of the various educational institutions throughput the area to originate and nurture other athletic sports so
predominant in the nation's culture today.
The University of New Mexico, established by an act of the
Territorial Legislature in 1889, first opened its "doors" to
students in the summer of that same ye;lr. A curriculum
offering of "normal" courses for teacher preparation was advertised. That fall regular courses in both arts and sciences were
offered. The University, situated atop the sloping mesa two
miles east of the railroad line, was at f.:.rst a predominantly
"prep school" type of institution. In fact, the "preppers"
attending classes at the University far outnumbered the regular
college course enrollees until well after the turn of the century
when Prep School offerings slowly diminished and finally came
to a halt in 1922. Those students who attended prep classes at
the University also attended classes at the Albuquerque High
School which was opened in 1891 and was originally located on
Lead Street before its permanent location at Broadway and
Central Avenue was brought about in 1913.
By 1892, the University 's first building was completed and
the young school assumed some of the rudimentary airs
. symbolic of a university. The first building, later named Hodgin
Hall, was a three story, brick structure serving the needs of the
entire University. Students arrived at the " Mesa Institution"
each day in wagons , on horseback, or on foot. At the close of
the territorial period a horse-drawn trolley line was finally
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T he University of ew Mexico as it appeared in th e early 1890 ·s. The
lon ely . sentinel-like brick building i almost envelo ped by the urround ing
mesa and the ominous "thunderhead" clouds overlaying the steep. granite
escarpment of the andia Mountains.
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successful in being able to function up the worn and rutted road
which led to the school from the eastern edge of town. Building
efforts on the infant campus proceeded slowly and laboriously.
A new gymnasium was erected in 1895 and was described in the
Mirage as "most modern and equipped with the best new
apparatus." The structure, in reality, was of little use in carrying
out any exercise programs. Most of the exertion experienced in
this building was related to the changing of one's clothing.
Indoor basketball practices, probably the most confining and
("sedentary in the history of the sport, were also tried from time
to time. The term "apparatus," referred to by the 1898 Mirage,
denoted nothing more than a few sets of Indian clubs and a high
series of horizontal bars attached to the outside of the building
upon which the more daring students climbed and swung from,
much to the consternation of the weaker hearted. A set of
parallel bars was also present. The practice field for football was
a weed-strewn, goathead-infested patch of mesa gound located
on the eastern edge of the diminutive campus. In 1899, a group
of devoted and energetic students with an interest in the sport
of tennis set about the work of constructing a tennis court. A
great deal of time and effort went into the process of laying an
adobe base and rolling and smoothing the court's surface into
playing condition. In 1901, the first efforts to layout a baseball
diamond on the campus were instrumented. The year before1900-an outdoor basketball court was layed out atop the
tennis court's playing surface. A pair of rickety shooting goals
were implanted in the earth at each end of the court. The
unsteady shooting targets and somewhat less than smooth
dribbling surfaces were soon abandoned by the varsity basketballers. The facility was subsequently utilized by the University
girl's team who played the game of bask etball for several years
with a great deal of enthusiasm as well as success in games
against other girl's teams throughout the Territory. In th e spring
of 1905, the University built what it thought would be a most
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The University of New Mexico 's original gymnasiu m building, built in the
middle 1890's, which served as the scene for somewhat limited indoor
sports activity until the construction of Carlisle Gymnasium in 1928. A
series of gymnastic and exercise bars and apparatus form an ourcroppijsg
from the side of the building.
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valuable athletic facility. It did prove to be valuable but not in
the way imagined. This facility was a large swimming pool
containing 250,000 gallons of water and measuring eight feet in
depth. The pool was 100 feet long and sixty feet wide. Lacking
any type of filtration system and displaying no sanitation
measures, the pool soon became the chief supplier of aquatic
animals for study and dissection in the Biology laboratory. A
failure as a swimming facility, the water supply was consequently used for experimental irrigation projects.
Between seasons of play, the University's outdoor athletic
(facilities suffered badly from the ravages of New Mexico dust
storms and a fanatical weed growth which denied the common
belief that nothing could grow in arid New Mexico except when
inundated by water. After years in which no activity was under- .
taken-and years of this type were common during the territorial era of the University's athletic history-the playing
surfaces of both field and court had to be almost completely
rebuilt.
The varsity teams in the various sports at the University
played their contests in a variety of places, hardly any of which
were located on the campus itself. Basketball games were played
first at Colombo Hall, across Second Street &om where today's
Greyhound Bus Station is located, and later at the Town
Armory building, remodeled now, but still standing just south
of the modern and towering Federal Courthouse building.
Football games were played in a trio of places-originally in a
vacant lot behind the town's ice factory and later at either the
Albuquerque Indian School grounds or at the Territorial Fair
Grounds in Old Albuquerque (Old Town) . Track and field
activity was held at Traction Park, which, if still in existence
today, would straddle Route 66 where Central Avenue
intersects with Rio Grande Boulevard. Traction Park formed the
end of the line for the first horse-drawn trolleys which much
later gave way to an electrically operated coach line. Traction
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Park was really an extension of the Fair Grounds. Basically, the
two sites were one and the same. Baseball games, if possible,
were played at the Fair Grounds diamond which was carefully
maintained by the professional nines of the town and readily
acknowledged as the finest diamond in the entire Territory
The "Varsity," or the "Universities," as UNM's athletic teams
were originally called, played most of their early athletic
contests against local high schools. The local schools providing
competition for the University were the Albuquerque High
School, the Menaul High School, and the Albuquerque Indian
Schol. Contests were also played against the Santa Fe Indian
School and various amateur and professional teams in Albuquerque. The long distances and expense involved in traveling to
other collegiate institutions, inside and outside of the Territory,
made it apparent that the young University must develop its
athletic programs by competing chiefly against nearby competition or have them perish from complete inactivity. As the
University's athletic programs grew and matured, however, the
high school element of athletic rivalry was slowly but surely
eliminated from the University's athletic schedules. The Santa
Fe Indian School was dropped in 1906. Albuquerque High
School and Menaul High School, although competed against
rarely after the turn of the century, disappeared altogether in
1917, at least in the sport of football. The Albuquerque Indian
School, although offering no courses bearing college credit, was
considered to be an intercollegiate institution in terms of
athletic competition, mainly because of the size of the institu- ~
tion,
It is not known for certain why the Indian School was

classified as an intercollegiate school. Perhaps it was the
immensity of the institution which influenced thinking. The
school was easily twice as large as any other educational institution in the Territory, and when the Territorial Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference was formulated the Indian School was
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given membership-membership which was denied to all other
high school-type institutions. The Indian School disappeared
from the University's football schedules in 1922.
Travel away from Albuquerque for any appreciable distance
usually entailed a train trip. Travel in a group by any other
mode of transportation was out of the question throughout
much of the era. Roads were rough and in extremely ill repair.
The automobile did not appear in Albuquerque until 1899 and
did not become a major transportation factor in New Mexico
pntil well after statehood had been conferred. Hence, it was not
until 1901 that the University took part in its first strictly
intercollegiate athletic activity away from the town of Albuquerque. In the autumn of 1901, supported by a Territorial
Legislature appropriation of $33,000 which paid off its debts
and afforded a little operating budget, the University scheduled
a football contest with the New Mexico Normal College (now
New Mexico Highlands University) in Las Vegas. The closest
collegiate institution to Albuquerque was the New Mexico
Mining Institute in Socorro, some seventy miles to the south.
The "Miners," as the teams of the institution were referred to,
did not commence varsity sports until 1906 when football was
organized for the first time ·and games scheduled with the .
University of New Mexico. By 1912, the University of New
Mexico was playing athletic contests throughout the Territory,
in the neighboring Territory of Arizona, and in the nearby
States of Colorado and Texas. Traditional and storied rivalries
with the University of Arizona and the New Mexico Agricultural College (now New Mexico State University) were
inaugurated.
- The early organization of athletics at the University of New
Mexico was, for the most part, a haphazard affair with little
faculty interest and control. Roy Stamm, a pioneer University
athlete of note, describes the situation which existed. "In our
studies we drew knowledge from the accumulated past but in
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sports and amusements we drew little in the way of University
backing. To play football, baseball, or tennis, you had to have
real zest for the game. You made your own diamonds, fields,
and courts. You paid your own expenses and bought all equipment and clothing. No lettermen were named and if injured,
certainly you settled your own hospital and doctor's fees."
Gradually, however, professorial leadership was obtained and a
semblance of order and control was initiated. In February,
1902, an Athletic ASsociation was formed and a constitution
drawn up to regulate athletic competition. Prior to the drafting
of this document, participation on the University's athletic
teams was ill controlled. Boys who had no connection with the
University whatsoever were recruited to represent the institution in athletic contests. Vigorous protests were lodged by
opponents from time to time which led to the establishment of
the document previously mentioned. In the absence of a faculty
coach, the leadership necessary for arranging practices and
games fell to one of the members of the team itself. The Prep
School boys could at first play both for the University and for
the Albuquerque High School, as they were bonafide students
of each institution. When the two schools played each other,
the "preppers" usually played for the high school while the
University supplanted them with intentionally recruited "outsiders."
Many exciting contests marked the period of territorial status .
as did the play of several individuals whose efforts helped to
forge an athletic program whose scope in future years would be ..
followed avidly by sports loving New Mexicans throughout the
entire state. Aside from the efforts of the athletes involved in
the program, it should be remembered that the advances in
faculty leadership, the apportioning of state funds for athletics,
and the building of newer and more comprehensive facilities
played an even more important role in the overall program's
development.
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A history of each of the varsity sports participated in by the
University of New Mexico during the territorial period follows,
as does a brief analogy of the origin and development of each of
the sports considered here. Some observations are offered concerning the national trend in each of the sports considered and
its application to the University of New Mexico's progress.
FOOTBALL
( Each year, as summer gives way to autumn, the interest of
America's sporting citizenry turns chiefly to football-the
"kingpin" sport of American intercollegiate athletics. Since the
first collegiate football contest between Princeton and Rutgers
Universities in 1869, the gridiron sport has evolved into the
most prominent collegiate sports spectacle on the national
scene . The game of football, as play ed today, has undergone
manifold changes since that post Civil War date of origin and
these changes have by no means come to a halt. The sport
continues to be refined and sophisticated in an age which pays
special attention to specialization. Despite modifications of the
sport over the years, several basic factors have almost always
been present which have served to make football America's
greatest game. These factors are speed, physical impact of
blocking and tackling, the spectacular element of the forward
pass, and the imaginative and specialized versions of origination
in both offense and defense.
It has been football, the rough contact sport likened in both
strategy and execution to the waging of war, that has captured
the American public's imagination for almost a century.
- Football, more than any other sport on the national scene,
reflects the dash and verve of America's enthusiastic approach
to life itself. Colonel Earl "Red" Blaik, an outstanding football
coach at the United States Military Academy during the middle
portion of the present century, and an originator of football
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change and progress in his own right, has dramatically stated
football's contributions to America's social progress. Writing in
his foreword for Allison Danzig's authoritative volume on the
history of American football, Blaik states:
Football . . . a game that through the years has stirred a President to
save it (Theodore Roosevelt) , another to coach it (Woodrow Wilson),
and a third to both play and coach it (Dwight D. Eisenhower) . . . a
game that through the years has numbered as legion statesmen,
doctors , lawyers , men of finance and business, and thousands of just
good citizens who have known the thrill of victory, have experienced
the lessons of defeat, and have felt as few but football players can ,
the lasting satisfaction that comes from playing on a team .

Allison Danzig, one of America's architects of football sports
reporting, has cogently stated: "Football is the game of Stagg,
Warner, Zuppke, Yost, Williams, Woodruff, Camp, King,
Heisman, Rockne , Haughton, and Bezdek and the coaches of
inventive mind who followed them. Americans all of them and
all American is the game that evolved under their guidance
during a half century of experimentation and progress."
The University of New Mexico's role in the football history
of the United States has been one which differs very little from
Colonel Blaik 's thoughtful remarks. New Mexico football, too,
has numbered in its legion ranks, future men of medicine, men
of law, men of business and finance, and, of course, thousands
of just good citizens who have in a variety of ways contributed
immeasurably to the State of New Mexico's social and economic growth.
But just as surely as New Mexico's part in the ever unfolding
drama of Ame rican football history can parallel Blaik 's observations, the University's gridiron history cannot be accorded a
place alongside the architects of change and innovation referred
to by Danzig. New Mexico's Football history has been one
which in many ways and at many times has created joy and
exhilaration in the bosoms of its followers. But at other times
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the opposite end of the spectrum has been evident in the form
of discouragement and depression. In general, the University's
football program has been one of little creativeness and, in fact,
its style of play and execution has been dependent on the
changes and modifications instrumented and enlarged upon
around the rest of the nation.
The writer deems it appropriate at this point to afford the
reader a brief commentary on the development of American
football in order to set the scene of the era into which the
r University of New Mexico launched its football fortunes.
Football, when first played in the United States in 1869, was
a game in which the play was very little removed from that type
of activity seen in soccer. The long-trousered, dress-shirted
Princeton and Rutgers players ran about the field displaying a
physical exercise which featured ' butting the ball with the head
and kicking it from one point to another with the feet. It was
for Harvard and its Canadian rival, McGill University, to amalgamate the sports of soccer and rugby to formulate American
football. In 1874, the two universities played a contest which
featured rugby play for one half of the game and "Boston
soccer" for the remaining half. From the style of play observed
in this game, certain modifications were made which moved
football, as played in America, away from soccer and closer to
rugby. The game of rugby was characterized by fiercely contesting, closely compacted masses of players called "serums."
The object of play was to try and project the rugby ball out of
the "serum" to a waiting back who ran with the ball towards his
opponent's goal or passed it laterally or backward to one of his
teammates who in turn ran forward until tackled by the opposition, at which point another "serum" was initiated and the
process repeated. Play was continuous and, as a result, no set
plays of planned strategy resulted. In 1880, Walter Camp of
Yale University, often referred to throughout the developmental eras of the sport as "the father of American football,"
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became the instrumental force in bringing about the changes
which have been by far the most revolutionary in the history of
the game and which have tended to make American football
unique among the world 's athletic sports. In that year Camp
devised the "line of scrimmage" with a center snap of the ball
to a back behind the scrimmage line . These two phenomenal
developments were the first really bonafide efforts to free the
American game called football from the manacles of the sport
called rugby. Jt is fairly apparent that Camp derived the idea of
a set scrimmage line from rugby's "serum" with the center snap
of the ball related to the kicking of the ball out of the "serum"
to a waiting back. Once this initial departure from rugby was
made, then newer rules and modifications followed which led to
the type of play which characterized the University of New
Mexico's brand of football during the territorial era. In 1882,
the system of "downs" and "yards to gain" came into being.
Heretofore, a team could retain possession of the ball for as
long as it did not fumble and many contests were marked by
the aspect of having one team retain the football for almost the
entire game. With backs and linemen , the scrimmage line, and
the center snap, along with downs and yards to gain, a new
concept of predetermined plays and changing tactics of strategy
came into focus.
Other improvements followed and many of the most far
reaching were devised by Camp. In 1883, he originated a system
of numerical scoring which resulted in different point values
being attached to various methods of scoring. By 1884, scoring
values were as follows: safety, 2 points ; touchdown, 4 points ;
goal after touchdown, 2 points; goal from the field (field goal),
5 points. By the end of the territorial period of New Mexico
football the point values of various scoring plays were modified
to the extent that they became similar to today's values-touchdown, 6 points; goal after touchdown, 1 point; and field goal, 3
points. With development of th e scrimmage line and the
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concept of backfield men, the idea of interference quickly
originated and the techniques of the maneuver were emphasized
in various ways, many of which would be in direct violation to
today's rules. In the beginning interference was frowned upon
and contact with this thought in mind could only be made by
accident while the prospective blocker looked innocently the
other way, much as is evidenced in the basketball " screen" of
today.
In 1888, one year before the founding of the University of
New Mexico, a most significant change in the rules of football
occurred. For the first time tackling below the waist was
permitted. Prior to this time tackling only above the waist was
allowed as in rugby and this placed a heavy hardship on the
smaller player as he could easily be carried along on the
shoulders of a larger player for a considerable distance. Tackling
below the waist immediately opened the game of football to the
talented efforts of smaller players of whom there have been a
coutless number in the history of the game, both in national
circles and in New Mexico. Emotional desire and courage now
replaced physical bulk and brawn as one of the chief factors for
operating successfully in the sport. Parke Davis, writing in the
1926 issue of the Collegiate Football Guide, explained the
significance of the low tackle. He wrote: "Against the deadly
low tackle the best backs could no longer gain consistently in
the open field. The offensive line of scrimmage was contracted
until the players stood shoulder to shoulder and the backs were
drawn in and stationed close to the line."
The following year, 1889, the advent of the T-Formation
appeared. The writer can well remember when the formation,
-after having disappeared for quite some time in favor of new
formations, notably the single and double wings, made a strong
reappearance in the early 1940s and what a sensational new
development in the game it was thought by many to have been
at that time. The pioneers of American football knew better.
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Since the forward pass did not ongmate until well after
America's entry into the st art of the twentieth century , the
shape of the football was in the form of a prolate spheroid
manufactured to accommodate the so-called "kicking" game
which was what football was centered around in the late 1800's.
The field of play was a trifle different then than what now
greets the spectator's eyes as he enters the modern stadium. The
field was 330 feet long, from goal line to goal line , until 1912
when it was shortened to 300 feet and at which time a thirty
foot end zone was added to each end of the field behind the
goal lines. Instead of the familiar yard lines across the width of
the field at five yard intervals the field of ancient vintage had
only three yard line markings other than the goal lines themselves. These were in the form of two solidly marked yard lines
across the width of the field twenty five yards out into the field
of play from each goal line and a dotted yard line across the
very middle of the field which separated the playing field into
two distinct halves and from which all kickoffs originated. The
oldest ·and by far the longest retained aspects of the original
football field are the goalposts which have undergone only
slight modification since their time of origin in the 1870's and
the width of the playing field, which at 160 feet is the same
today as it was in the early 1880's.
Various offensive techniques were developed in the game , the
most evident of which were the "flying wedge" and the "turtleback" formations. Both form ations were used regularly by the .
early teams of the University of New Mexico. The "flying"
wedge" formation employed the concept of having team
members gather around the ball carrier in the shape of a V with
the apex of the V advancing towards the opponent's goal line,
sweeping away everything in its path. The formation was particularly utilized on kickoff reception plays but was also seen on
plays from scrimmage during an era which had no rule for a
minimum number of players to be present on the scrimmage
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line at the time of the center snap of the ball. The "turtleback"
formation utilized the technique of snapping the ball from
center to a back stationed inside a circular mass of protective
players. The ball carrier and his revolving protection then proceeded to run upfield, usually around an end.
With at least a glimpse into the formulative period of
American football , the way is open to pursue New Mexico's role
in the early history of the game, It has been noted that almost
all of the most revolutionary aspects of the development of
~otball occurred during the late 1870's, the 1880's, and the
i890's. The University of New Mexico played its first football
in 1892 and, as the leadership for its organization came from
the neophyte players themselves, it is safe to assume that much
of the early play was a product of the imar'native minds of
individuals who had either heard by way of rumor, or had read
and made interpretations of brief newspaper items as to what
developments were taking place in football in the east-the
cradle of the sport's historical beginning. It is of some interest
to note that the University of New Mexico commenced football
after only three years of academic operation, whereas West
Point, located in the very heart of the game's developmental
area and already embracing a large and varied varsity athletic
program then, as it does today, did not play football until 1890,
only two years before the University of New Mexico and 21
years after the sport's origin in America. One might thus suspect
that New Mexico, though isolated from the developmental areas
of the east, was quick to become educated in the ways of
progress and to assimilate such progress into its own program.
On October 7, 1892, a team representing the University of
New Mexico played a squad from th e Albuquerque High School
in a vacant lot north of th e town 's ice factory. From a description of th e game in the Albuquerque Evening Citizen, it is
evident that for the most part the brand of play witnessed
reflected a rugby-type game. However, maneuvers were
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described which hint strongly that purely American techniques
were also employed. For instance, the published account of the
game included, "The University Boys soon formed a wedge,
placing a man with the ball in the center, and came down the
field like an avalanche, sweeping all before them until 20 yards
had been gained." The flying wedge maneuver, originated by
Princeton in 1884, was soon to be outlawed as the game underwent dramatic changes in the early 1900's. That a rugby-like
game was played on that October afternoon in 1892 is reflected
by several newspaper remarks, the most descriptive of which is
the following: "A well planned rush on the part of the high
school ended in a maelstrom of tangled arms and legs. Out of it
(the it most probably refers to a rugby "serum") the ball was
quickly passed to a halfback who ran the gauntlet of the guards
and lay down on the leather behind the goal-line, scoring the
second touchdown for the High School." Three weeks later, on
Saturday afte-noon, October 28, 1892, a second game between
the two rivals was played and once again the vacant lot near the
ice factory reverberated to the stampede-like rushes of the
twenty-two players assembled and even though the University
was once again defeated by the High School, football, although
experiencing years of no interest or organization during part of
the territorial period, became the first sport to be undertaken
on a varsity athletic level.
The following fall, 1893, the University embarked on its
second football season amid a great deal of enthusiasm demonstrated by the small student body. Ninety-six students were.
then enrolled at the University of which 48 were boys and an
equal number were girls. Of these 96 students, the greater
proportion were "preppers." By being a prep school student at
the University and then continuing his education there, a boy
could conceivably play as many as six years of athletics for the
school. Such was the case for several varsity athletes in the years
to come. Practices were organized early in the fall term and a
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Early UNM gridiron performers of the 1892 eleven. From left to right : Bert
.Vorhees (also a fine tennis player) ; Charley McDonald (a professional baseball player who never was a student at U M) ; Roy Allen Stamm, the
handsome and gifted student , athlete, and campus hero of the 1890 decade ;
'Stark Ames; and Fred Whiteman.
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challenge was quickly issued to the Albuquerque High School.
The challenge was accepted and preparation for the game began
in earnest, at least on the part of "the Universities." The boys
from " the Hill" were delighted to learn that the High School
team was holding no practices in preparation for the coming
battle. On the other hand, they were rather concerned that the
local newspapers were according far more publicity to a spelling
bee to be held at the University than they were to the forthcoming football contest. On Saturday morning, November 18,
1893, the University football team met and defeated the High
School by scoring a lone touchdown late in the game to win, 4
to O. The game was a rudely played affair, little different than
those played the previous year.
Their confidence boosted by their success, the University
promptly scheduled a second game, this time with the
Albuquerque Indian School, then the largest educational institution in the entire Territory. In fact, the Indian School was more
than twice as large as the next biggest institution. The Indians
had been taught the game of football in 1892 by Roy Allen
Stamm, a member of the Albuquerque High School team of
that year. The government-operated institution became a most
enthusiastic participant in all types of interschool sports and
was always ready and eager for a contest when many times the
same mental approaches to sports were not displayed by other
schools. By commencing football in 1893, the Indian School of
Albuquerque became one of the first such schools to take up
the sport. Even the famed and Indian-revered Carlisle Indian
School in distant Pennsylvania did not commence its football
activity until 1894. There were better teams than the Indians
during the territorial era but few were more colorful or
fascinating to watch with their tricks of deception and skill.
Glen "Pop" Warner, longtime football coach at Carlisle and the
developer of the immortal Jim Thorpe, has perhaps portrayed
the Indian's thoughts towards football best: "What the Indians
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did have was a real race pride and a fierce determination to
show the palefaces what they could do when the odds were
even. It was not that they felt any definite bitterness against the
conquering whites . . . but rather that they believed the contest
between red men and white had never been waged on equal
terms ...On the athletic field they felt .. . that the Indian had
his first even break and the record proves that they took full
advantage of it." Nothing pleased the Indians more than to
out-trick thewhitemen in their own game. The hidden ball trick
( and the football images sewn on their footb all jerseys at various
times throughout the history of their early play lends evidence
to this fact .
On Thanksgiving afternoon, November 30, 1893, over 300
curious football spectators, among them a large faction of
University students, arrived at the Indian School grounds to
watch the first of a long series of contests between the two
schools. Most of the players on the Government Indian School's
team were Pimas and Acomas with a sprinkling of other tribal
representatives rounding out the eleven. Their average age was
17, although two were as young as 15. The University team was
driven onto the field in wagons amid the spirited shouts of their
supporters. "You won't be in it at all!" "You are beaten
today! " "The Universities are coming for blood! " The
demeanor of the usually composed Indians sagged considerably
at this overwhelming display of confidence on the part of their
opponents. They requested an immediate weigh-in of all
players, feeling that if they were outweighed by less than 100
pounds as a team then they would have a chance. The total
weight of the University team was found to exceed that of the
Indians by 140 pounds. The inferior physiques of the Government "Redmen" proved not to be a disadvantage, particularly
as the game progressed and the confidence of the Indian players
increased. The contest was won by the Indians, 10 to 4, with
the University touchdown being scored after regulation time
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had elapsed but was allowed to count as the benevolent Indians
had already secured the victory.
On Christmas Day the University played a football contest
against the Albuquerque Town Team whose members, although
displaying a willing nature and an aggressive approach, knew
little of the sport. The University won the contest, 6 to 0,
before a large crowd, among whom a hat was passed and the
proceeds donated to the Non-Sectarian Benevolent Society, a
..
patron of the town's needy.
Upon hearing that the University of New Mexico was playing
football, a challenge for "a friendly game" was issued by the
New Mexico Agricultural College located in Mesilla Park near
Las Cruces. Arrangements were made for the game to be played
at the Fair Grounds in Old Albuquerque on New Year's Day,
1894. It is at this point that one of the great enigmas of New
Mexico sports history occurs : the official University football
records list the first strictly intercollegiate game as having been
played in 1901, eight years after the first such contest actually
took place. The record concerning UNM's first athletic competition against another collegiate institution is completely blank
despite the efforts of past chroniclers on the subject.
However, on January 1, 1894, a game between the two institutions was played and one of the nation's oldest football
rivalries was made twelve years older than the record presently
indicates. The Evening Citizen of December 23, 1893 noted the
challenge made for the game. Unfortunately, the record of
Albuquerque newspapers from January 1 to 15, 1894, is nonexistent, either preserved copies or those on microfilm. This
lack of documented record is probably the chief cause leading
to the traditional rivalry being originated in 1905 rather than
the true date, 1894. The Evening Citizen of January 17 , 1894,
records a small article noting charges made by The Las Cruces
Times that UNM had called on the efforts of a large number of
"outsiders" in "the recent game." A possible rematch was also
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talked about. These comments in themselves reflect that the
game was actually played. Further evidence is displayed in the
1909 Mirage which paid special attention to UNM's first
football victory over "the boys from Mesilla Park" in 14 years.
If 14 years are subtracted from 1908 , the result is 1894. The
pieces of the puzzle are further fitted together upon the
uncovering, by the writer, of a dusty, dirt-begrimed relic of
University memorablia taken from the bankrupt remains of the
Windham Photography Studib-°' oof Albuquerque. A small ,
(wood-framed, newspaper. picture with the words-1893
Lobos-carved in the frame, shows 13 football players, attired
in antiquated football gear, arrayed in a formation resembling a
flying wedge. On removing the picture from its frame it was
found that a caption beneath the picture had been folded in
behind it, removing it from the viewer's sight. The caption read:
"This picture, taken at the Fair Grounds field in Old Town, was
made just before the University defeated the New Mexico
"Aggies," 25 to 5, in the big game." The 13 players shown were
then listed by name. Of the 13 players shown in the picture, 10
were bonifide University students as proven by the University's
student enrollment records of 1893-94. True, three "outsiders"
had been used in the game but this practice was common until
shortly after the turn of the century when UNM discontinued
such practices. The final documentary proof of the first meeting
between the two rivals is supplied by the January 3, 1893, issue
of the then Daily New Mexican published in Santa Fe. Although
Santa Feans were little concerned with happenings in
Albuquerque during the early part of the era under study, a two
line notice of the contest did appear, announcing that "the
University in Albuquerque defeated the Agricultural College of
Mesilla Park in a football game, 25 to 5, on New Year's Day."
During °the autumn of 1894, two firsts in the University's
gridiron history were accomplished. During a season in which
the playing results were negligible, the team for the first time
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Attired in antiquated baseball caps, battered fedoras, nondescript pieces of
discarded cavalry uniforms, and homemade bits of early football paraphernalia, members of the University of New Mexico's 1893 football team
line up in flying wedge formation before th e start of its New Years Day,
1894, contest with its downstate rival , New Mexico A&M, at the Fair
Grounds field near Old Albuquerque. Forming the wedge from upper le(t:
Louis Brooks (leaning on cane), Ed Palladino (clutching horn), Wal~r
Robinson, Ed Armstrong, Wally Harsh (straddling the prolate spheroid) ,
Stark Ames, Floyd Gibbons (displaying a pair of horse-soldier trousers), and
Will Booth. From left to right at rear of wedg e: Fred Whiteman, Edmund
Clayton, Fred Raymer, Bert Vorhees, and Charles McDonald. Missing due to
illness, Roy Allen Stamm.
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was able to acquire the services of a coach in the person of
Professor W. A. Zimmer, a University faculty memb er. Zimmer
acted more in the role of manager than coach but, nevertheless,
he contributed the first form of faculty control and supervision
to the University's athletic program.
Another contribution during the season was the formulation
by members of the student body of an official University cheer
which for quite some time was to be the rallying yell of the
school's athletic zealots. The cheer bears notation here:

c
Chic kee-currunk-currunk-curroo !
Varsity, Varsity, N.M.U.
Razzle, Dazzle, Boom!
Varsity, Varisty, Rah , Rah, Ree!
The final game of the 1894 season-a 26 to 4 victory over the
Indian School-vsaw a crowd of nearly 1500 people on hand,
giving evidence that many Albuquerqueans were beginning to
take an interest in football. A 25 cent admission charge was
solicited with the proceeds to go towards converting a small
University campus building into a temporary gymnasium.
From 1895 through the fall of 1898, no football was
organized at UNM. Student and faculty interest in athletics of
any type ebbed to an all time low in the history of the school.
Pleas were made from time to time throughout this period by
isolated individuals, requesting that athletics return to the
college scene, but organizational movements never developed
much beyond the talking stage.
Football activity was resumed in 1899 with two games being
-played-both against the Albuquerque High School. By 1906 ,
however, the high school element of competition had just about
been removed and with but isolated occasions, the University
concentrated on meeting collegiate institutions Inside and outside the Territory. In 1901, the University played its first
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football contest outside of Albuquerque, when the varsity
journeyed to Las Vegas to meet the New Mexico Normal
College. The football chroniclers of the past have set 1903 as
the year in which UNM inaugurated its football rivalry with the
New Mexico School of Mines in Socorro. They are, however,
three years too earl y in their assumptions. During the season of
1903, the University of New Mexico played two contests
against an Albuquerque town :t¢am called the "Minors." The
"Minors" were composed of ex-University and high school
players who were still interested "in playing the game of football.
In compiling their research of the past, the gatherers of the
University 's football record made the mistake of construing the
o in the na~e Minors to be a typographical error and hence
replacing it with an e, making it Miners, the name popularly
given to the teams from the Institute in Socorro. The New
Mexico Military Institute was added to the football schedule in
1908 and the initial game between the two schools was costly
on two counts for the Cadets. The game was played in Roswell
and NMMI had given UNM a $400 guarantee for the contest.
The total gate of the game-won by the University, 16 to
12-was $15.00, and the balance of the guarantee totaling $385
had to be extracted from the school's coffers to meet the obligation to the visiting team. The season of 1908 also saw the
beginning of another old rivalry with the scheduling of the
University of Arizona, located at Tucson, in the Territory of
Arizona. 1909 saw the University playing its first football
contests outside the territory as they journeyed to El Paso,
Tucson, and Boulder, Colorado for games with the El Paso
Military Institute and the Universities of Arizona and Colorado.
Perhaps the finest University of New Mexico football team
during the territorial era was the 1909 eleven which won 4
gam es and lost but 2. True , th e 1905 team had won 5, lost 1,
and tied 1, and the 1908 squad had won 5 and lost only 1, but
the competition during these years had been questionable. In
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fairness to the 1908 team, it must be related that they lost only
to Arizona, 10 to 6, wh ile beating th e Albuquerque Indian
School twice, as well as the New Mexico Mining Institute,
NMMI, and New Mexico A&M. The 1909 team established its
supremacy as the foremost college football team in the Southwest. It annexed the Territorial Championship by beating New
Mexico Military Institute , 28 to 2, and New Mexico A&M, 51 to
O. Further, the team won its first Southwestern 'Championship
by handily besting Arizona, 23 to 11, in Tucson. The losses
(incurred during the season were to Colorado University. 53 to
0, and to the El Paso Military Institute, 11 to 0, in a game
played in the " Pass City. " an error which was rectified in a
return game later that season in Albuquerque by a score of 15
to O.
In general, football remained static in its developmental
phases during the latter part of the 1890's and the early years of
the new century. New Mexico football was thus afforded an
opportunity to " catch up and regroup " its educative undertakings. By the turn of the century most of the rugby elements,
so prevalent in the early games played by the University , had
disappeared. Football was receiving more coverage in the
Albuquerque press and trends and developments elsewhere
around the nation were being noted and taken advantage of
much more rapidly by local football players than they had been
during the dawn of the era. The game, however, continued to be
rough andbrutal in its execution, not only in New Mexico, but
wherever it was played in the country. The development of
rules which encouraged mass play utilizing strength and weight,
led to a rash of injuries. Protective equipment used during much
. of the early part of the era was scant and even scorned by most
as casting a reflection on the manliness of the individual. Roy
Stamm describes what it was like to play the rough contact
sport during much of the 1890's: "Our canvas suits-those who
were fortunate enough to have them-carried little padding
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except where towels were stuffed over shoulders and knees.
Head-gears, nose-guards, and helmets were not yet introduced
and all players cultivated heavy heads of hair for protection."
It was not until 1905, that measures were undertaken to curb
the' brutality characteristic of football. Unofficial compilations
of the 1905 football season listed 18 dead and 159 more or less
serious injuries as a result of rough play. In the wake of a deluge
of protest, President Theodore Roosevelt called representatives
from Harvard, Yale, and Princeton-then the leaders of college
football-to the White House and told them that something
must be done to remove the premium of roughness from football or the sport would die a quick death under the swift knife
of public opinion. "Brutality and foul play should receive the
same summary punishment given to a man who cheats at
cards," Roosevelt asserted. Sobered by the fact that many
colleges throughout the East, which had given so much to the
early development of the game, were dropping the sport
entirely, a group of influential college football enthusiasts met
in New York on December 9,1905, to discuss and, if possible ,
remedy the problem. Out of this meeting an organization was
formed called the Intercollegiate Athletic Association of the
United States. Five years later the organization became the
National Collegiate Athletic Association. Under the leadership
of walter Camp and Henry McCracken, new and far reaching
changes were formulated and agreed upon by the august body.
The changes made not only saved the sport of football from
almost certain destruction, but rapidly moved it towards being
the attractive spectator spectacle which millions of Americans
are so vividly interested in today.
The most significant single development in the new rules, and
one which stands parallel with the development of the scrimmage line and the system of downs and yards to gain, was the
legislation leading to the legalization of the forward pass. Brute
force and strength movements were immediately replaced by
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the element of t he qu ick striking offen se. Other ch an ges and
innovations set forth wer e: ( 1) th e elimin at ion of th e hu rdling
technique which had led to man y injuries incurred by th e blows
of cleated football shoes ; (2) th e decrease of the game from 70
to 60 minutes; (3) the incr easing of th e yards to gain from 5 to
10 ; (4) the introduction of a neutral zone at the line of
scrimmage between the two team s, of th e length of the footb all.
Heretofore, th e actual scrimmage line passed directly through
th e middle of th e football causing an interminable amount of
( preliminary pushing and shoving (and arguing) to gain an adv antage before the actual snap of th e ball; (5) the prohibition of
dropping linemen back into th e backfield to form the destructive flying wedge and turtleback formations; and (6) the
addition of more officials to help with the administration and
control of the game.
With th e introduction of the forward pass into football , the
caliber of play developed in the Southwest became much more
formidable than previously. Unhampered by the traditional
ground gam e of th e East, the forward pass became the for emost
feature in the play of many western elevens. After having undergone considerable argument amo ng the co aches in the East,
many of whom were divid ed on op inions as to the value of the
forward pass to football , it was finally decided, in a very close
vote, to retain the maneuver . Walter Camp , an original sponsor
of the maneuver, later wanted it removed from the game, but
Percy Haughton of Harvard led a group of pass-minded co aches
who were successful in retaining the game 's most spectacular
element. Few Eastern colleges used the forward pass to an y
extent prior to 1912. The rules attached to the pass at that time
made its use a definite gamble. When a pass was thrown , it had
to be delivered from a point' five yards to the side of the point
where the center snap of the ball had occurred. An incomplete
pass was penalized and, if a pass was touched, but not caught, it
could be recovered by either side , much like a fumbled ball.
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Then, too, a team had to make the required ten yards for a first
down in three downs rather than in the more contemporary
four. The fact that the traditionally conservative East shunned
the pass for the most part was as obvious as was the fact that
the Western teams, with their "hell bent for leather," wide open
style of play, embraced it avidly.
The new rules, concerning the forward pass in particular,
received wide coverage in the nation's newspapers and the
maneuver became a subject of much controversy. The controversy involved served to educate many of the more remote areas
of the nation. The distinct gamble involved in utilizing the pass
appealed to Western players, most of whom were reared in
environments where gambling-whether for money, crops, or
any type of imaginable article-was prominent.
According to Danzig's research, St. Louis University was the
first to use the forward pass-sometime in late September,
1906. Further, Danzig states that the forward aerial maneuver
was in use in the Southwest as early as 1908, particularly at the
University of Arkansas. If Danzig's study is correct, then his
investigation did not include the football operations of the
University of New Mexico. On October 13 , 1906 , in the
season's opening game against the Albuquerque Indian School,
the University utilized the forward pass for the first time.
Granted, it was used only sparingly and chiefly to get out of "a
tight spot," but nevertheless, used in the 28 to 5 victory over
the Indians. Since that date the record of New Mexico football
is filled with references to various aspects of the forward passing
maneuver.
The record of coaching leadership in UNM football during
the territorial era is one which left much to be desired. As has
been noted, early attempts at achieving this important aspect of
successful team play usually ended in the reins of control being
assumed by (1) a player on the team itself; (2) a faculty
member who was interested but far from professionally trained
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in the elements of the game; and (3) a volunteer member of the
community with qualifications mu ch the same as those of the
interested facult y member. It was not until 1909, th at concentrated efforts were undertaken to provide the University 's
football team with a professionall y qualified co ach. In that
year, C. L. McBirnie, a former football player at the University
of Oklahoma, was engaged for four weeks to drill " t he Universities" on the newest facets of the game. McBirnie proved to be
as good a teacher as his background indicated. The University's
( 1909 aggregation achieved the most outstanding record of any
of the Institution's football teams during the entire era.
Unfortunately, McBirnie could not be induced to return to the
Territorial University the following autumn and his absence
became apparent as the University struggled to a winless season
in 1910. I
With intercollegiate athletics playing a definite role in the
University "o f New Mexico's operations as the era drew to a
close and with the value of a professional coach having to some
extent been proven, the University made an effort to hire a
person who would primarily be responsible for coaching and
overseeing, in general, all of the sports played by the school-in
essence, an athletic director. In 1911, such a person was hired.
Ralph L. Hutchinson undertook the assignments listed above
and remained in that capacity until 1917 when World War I
drew him away from the campus. Hutchinson's hiring reflected
the "University's increasingly serious approach " to the role of
athletics on the campus. Aside from the distressing years of
social upheaval in New Mexico immediately after the close of
World War I, the Universit y of New Mexico would never again
be without the services of a professionally qualified person to
carry out the responsibilities first assumed by Hutchinson.
No other college athlete is perhaps as revered by the
American sports minded public as much as is the college
football hero. His name hangs on the lips of his admirers and his
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exploits are followed on the playing field and in the published
accounts of weekly battles with a fervor which is sometimes
futile to describe aptly. The University of New Mexico, in this
respect, has been no different than any other institution
throughout the nation. Its football heroes, past and present,
have commanded more individual interest on the part of the
student body and the general public than any other type of
athlete on the American collegiate scene. The territorial period
of the University of New Mexico's athletic history produced a
number of "gridiron gladiators" who occupied the same
position of status in football in the Territory that Heffelfinger,
Woodruff, and Stagg of Yale, the Poes of Princeton, Daly and
Haughton of the Harvard Crimson, Heston and Schulz of
Michigan, Torrey and Stevenson of Pennsylvania, Steffen and
Eckersol of Chicago University, and the immortal Jim Thorpe
of Carlisle, occupied on the national level. The first such player
at UNM to be validly acclaimed as a football star was Roy Allen
Stamm who played on the University's elevens of 1893 and
1894. Stamm, graduated from Albuquerque High School in
1892, passed up an opportunity to attend the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland, in order to remain at
home and lend assistance to his father who had suffered
business failures in the Panic of 1893. He entered the University
in the fall of 1893 and promptly became one of its best
athletes. Stamm was a stocky, compact lad; handsome, and
endowed with qualities of leadership which made him one of
the most popular University students of the period. He became
President of his class, was an accomplished debater, and an
outstanding student of the classical languages. In effect, Roy
Stamm termed by the Albuquerque press as "a gallant fullback
and a gentleman," became the University of New Mexico's first
authentic athletic hero. Stamm was a member of one of
Albuquerque's leading families during a time when the
community had few families of position.
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The writer would be remiss in departing from the early
portion of the period under study without mentioning the name
of Charley McDonald, a young man of considerable athletic
ability who performed on the football field on a par with
Stamm in 1893-1894. Unfortunately, McDonald was never a
student at UNM and played only when his talents were sought
after by the zealous creators of UNM's early football teams.
McDonald was a seasoned professional baseball player who regularly played third base for the Albuquerque Browns.
( Two brothers, Clarence and Ken Heald, made significant
athletic contributions to the University's athletic programs
during the years 1906-1907-1908. Both became skilled in a
variety of sports but reserved some of their best efforts for the
football field. The younger of the two, and also the smaller at 5
feet 6 inches and 121 pounds, was Clarence, who played both in
the backfield and at end. He was an accomplished punter, a
good pass catcher, and a shifty runner. Ken usually played in
the backfield where his superb running ability complemented
his brother's play in fine style.
Walter Allen, a powerfully built boy with a shock of blonde
curly hair and a cherubic face, starred at the quarterback and
fullback positions. Allen set some kind of a record which may
never be equalled when he was elected to the captaincy of the
football team for four consecutive years-1907, 1908, 1909,
and 191 O. Besides being a strong runner on the gridiron, he was
an exceptional fast-ball pitcher with the baseball nir-e, often
providing the impetus which meant the difference between
victory and defeat in that sport.
Two linemen of note during the era were Lawrence Selva and
- Josh Saulsberry of the 1906 squad. selva, although light for a
tackle at 145 pounds, played with; a determination and desire
which usually turned the tide of battle with his opposite adversary in his favor. Saulsberry, a tackle of larger dimensions-6
feet tall and weighing 175 pounds-came to the University of
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New Mexico from Alamogordo. A large, jovial-appearing boy,
he was a sure blocker and a bulwark on defense.
Herbert Galles at end, J. Ralph Tascher in the backfield, and
Santiago Gonzales, who played both tackle and fullback,
depending on where he was most needed, all played leading
roles in the successful seasons of 1905-1906-1907. Perhaps two
of the finest all-around athletes to ever play at the University
were Charles Lembke and Gillette Cornish. Together, they were
responsible for much of the athletic success which the University of New Mexico enjoyed from 1907 until 1912. Cornish and
Lembke were boyhood chums who. matriculated at the
University of New Mexico in 1907 from Albuquerque High
School. Both were handsome lads, short and well built, but not
what one might call stocky. Both were popular with their classmates-Lembke presiding over the Class of 1912. Cornish,
whose family before and after the period, provided Albuquerque with some of its leading citizens in the fields of medicine
and law, was a sure-handed end and halfback on the football
team, a deadly shot on the basketball court, and as good an
all-around baseball player as the University had during the era.
Lembke, whose athletic career at the University closely
paralleled that of Cornish, was a slightly more gregarious individual and his talents as a leader were evident from the very
beginning of his tenure at the school. In football, his primary
position was quarterback but he often played all of the other
backfield positions as well. Less of a shooting specialist than
Cornish on the basketball floor, he was, nevertheless, an outstanding guard with aggressive defensive abilities and a smooth
floor game. On the baseball diamond he was both a sure fielder
and a dangerous batsman. Lembke's name is in many ways
synonymous with the University of New Mexico. His father,
Charles Lembke, Senior, a pioneer in the construction business
of the Territory, was the brick contractor for the construction
of the University's first building-Hodgin Hall. On the day that
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(

Gillette Co rn ish, left , a nd C har les Le m b kc , J r. , righ t , as th c y ap peared in
1908. Both wer e gifte d at hle tes an d stude n ts a t UN M betwe en 1907 a nd
1912. Corn ish , after gra d ua ting from U M , a ttcn dc d the Yal e Un iversi ty
Medical Sc ho ol in 191 4 a nd co nt ributed hi s a t hle tic tal en ts to Eli footba ll
by winning the fir st team qu art erb a ck po si tion th at ye ar. Lcmbkc bcca mc a
celebra ted World War I " dough bo y ," co ns tru c tio n cngi ncc r, a nd public
servan t.
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the cornerstone of the structure was laid, Mr. Lembke was
hurriedly called away from the job to be at his wife 's bedside as
she gave birth to young Charles. Charles Lembke, Junior, went
on to become one of New Mexico's honored "doughboys" of
World War I, seeing service in Europe and being wounded in the
actions accompanying the final German retreat from France and
Belgium. Lembke, with his civil engineering background and
experience figuring prominently, dedicated many of his company's efforts in later years towards building numerous unique
and attractive pueblo-style buildings on the University of New
Mexico campus .
The Territorial period of New Mexico's football program had
experienced years of both ecstasy and depression. One fact,
however, was apparent. The game had become firmly established and the University's serious efforts at projecting its base
to an even stronger position had been embellished by the
appointment of a full time athletic director. A philosophy
embracing the need for varsity athletics had been established
and even though the path ahead would encounter moments of
uncertainty and frustration, a foundation had been laid which
provided leadership and direction in the future.
BASEBALL
Of the organized sports on the national scene prior to 1900,
baseball enjoyed the distinction of being the athletic activity
which most personified the sporting climate of the young
United States-the New Mexico Territory included. Baseball,
often and justly referred to as the "national pastime ," has
occupied the interest of the nation's sporting enthusiasts for a
longer period of time and in far greater depth than ' any other
sport found on the American scene : John Allen Krout, in his
contribution to The Pageant of A merica, an historical account
of America's social development, has pointedly stated baseball's
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place in the American society:

(

Baseball ... has become one of the greatest spectator sports of all
time, earning large sums of money for promoters and professional
players, yet it also turned vacant lots and school grounds into playing fields and the small boy into an enthusiastic participant. By the
opening of the twentieth century it had become a truly national
game , holding sway from grammar school, through high school and
college, to the expert professionals in minor and major leagues . To
the participant it offers an opportunity to exhibit a wide range of
personal skill within the careful coordination of team play. It is a
scientific matching of wits as well as of individual and team prowess .
To the 'onlooker it offers a spectacle in which plan and execution are
happily combined, with an unlimited number of tense moments,
each contributing a minor emotional crisis.

The game of baseball has been played in New Mexico for well
over a century, having been introduced into the Territory by
elements of the United States Army stationed in the area. I twas
not the army influence, however, but rather the railroad
impetus that projected the sport to the heights of popularity
which made it unrivaled in public interest throughout the era.
The sport was enthusiastically engaged in by all levels of the
territorial society-from wizened miners, brawny lumbermen,
and hardened railroaders, to store clerks, smooth-cheeked
schoolboys, and male members of the best families. When baseball was first played in the territory, the equipment used was
primitive when contrasted with what is used today. A wooden
staff of ash or hickory with a dressed handle served for a bat.
The ball used was usually of equally homemade vintage. The
playing fields were rough but a lack of space was never a
problem.
Even though baseball was being played in New Mexico early
in the game's developmental stages, innovations of far reaching
significance had been introduced into baseball prior to its territorial debut-innovations which are pertinent to investigation in
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settin~

the scene fur the University uf New Mexico's initial
baseball effurts.
The English have persisted in terming American baseball
"glurified rounders." a game played in British grammar schools
for several centuries. There is evidence that the first form of
what was called baseball. played in New England in the late
1820's. did approach the English game in some respects. The
New England game. "Massachusetts baseball," employed four
bases. sixty feet apart, and arranged in a square. There were an
indefinite number of players on each team assigned to no
particular position except for a definitely designated pitcher
and catcher. The batter (or striker, as he was then called) was
considered out if the ball he hit was caught on either the fly or
on first bounce. Baserunners were retired if they were hit by a
thrown hall v..hile off base. This particular practice was called
"soaking the runner." A team was retired when each member
had been individually put out, much as in the English game of
cricket, The aspect of the English game called "rounders" which
was present in the early American game called baseball, and'
towards which many Britons arched a discriminating eyebrow,
was the practice of "soaking the runner." Although this
practice, in general, was not prevalent after 1845, there seems
little doubt in the minds of the British as to what the exact
origins of baseball arc. The pioneers of the American sport
would probably have voiced an argument.
Although doubts have existed relative to the contributions to
baseball by Abner Doubleday, it now seems apparent that the
distinguished Civil War General made some of the first
substantial additions to the game-characteristics which still
mark the game as played today. In 1839, prior to entering West
Point, Doubleday devised a quadrilateral baseball diamond with
bases located ninety feet apart. Further, he introduced the
aspect of the side being put out after three men had been
retired. Doubleday's game abandoned the "soaking" method of
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retiring baserunners but retained the first bounce technique of
putting out the batter. Doubleday allowed for eight men on
each team with the game lasting until one side had scored a
total of twenty-one runs. For the first time some degree of
order had been introduced into the game.
Although the evidence of Doubleday's contributions to the
sport of baseball has been described by some historians as somewhat tenuous due to a complete lack of written record, there
does exist little argument that baseball was generally played as
rdcscribcd above until 1845 when further modifications were
made which drew the sport even closer to the modern game. In
1845, a New Yorker, Alexander Cartwright, drew up and
implemented other contributions which further molded the
game into a uniquely American sport. Cartwright's plan called
for a slJuare diamond rather than Doubleday's elongated
diamond. The bases were to remain ninety feet apart. The
completely new phenomena introduced was the aspect of
having the batter retired only"if his hit ball was caught on the
fly or. even more revolutionary, if it was not caught on the fly,
it was rela yed to first base before the batter's arrival there.
Cartwright's game employed nine men on each team with
orderly positions as we know them today.
The debate still persists relative to whom should be given the
proper title, "the father of American baseball." There are
supporters of Abner Doubleday, the figure more popularly
referred to as the above: and there are those who adamantly
maintain that Doubleday was merely a minor figure in the
game's evolution and that Alexander Cartwright of the New
York Knickerbocker Club should rightfully receive the credit
. which has traditionally been extended to Doubleday. The
argument is academic and no good purpose would be served in
pursuing the differences of opinions here. I t is sufficient to say
that both gentlemen played an important role in the sport's
embryonic development, each drawing from his knowledge of
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the game as played and improvised on by more ancient
innovators than they themselves.
Despite the efforts of Doubleday and Cartwright and the
improvisers before them, several aspects of baseball lingered on
which to some extent detracted from the exectuion of the play.
No balls and strikes were called by an umpire until just prior to
the Civil War. In fact, the pitcher's chief task was to deliver the
ball toward the batter in such amanner as to allow him to hit
the ball as profitably as possible, rather than to try and retire
the batter purely through "his skill in throwing the ball. As time
wore on and devious subtleties started to erode the technique
and execution of the game, rules were brought about instrumenting the four ball and three strike characteristic. As the skill
of the players increased and the twenty-one run rule for the
game's completion brought about contests of lengthy duration,
many of which approached those seen in the sport of cricket,
the nine inning modification was introduced.
The equipment and uniforms used also underwent reform.
The ball used in the game evolved from a bean bag type of
sphere, to a somewhat present day softball type used in the
Knickerbocker era, to the present hard rubber core, yarn-wound
ball. Bats, with hand shar-ed hitting and gripping surfaces, soon
became much "more sophisticated in their construction-so
much so, in fact, that the ball used in various eras was deadened
to offset the advantage imposed by the advances in technology
related to baseball bat manufacture. Gloves were never used in )
the early game of baseball and a player using any protection for
his hands was often greeted by taunts and jibes from his
opponents or members of the crowd-most of which were
delivered with the intent to cast aspersions on his sex. As the
game became faster and more powerful in its execution, gloves
of a sort were discreetly introduced. The first bits of such paraphenalia were fingerless, flesh colored, and otherwise carefully
disguised for the reasons listed above. As the batted and thrown
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ball took a more severe toll on the players' hands, gloves began
to be openly used and soon became standard pieces of equipment for every player in the field. The catcher's mask was first
used by a Harvard player, probably to no surprise of yale and
Princeton men, and the chest protector and shin guards soon
followed. The traditional baseball uniform evolved from the .
knickered gentlemen who first engaged in the game. With only a
few slight modifications, the uniform remains much the same
today.
( Baseball expanded rapidly during the latter half of the nineteenth century and the game's popularity reached all corners of
the young nation. Various versions of the game were played in
different geographical locations, but by the time the University
of New Mexico started to play baseball, the multiple variations
of the game had just about finished funneling into the uniform
style of play we know today. True, minor modifications were
made through the years but the foremost facets of the sportbatting, fielding, throwing, and baserunning-are basically little
changed today from those which were aimed at years ago.
The Civil War probably did more to make baseball a truly
national game than did any other single event. The sport
became one of the chief diversions and means of recreational
relaxation for Yankee troops in hundreds of Union encampments throughout the war years. Baseball was introduced into
the South, where it has had a long and storied tradition , as a
result of Confederate prisoners being exposed to the sport while
interned in Northern prison camps. Added to this was the fact
that Union prisoners in the South played the game frequently,
and it was soon picked up by the sports-minded Confederates.
When Union troops moved westward for duty assignments in
what they considered to be "the last frontier," the game moved
with them and soon developed roots which grew and flourished
in excellent fashion.
In the decade following 1850, numerous organized amateur
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baseball clubs formed and started to play regularly scheduled
contests. Among the first of such clubs was the New York
Knickerbocker organization headed by Alexander Cartwright. It
was not long before professionalism crept into the sport and
this aspect served to spur the game to even greater heights of
national popularity. Players were employed by business con cerns and clubs which divided their time between work and play
at far better than average salaries for the day. Many teams took
regular tours throughout the east before the Civil War period
and after the great internal struggle came to an end and the
game spread westward, great intersectional rivalries arose. In
1869, the Cincinnati Red Stockings became the first professional baseball club, and by 1871, a full scale professional
baseball league was in existence.
It has already been noted that the first baseball diamond on
the University of New Mexico campus was laid out in 1901.
Albuquerque, however, had a rich history in baseball prior to
this time and several diamonds were present in the town, the
best of which, by far, was the playing field located at the Fair
Grounds in Old Albuquerque. This particular field was carefully
maintained by the professional teams of the town and was the
most sought after place to play in the entire Territory .
By 1899, as the University of New Mexico was moved to
organize its first baseball team and play its first games, Denton
"Cy" Young was well on the way to establishing himself as the
most formidable pitcher of the day. Honus Wagner, the )
indomitable "Flying Dutchman," was beginning to carve his
niche as one of baseball history's most marvelous shortstops,
and "Wee Willie" Keeler was rapidly becoming the finest
defensive outfielder in the business while at the same time
pioneering the art of place hitting by " hitting 'em where they
ain't." As the University commenced playing baseball, practicallyon the eve of the formation of the new American
Professional League, problems arose which to some extent kept
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the sport from ever achieving the popularity enjoyed by both
football and basketball on the campus. These factors contributed to lengthy gaps in the University 's baseball history
which saw many years in which no team was organized.
Primarily , baseball, if played at all, was participated in during
late April and during the month of May just prior to commencement. Football often lasted until well into January and basketball was never organized until the football season had been fully
completed. Basketball was. often played until early April which
qeft the sports of tennis, track, ·and baseball to compete with
each other for the available athletic members of the small
student body. The programs in the three late spring sports
suffered as a result. Despite this adversity, baseball, chiefly
because of its firmly entrenched historical popularity in the
Territory, was officially undertaken by the University of New
Mexico and, even though many years saw only a smattering of
practice pick-up type games, the sport has made some rich
contributions to the overall scope of New Mexico athletics.
The University of New Mexico's first baseball season was
more of an experience than any full scale enterprise. Two practice games were played against the Albuquerque Indian School
in the spring of 1899, both of which were lost. Perhaps the
results of the two contests were what 'precipitated the nomenclature attached to them by the University players. The regular
season consisted of one game . On May 12, 1899, "the Universities" played a contest against a team composed of the
combined talents of the Albuquerque High School and the Goss
Military Institute . The game was won by the University, 18 to
. 9. An account of a portion of the University's half of the fourth
inning renders some indication as to the type of play which
occurred during this initial baseball effort:
French went out on a wee one to pitcher. Bowie hit the ball with his
padded pants and ambled to first with a one legged gait; Hoyt
singled to right garden and Bowie continued his gait to second.
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Becker put one out of reach of short which was fumbled at first.
then at second. He reached third all out of breath and the other
runners scored.

The Goss Military I nstitute, named after Colonel Robert S.
Goss, its founder, was later renamed the New Mexico Military
Institute. At that time the Institute encompassed two years of
college preparatory study and four years of college work. This
appearance of the Military Institute on a University of New
Mexico sport's schedule originated a lengthy rivalry between the
two schools-a rivalry which continues to exist today between
many of the University's freshman sports and the varsity
athletic teams of the Institute's Junior College section.
From 1900 through the spring of 1903, no baseball teams
were organized at the University of New Mexico. Together with
a similar period of absence from the middle 1920's to the latter
part of the 1930's, baseball experienced its low point during its
long history at the school.
Baseball was reestablished on the UNM campus in late April,
1904. Under the leadership of several students, the sport was
organized and one game was ·scheduled. On April 22, the
University met and defeated the Albuquerque Indian School in
a game which saw the score mount to totals more in keeping
with football. The final score was 27 to 16. Baseball continued
to gain in interest for the remainder of the era. Unlike football,
where scheduling practices sought to remove the high school
element of competition as much as possible, baseball schedules
included a large majority of games with the Albuquerque High
School, the Santa Fe Indian School, the Albuquerque Indian
School, and the EI Paso High School, as well as contests with
several of the town's amateur and professional teams. It was not
until 1908, during the National Irrigation Congress held in
Albuquerque, that the University baseball team was invited to
play in a tournament at the Fair Grounds to determine a
Territorial champion. The tournament was to be an adjunct of
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the much publicized Congress on the important matter of irrigation. The University beat the Albuquerque Indian School in the
opening game of the tournament, but lost a close decision to
the New Mexico Agricultural College in the championship game.
Improvements in the scheduling of other colleges were made
throughout the remainder of the period with games being
played against St. Michael's College of Santa Fe, a small
. Catholic institution in the capital city, and the New Mexico
Miners from Socorro. One game was also played with the El
(Paso Military Institute, one of the University's football
. opponents of the late territorial era.
Although Territorial Championships were claimed from time
to time -throughout the period by various UNM baseball teams,
the claims to such titles were indeed dubious, as the competition faced usually was represented by the various institutions of
secondary education in Albuquerque. The 1910 team, however,
deserves special merit as being the best during the period consideredhere. That year, UNM played 8 games and was able to
win 7 while losing only 1. The loss occurred against the
Albuquerque Indian School and was more than made up for by
two subsequent victories over the Indians. Other wins during
the season were achieved in games with the Santa Fe Indian
School, St. Michael's, the New Mexico Miners from Socorro,
and the EI Paso Military Institute.
Because Albuquerque owned a long history in the execution
of the game of baseball, the- players at the University of New
Mexico played a brand of ball which was comparatively better
than that;tdisplayed in the other sports of later origin. Whereas
batting and fielding were fortes mastered by many, the art of
hurling the ball towards the batter seemed to be the weak spot
in the otherwise characteristically good play demonstrated by
University teams in almost any given year. Although the first
"curve" balls were thrown in the late 1860's and modified
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pitches, such as the "spit ball," "shine ball," and a variety of
drops , inshoots, and outshoots were developed rapidly thereafter, it was not until 1912, that the University developed its
first effective curve ball thrower. His name was "Pinky"
Woolridge and, aside from being an outstanding track and field
performer, was endowed with "an exceptionally curvy wing and
no small amount of steam."
The organization and administration of baseball at the
University of New Mexico rested almost solely in the hands of
the student participants until the hiring of Ralph Hutchinson in
1911. A certain quality of cohesiveness became apparent in the
baseball efforts of the University after Hutchinson's appearance
on the scene. The "sandlot" type of atmosphere was quickly
removed as a result of his professional guidance.
Besides Woolridge, several other fine baseball players made
notable contributions to UNM successes during the territorial
era. Lembke, Allen, and Cornish, perhaps better known for
their exploits on the gridiron, were, nevertheless, outstanding
performers on the diamond and regularly led their teams in
hitting and fielding skill. Al Clancy and Ralph Tascher were
stars of the basketball court who also contributed immensely to
the baseball program. Hugh Bryan, another of the University's
fine basketball players and destined to become the University of
New Mexico's second contribution to the nation's roll of
Rhodes Scholars, played outstandingly during the years of
1904, 1905, and 1906. John Alvord, who with Walter Allen
formed the nucleus for the track and field efforts prior to 1910,
was the era's best first baseman.
As the territorial era of UNM's sports history drew to a close,
baseball had left its mark in the record. The sport had achieved
some success and had become a looked forward to activity as
each basketball season drew to a close. The scheduling of
college baseball teams had been difficult and would continue to
be a problem in the era to come. If competition is the main
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criterion for scheduling efforts, then the University had more
than its hands full meeting the challenges imposed by the
various local teams which arrayed the schedule each year.
Albuquerque's amateur and professional teams were among the
'very best to be found in the Territory and regular play against
them indelibly reflected the University's marked improvement
in the sport since its origin in 1899.
TENNIS
(

Lawn tennis, or simply tennis, as the sport is more popularly
referred to in the United States, originated in Wales in 1873 as
an adaptation of "court tennis," a sport primarily played at
garden parties. From England, the game made its way across the
Atlantic to Bermuda, where the military garrison of the British
island undertook to play the game after being sent several
racquets and an assortment of balls, no two of which were alike.
From Bermuda the game was introduced into the United States
in the fall of 1874, where play was first seen at the Baseball and
Cricket Club of Staten Island in New York. As the sport gained
in popularity, it spread rather rapidly throughout the northeastern part of the nation, particularly in· New York,
Philadelphia, and New England. By 1881, tennis had superseded
croquet as the foremost pastime at fashionable garden parties in
England and in America it had been installed in Newport,
Rhode Island, the splendidly-mansioned summer retreat of the
nation's rich, as the chief recreational endeavor of the affluent.
Also in 1881, a group of clubs in the New York City area
banded together to form the United States Lawn Tennis
Association, still in existence today and one of the oldest sports
governing bodies in the history of American athletics. Itwas
due to the efforts of the newly established body that tennis
rules and equipment were standardized. Heretofore, tennis
somewhat resembled the sport of badminton, especially in its
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scoring procedure which saw games being played to fifteen
points and only the servers being able to score points. Racquets
were spoon shaped and balls varied in both bounce and
dimension. In 1881, shortly after the founding of the Lawn
Tennis Association, a system of scoring was developed which
swung the sport away from the last embraces of badminton
influence. The scoring system ,d eveloped is still in existence
today except where certain minor modifications have been
made for professional play.
Unlike the sport of football which received all of its early
impetus and development as a result of collegiate influence, the
sport of tennis has grown and developed as a result of the
efforts of the wealthy faction of American society. From
English lawn and garden parties, to Staten Island and Newport,
the history of the sport's development is characterized by the
social position of those who played th e game. Even when tennis
drifted westward, into areas of the nation characterized by a
population of little sharp social stratification, the sport
continued to be attached to those groups enjoying somewhat
higher social position in the community.
In 1891, ten years after the United States Lawn Tennis
Association had held its first national championship tournament, the game of tennis was introduced to Albuquerque by
two United States Army paymasters who had been transferred
to the Territory from posts in Kansas. The two paymastersMajors Baker and Towner-had sons who had played the game )
with a great deal of success in tournaments in Kansas, Nebraska,
and Missouri. Major Baker soon constructed a makeshift tennis
court near his quarters and invited some of the local
Albuquerque boys to play; among them, Roy Stamm , who
became more enthused with tennis th an any sport he had yet
undertaken. As a result of whetted appetites for the new sport,
efforts were made to build another court. With a group of his
friends, Stamm set about the task. An account of the
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construction is related in Stamm's unpublished autobiography:

(

"Obviously, we must have a court of our own and one made by
nature was ready and waiting. In the western edge of town, along the
river meadows, this was the level bottom of a miniature "bolson"
formed by rain and snow water draining from the clay hummocks
surrounding that open space. In our dry climate of six to eight
inches annual rainfall probably it had taken a hundred or more years
to build up the six inch thickness of the hard clay blanket covering
the wind blown sand on which it was dropped. A New Mexico rain
seldom is long drawn out, often it is a brief but heavy downpour.
After one of these scarce but welcome falls, that chosen area became
a muddy pool which our thirsty air and all-day sun soon dried to
leave the bottom leveled by water and almost cement hard. After we
painted lines and built backstops, a fine, but probably the cheapest
and most unusually good clay court in these United States was
ours."

With two facilities for tennis available, of which the clay
court adjacent to the Fair Grounds near the Rio Grande River
received an abundance of use by the rapidly forming group of
the town's tennis "buffs," the skill of the participants greatly
increased. In May, 1892, Albuquerque's first tennis tournament
was held. All play was carried out on the clay court at the river
bottom location. The championship match in the singles play
saw Bert Vorhes, a University student and an all-around athlete
of remarkable skill, defeat Major Baker's son, Walter, in what
must have been considered something of an upset, particularly
when considering the younger Baker's tournament experience in
the midwest. In the doubles, Roy Stamm and Fred Whiteman
teamed together to beat Louis Brooks and Vorhes in a match
which was as close in score (4-6, 8-6, 7-5, 4-6, 8-6) as the
- friendship which existed among the four young men.
That tennis interest centered around the more socially
prominent, even in immature Albuquerque, was reflected by the
Evening Citizen's remarks describing the atmosphere surrounding the town's first tournament: "Hundreds of people of the
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best social circles interested themselves in the tournament last
week." Even in a setting which the people of Newport would
probably call "the last frontier," tennis continued to be
participated in chiefly by the more well to do segment of
Albuquerque's society.
Shortly before the tournament described above, a group of
tennis-bent Albuquerqueans met and formed the Albuquerque
Lawn Tennis Club. The term "lawn" was really a misnomer, for
it was not until several years later that the first grass court was
built in New Mexico and; once again, Stamm was a leader in
arranging for its construction. Although older members of the
founding group were elected to the officer positions of the club,
Stamm and Vorhes of the younger set were elected to the
important Grounds Committee.
In the fall of 1893, Stamm entered the University of New
Mexico where he and his friends continued their interest in the
sport of tennis. Tennis as a collegiate sport did not come into
sharp focus until well after 1900. The University of New
Mexico did not play an intercollegiate dual tennis match until
1908. Nevertheless, near the end of Stamm's tenure as an undergraduate student at the University, he led a group instrumental
in constructing the first tennis court on the campus. Work on
the court was commenced in the spring of 1898 and the court
was ready for play shortly after New Year's Day, 1899. In the
spring of 1898, Stamm won the first New Mexico Intercollegiate Tennis Championships, but the validity of his victory is
open to question as the sport in other areas of the Territory was
relatively new and did not reach the caliber of play seen in
Albuquerque for almost half a century.
Without Stamm 's presence on the campus (he graduated in
1898), interest in the sport waned and the court, so diligently
worked on in 1898 and 1899, became so dilapidated from lack
of care that the sport was abandoned for several years.
Tennis reappeared on the Universty's campus in 1908. Not
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only was the original court restored, but still another court was
added to the facility. Just prior to Commencement Week, the
University played its first intercollegiate tennis match with the
New Mexico School of Mines providing the competition. Frank
Light, a rapidly developing player from the University, won the
singles match and then teamed with his partner, Fred Johnson,
to win the doubles competition. The match was played in gusty
winds which were to become quite standard during the tennis
seasons of the future.
(No more organized tennis matches were played by the
University against other institutions during the remainder of the
era. Tennis was played as a club activity on the campus and did
establish a basis for organized play in the succeeding era.
BASKETBALL
The sport of basketball, probably the most originally
American sport of any ever undertaken by the University of
New Mexico, has been an athletic activity which has grown and
flourished to a point where in the modern era it finds itself
enjoying the distinction of being the leading college spectator
sport. More colleges play basketball than any other sport for a
variety of reasons; among them, the number of personnel
required to field a team, the amount of money necessary to
outfit a squad, and the number of coaches necessary to
administer the sport on a professionally organized level. More
people watch college basketball than any other collegiate sport
because of the indoor aspect of the game removing the element
of inclement weather experienced in much of the country
during the winter, and because there are far more basketball
games played each year by collegiate teams than any other one
sport.
Although anthropologists and archaeologists report that
Mayan Indians of Yucatan played a game similar to basketball
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some five centuries before Columbus landed in the New World,
the real credit for the game 's development belongs to Dr. James
Naismith, an instructor at the International Young Men's
Christian Association Training School (now Springfield College)
in 1891, in Springfield, Massachusetts. We have seen how important the role of the nation's colleges were to the development of
football, the influence of the upper strata of social position on .
the development of tennis, and the part that the professionalizing of baseball did for the progression of the National
Pastime. As these distinct elements played their commanding
roles in the growth of those sports mentioned above , so did the
YMCA influence the development of basketball. The YMCA
had experienced rapid growth during the decades following
1850, but the various club's attendance had always tended to
show definite drops during the winter months. Dr. Luther
Halsey Gulick, a pioneer leader in the YMCA movement and
one of the revered lead ers in the early days of organized
physical education in this country, analyzed the problem and
concluded that the lack of an appealing winter sports program
of an indoor nature was the crux of the problem. Little of a
vigorous athletic nature could be offered indoors. Gulick turned
the problem over to Naismith who, in the fall of 1891, wrote :
"The physical directors of the country had come to the con- .
elusion that maybe none 'of the German, Swedish, or French
systems gave us the kind of work that would hold our membership in the Y's ... We decided that there should be a game that
could be played indoors in the evening and during the winter
sessions. Dr. Gulick assigned me to the task of inventing a game
to fill this particular part of our work." The German, Swedish,
and French systems referred to , which before 1891 were the
chief aspects of the YMCA's indoor activity , were systems of
gynmastics carried out with and without the use of apparatus
and which appealed less and less to Americans as the country
began to develop its own ideas and philosophies concerning
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sports and games. As a result, the nation's indoor winter sports
participants drew further and further apart from the traditional
activities of European origin and influence.
Naismith made a study of the existing outdoor games then
played in America and found that a ball was the common
denominator in almost all of the activities. Providing a game for
indoor activity necessitated the removal of rough play, characteristic of most outdoor sports. This was brought about by
disallowing running with the ball and substituting bouncing the
(sphere instead. Kicking the ball, mainly because of the
confining element of the indoor gymnasiums, also was prohibited. To avoid a clutter of defense around an already
confining playing area the goals were placed over the heads of
the players at each end of the court. With two peach baskets for
goals and a soccer ball, the game's basic ingredients were
formed. The peach basket goals were replaced by metal hoops
in 1906. Naismith established 13 basic rules in 1891, and the
basics of 12 of those guidelines remain today. The game, in
effect, has changed very little in its execution over the years
except to impose restrictions on the aspect of easy scoring.
Combined team totals for basketball games have jumped from
absurdly low figures of 10 to 20 during the dawn of the basketball era of the 1890's to present day figures of over 150 or 200
points. Originally, there were seven players on a team and this
figure was later increased to nine, lowered to eight, and then
finally settled at five, which is the standard today.
The game of basketball grew rapidly in both popularity with
the spectator and in the number of people to regularly play. By
1894, the Amateur Athletic Union of the United States had
joined the YMCA in administering the sport. In 1898, the first
professional basketball league was formed involving teams from
New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, and New Jersey. It was a
simple game, easy to learn, and needed nowhere near the
number of players required for, say, baseball or football. The
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game was played as an exhibition in the 1904 Olympic Games
and again in 1908. The organization which, in 1910, became the
National Collegiate Athletic Association established its modifications of the rules for playing the sport. Early pioneering steps
in basketball play in colleges were undertaken by Yale and
Pennsylvania Universities.
The first basketball played at the University of New Mexico,
and some of the very first to be played in the entire Territory,
was played, by of all people, girls. The UNM girls formulated
their first team in December, 1898, and regularly practiced on a
hastily surveyed plot of ground on the campus. Games were
played against the girls' teams from New Mexico A&M and the
local Albuquerque high schools. Hence, the first basketball team
ever to represent the University of New Mexico and popularly
referred to in the Mirages of the period as the "varsity," was a
team composed of young college women.
It may have been that the young men of the University were
both chagrined and mortified by having their masculinity
infringed upon by the distaff members of the student body.
Whatever the reason; a men's basketball team was organized in
1900, not 1902 as the previous compilers of the University of
New Mexico's basketball history have published.
According to previous University of New Mexico basketball
records, the first game played by the school took place in
January, 1902, against the New Mexico Miners from Socorro.
Again, as in the prior research done in the area of varsity football at the University, the name Miners was mistaken for ~
Minors, a local aggregation of ex-University and high school
athletes, among them, the redoubtable Roy Stamm and Ward
Anderson.
In February, 1900, the UNM male "hoopsters" played their
first basketball game at the town's Armory against the Albuquerque Guards, an amateur team of local townsmen with an
interest in the newly developed game. The contest displayed
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Hovering over an ancient basketball, the University of New Mexico's first
basketball team, an all-female aggregation, poses in middie blouse costumes,
typical of women's athletic garb during the period. From left to right:
Misses Hughes, Willey, McDonald, Hazledine, and Schuster.
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most of the roughness which Naismith sought to remove from
the game when he first designed the sport. In fact, throughout
much of the territorial era the basketball court was referred to
as "the little gridiron." In the first game of UNM's basketball
history, the "varsity boys" rallied to the hoarse echos of
"chickee-currunk" to earn an 8 to 6 victory before a large and
enthusiastic assemblage of Albuquerqueans. Almost a year later
the University organized its . second men's basketball team but
was unable to schedule any' games with other teams, due chiefly
/ to the fact that there were few organized groups of athletes in
the Territory who had enough knowledge of the relatively new
game to play it with any degree of effectiveness. Rather than
disband entirely for the 1901 season, the University divided its
squad into two teams, practiced separately, and made plans to
play a game before the public. One team was named the
"Cherry" and the other was dubbed the "Silver." When the two
met, the first account of a Cherry-Silver game was recorded.
Much later in the University's sports history the term, CherrySilver, was used to describe the annual spring football
intrasquad games. The University of New Mexico had adopted
cherry and silver as its school colors at the time of its
founding-cherry for the Territory's fruits, and silver for its
metals.
.
Since the game of basketball had first been conceived in
December, 1891, and not played until early 1892, the knowledge of the game in the more remote areas of the Territory of
New Mexico was limited. Because of this fact, the early
University basketballers encountered a great deal of difficulty in
finding competition and for the most part had to be satisfied
with games chiefly against local teams from the town of Albuquerque. The New Mexico Agricultural College from Mesilla
Park appeared on a UNM basketball schedule for the first time
in 1904, initiating one of the longest and most bitterly contested rivalries on record in the entire country. The only other
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college basketball team which played during the territorial era
was the New Mexico Normal University from Las Vegas. The
Miners from Socorro, whom recorders of the-past have shown as
ushering in the basketball history of the University of New
Mexico in 1902, really did not appear on a UNM basketball
schedule until 1917, fifteen years later than .what has been
originally reported.
Basketball generated a great deal of enthusiasm among the
University 's student body as well as th e local townspeople. The
( game appealed to all who watched it because of the relative
comfort of the physical environment to which the spectator was
exposed, and the degree of skill seen in the successful execution
of play when weighed against the rough, shoving and pushing
characteristic of football as played at that time. Then, too,
dances were almost always held directly following the games
played at the Armory, Colombo Hall, or the Casino at Traction
Park. In a time when social extravaganzas were at a premium in
Albuquerque, · the added bonus of a dance following a contest
was one which could not be easily passed up.
Several of the University 's basketball teams during the territorial period of the University's sports history enjoyed successful seasons, especially the 1907-1908 squad which won four and
lost one, includirig an impressive victory over arch rival A&M.
The 1910-1911 team also won four and lost only one game in
encountering a season schedule which saw competition against
colleges in four of the five games played. In that year, two wins
were recorded over New Mexico A&M and a two game series
against New Mexico Normal University resulted in each team
winning once.
The coaching of the University's basketball team , as in foot ball, depended upon the services of volunteers in the form of
one of the players on the team itself, a faculty member, or an
interested townsman. With Ralph Hutchinson's arri val in 1911,
however, the necessary leadership was provided and the
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University's success in the sport rose sharply during his tenure
at the school.
Many Albuquerque youngsters took quickly to the game of
basketball and several wen t on to forge enviable records in the
sport while attending UNM. Several others transferred to UNM
from institutions outside the Territory and brought with them
fresh concepts of basketball science. Among the first of these
transfer students who made a considerable contribution to the
neophyte "hardcourr" prognm at the University was Thomas
Sydney Bell, a young man who came to New Mexico from
Colorado. Bell, besides being an athlete of outstanding talent,
was a commendable student, so commendable, in fact, that
upon being graduated from UNM he was awarded a Rhodes
Scholarship for graduate study at Oxford in England. Bell has
not been forgotten in the more contemporary era of the
University's history. In 1956, he was awarded an honorary
doctorate during the University's commencement exercises of
that year. Further, a special room in the University's modern
Zimmerman Library, containing a vast collection of articles
dealing with the history of the Southwest, was named after him.
Bell's talents in the area of athletics have not been neglected by
the Albuquerque newspapers of the day. One periodical
commented: "He (Beil) is good in football, wrestling, track
work, and is a dashing, up-to-date basketball player. I t was he
who showed Las Cruces (New Mexico A&M) how to play that
game when the UNM boys carried off that game last year."
Succeeding Bell's efforts in basketball during the territorial _
period was a legion of New Mexico-reared individuals who also
contributed immeasurably to the early history of the sport.
Most of them displayed a wealth of talent in other sports also.
Charles Lembke was among the very best players seen during
the period. He was not a good scorer but his defensive play
from the guard position and his generalship on the floor made
him an invaluable member of the team. He was a perennial
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selection for the territorial all-star team, making that squad ill
1.909 at a forward position rather than at his customary
position of guard. Ken Heald, also a fine football player, was an
aggressive center whose leaping ability served the University's
team in good stead from 1905 to 1908. Ike Littrell and Art
Seder were two basketball starts of the era who were pecularities in the overall UNM athletic program. Neither
participated in the other sports played on the campus. Walter
Galles and Gillette Cornish were two of the best scorers devel(oped during the period and regularly played at forward from
1907 to 1911.
From the time of its introduction into the University of New
Mexico's athletic program at the turn of the century, only a few
years after its origin in New York in 1891, to the period's close
in 1912, basketball established the roots which would make it
almost unparalleled in public interest and support during more
contemporary eras. As the era drew to a close, basketball plans
at the University were directed towards more authoritative
organization and a broadening of scheduling practices-two
extremely important factors which had definitely demonstrated
weaknesses previously.
TRACK AND FIELD
Track and field, the most ancient sporting activity in the
history of mankind, was the last sport to he added to the
athletic program at the University of New Mexico during the
Territorial period. Simple logic would suggest that track and
field antics were the first activities of a sporting nature to be
engaged in by man. Running, jumping, throwing, and spearing
certainly preceded all other sporting activity of a more complex
nature. Historical findings indicate that such is true-regardless
of where the evidence originates. Since the dawn of man's
development, geographical areas of the world, remote from each
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other, have produced tangible evidence that he engaged in the
events of track and field, if not in friendly competition, then in
competition to survive.
Probably the first organized track and field competition,
attested to by both archaeological and anthropological documentation, took place in what is now Ireland some 2000 years
before Christ. Other evidence, brought to light after years of
tedious research, proves that organized track and field activity
took place in ancient Persia, Africa, and North and South
America, The popular conception that the Grecian Olympic
Games of 1000 B.C. ushered in the age of competitive track and
field. events is thus proven to be erroneous. The original Greek
games consisted of but one event-a race of about 200 yards
most often referred to as a stade. Since the origin of the
Olympic Games, the great international sports classic has done
more to popularize track and field events than any other single
attraction or organization. To this day, track and field remains
as the "blue ribbon" sport of the modern quadrennial
Olympiads.
For centuries the world quenched its thirst for athletics by
participating in track and field. A lengthy era of "nothingness,"
however, occurred during the Dark Ages after the fall of the
Roman Empire. Sometime in the 12th century A.D., the British
renewed the pastimes which reflected the common denominators of all sports activity-leaping, running, jumping, and
throwing. For a time, even in sports-minded England, track and
field activity was banned by the Kings because the time taken'
for the sport was thought to be detrimental to the practice of
archery-the island country's first line of active defense.
The modern era of track and field began in the 19th century
when the British held distance races for cash prizes. Amateur
events soon began to flourish and the first organized track meet
of modern times was promoted by the Royal Military Academy
in 1849. A national organization was founded in Great Britain
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in 1866, and by 1880, more than forty sporting clubs in the
country had active teams.
Meanwhile, interest in the United States in organized track
and field was mounting. The New York Athletic Club became
an early pioneer in the organization of the sport by holding the
first indoor track and field meet in America in 1868. In 1876,
the first United States national amateur championships were
held. In the same year the college faction of. the American
society entered the picture by fostering track and field comper tition in an eastern meet called the IC-4A, popularly referred to
today as the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships. The early
interest shown by schoolboys, both in college and high school,
helped the United States to gain an early world leadership in the
sport. Not to be ignored in the trend of emphasis on track and
field in the early history of the sport in this country was the
revival of the long interrupted Olympic Games in 1896.
Track buffs throughout the nation, desiring competition
during the long winter months to supplement that activity
undertaken in the spring of the year, formulated indoor track
meets early in the history of America's participation in the
sport. By 1906, a United States indoor national championship
was being held, although the meet really did not gain a great
deal of prominence until almost three decades later.
Track and field as a varsity sport at the University of New
Mexico originated in 1903. Early that year efforts were made
on the campus to construct a 1/5 mile oval on which to practice
and hold meets. The task proved to be difficult and met with
far less success than did the construction of other types of
sports facilities at the University. Laboriously, the circular pathway was carved from the mesa's floor. The work went on for
several years in fits of abortive starts and short term stints of
activity. Even though the University was without a track facility
for much of the priod, practice in the sport did not cease
altogether. A request for a Territorial track and field
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championship meet was made in 1903. On Saturday afternoon,
May 30th of that year, the first such event took place . The gala
event-and it was all of that, as hundreds of Albuquerqueans in
a festive mood of interest and enthusiasm attended the
meet-saw three teams participating. They were : The
Agricultural College from Mesilla Park, the Indian School from
Albuquerque, and the University of New Mexico. The meet was
held at the .Mbuquerque Fair Grounds and aroused a great deal
of interest on the campuses involved. The members of the
University's team dieted carefully and practiced diligently for
the event. A handsome trophy was donated to the prospective
winner of the meet by the Hall & Leanard Music Company of
Albuquerque. The trophy reposed in the Hall & Leanard show
window for a week before the great event and became the
subject of much conversation and admiration. The events on the
program of the meet itself included the 100 and 220 yard
dashes, the 440 and 880 yard runs, the 120 and 220 yard hurdle
events, and the broad jump, high jump, pole vault, shot put,
discus throw, and hammer throw. To add spice to the day's
festivities , a morning baseball game between the "Aggies" and
the " Universities" was scheduled. Several members of the track
teams of the two schools also played in the morning ball game.
Although the University managed to win the baseball contest,
12 to 5, the results of the track meet proved to be discouraging.
The "Farmers," featuring a talented and depth-rich squad, won
the meet and the coveted trophy in convincing manner by
scoring 81 points to the University's negligible total of 16. The
Indian School was a distant third with but two points. The meet
itself, however, was a rousing success and served to initiate an
interest in track and field in the Territory which would continue to grow to much greater heights in the decades to follow.
Nineteen-hundred and four saw only a dual meeting with the
local Indian School. The University team responded with their
first and only track and field victory during the entire period,
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66 to 33, with Allen and William Aldrich playing leading roles.
On May 10th of the following year, 1905, the University again
hosted the Agricultural College, this time in a dual meet at
Traction Park. High winds punctuated the contest and stymied
performances in several events. Nevertheless, UNM presented a
vastly improved team over that which had last faced the
"Aggies." The final score, 67 to 41, favoring the A&M track
team, represented a considerable drop in the difference between
the two scores in the original meeting two years previously. The
, rfeature of UNM's efforts on that blustery afternoon was Bill
Alvord's victory in the grueling half mile run which saw the
outstandingly gifted and versatile athlete cover the distance in
the fine time of two minutes and twenty seconds.
The closeness of the score in the 1905 meet spurred the
interest and efforts of the UNM "thinclads" in the late spring of
1906. In May, the second dual meeting between the two fierce
rivals occurred-this time in Las Cruces. UNM's enthusiastic
approach to the meet was dealt a severe blow when they were
humiliated by a score of 82 to 26. Walter Allen and Bill Alvord,
a two-man track team in themselves, led the University's cause.
Allen won the 220 yard low hurdles in 28-4/5 seconds, as well
as the half mile in the then startling time of 2 minutes and 14
seconds. Alvord, aside from earning points by placing second
and third in a variety of events, managed a win in the difficult
pole vault with a winning mark of nine feet, three inches.
The annual meeting between the two rivals was held at
Traction Park the following year, 1907, and the University's
track and field efforts underwent .a painful death prior to
_several years of no organized activity. A&M demonstrated a
continued dominancy over its Albuquerque rivals by a score of
66 to 42. Allen was again able to win his specialties, while
Alvord once more triumphed in the pole vault. Clarence Heald
broke the "Farmers'" dominance in the high hurdles event by
registering a first place in that race for the University's team.
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Unable to beat its rivals from Las Cruces after. repeated
efforts and being unwilling to compete solely against the local
Indian School, the sport of track and field at the University
experienced no activity during the years 1908-1909-1910-1911.
With Athletic Director Hutchinson's arrival in time for the 1912
season, track work was reestablished on the campus and one
meet was scheduled with the Indian School. The Indians never
competition in any sport which
seemed to lack the spirit"
might be organized by "their .white brothers. The meet, conducted on May 4th, was won by the narrowest of margins by
the Indian School, and the University thus closed out the territorial era of its sports history in the unenviable position of
having won only one track and field contest. It had come close
in its final effort-losing 45Yz to 44. of refreshing note were the
performances of newcomers to the team in the dash eventsheretofore a glaring weakness in the University's lineup.
"Pinky" Woolridge, a baseball pitcher of note, won the 220 in
23-3/4 seconds; James Higgins captured the century sprint in
10-4/5 seconds and the broad jump with a leap of 17 feet , 10
inches. Gladden triumphed in the 440 with a fine time of
58-4/5 seconds; and the team's mile relay quartet set a new
territorial record in that event by covering the distance in 4
minutes, 3/5 seconds.
As UNM sports enthusiasts faced the succeeding era , there
was little feeling of helplessness even though track ana field
fortunes' had not been successful as far as team achievement was
concerned. The Universtiy's teams were characterized by a )
severe lack of depth and had to depend on the part-time efforts
of most of the athletes involved in its program. There is little
doubt that the sport of track and field played a poor second
fiddle to baseball during the spring season. Allen, Alvord, Woolridge, and Higgins, four of the best track and field athletes of
the period, were also mainstays on the baseball team and
participated in track only after their obligations to the diamond

or
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sport had been fulfilled. Nevertheless, track and field had
received a start-a start which in the years to come would see it
progress to the point where it would eventually replace baseball
as the premier spring sport on the University campus.
EPILOGUE
As New Mexico relinquished its territorial status and commenced its lcng-anricipaeed role as one of the United States,
cfrtain general changes in both the community of Albuquerque
and the University were noted. Perhaps the change in Albuquerque was less than that experienced by the University. The
town's population had undergone only slow growth and the
railroad industry continued to dictate much of the social and
cultural climate of Albuquerque. The automobile had at last
become a part of transportation progress seen in the area,
although the importance of Henry Ford's product still remained
negligible. In fact, by 1912, if one of the town's horseless
carriages was successful in making the trip from Albuquerque to
Santa Fe and back-all in the same day-the event was hailed by
noisy celebrations in the community's numerous saloons. 1 he
elements of frontier lawlessness had just about been removed
from the local scene and by the end of the period, Albuquerque
found itself conducting its affairs in an aura of comparative
serenity.
For the University of New Mexico, whose short history of 23
years had more room for progressive change, the picture was
considerably different in 1912 than in 1889. True, some aspects
of campus life had not changed and would not change until far
into the future. For instance, the school's student body had not
grown significantly beyond that point experienced in the early
years of the institution when only ninety-six students graced
the campus. The University's enrollment, for the most part,
arrived at and left school each day in the same manner that they
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did in 1889-on foot. A person's oldest shoes continued to be
pressed into service for the two mile trek to and ftOm town.
University girls residing in the women's residential building on
the University campus continued to carry their dancing slippers
in a small bag, as they strolled along the rutted road to Albuquerque with their dates for the town's none-too-frequently
held dances.
But the University's physical plant itself had undergone
distinct changes which indicated, in some respect, the permanency of the institution. In 1889, the University of New Mexico
had been granted 20 acres of land by the Territorial Legislature
on which to administer its programs. By 1912, due largely to
gifts of range land, the small campus had doubled its land
holdings. To the original building finished in 1892 had been
added: (1) a men's dormitory; (2) a women's residential hall;
(3) a small gymnasium; and, (4) of all things, a fraternity house.
This odd little structure, referred to during the day as the Tri
Alpha House, still stands on the University campus and is
known as the "Estufa," a secret ceremonial chamber belonging
to the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. By the close of the era, the
oval running track around the crude football field had been
finished. The campus, besides the little utilized gymnasium,
boasted a baseball diamond and two tennis courts in its athletic
facilities.
As for athletics, almost the impossible had been accomplished. A program embracing a history of five sports had been
successfully formulated. From years reflecting no leadership, n6
official University backing, and no purely intercollegiate
competition, a picture reflecting directly the opposite had been
achieved. The sequence of events leading to the substantial
program which marked the athletic endeavors of the University
at the end of the era had not been achieved by easy effort.
Many individuals had shared in the, progress shown and many
more would share in those efforts undertaken in the future.
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Athletics at the University of New Mexico have seldom be en
less than a multiple effort. Perhaps the fitting final phrase whi ch
most aptly reflects the University's feelings toward intercollegiate athletics at , the close of the territorial era of its histor y
are the words prominently displayed in one of the Mir,'g!'s of
the latter portion of the period. The writer is unknown, but his
thoughts are pointedly descriptive: " O ur athletic motto is Do or
Die, and as yet we are not dead. "

(
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CHAPTER III
PROGRESSION AND REGRESSION
A STUDY OF TRANSITION - 1912-1920

The University of New Mexico's growth and developme:
during the early years of New Mexico's statehood was both slo
and spasmodic due chiefly to the implications of world War
The preludes and effects of the war had a heavy impact c
University and Albuquerque life in general. Nevertheless, the e
involving the years 1912 to 1920 was punctuated by factors 4
social and cultural growth which were significantly important 1
the history under study. As New Mexico made the transitic
from territory to state, an almost abrupt change in the overs
outlook of Albuquerque occurred. The community assume
new social and cultural dimensions which sought to draw tl
town away from its reputation as "a tough little cattle town:
the end of the railroad," and to move it closer toward beir
regarded as a rapidly progressing city of considerable metropol
tan promise.
During the era under consideration, the geography <
Albuquerque began to display new and far reaching implicatior
toward growth trends in subsequent decades. Land develoj
ment, outside of what one would today call the core (
downtown area of the city, provided liberal speculation for th
future. The first significant land development phase of rh
period took place in 1913 in the form of northward expansion
few short blocks from Central Avenue between Fourth an
Twelfth Streets. Here, a small residential area was establisher
straddling what is today called Lomas Boulevard, and w~
referred to during the era as the Luna Circle Development.
In 1913, too, a plan was instrumented for the improvernen
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of Central Avenue (called Railroad Avenue prior to 1907) from
the Santa Fe's railroad tracks to the University of New Mexico.
Time-worn ruts and the ever-present cavities caused by desert
erosion were removed and the thoroughfare was smoothed to a
state never before experienced. The University bore the responsibility of sprinkling the road with water several times per week
in an effort to keep at a minimum the dust created by horses
and wagons. A plan to flank: one side of the roadway with a
macadam sidewalk never reached finalization and, throughout
( the era, foot traffic to and from the University trudged along on
a mantle of sand and weed growth. In 1916, the development of
the University Heights residential area was organized. This
effort at land development in Albuquerque stands out in the
history of the community as being perhaps the most important
settlement extension ever made. The University Heights
Development Company initiated the impetus for the huge
eastward expansion of Albuquerque in the years to follow. In
1916, the company laid out a plot plan for residential lots, 75
feet by 50 feet each. The huge rectangular land parcel was
bounded on its perimeter by Central Avenue, Carlisle and
Garfield Streets, and Yale Boulevard. The streets on which the
prospective houses were to be built were given the names of
various colleges and universities in the country, such as Cornell,
Harvard, Princeton, Vassar, Columbia, Dartmouth, etc. The lots,
advertised as "perfectly level and the peer of any residence
district in the State of New Mexico," were offered at $200.00
per lot with the first 300 lots to be sold at the introductory
bargain offer of only $50.00 each. It would be years before this
area's settlement would be completed, but the effort to move
away from the downtown core district had been made and the
departure eastward would dictate the chief trend of residential
and business expansion in Albuquerque for years to come.
Albuquerque's population two years prior to the granting of
statehood was approximately 6700. In light of population
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growths after 1910, Albuquerque might well be called the
"doubling city." Population fIgures for Albuquerque at the end
of each decade succeeding 1910 saw an approximate doubling
of the figure experienced ten years before. For instance: 1910's
figure of 6700 rose to 12,500 by 1920; 1930 showed approximately 25,000 people; 1940 equaled roughly 50,000, while
1950 and 1960 experienced population census figures roughly
totaling 100,0.00 and 200,000 people, respectively.
New technological developments, already experienced in
much of the rest of the nation by 1912, made strong appearances in Albuquerque between the years 1912 and 1920. The
automobile, first seen in Albuquerque in 1899, became a
familiar sight on Albuquerque streets during the era under
consideration. There were not such a large number of the horseless carriages present, however, that one had difficulty in being
able to identify the personal vehicles of every automobile owner
in town. Full page advertisements .dealing with the subject of
automobile purchase could be viewed in Albuquerque's Sunday
newspaper puplications. The Buick, Studebaker, Overland, and
Cadillac were makes which were represented to prospective
buyers as being best suited to the topography of the Southwest
and were offered at prices ranging from $1050.00 to S1850.00,
delivered in Albuquerque from the manufacturing centers of the
middle west-namely, Michigan. By the end of 1913, a total of
1869 motor cars had been licensed in the State of New Mexico.
The introduction of the automobile into the Territory and State
was in many ways responsible for extinguishing the romanticized deeds of the western cattle rustler. The rustling of
livestock was soon replaced by a more profitable undertakingautomobile hijacking.
Albuquerque newspapers underwent important growth also,
and became more widely circulated to a news greedy public
than publishers ever dreamed. The newspapers of the day began
to copy their eastern counterparts by offering features of
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interest to a wider cross-section of the town's population. From
the typical four page daily issues of early and middle territorial
days, the local periodicals progressed to eight and ten page
offerings. As today, the Sunday newspaper was about two times
as large as the largest daily issue during the week. Advertising,
sports, cornics, and society news became standard aspects of
Albuquerque newspapers during the era. The modern sports
page, long neglected in Albuquerque newspapers, had been the
creation of William Randolph Hearst during his reorganizarion
of the New York Journal in 1895. His efforts to present sports
before the public's eyes, of course, were not the first; but his
approach proved: to be so successful that his flamboyant style of
presentation was soon copied by most newspapers. Newspaper
advertising experienced rapid growth and sought to interest the
buying public in anything, from a "newly perfected rabbit
serum for the cure of cancer," to "a sage tea concoction,
guaranteed to restore graying hair toa sleek and glossy black."
The cornie strip, too, became a permanent fixture in Albuquerque newspapers during the era. "Jimmy" was the first offering
and . his adventures were quickly followed by those of "The
Original Katzenjammer Kids" and "Bringing Up Father,"
featuring the husband and wife dilemmas of Jiggs and Maggie.
Society news-marriages, engagements, club meetings, etc.were almost always restricted to the Sunday papers. During a
period in which focus on international events was considerable,
Albuquerque newspapers afforded large coverage to happenings
abroad. Also, greater and more detailed effort was apportioned
to domestic news than had been the practice in the past .
. The silent movie made its appearance in Albuquerque early in
the period and several movie houses, of which the Lyric,
Pastime, Ideal, and B theaters were most prominent, staged
weekly showings of the latest from Hollywood. The Crystal
Palace, which singularly staged events of all descriptions,
including bathing beauty exhibitions, was also one of the most
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popular "cultural" meeting places in the community. Movies
were usually shown in four to eight reel sequences and were
enthusiastically greeted by Albuquerqueans of all age groups.
Among the favorite presentations were the exploits of Tarzan,
the perilous adventures of Pauline, and rollicking comedy of
Mutt and Jeff. Douglas Fairbanks and Lionel Barrymore were
the most admired male leads while the inimitable Mary Pickford
had no peer among the feminine stars of the day . A young man
who had once been forcefully removed from Albuquerque by
the local sheriff for disturbing the peace was also a local favorite
in movies portraying the old West. The gentleman's name was
Tom Mix. Sessue Hayakawa, a young man of Japanese ancestry ,
initiated a film career during the era which would prove to be
one of the screen world's most durable.
Education in Albuquerque grew beyond the most optimistic
expectations. The Government Indian School continued to be
the largest educational institution in the State of New Mexico
with an enrollment of approximately 800 students by 1920.
The Albuquerque High School was the next largest school with
a student body numbering slightly over 400 and a graduating
class of 65 at the end of the period. The permanent Albuquerque High School was built at its present location in 1914 and
was designed to "forever end the need for a high school in the
community." Building followed building at the high school site
on the corner of Broadway and Central Avenue, and the
complex of structures soon took on the appearance of a college
campus. Menaul School, a private institution, also was ve~
much in evidence and sought to serve the needs of those
Albuquerqueans interested in a more parochial approach to
education, as did St. Mary's, a small Catholic elementary and
secondary school opened at the end of the period.
Politics concerned many New Mexicans after New Mexico
ceased to be a territory and the young state's interests were
served in Washington by many able individuals and some who
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were considerably less than able. Among those political leaders
of the State who made their way to Congress early in the State's
history was Albert Fall, a Republican endorsee for a seat in the
Senate who had campaigned in Albuquerque under the slogan,
"Send Albert Fall to the Senate, New Mexico needs him!" Fall's
efforts in Washington, once he had arrived there, were to cast
some grave doubts on the political ethics of New Mexicans in
general during the years directly. .succeeding the era. Fall's
involvement in the scandalous Teapot Dome affair of the
H~ding Administration provided what some historians consider
to be a black mark on the political history of New Mexico.
Business in the city flourished from 1912 to 1920. The railroad continued to be the most important business enterprise
regardless of efforts at diversification. Only two enterprises
made much of an appreciable dent in the Santa Fe's economic
influence in the city. First, the operations of the American Mill
and Lumber Company, located north of the city about where
North Twelfth Street intersects Menaul Boulevard today , had
been a standard feature of the Albuquerque economic picture
since the 1880's. And secondly, the Charles Ilfeld Company,
originally a wholesale grocery firm , had grown to become an
important fixture on the Albuquerque business scene. Perhaps
the most startling of new business ventures and one which had
an almost unlimited effect on the overall growth of Albuquerque was the introduction of the health sanitorium in the
city. Health seekers flocked to New Mexico and to Albuquerque
to take advantage of New Mexico's high, dry , and sunny climate
and their needs were catered to by a number of rapidly raised
hospital-like establishments. The Presbyterian, Methodist, and
St. Joseph sanitoriums originated during the era under study.
Much of the Presbyterian complex remains today and is used in
much the same way now as it was over fifty years ago. The
Methodist establishment no longer exists as a health institution
but the original structure can be seen on East Central Avenue
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and is presently known as the Park Lane Hotel. St. Joseph's
operates as a hospital today in its original location, only slightly
removed from the complex of buildings composing Albuquerque High School.
The span of years from 1912 to 1920 formed an exciting and
anxious era for Americans everywhere. Events of far reaching
significance occurred · which bore heavy implication for
Americans. ' The Panama Canal was first opened to maritime
traffic froni the four corners of the world. Nearby Mexico,
under the tottering administration of President Huerta, was
wrought with internal strife throughout much of the era, some
of which overflowed into New Mexico via the raiding excursions
of the infamous "Pancho" Villa. The furor of the American
people was aroused by the sinking of the liner Lusitania by a
German submarine. The mobilization for America's part in
World War I stimulated the nation's industry and at the same
time painfully demonstrated the .general unfitness of the
American male. Prohibition became a reality the nation over
and the acquisition of "booze" became a clandestine operation
leading to a huge acceleration in the nation's crime rate. in the
decade to follow. The world stood back and reflected on the
enigma of communism occurring in Russia. And in New Mexico,
the exploits of the Albuquerque lawyer, Elfego Baca, initiated
the creation of the folk legend associated with his name.
Although the 1920's are generally referred to as the golden
age of sport, the period between 1912 and 1920 laid substantial
groundwork for the rise of sport in post-war America. There)
was scarcely an athletic activity being played in the nation at
the outset of the era which did not experience solid growth and
development from 1912 to 1920. Baseball underwent growing
pains and problems of expansion, and even threats to its "Big
League" organization from the upstart Federal League, but it
still managed to remain as the sport reflecting the most interest
on the national scene. Unheard of salaries were beginning to be
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paid to the top performers of the day and such baseball standouts as the Tinker to Evers to Chance combination, Eddie
Plank, Jimmy Collins, Eddie Collins, Tris Speaker, and a host of
others took full advantage of the great monetary return which
sports were starting to realize. The Major League baseball career
of George Herman Ruth, "the Babe," started during the period
and by the "end of the era his name was being echoed in households throughout America. Boxing, another of America's most
popular spectator sports, underwent vigorous growth in all its
(weight divisions. The names Ad Wolgast, Johnny Dundee,
Benny Leonard, Jack Johnson, Jess Willard, Battling Nelson,
Kid McCoy, Packy McFarland, and Sam Langford, "the Boston
Tar Baby," regularly headlined the nation's sports pages.
Strangler Lewis ushered in an era of wrestling popularity, while
the unbelievable boy artist, Wille Hoppe, embarked on a career
which would keep him at the top of the world's billiard play for
almost half a century. With the advent of the "horseless
carriage" came auto racing and the inimitable feats of Barney
Oldfield. Rowing, or "crew," became popular as an athletic
activity in the colleges of the east and west coasts. The legendary Hobey Baker created an unparalleled record of athletic
exploit at Princeton before being killed in the skies over France
during World War I, and Jim Thorpe, one of the finest of all the
world's athletes, before or since, admitted, after hie; stellar
performances in the 1912 Olympic Games at Stockholm that
he had previously been involved in baseball professionalism. Bill
Tilden began his reign as the nation's foremost tennis player,
while Francis Ouimet led all competitors in the rapidly rising
activity called golf.
Albuquerque, too, experienced intensified social growth in
the area of sport during the period. Wrestling was introduced to
the city for the first time on the professional level, largely as a
result of experienced individuals being assigned to the Army's
training camps throughout the state. Boxing, with a rich tradi-
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tion of storied activity during territorial days, became even
more prominent in the sports interest of Albuquerque citizens
between 1912 and 1920. Local pugilists, Jack Torres, Johnny
Yoakum, and Al Smaulding, demonstrated their talents in
Albuquerque rings and elsewhere in the West, gaining regional
and national notice. Professional and amateur baseball continued its status as the foremost athletic activity in both participation and spectator appeal. The World Series continued to be
the most intensely reported sports item in Albuquerque
newspapers. In an era which saw the development of the telegraphed report directly from the scene of an athletic event, the
Morning Journal of Albuquerque instrumented a play-by-play
re-creation of world Series action which was broadcast each day
during series play to an expectant crowd outside the Journal
building. The accounts of each inning were received at the
Journal by the telegraph, directly from the scene of events, and
relayed to the public gatherings outside the building through a
huge megaphone held by the firm's most gifted orator. Bowling,
too, became popular in the city during the period, and regularly
scheduled matches between teams representing Albuquerque
and other communities were commonplace. The marathon
deeds of Nick Palladino, brother of Ed Palladino, a member of
the University of New Mexico's first football eleven in 1892,
amazed local bowling followers. Palladino once bowled one
hundred ninety-four pins per game during a successful marathon
record attempt at the Drummer Alleys in Albuquerque in 1915.
Tennis interest also grew in the city and the community's ftrst)
tennis club was built in 1915 at the corner of Tenth Street and
Central Avenue. The Albuquerque Country club was originated
in 1913 and held its first golf tournament the following year.
One of the Club's twenty-seven original members, all of whom
participated in the tournament, was Albert G. Simms. Simms,
who shot a none too eyebrow-raising one hundred fourteen for
the eighteen holes of play, had come to Albuquerque from the
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South seeking the healthful climate of the Southwest and, after
a brief career in New Mexico politics and two marriages, the
second of which bettered his financial status considerably,
ultimately rose eo both fame and fortune as one of the State's
leading ranchers and land entrepreneurs. Indoor roller skating,
motorcycle racing, and auto racing were initiated during the era.
In 1919 an auto racing track was built on the mesa east of the
City of Albuquerque. Auto racing in New Mexico received an
early impetus as a result of the highly publicized EI Paso to
rhoenix road race whose course, in part, was laid across the
southern portion of the State. The race was first run in 1913
and the elapsed time for the winner to cover the five hundred
seventeen miles was seventeen hours and ten minutes. Shooting
matches involving various rifle teams became popular and intercity rivalries were keen, especially those involving the Cadets
from the New Mexico Military Institute in Roswell, who, as
might be expected, fielded one of the most powerful teams in
the entire country. And, of course, Albuquerqueans, in keeping
with the times, continued their interest in the athletic enterprises of the University of New Mexico. College football ,
basketball, and track events were followed with keen
enthusiasm, while college baseball, due mainly to the competition received from the numerous amateur and professional
teams of the city, was relegated to a back seat in Albuquerque's
rapidly widening panorama of spore.
The University of New Mexico's growth during the era was
slow but steady and reflected a serious effort toward providing
the institution with solid standards of academic and athletic
excellence. During most of the preceding era, the University
held the reputation of being an excellent preparatory and
normal school, but was judged by many to be decidedly weak in
the area of an approved college education. True, one of its
academic areas-geology-offered a program of study which was
among the very best to be found anywhere, but the past
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leadership of Presidents Tight and Hutchins, both noted geologists, failed to be extended to other fields of study until the
periods directly preceding and succeeding World War I. With the
advent of President David Ross Boyd in 1912, the University
sought to strengthen its academic programs in all areas. New
curriculums were formulated; old offerings were evaluated and
reconstructed; additional faculty members were engaged; new
facilities were built; and a determined effort was made to insure
that all college credits earned by a student could be readily
transferable to another institution. Boyd's administration
accomplished many of the above tasks. In 1914, the University
of New Mexico became a member of the National Association
of State Universities. Scholarship at the University improved
later in the era, but it would not be until the early 1920's under
another president that the University would take its first real
giant step in raising its scholarship program to a nationally
recognized level.
The University's student body grew commensurately,
although not at an alarming rate. The institution reported a
student body of one hundred twenty four in 1912 and
graduated a class of seven. In 1920, the University reported a
student enrollment of one hundred seventy six and awarded
sixteen Bachelor's Degrees.
Physical plant additions were problems which faced the
school's administration for as long as the University had existed
and such dilemmas would continue. As the era, 1912-1920,
opened, the University's campus embraced six pueblo-style
buildings and the small frame house which served as the gymnasium. The six pueblo-like buildings were: (1) a small power
house; (2) an administration building; (3) an assembly hall
(called Rodey Hall); (4) the Tri Alpha fraternity house (often
referred to as the Estufa); (5) a women's dormitory building
called Hokona (the Indian equivalent means butterfly maiden);
and, (6) a men's dormitory building called Kwataka (man
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eagle). By the end of the era three more pueble-style buildings
had been added to the campus. They were : (1) the practical
mechanics building (still existing today as the oldest building in
the College of Engineering complex; (2) the science building
(present in modern times as the Engineering Annex building on
Terrace Street); and (3) the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house
which was built for $8500 and was later to become the Kappa
Sigma fraternity dwelling. This particular structure was razed in
1967 to make way for the construction of a parking lot for
students' automobiles. How times have changed!
(Extracurricular activities, aside from athletics, also began to
be engaged in by members of the student body. Debating
became popular and forensic matches with universities in the
Rocky Mountain region occurred. The first UNM band was
organized in 1915 and from that time on played regularly at the
annual New Mexico State Fair, football rallies and games, and at
the annual campus flag raising ceremonies on Washington's
Birthday. The first band was ably directed by Stanley Seder, a
UNM basketball star during the territorial era. Dramatics; in the
form of excellent play productions, were entered into with a
great deal of enthusiasm and the products emanating from
Rodey Hall delighted the audiences of students and townspeople alike.
Intercollegiate athletics also took som e giant strides in
growth and development during the years 1912-1920. The
University of New Mexico, on the basis of its varsity athletic
programs alone , began to be noticed in the surrounding areas of
the west during the period. Advancing from the firm basis
established in the preceding era , the University's progra;ms in all
sports experienced substantial success. Football , basketball ,
baseball, track and field , and, to some exte nt, tennis, were
joined by cross-country as the component elements of the
school's intercollegiate offering. The hiring of a single person to
serve as athletic director and coach of all sports proved its
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The first University of New Mexico band, organized
baton of Art Seder (center).

In

1915, under the

)
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worth to the program and an increase in the University's
appropriations from the State Legislature (from $40,000 to
$45,000) added some financial support. The University's financial support to the varsity athletic program during the era
consisted chiefly of buying football and baseball uniforms and
paying the traveling expenses of the players on trips out of
town. Athletics began to become more tightly controlled by the
University's administration. Only a few prep school-type
students remained at the school and few of these were able to
(make varsity athletic squads during the period even though the
University's policy remained as before-that anyone enrolled at
the institution was eligible for athletics. Some degree of
academic eligibility was considered but there is no record of any
athlete being barred from competition because of the status of
his scholarship. Although freshmen were permitted to participate on the school's various athletic teams, the percentage of
those first year students making a varsity team was small in
comparison with those athletic years of the territorial era. As a
result, freshman squads with their own abbreviated schedules
were introduced for the first time. Freshman games were played
against the Menaul and Albuquerque High Schools.
World War I had a profound effect on the University and its
athletic programs. UNM students flocked to Albuquerque enlistment offices shortly after the nation 's official declaration of
war in early April, 1917: Athletic programs became sharply
restricted or altogether curtailed for the duration. As the postwar period of reduced tension evolved from the uncertainties of
war-time domestic and international strife, sports in America
.and in New Mexico received an impetus which would be hard to
rival in future decades. The University of New Mexico moved in
step with the times and reflected no particular retardation from
national trends in athletic development.
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FOOTBALL
The era 1912 to 1920 (orms one of football's most significant periods. As the 1912 football season closed, the final basic
structure of the sport had been formed. By then, the fourth
down had been added and the scoring system revised to present
d,ay standards (6 points for a touchdown, 3 points for a field
goal, 2 points for a safety, and 1 point for the touchdown
conversion) .. The two point conversion modification did not
appear until 1958. The ten yard deep end zones had been added
to each end of the playing field and kickoffs were being made
from the kicking team's own forty yard line instead of from
midfield, as had been the previous practice. And, more importantly, the fetters attached to the forward pass had been
removed. A pass could now be thrown from any point behind
the line of scrimmage to any point over it. Heretofore, the
forward pass distance was limited to a downfield throw of only
twenty yards. The forward aerial could now be caught over the
goal line within the end zone where previously a pass caught
beyond the goal line was ruled a touchback. Even though the
major refinement of the forward passing maneuver had been
completed at the close of the 1912 season, it was left to Notre
Dame's Gus Dorais and Knute Rockne to demonstrate how
effective the maneuver could be if utilized properly. Prior to
Dorais' and Rockne's amazing display of the pass against a
heavily favored Army team in 1913, the ball had been caught in
gingerly fashion much like one would receive a medicine ball
with the chest always facing the oncoming pass. Now the,
exploitation of the arms, hands, and fingers came into prominent usc. Head and body fakes were focused upon and were
continually developed and refined throughout the history of the
game from 1912. With much of the gambling element removed
from the utilization of the forward pass, the use of the
maneuver became widely heralded, even by the previously
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ground-game oriented East. Since 1913. the modifi cations in
the basics of the forward pass have been few, but th e refinements in its use have been almos t countl ess.
The era under st ud y can perhaps be st be described as being
the era of the football coach. The value of the professional
football coach was just starting to be recognized by 1912. The
men who dedicated their career s to football were not to realize
the benefits of fame and fortune until th e 1920's and later, but
from 1912 to 1920 their stock was clearl y o n th e rise. Prior to
1912, most of football's attention was focused on th e expl oits
(of the players with ver y little attenti on being given to the
method and st yle of pla y instrumented by co ach es. Starting
with Notre Dame 's sensation al season o f 1913, however. the
poorly paid and often unnoticed footb all coach began to share
in the accolades of public attention previously reserved for
players only. The University of New Me xic o , in this respect, was
clearly abreast of the tim es as re flec te d in their hiring of
Hutchinson in 1911.
The great college football teams of th e era wer e th ose which
owned the ser vices of the nati on's most skillful coach es. Zuppke
at Illinois, Harper and Rockn e at Notre Dam e, Stagg at Chi cago.
Stiehm at Nebraska , Warn er at Pittsburgh, and Haughton at
Harvard were the individuals who co mb ined success with technical developments in footb all during th e period. Fielding Yost at
Michigan, one o f the the first foo t ball coach es in the country to
be accorded th e credit for fo rm ulating gre at college football
teams , had begun his declin e afte r his famou s " po int a minute "
elevens of the earl y 1900's. Playing o n his o nly part iall y successful Michigan elevens during th e middle porti on of th e er a was a
young Swede, . Roy Johnson , who , in future years. would
become perhaps th e singl e mos t imp o rt ant coa ching factor in
the history of the Un iversit y of New Mexi co 's a t hlet ic
programs.
The era being considered developed several talented football
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pe rformer s. T wu in particul ar have been esta blishe d as LK'i ng
a mu ng the must excellent to ever pla y the gamc. They were :
Red G ra nge. the fabul uus " Ga llu pi ng Ghost' uf Zuppk cs
Illin u is powerh ouses: a nd Elm er Oliphant of Arm y, probabl y
th e indi vidu al who mo st close ly a p prox ima t ed th e all-aro und
spo rts ab ility an d achievement o f Jim Thorpe,
College teams who ac hieved significant rec ords uf su cce ss
during th e peri od were: Colgate , Co rne ll, Arm y. Michigan Scare,
a nd th e South's first contribution to the role of national football leaders-G eorgia T ech . Closer to New Mexico, team s
represent ing Oklahoma and Te xas A&M. along with Colorado
A&M a nd Nebraska , were recugn ized nati onall y.
Desp ite the impact of World War I, the Uni ver sit y o f New
Me xico 's varsity football pr ogram ach ieved some progressive
advances between 1912 and 1920, The University itself. niggardl y in its support of var sit y sp orts from a financial st andpoint , began to demon strate tenden cies which would eventually
lead to .1 completely different a pproac h in the future, Football
un iforms and se veral pie ce s of less significa nt equipment were
pur ch ased. Pla yer e x pe nses inc urred o n o ut of tuwn trips wer e
ass u me d b y th e institution , All tra vel ing co nti n ued to be done
b y rail as had bee n th e prac t ice in pr evious yea rs. Home fo otball
ga mes we re usu all y pla yed a t o ne of two pla ces; ei t he r o n the
Universi ty's ro ugh field j ust cas t o f th e women 's dormitory , or
a t Hopewell Field. still in e xiste nce toda y and used by the
Alb uque rque High Sch o ol as its pr actice field for fo otball and as
an o u tdoor ac t ivity field fu r ph ysical ed uca t io n cla sses. Football
co n ti n ue d to ma intain its po pu larity a mo ng the town 's sport ing
e n t husiasts a nd mo st co ntests. pa rt icula rl y those pla yed aga ins t
tea ms from o the r a reas of t he sta te a nd region . dr~w large
crowds. A seaso n tick et for all hom e ga mes pla yed b y th e
Un iversi ty could usuall y be purch ased for S 2 ,OO,
T he leadership given t o foutball a t the Universit y with the
ucqu isit io n of Ralph Hutchinson proved to be invaluable.
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Hutchinson came to the University of New Mexico with a solid
background in the coaching and administration of college
athletics. A Princeton graduate with an enviable record of
athletic performance in football and baseball, Hutchinson had
since served as athletic director and coach of all sports at
Dickinson College 'in Pennsylvania, performed the same duties
at the University of West Virginia, enjoyed a brief stint as football coach at his alma mater-Princeton, and finally , directly
before coming to New Mexico, was athletic director at the
( University of Texas. "Hutch" spent six years at the University
of New Mexico and became a very popular figure, not only on
the University campus, but also in the community of Albuquerque. He demonstrated particularly outstanding talent as a
baseball pitcher and his services were often engaged by various
professional nines in the city. Hutchinson was a rather slender
man , standing about five feet , seven inches and weighing in the
vicinity of 160 pounds. Though likeable, he was a strict
disciplinarian and his stern, pockmarked face assumed an
ominous appearance whenever he became displeased with the
effort being given by his charges or by the subjectivity of
basketball referees.
Besides continuing the already established football rivalries
with New Mexico A&M and the University of Arizona, the
University of New Mexico sought to cultivate relationships with
colleges and universities in Colorado. Colorado schools-namely,
Colorado A&M at Fort Collins, the University of Colorado at
Boulder, the Colorado School of Mines at Golden, and the
Colorado College at Colorado Springs-were known throughout
the region as the fosterers of some of the strongest and most
progressive varsity athletic programs in the entire Rocky Mountain area. The . accounts of football matches involving the
rivalries between Colorado's college elevens were given thorough
coverage in Albuquerque newspapers during the period. In
1916, UNM was given provisional membership in the Class B
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Ralph Hutchinson , the Unive rsity
of New Mex ico 's first pr ofessional
Athletic Dir ec to r "arid coach of all
sports, appoin ted in 1911. Pic ture
was taken in 1913.
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division of the Rocky Mountain Faculty Athletic Conference,
along with the Universities of Wyoming and Montana. Certain
stipulations of the league's rules were relaxed in New Mexico's
case. Freshmen, banned from participation on varsity teams at
other conference schools, were permitted to play at UNM. The
matter of academic eligibility associated with the amount of
work taken and the quality achieved, was also relaxed. Itwas
hoped that the University would achieve Class A status in the
not too distant future. Governing only competition in football.
( the Rocky Mountain Faculty Athletic Conference marked the
University of New Mexico's first attempt to align any of its
athletic programs with those of other intersectional institutions
on a strictly governed basis. Mythical membership in the Territorial Intercollegiate body of some years before could not
constitute conference-type membership. The effort of that
group was simply to recognize intercollegiate institutions in the
Territory of New Mexico and, guided by no attempts to
regulate eligibility of individuals, to have the designated institutions play each other to decide a territorial intercollegiate
champion. The University'S membership in the Rocky Mountain
league established the conference-linked prcstige which scores
of colleges and universities throughout the nation hoped to be
affiliated with in the future.
Due largely to the influence of world War I. a portion of
many of the yearly football schedules of the University of New
Mexico during the period was dotted with the nam es of local
Albuquerque high schools. Aside from this fact. however,
progress was made in efforts to schedule new competition on
the strictly college level. while gamcs were continued with
Arizona, NMMI, New Mexico A&M, and the Albuquerque
Indian School, football contests with such new opponents as
Colorado College, Colorado A&M, Texas School of Mines.
Colorado School of Mines, and Arizona State Normal at
Flagstaff, were scheduled.
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During the period under investigation, the seasons of 1916
and 1919 stand out as being particularly noteworthy. In 1916,
even though the University of New Mexico lost its first two
games of the season by large scores (47 - 2 to Colorado College
and 23-0 to Colorado Mines), a successful campaign was
achieved when traditional intrastate rivals, New Mexico A&M
and Albuquerque Indian School , were humiliated by 51-0 and
55-0 scores respectively, and the new rival, Arizona State
Normal, was overwhelmed, 108-0. In 1919, as the era came to
a close and as college football the country over revived from the
state of stagnation imposed on it by the war, UNM recorded
one of its most successful football seasons to date. The team
was one of the smallest in terms of physical size ever seen at the
University but speed and courage were in abundance. The New
Mexico and Texas Schools of Mining and New Mexico A&M
were all beaten by convincing scores while NMMI and Colorado
Mines were played to scoreless ties. The Colorado Mines game,
played in Albuquerque, created a large amount of interest as it
marked the first time that one of the really progressive football
colleges of the West had appeared in the city. The game was
attended by the largest crowd yet to see a football contest in
the State of New Mexico and the results, although not decisive,
were greeted by Albuquerqueans as delightful omens for the
popularity of college football in the decade to follow. No
Southwestern title was decided in 1919, as the University did
not play its traditional contest with Arizona University that.
year, but it was positively noted that UNM was the only
undefeated eleven among those involved in contesting for the
mythical championship of the bi-state area.
In passing, the strange anomaly attached to the 1917 UNM
football squad should be reviewed. During the late spring of
1917, shortly after the United States had entered Europe's great
armed conflict, many of the University's best athletes enlisted
in the nation's armed forces. As school opened that same
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autumn, few men were present on the campus who had had
previous football experience. In fact, of the 14 men reporting
for football practice in 1917, only one had played at the
University previously and most of the remaining candidates for
the squad "had never seen a pigskin outside of a sty." There
were few substitutes and scrimmage sessions often saw one side
of the line bucking against the other side , so limited was the
available personnel. To add to the discouraging situation, Coach
Hutchinson was unexpectedly called away from the campus and
his . place taken by . the well-meaning, but inexperienced,
( Professor E. L. Wood. The season's play opened optimistically
enough as a weak Menaul High School was beaten , 38 to O.
.Albuquerque High School was next on the schedule and, led by
Owen Smaulding, the first great Negro athlete in the State's
history, the high schoolers won, 19 to 6. UNM then journeyed
to Las Cruces for its season ending game with the Aggies. The
"Farmers" from Las Cruces, whose team was to eventually join
the service and hence lose its final game in convincing fashion to
a mediocre Albuquerque Indian School eleven, completely
humbled the University from Albuquerque on a cold, gray,
November afternoon by the score of 110 to 3. So humiliating
was the defeat incurred at the hands of its oldest rival that the
members of the UNM football varsity, under the leadership of
their captain, George "Blanco" White, refused the award of
their football letters. Their claim was that they had not played
up to standard and did not want to devalue the NM monogram.
This strange epilogue to th e 1917 football season was given
national attention and favorable comment in man y- of the
country's larger newspapers. The N ew Y ork Times commented,
" In this way it .is believed that the colleges may keep their
standard of play intact and at the same time have an eleven
without the brand " informal" to represent the institution. " The
incident was paid further . attention in a letter from H. M.
Cornell of Las Cruces to Captain White which was published in
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the Albuquerque newspapers.
. . . I want to protest your action and that of the team in refusing
the award of letters for services on the gridiron.
I saw your game here, and my opinion and that of the majority of
those persons who saw the game , was that you boys deserved great
credit for the spirit you displayed, not only during the game , but
also during the football season. The fact that you did not quit football because you had a light, inexperienced team, is greater honor, in
my opinion, than winning all your games with old players.
I think your team is as much (or more) entitled to their letter
than any team in the country.
Winning and a successful season are all right, but good sportsmanship is the chief lesson to be learned from college football-to be
licked with a grin and come back smiling.
Your men have come through the season with flying colors in
everything but games won so accept the letters and wear them
proudly as is your right.

Seventy-five percent of all the University 's athletes during the
period were products of Albuquerque High School. Because of
the close geographical proximity between the two schools and
the difficulty attached to attending the University of New
Mexico from distant cities and other states, the rapidly growing
institution at Broadway and Central played an important role in
the athletic development of many of the University's most
outstanding athletes. Joe McCanna, an all-around athlete who
played regularly at end between 1913 and 1917, Louis
Hessleden, one of the really outstanding fullbacks in the history
of UNM football , Louis Nohl, an end of considerable talent,
Fred Calkins, Hugh Carlisle , and Claude and Grant Mann, two
of the "biggest little men to ever wear the cherry and silver,"
were but a few of the fine young men who matriculated at the
University of New Mexico from Albuquerque High School and
who contributed so much to the athletic programs of the "hill
institution" Out of town students who attended the University
and blended their efforts with those of the local faction to forge
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the successes in football during the period were : Floyd Lee
from Belen, Carl A ycldotte from Roswell, and George Adlai
Feather, a big, strapping, farm lad from Artesia, who continued
the scholarly success of UNM athletes Bell and Bryan before
him in being awarded a highl y co veted Rhodes Scholarship.
As the era dr ew to a close, the football future at t he University was viewed with opt imism. The 1919 season had proven
highly successful and many of the players of that year would be
returning to usher in the fortunes of the early part of the succeeding era-the nineteen-twenties. War had wrought its effects
( on UNM football during the period but recovery had been rapid
and almost sensational. As the nation's college football scene
began to look forward to a trend of almost unparalleled
popul arity, so did the gridiron program of the Universit y of
New Mexico.
BASEBALL
Even though baseball , in general, underwent a period of
enthusiastic growth between 1912 and 1920 , the period was not
without its shortcomings. The first major scandal attached to
American sport occurred in 1919 as a result of the infamous
Black Sox affair during the era- closing World Series. With the
yoke of suspicio n already heavily attached to activity in professional sports. it was little wonder that the American public
began to cast wary glances in the direction of the college
sporting scene. Jf gambling and other 'u n savo r y influences could
penetrate professional athletics, why could not the same happen
to amateur sports? Fortunately. only isolated instances. most of
them minor. wer e to occur in the years to follow. Not until the
nineteen-fifties were college athl etics. particularl y basketball,
drawn into the web of professional gambling influence.
Baseball at the Universit y of Nl'W Mexico between 1912 and
1920 unclcrwcmt fits of progression and depression. Some years
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saw only one or two contests being played, while other seasons
experienced as many as eight or nine games. For the most part,
baseball play during the era was centered around competition
supplied by a variety of amateur and semi-professional baseball
nines in Albuquerque. The Albuquerque Indian School, always
a resourceful opponent in the diamond sport, also contributed
immensely to the record of oppsition during the period. College
contests were rare but, when played, were contested against old
baseball rivals New Mexico A&M and St. Michael 's College of
Santa Fe. The New Mexico School of Mines from Socorro also
was an opponent from time to time. In the spring of 1917,
baseball interest in Albuquerque was focused on a visit to the
city by the Chicago Cubsof the Major League's National circuit.
The Cubs, on their way east following early spring training,
stopped in Albuquerque and consented to play an exhibition
game against the University of New Mexico's nine. The professional team loaned the collegians a catcher, a pitcher, and a first
baseman, and then proceeded to administer a 7 to 0 whitewashing to the somewhat amalgamated University squad.
The collective baseball record of the University during the
period showed twenty victories against twelve losses with one
tie game being recorded against the Indian School in 1914. That
particular contest was called because of darkness at the end of
fourteen innings with the score standing at 2-2. The 1916 team
was the most successful of the era, winning four consecutive
games at the outset of the season and culminating the year's
efforts by splitting a two game series with New Mexico A&M.
Baseball was played in several places during the period. When
an out-of-town team visited Albuquerque, the contests were
usu ally played at either Hopewell F ield or the Fair -Grounds.
Intra-city contests were played at the University 's' diamond
which, for the most part, was superimposed over the football
field. Several games were also played at the Indian School field
which was one of the better diamonds in the city.
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The University of New Mexico's best baseball performers
during the period were: Louis Nohl, a solid all-around athlete
and the best catcher that UNM had had to date: Jack Lapraik , a
pitcher of note; and Ray and Joe McCanna. Joe McCanna 's
athletic talents have already been noted but those of his brother
Ray were perhaps even more noteworthy . Ray McCanna was
probably the best all -around University athlete to perform
during the period being considered. His forte was basketball and
track, where he was both a standout scorer and a versatile
runner and field event man. On the diamond, too, his talents as
a fielder, bascrunncr, and batter were exceptional. At that time.
a young man with a slender build and an impishl y mischievous
face, McCanna is toda y one of the Cit y of Albuquerque's
leading real estate developers.
Despite the years of substantial baseball activity at the
University of New Mexico during the era. the sport was clearly
declining in both interest and participation by the end of the
period. As a spring athletic attraction on the campus. baseball
began to be heavily overshadowed by track and field activity.
Competition with that sport for the services of playing personnel became intense and with the vestiges o f specialization just
beginning to filter into college athletics, athletes found that it
was becoming more and more difficult to apply themselves to
two sports during the Same season. Hence, ·in the decade to
follow, baseball was to encounter formidable problems in trying
to stifle the seeds of disinterest sewn during those years following World War I.
TENNIS
Tennis was becoming increasingly popular on the national
and international sporting scene as World War I approached.
The Davis Cup had been in existence since 1900 and had been
dominated for the most part by the British Isles and Australia.
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American tennis, although improving, did not approach the
exactness of execution shown by Britains and Aussies alike. The
newly developed philosophy of attack featuring the "big serve
and subsequent rush to the net," crystallized tennis play during
the era. Tense and exciting volleys at the net punctuated the
play of the better pla yers. Bill Tilden, greatest of all American
tennis pla yers , was just beginning to be seen in national tournaments during the latter part of the period. Tilden finally broke
out of the ranks of the "also ran" in 1919 when he won both
the wimbledon and American championships. Teamed with his
close friend and doubles partner. Bill Johnston, Tilden's play
during part of the decade to follow ( 19 20-19 2(» was to return
the Davis Cup to the United States for an uninterrupted reign of
SIX years.
Tennis in Albuquerque and on the campus of the University
of New Mexico was on the rise also. With the establishment of
the first Albuquerque Tennis Club during the early part of the
period, the sport was given new impetus. Two courts wcre .
present on the University grounds and both were kept busy
with activity each semester in the form of student tournaments
featuring men's and women's singles and doubles play, and a
new innovation to the game-mixed doubles. Even though pleas
for intercollegiate tennis pla y against other institutions were
made from time to time, no such contests ever developed and
the period closed without such a match being played. The sport,
howe ver . had achieved a rather firm basis of popularity on the
strength of intra-school competition alone and this interest
would pay dividends in the future.
BASKETBALL
Prior to ] 914, basketball in the United States was played
under a variety of rules, depending on which authoritative body
was administering a particular contest. The colleges, the
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Y.M.e.A., and the A.A .U. , all had different rules interpretations
of the sport and, while the differences were not great, they did
cause confusion on the part of referees trying to govern contests
between teams familiar with play under specific sets of rules.
Prior to 1914, too, the game of basketball exhibited extremely
rough play, despite the feelings and efforts of the originator, Dr.
Naismith, to remove such a characteristic from the game.
Broken bones and serious injuries, inflicted as a result of collisions on the playing court and generally rough 'play caused by
close guarding, were common.
(
In 1914, the three distinct governing factions of basketball
play met and formed a joint rule's committee which brought all
the interpretations of the rules of basketball into one common
presentation. At the same time the efforts of the referee were
made easier and more effective and rough play was restricted
through the adoption of the personal foul rule which automatically removed from the game a chronic offender in such
violations of the rules as holding, tripping, and body blocking.
This change in the rules encouraged players to play the ball ,
rather than the man with the ball, and tended to minimize
rough tactics of an individual nature.
As in football, the period under consideration reflected the
.extreme value of the coach to the overall development of the
sport. Unlike football, however, the changes made in the rules
of basketball since their original formulation in 1891-aside
from the 1914 rule restricting rough play-have been both scant
and insignificant in relation to the . execution of the game.
Rather, the sport's development has been much more dependent on the contributions of the players and the coaches.
Before 1914, basketball play for the most part revolved
around the dribbling and shooting antics of the best player on '
the team. Little teamwork was demonstrated and short , fast, ·
passing maneuvers, characteristic of the more contemporary
game, were seldom experienced. Most basketball defenses
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around the country were man-to-man in scope. By 1920,
however, the troublesome zone defense and the many variations
of it were being experiemented with. Perhaps the leader of this
experimentation during the period was Dr. Walter Meanwell,
who started his basketball coaching career at the University of
Missouri prior to World War I and terminated it at the
University of Wisconsin where he rose to the pinnacle of
basketball success by developing some of the nation's finest
basketball teams of the ?ost-war years and the nineteentwenties.
Although a later era would see basketball undertaken
seriously by professional players, the collegiate aspect of play
has always dominated the game. The zest of keen rivalry characterizing scholastic forms of competition has generally overshadowed the somewhat faultlessly played contests involving
the professionals.
Basketball has been a sport which, historically, has embodied
a penchant for the formation of league-type play. Basketball
league formations have led to the primary construction of some
of the nation's oldest and most prestigious collegiate conferences. In the East, the so-called Ivy schools formed a circuit
for basketball playas early as 1900. Cornell, Harvard, Yale,
Columbia, Princeton, and later, Dartmouth and Pennsylvania
Universities, were drawn together into a league for basketball
play which today is popularly known as the Ivy League. In the
midwest, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Chicago Universities led the
way in the formation of the Western Athletic Conference, now
known as the Big Ten. Sectional conferences and state leagues
included hundreds of teams from small colleges as well as from
large universities. Of the 5800 organized groups listed in 1914, a
small percentage was from institutions of higher learning, but
their influence on the sport was far greater than the mere ratio
of their numbers to the whole body of basketball players in the
country.
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The University of New Mexico occupied its own niche in the
widening development of basketball after 1914. Starting in that
year, the sport achieved new dimensions among the students at
the Un iversity. More consistent practice schedules were
arranged and carried out. More candidates reported for preseason tryouts than ever before. Enlarged competitive schedules
were formulated. And, in keeping with the nation's penchant
for basketball leagues, the University, throughout much of the
period, maintained membership in an Albuquerque city league
( called the Duke City Basketball League. The other teams in the
league varied from year to 'year , but collectively they represented such organizations as: the United States Forest Service
Offices in Albuquerque; the Albuquerque High School; the
Western Union Office; the Y.M.C.A.; the ever present Santa Fe
Shop teams; various city all star aggregations; and the Albuquerque Business College, a training school for both men and
women bent on secretarial and clerical careers. During the latter
years of the period, the University of New Mexico's varsity
basketball team, which usually won the league's title without
serious challenge, dropped out of the circuit and its place was
taken by two of its fraternity teams-the Pi Kappa Alpha and
Sigma Chi organizations. Many of the University's better players
were members of these two groups. Hence, the brand of play
experienced in the league was not weakened, but rather redistributed. Regular competition spurred the University's basketball teams to greater success than previously realized. At the
beginning of the period, prior to World War I, the University's
court squads compiled the enviable record of 26 victories
. against only three losses. The 1912-1913 and 1914-1915
seasons were the most successful, as the squads competing
during those two campaigns did not lose a single game. The
1915-1916 and 1916-1917 teams also tabulated successful
season records, collectively winning 12 games and losing but
three. Two of those three losses, however, were to arch
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downstate rival, New Mexico A&M, while one of the twelve
wins was recorded against the Univers ity of Arizona in the first
basketball contest ever played between the two friendly rivals
of neighboring states. Among the college teams played during
the era were: New Mexico A&M, New Mexico Mines from
Socorro, New Mexico Normal University from Las Vegas, the
University of Arizona from Tucson, and Silver City's New
Mexico Normal College, a new name to most Albuquerqueans
. of the day ;uid now known as New Mexico Western.
At the end of the 1915-1916 basketball season, the University and interested Albuquerqueans in general, were afforded an
opportunity to rate the style of basketball played in the infant
state with that played on the best national levels. In the early
spring of 1916, a contest was scheduled with the Oakland Golds
basketball team of Oakland, california. The Golds had recently
finished playing the National A.A.U. tournament in Chicago,
where they had achieved a third place in the final standings. On
their way back to California, they were induced by local
officials to stop over in Albuquerque and play an exhibition
contest with the University of New Mexico's team. A capacity
crowd pushed its way into the balconies of the Albuquerque
Armory to see the Golds beat the New Mexico five by the score
of 77 to 41. Even in losing, local townspeople and University
players alike felt that the difference in play demonstrated by
the two teams indicated that New Mexico basketball was
abreast of the times and "need not feel retarded or apologetic in
any way."
Although Coach Ralph Hutchinson, the University's first
Athletic Director, was primarily responsible for most of the
successful developments of basketball during the era , the finishing touches were supplied by John F . McGough , a heavy set ,
athletic-appearing man, who succeeded "Hutch" as athletic
head in 1917. McGough had gained an undergraduate degree
from Cornell and had been hired by the University in 1915 to
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shape and conduct the school's physical culture programs (now
known as physical education). McGough was thoroughly
familiar with the game of basketball, having played it at Cornell
during his days as an undergraduate student at that University.
McGough, an enthusiastic athletic performer, often played in
the Duke City basketball organization with the Santa Fe Shop
team. With the departure of Hutchinson in 1917, McGough
assumed most of the coaching duties in all sports and, although
his coaching record, particularly in basketball, was not spectacu( lar, he at least was able to maintain the interest and enthusiasm
for the sport generated before his ascendancy to the athletic
director's position.
The most outstanding wearers of the Cherry and Silver on the
basketball court during the era were: the McCanna brothers, Joe
and Ray, Bob Wigley, Lyman Thackery, and Louis Nohl. Ray
McCanna, in particular, stood out with his uncanny shooting
ability which often saw him scoring over three-fourths of the
team's point total in some games. Much of the University's
basketball offense, during McCanna's tenure at the school1913-1917-was built around the playing talents of this gifted
athlete.
The recorders of past University of New Mexico basketball
history have been in error in several aspects of their research.
The records of University basketball seasons between 1914 and
1917 have been poorly documented and have been garbled into
a maze of conflicting results. The official records of the University's athletic department, published by the Sports Information
Office and presented in the University's annual pre-season
basketball brochure, list part of the 1914-1915 campaign as
comprising the entire season of. 191 5-1916. The particular
interpretation of the 1916-1917 season is, in reality, that season
really experienced in 1915-1916, thus leaving the year
1916-1917 unrecorded. The authentic record of the previously
erroneously reported years 1914-1917 can be effectively
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surveyed on page two of Appendix B.
Certain games actually played by the University have gone
unrecorded, including the important contest with the Oakland
Golds basketball team of Oakland, California. Another error
arising in the efforts of past chroniclers to substantiate the
University's true varsity basketball record occurred as a result of
the types of basketball presentations carried out at the Armory.
An evening's play at Albuquerque's basketball center would
almost always feature one or two preliminary games before the
main attraction was played. Preliminary games were usually
played between various girls' basketball squads representing
various organizations, of which the University of New Mexico
was one. The University had organized girls' basketball in 1898
and since that time the distaff players had achieved considerable
success. Unfortunately, some of the games played as a preliminary to a featured men's game, were recorded as part of the
official varsity record. Then too, the University, enjoying a
turnout of players unparalleled up to that time, fielded a second
team squad which occasionally played preliminary games to the
varsity contest. Neither the girls' results nor those of the second'
team (Junior Varsity) can rightfully be accorded a place in the
official varsity records of the day.
As the period drew to a close, there was little doubt that the
sport of basketball was conducting a close race with football for
popular supremacy in interest and participation at the University of New Mexico. In the decade to follow, scheduling growth
in both quantity of games played and quality of opposition
faced would become apparent, but the basis for the rapidly
developing interest towards the sport can be traced to the
efforts of those persons attached to basketball on the campus
during those years prior to and succeeding World War l.
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CROSS-COUNTRY
Since the epic marathon journey of the Athenian, Phedippides, centuries before the birth of Christ, distance running has
achieved degrees of popularity from time to time throughout
the history of the sport. Track activity featuring races at all
distances evolved from distance running competition. Both
amateur and professional running were conducted during much
of the early and middle part' of the eighteenth century in the
( United States, but the early development of intercollegiate
track meets, placing emphasis on the shorter runs of 100, 220,
and 440 yards, soon led to a de-emphasis on long distance running. Nevertheless, distance running did experience cyclic
periods of popularity from time to time. In particular, distance
running found a new expression in the game of "hare and
hounds," which for generations had been the delight of English
school boys.
Introduced to Americans by William S. Vosburgh, later
famous in the development of horse racing, cross-country running was first sponsored by the Westchester Hare and Hounds in
1878. The first chase over hill and dale in that year offered wide
appeal to newspaper scribes throughout the northeastern part of
the country and much publicity was given to the event. Within a
few years a number of clubs in the vicinity of New York pursued such activity.
The early cross-country runners were referred to as "paper
chasers." Sturdy runners followed the paper trails fixed by the
"hares," or traveled cross-country along measured courses in
both individual and team competition. Advocates of long
distance running pointed to the speed and endurance needed
and the ability to cope with unexpected obstacles on the spur
of the moment.
In 1887, the first National Cross-Country Association was
formed and annual championships were held. Colleges and
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universities soon became interested in the sport as a competitive
athletic activity. At Harvard, where Charles Brandt in 1887 had
stressed the merits of " hare and hounds," cross-country running
became part of the training prescribed for track men. In a more
contemporary era, long distance running activity occupied
much th e same role in the wide offering of intercollegiate track
programs. Cornell , Pennsylvania , and the College of the City of
New York were the pioneers who staged the first intercollegiate
cross-country meet in 1890. At Cornell , in particular, the harriers received more than ordinary at tentio n amid that given to
the complete spectrum of collegiate athletic activity. * Due
largely to the efforts of Cornell and other interested institutions, cross-country grew in interest and even managed to
flourish on the national sporting scene from time to time.
The University of New Mexico, although relecting a somewhat strong track interest since the turn of the century, did not
undertake to administer a cross-country program until the
autumn of 1915, when New Mexico A&M harriers were invited
to Albuquerque to participate in a dual meet with the State
University. Although L. ] . Claiborne of the University led all
competitors to th e finish line , his te ammates fared less successfull y. In a sport, like golf, in which the object is to score the
fewest number of points, the University was narrowly defeated
by the " F armers," 10 to II.
The 1915 cross-country activity was the only such competition in the " har e and hounds" sport seen during the era and
even though interest in such competition was not strong, the
sport had at least been tried and the cornerstone for future
activity laid .
*T he term harrier, denoting the cros s country runner, is derived from
the short , sleek, English field dog, known for his prowess in the field . The
word harrier also refers to the group of hunters accompanying the field
dogs.
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TRACK AND FIELD
The Olympic Games held in Stockholm, Sweeden , in 1912
served to stimulate track and field interest throughout the
world. In the United States performance records were achieved
which placed the Americans ahead of the world leaders in the
sport, a position which they demonstrated a visible reluctance
to relinquish as the years passed. The legendary exploits of the
unmatched Indian athlete, Jim Thorpe, in winning both the
(pentathlon and decathlon events of the Olympics of 1912
created a fervid desire among scores of America's young men to
excel in the " blue ribbon" event of the Olympiad. By 1914 ,
world .track and field records were the almost exclusive property of American athletes. Marks faster than 9.7 seconds in the
100 yard dash; 21.2 seconds in the 220 yard dash; 48.0 seconds
in the 440 yard run; 1:53.0 in the 880 yard run; 4:14.0 in the
mile run; and 15.0 seconds in the 120 yard high hurdles were
achieved, while distances exceeding 24 feet in the broad jump; 6
feet 4 inches in the high jump; 12 feet in the pole vault; 50 feet
in the shot put ; 145 feet in the discus throw; and 150 feet in
the javelin throw were recorded. The javelin throw was an event
which held little interest for Americans until several decades
later when the Scandinavian penchant for the "spear toss" was
to carryover to American track and field athletes.
Track and field activity at the University of New Mexico
during the era, 1912 to 1920, experienced periods of both
strong interest and extreme apathy. Following the Olympic
Games of 1912, the sport achieved notable amounts of participation and success on the campus, but after 1916 , aside from
isolated instances, track and field interest declined sharply and
little or no activity was undertaken f0r the remainder of the
period.
.
The University had constructed a quarter mile oval around
the squared confines of the multi-purpose field used primarily
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for football and baseball. The oval running track was bounded
on one side by a 220 yard straightaway. Although most informal inter-class track meets were held on the campus oval, the
larger and more formal meetings involving other schools continued to be held at Traction Park.
The University experienced varying degrees of success in its
track and field program during the period. Competition against
other schools, for the most part, continued to be waged against
the Albuquerque Indian School, the Menaul High School, the
Albuquerque High School , and the Agricultural College from
Las Cruces. In regard to victories, the results were negligible but
several outstanding performers were in evidence , among whom
Ray McCanna was probably the most versatile performer.
McCanna developed into a remarkable track athlete, setting
records of 53.2 seconds in the 440 and 2:09.6 in the 880. Both
were distinguished achievements for the times. Other fine
contributions were made by cross-country stalwart L. J. Claiborne in the two mile run (10:48.0), Lyman Thackery in the
broad jump (20 feet 5 inches) and high hurdles (17.5 seconds),
and F . E. White in the high jump (5 feet 9% inches). Kenneth
Balcomb was the type of all-around performer which made him
an invaluable asset to the teams on which he participated. In the
late summer of 1917, following a spring which saw no track and
field activity at the University, Skiles "Doggy" Hoffman, a
junior classman from High Point, North Carolina, represented
the University of New Mexico at the Intercollegiate Conference
Track and Field Championships at St. Louis. Hoffman, an
excellent runner in the shorter sprint events, won the 300 yard
run in St. Louis, tied for first place in the 100 yard dash , and
placed second in the broad jump. Shortly before school opened
in September, Hoffman competed in the Rocky Mountain
Conference Track and Field Championships in Salt Lake City
and gained four first places, a performance of considerable note.
Perhaps one of the most important contributions to track
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Ra y icCanna, ou tstanding basketball and track at hle te o f the pr eWorld War I era. Picture was take n during co mmencemen t wee k, 1917.
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and field in the State of New Mexico made by the University
during .the period was the formulation of the first State high
school track and field championship meet in 1914 by Coach
Hutchinson and his University athletes. On May 3 , 1914 , the
first such meet was held and teams from Albuquerque , Clovis,
Roswell, Raton, Artesia, Deming, Las Vegas, and Carlsbad
participated. Since 1914, the University of New Mexico has
administered the annual State High School Track and Field
Championships-the first such effort in the state to organize and
administer controlled high school athletic activities.
In passing, it might be pertinent to reflect on the University
of New Mexico's viewpoint concerning the recruitment and
financial support of talented athletes. The general consensus,
not only on the part of University administrators, but also on
the part of athletic participants themselves, was that an athlete
recruited primarily for his athletic prowess and given a menial
task on campus in remuneration for his sports performance was .
viewed with disfavor. The evils of athletic recruiting, already
becoming prominent in the larger colleges and universities of
the nation, had not yet gained a foothold in the frontier-like
state of New Mexico. Persons who competed under the gratuitous terms of the recruiting program were considered as
"ringers" by New Mexico athletes and athletic administrators.
Pertinent to an Albuquerque High School athlete of exceptional
ability, the University of New Mexico was afforded its firsi
opportunity to reappraise its philosophy concerning the
frowned-upon subject. The athlete in question was Owen
Smaulding , a large, powerfully built, Negro youth, whose older
brother was the already-mentioned Al Smaulding, local pugilist
of wide reputation. Owen Smaulding excelled in football as an
overpowering fullback, in basketball as a deadly shot and an
agile and aggressive rebounder, on the baseball diamond as a
gifted fielder and batter, and, above all, in track and Held
activities where his legendary performances are without equal in
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the history .of New Mexico high school. track. Smaulding led
Albuquerque High School to two early state championships
during his tenure at the institution and most state meets found
him 'participati ng in as many as nine events, most of which he
either won or placed second. His value to the often understaffed
University of New Mexico athletic team~ of the early 1920's
would, without a doubt , have been unquestionable. Coming
from a large family whose income was decidedly limited,
Smaulding enrolled in an Idaho college under the benefits of
what today is referred to as an athletic scholarship. The
Smaulding case posed the first consideration of University
sports officials as to re-evaluating their approach to a situation
which heretofore had been considered as being unworthy of
their attention. In the face of rising competition for prospective
athletes, the University's philosophy towards athletic recruitment was to change-not drastically at first, but slowly and
surely into a trend which would be directly opposite to that
originally embraced,
EPILOGUE
Two writers, Dorothy Hughes and this author , both of whom
have dealt briefly with the University of New Mexico's athletic
history prior to 1920, have stated unequivocably that prior to
1920 the University offered only limited programs in football
and basketball. Dorothy Hughes and this writer have stated that
other forms of athletics saw little if any activity and that all
sport's programs were retarded in terms of organization and
achievement. The previous chapters dealing with the history of
the University's athletic programs from 1889 to 1920 reflect a
completely opposite picture than wh at has previously been
reported. Steady progress had been experienced in a number of
athletic endeavors over the years and by 1920, the seeds for
future growth and development had not only been sewn but
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had blossomed considerably. The effects of World War I had
created retarding situations in several areas but the comeback
experienced after the war's end had been significant. As the
United States faced the 1920's and the so-called "golden age of
sport," the varsity athletic program of the University of New
Mexico moved in tune with the progressive developments seen
throughout the country during that decade.
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CHAPTER IV
THE IRON HEAD AND THE LOBO
A STUDY OF GROWTH AND EXPANSION -1920-1930

F or excitement and prosperity as reflected in social and
cultural change, few Americans who lived during the nineteentwenties will admit to any other era as being the equal of the
( post World War I decade. The results of the era, when viewed in
entirety, lifted the State of New Mexico from a level of demonstrated immaturity and backwardness to a position of respected
equality among the remaining forty-seven subdivisions of the
country. For New Mexico, which seemed to meander along
about two .years behind the progressive advances seen in most of
the rest of the nation, few of the ramifications of the decade
were ignored or failed to have their effect.on the State's population. The sole exceptions, perhaps, were those implications
caused as a result of stock market investment, racial tension,
and labor unrest. For New Mexico, far removed from the areas
of the nation which were primarily concerned with chose
problem aspects of society, the most relevant factors of social
change were those wrought by the advance of technology and
the general trend of progressivism demonstrated, by and large,
in all areas of the country. To Americans everywhere, the
twenties represented an era of dramatic new social philosophy
catering to the desires, comforts, and general welfare of the
average citizen. Americans wanted a better, easier , and more
fun-filled life and the developments seen during the period
responded to those types of desires.
Prominently in the vanguard of technological advance was
the development of the radio-sfirst in the form of rudely
constructed crystal sets complete with head phones and, later in
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the decade, the types of sets which were really little different
than those enjoyed in millions of American households today.
Albuquerqueans were enjoying limited radio activity early in
the nineteen-twenties, most of which originated from the
Korber Wireless Station located on the University of New
Mexico campus near the original men's dormitory. The Korber
station, operated by members of the Department of Electrical
Engineering, had a capacity .to project its voice for a linear
direction of one thousand miles and could be heard regularly
throughout a surrounding area encompassing a half million
square miles . KOB, the State of New Mexico's pioneer radio
station, was originally located in Las Cruces in the early 1920's,
but late in the period moved to Albuquerque and took up headquarters in the basement of the Franciscan Hotel. Music Hlled ·
the airwaves every night and the strains of Rudy Vallee's voice,
singing such nineteen-twenty favorites as "My Time Is Your
Time" and "The Maine Stein Song," were looked forward to by
countless numbers of enraptured radio listeners. But radio
reflected more than just music. Soap operas, advertising, news,
and sports were all aired for the public's consumption. In
general, radio had the same effect ' on Americans which the
development of television was to have some three decades later.
Parallel to the importance of the radio was the continued .
development of the automobile. The nineteen-twenties saw the
automobile industry in Albuquerque rise to such proportions
that it became the second leading contributor to the city's
economy, behind the somewhat declining role of the railroad
which, by 1923, had regressed to an Albuquerque employment
figure of 1405 men. Men engaged in the sale, repair, maintenance, supply, and service of automobiles received a payroll of
over a half million dollars annually. During the twenties,
automobiles in Albuquerque were in abundant supply and sold
for prices ranging from $550 for a new Chevrolet coupe to
slightly over $2000 for a new and stylish Cadillac. The market
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was crowded with a variety of makes, many of which are readily
a vail able today-Buick, Oldsmobile, Chrysler, Studebaker,
Cadillac, Dodge, Plymouth, Nash, Willy's Overland-together
with some which have failed the test of time and have become
e.xtinct-Packard, Hudson, Stutz Bearcat, Essex, Maxwell,
jeweet Six, Durant; and Cleveland Six. Henry Ford's Model T,
the foremost single factor in the creation of the automobile
industry, did not become a particularly popular vehicle in
Albuquerque during its reign of supremacy between 1909 and
1926. Although fifteen million Model T automobiles were sold
(between 1913 and 1926,. few found their way from the huge
River Rouge factories. near Detroit to the American hinterland
of New Mexico. By the time Ford's Model T appeared in the
Southwest, the popularity of the "Tin Lizzie" was on the
decline and its presence on American roads was being seriously
challenged by a variety of newer makes from other companies.
Even Ford's cut rate prices were attacked by the rising make
known as the Chevrolet and, by 1927, Ford had no other alternative but to scrap his beloved Model T and design something
better, which he did with the Model A. Along with the focus on
new automobiles came such sideline industries as used car sales,
taxis, and service stations. Albuquerqueans were buying Texaco
and Conoco gasoline, purchasing auto accessories from Korber's
Mercantile House, and riding about town in Yellow Cab
Company cars or Clifford "Limousine Service vehicles. At the
outset of the period, only ten percent of the nation's automobiles were enclosed or of the sedan variety; but as the decade
of the twenties wore on, America's affinity for the sedan
increased to a point where in 1930 approximately eighty
. percent of all automobiles in the United States were of the
enclosed type. New Mexico was slow to convert to the sedan,
much preferring the open touring car or coupe, but by the end
of the period the State was making strides to get in step with
the rest of the nation.
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The silent movie , present in Albuquerque before World War I,
achieved spectacular records of popularity during the twenties.
Newer and more luxurious theaters were added to the downtown business community of which the Sunshine and Kimo
movie houses proved to be the most successful. Movies with
sound tracks, or "talkies," as they were popularly referred to,
made their appearance in Albuquerque in 1927 with the showing of "Th~ Singing Fool," starring Al Jolsen. Talkies and silent
movies alike were the focal points of entertainment around
which Albuquerque's society rotated. The comedy of Harold
Lloyd, Buster Keaton, Charley Chaplin, The Keystone Cops,
Rosco "Fatty" Arbuckle , and Laurel and Hardy was closely
rivaled by the popular western movies featuring Tom Mix and
his faithful steed, Tony, as well as the quick draw antics of Bob
Steele and Hoot Gibson. Films presenting the singing of Sophie
Tucker, Maurice Chevalier, and the inimical Ted "Is Everybody
Happy" Lewis, along with the folk humor of Will Rogers, were
widely acclaimed. The nineteen-twenties, perhaps with the
exception of the nineteen-thirties, produced more publically
acclaimed dramatic actors and actresses than any other single
decade in American film history. Clara Bow , Greta Garbo, Mary
Pickford, Lionel Barrymore, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Ruggles, Jason Robards, Thomas Meigham, Richard Dix, Jack Holt,
Gary Cooper, Walter Huston, Dolores Del Rio, Lupe Velez, Lon
Chaney, Conrad Nagel , the Gish sisters-Lillian and DorothyNorma and Constance Talmadge, Marion Davies, Gloria
Swanson, Pauline Frederick, John Barrymore, Ronald Colman,
Myrna Loy , Fannie Brice , and Rudolph Valentino, all provided
Albuquerque moviegoers with the very best in film entertainment. Jacky Coogan in "Peck's Bad Boy," ushered in the
featuring of child movie stars, while Rin Tin Tin did the same
for animal heroes, on the screen. Cecil B. DeMille started on his
crusade to provide the American public with movie spectaculars . The novels of Zane Grey, depicting life in the Old West,
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together with Booth Tarkington's stories of Penrod and Sam,
were adapted to the screen and drew large crowds everywhere in
the country, including New Mexico.
Al buquerque's newspapers continued their development
toward greater sophistication in all facets of news reporting and
advertising. The Albuquerque Herald started a trend toward
sensationalizing the news while its competitor, The Alorning
Journal, presented its daily items in a more conservative manner. Both newspalJers covered the gauntlet of local, state,
(national, and international news in all fields of reporting with a
degree of comprehensiveness seldom seen in Albuquerque newspapers published before the twenties. The political cartoon
came into its own during the period and was used almost daily
to present a feeling or point of view 'which a thousand words
might not achieve. Sports had become one of the social crazes
of the nation during the era of the twenties and the reporting of
events in that area were very often given page two priority . The
number of pages assigned to advertising increased in direct
proportion to the general prosperity of the nation. Items advert ised included new labor saving devices, clothing styles,
cosmetics, and home appliances. Automobile advertising
increased considerably as did the advertisement of items connected with the "horseless carriage" industry. With the rising
social position of women in American society, the women's
pages of the newspaper assumed new dimensions. Clothing
styles, recipes, cosmetics and beauty suggestions, and housekeeping hints were but a few of the items presented for the
general interest of the distaff portion of the population. The
. crossword puzzle appeared in Albuquerque newspapers in 1924,
along with such new comic strips as Tillie the Toiler, Barney
Google, Dingle Hoofer, Mutt and Jeff, Homeless Hector, and
the Gump Family. During a period in which the nation
experienced a large increase in crime, Journal readers avidly
followed the serialized versions of the exploits of Chief William
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J . Flynn, former head of the United States Secret Service,
featuring his personalized accounts of his biggest and most
thrilling manhunts. In 1923, The Morning Journal cost only ten
cents per week, delivered to one's house, and could claim a
circulation of 8500 subscribers. Included in its issues each week
was an entire sub-newspaper section called The University
Heights Weekly News, which dealt with happenings and
developments of all kinds in that area beyond the city limits
east of Albuquerque.
Movies were not the only source of entertainment for Albuquerqueans during the nineteen-twenties. Plays .of all kinds,
particularly those of Eugene O'Neill, were staged at the Crystal
Opera House. Band concerts were often given and were culminated in 1928 by a visit to the city by the "king of all bandsmen," John Phillip Sousa, who presented a concert at the
University of New Mexico's new Carlisle Gymnasium and at the
same time introduced for the first time one of his newly composed marches entitled, "New Mexico." Many of the country's
leading musicians visited the city and played before enthusiastic
crowds in the Albuquerque High School auditorium. In Albuquerque homes, the novels of Booth Tarkington, Zane Grey,
and Sinclair Lewis wer~ widely read and discussed while the
introduction of the Victrola created an overnight demand for
the newest recordings of the fox-trot and Charleston dances, as
well as for the latest in popular songs. Columbia and ·RCA
responded with a large assemblage of dance tunes, as well as
with " Yes, We Have No Bananas" and "Barney Google, With
His Goo, Goo, Googly Eyes." Vaudeville shows played regularly
at Albuquerque theaters and were great favorites of the townspeople. If an Albuquerque family wished to spend the evening
out dining, the feature event of such a social excursion might
well include a turkey dinner with all the trimmings for only
seventy-five cents per person at the Liberty Cafe, Albuquerque's
most fashionable restaurant , which, besides its elegant cuisine,
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offered dinner music from a large string orchestra. Albuquerqueans were prosperous and looked for all sorts of ways to
spend 'their earnings. The sun and surf of California beckoned
invitingly, especially under the pressured advertising campaigns
carried out in the local newspapers by various California
chambers of commerce. Even as early as th e nineteen-twenties it
was not unusual for some Albuquerque families to journey to
the " Golden State" for annual summer vacations. The two most
popular American parlor g~'mes of the twenties were late in
( appearing in New Mexico, but by 1929 mah jong and auction
bridge were standard evening pastimes in many Albuquerque
homes. For Albuquerqueans to relax socially during the
twenties took very little effort .
A great boon in newly developed home appliances caused
several new approaches to bc made to existing social philosophy
during the period. Albuquerque was certainly no exception.
Electric fans , toasters, irons, Hoover vacuum cleaners , and
washing mach ines (an Albuquerque housewife living in the
nineteen-twenties could purchase a hand-operated washing
machine for $ 24 and a motor-driven machine for S125) made
housework far less of a drudgery and more rapidly
accomplished than at any time pre viousl y. Grocery orders were
telephoned to the market and dressmaking was turned over to
professional garment makers. With greater amounts of free time
than ever before, women turned toward supplementing the
family income, or in lieu of that, toward achieving a bankroll of
their own. Seeking employment or going to work meant leaving
the privacy and sanctuary of the home and venturing forth into
the public world. As a result , the American woman changed her
habits o(living almost over night. Corsets, girdles , and brazziers
were discarded in favor of less constricting underwear. In place
of the figure-bolstering apparell new dimensions in diet and
exercise became prevalent. Albuquerque 's working women had
the opportunity to undergo regular passive exercise treatments
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on a contraption of machine-operated rollers a lot like those
presently seen in thousands of health studios and fitness gym nasiums throughout the country . Billed as "the latest achievement in the science of beauty culture," the woodcn-rollcred
monster offered "an ingenious method of rolling away milady's
superfluous flesh." The use of the sun lamp for the healthy,
outdoor look also played its role in the Albuquerque woman's
new look , as' did Black and White Beauty Bleach for the removal
of freckles. Women's hair styles during the twenties were
universally short and fashionably barbered to create a bobbed
appearance. It was difficult to find a female, regardless of her
age, with hair which dropped any lower than her ear lobes.
Permanent waves were a new fad and were used by most
American women. Women, as well as men for that matter,
began to use new ribbon-type dental cream to brush their teeth
and Colgate, as well as Pepsodent, the "new day dentifrice,"
became standard fixtures in bathrooms everywhere. To keep
one's breath fresh all day, Listerine was most commonly used ,
al tho ugh for this effect most Albuquerqueans preferred
Edward's Olive Tablets and used Listerine for the prevention
and cure of dandruff. Gum chewing became popular and
Wrigley 's spearmint led 'all other brands in sales.
As the pace of American living quickened, so too did the
co nsu mpt ion of stimulants and depressants. Aspcrin, marketed
almost exlusively in Albuquerque during the twenties by the
Bayer Company, became prominently advertised in Albuquerque newspapers as providing the answer to the problems caused
by a more stressful life. Smoking rose sharply, not only among
men , but among women also. Albuquerqueans quickly accli mated themselves to the commercially manufactured brands
after having used the West's traditional " roll your owns." Lucky
Strikes, Chesterfields, and Fatimas were the popular brands
early in the period and sold for ten cents per package of twenty
cigarettes. Later in the era, Camels. Old Golds. and Polos made
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their appearance. Aside from smoking and the use of headachestopping remedies. the consumption of alcohol in various forms
increased. The original endorsement of prohibition by the
American people soon began to wear thin and it was not long
before people in all parts of the country began to circumvent
the law in order to obtain spirits. Illegal stills smuggled various
forms of alcohol to thousands of "speakeasies," solving the
problem of the availabilic y of " hoo tc h" and creating the
dilemma among gover'lment officials of how to stop the rising
( crime incidence attached co the marketing of the liquid. But
New Mexico, located far from the center of this illegal traffic,
escaped much of the social unrest attached to the illegal liquor
business. A large proportion of the rapidl y forming underworld's involvement in the business of combating prohibition
came in the form of the production and marketing of beer. And
the problem which existed was not in manufacturing the
product; but rather in delivery. Delivery had to be carried out
mainly by trucks and this was the chief reason for negating the
possibility of extending the illegal product to New Mexico.
Overland arteries from the place of manufacture to the Southwest were simply too difiicult and too laborious to negotiate in
respect to the amount of profits one might realize. However,
the saloon and the consumption of liquor had been as much a
part of the West as the cowboy and his horse and the deprivation imposed on Albuquerque by prohibition was not looked
upon kindly. Nor was the "noble experiment" successful in
New Mexico. Illegal stills sprang up on secluded ranches in every
county of the state and the homemade brew found its way to a
ready market in the villages and cities. More than one Albuquerque druggist converted his monthly government ration of pure
alcohol-allocated for medicinal purposes-into a homemade
concoction featuring a mixture of oil of lemon or lime , distilled
water, and the pure alcohol to form a kind of "booze" which
could turn the most hardened drinker toward reform. The
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"drug store medicinal" catered to a select market of old
customers whose thirst suddenly became intolerable as the
bibycle-mounted delivery boy hove into sight with his secret
cargo, falsely labeled, and placed among the pills and other drug
items which he usually delivered.
Albuquerque, besides witnessing "the change in life" among
its citizens, also saw the more physical aspects of the city and
its surrounding area change considerably. New business, buildings. and land development increased beyond speculation. The
first truly national chain store came to Albuquerque early in the
era in the form of J. C. Penney's and was followed shortly by
Montgomery Ward's. The sketchy foreshadow of the supermarket appeared in the City under the banner, Piggly Wiggly,
while its competitor, Safeway, was not much later in making its
presence known. Local concerns dealing primarily in clothing
were Rosenwald's and Kistler-Collister. The impressive First
National Bank Building was finished during the twenties and,
when coupled with the completion of the Franciscan Hotel.
added a new dimension to the Albuquerque Skyline. The
campaign conducted in Albuquerque in 1921 to gather funds
for the construction of the Franciscan passed all preceding
community fund drives with the exception of the Liberty Loan
campaigns during World War I. Over $120,000 were pledged.
The hotel itself was not built until the latter part of 1923, due
largely to the procrastination of the donators in presenting their
pledges in the form of hard cash, despite numerous pleas and
threats presented in the local newspapers by the hotel's board
of directors. Increasing automobile activity on the streets of
Albuquerque focused attention on the need for a city park in
which the town's children might play in safety. Efforts were
initiated late in the period to satisfy such a need with the planning and commencement of work on Rio Grande Park, located
ncar the broad, coffee-colored waterway on the western edge of
the city. In 1921, at a cost of $3.42 per square yard of
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macadam, Central Avenue was paved from High Street all the
way eastward to Mulberry Street which marked the eastern edge
of Albuquerque's city limits. The University Heights area, east
of the City and first organized during World War I, experienced
steady building activity during the era while at the same time
two new residential areas began to be developed individually.
The first such area was known as Parkland Hills and was located
just east of the University Heights area between Carlisle and
Washington Boulevards, and directly south of Central Avenue.
(Newly popularized and sophisticated adobe homes soon became
a distinguishing feature of this new area. In 1929, the second of
the two new residential developments was plotted and offered
for sale to the public. This parcel of land was located close to
the western part of the center of the city and straddled Central
Avenue between Eighth Street and what eventually became San
Pasquale Boulevard. The area was located close to the Albuquerque Country Club, founded prior to World War I, and soon
became the site of the city's most luxurious homes and the
residential area of Albuquerque's wealthiest and most influential citizens.
.National and international events of significance during the
nineteen-twenties did not receive the attention in New Mexico
which they succeeded in creating throughout much of the rest
of the nation. New Mexicans, in general, were more interested
in happenings in their own immediate locale than such things as
the problems of post-war disarmament, the death of Pope
Benedict XV and the succession of Pope Pius XI to the throne
in the Vatican, Lindbergh's solo flight across the Atlantic, the
tottering regime of Von Hindenburg in World War I-devastated
Germany, the much publicized "thrill slaying" executed by
Loeb and Leopold in 192~ and the increasing overspeculation
in "get rich quick stocks." The big news items of the decade
were continually overshadowed in the Albuquerque press by the
political maneuvers of Clyde Tingley, destined to become one
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of New Mcxicos most historicdly si~l!ific'lIlt political fi~url's.
The nincrccn-rwcut ics in Unitcr] Statl'S sucial history provided a decade of one of the most activitv-fillcd eras of spurt
ever experienced. America us turned ,I bru ptl y from a na tion of
participators to a country of spectators in the fac<: of a continually rising tide of excellence in performance on the part of a
multitude of performers in a wide variety of sports. Bill Tilden's
tennis play dominated both national and international court
activity as no other person's game ever had. or ever would -so
forecast tennis buffs from Newport to Australia. The twenties'
were the years of Bobby Jones, Walter Hagen. Horton Smith.
and Tommy Armour in golf; johnny Wcissmullcr, Gertrude
Ederley, and Eleanor Holm in swimming; Willje Hoppe in billiards; Helen Wills, the "Little Miss Pokerface" of women's
tennis; Sonja Heine in figure skating; and a period marked by
the exploits of many of boxing history's most colorful and
skilled pugili~ts. The roster of fighters who entered the championship rings of the nation and of the world during the
nineteen-twenties rivaled in both quality and quantity that list
of movie stars present during the nineteen-thirties. Battling Siki,
Luis Firpo, Mike McTigue, Jack Dempsey , Georges Carpentier,
Tommy Gibbons, Johnny Kilbane, Young Stribling, Mickey
Walker, Tiger Flowers, Kid Chocolate, Gene Tunney, Harry
Greb, Fidel LaBarba, Jack Sharkey, Jimmy Braddock, Jimmy
McLarnin, Max Schmeling, Tony Canzoneri, and Primo Camera,
all contributed toward establishing the twenties as the boxing
era about which American fight fans continually reminisce.
Sports in Albuquerque during the nineteen-twenties closely
paralleled that activity seen . around the rest of the . nation.
Larger legions of golfers trekked the fairways of the Albuquerque Country Club and, although the social cross-section of
participants was sharply limited, the "sport of the rich"
experienced important growth. . A young Albuquerque high
school boy by the name of Verne "S pee" Stewart started
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playing the gam e near the end of the decade and in an
amazingly short time had risen to the top of Albuquerque's
golfing community. His tenure at that .position was both long
and unrivaled in terms of achievement. Tennis activity increased
. also with the extension of facilities at the original Albuquerque
Tennis Club, located in downtown Albuquerque; Bowling continued in popularity and its competition was headed by one Bill
Harman. The city 's best local boxer was Benny Cordova , who
fought with varv inj, degre es .of success throughout the Rock y
Mountain and western plains area. As a result of the addition of
( an indoor swimming pool in the YMCA building on th e corner
ofFirst Street and Central Avenue, the aquatic sport also made
its first really bonafide appearance in Albuquerque. During the
period under consideration swimming races were held annually,
the titles of which might appear rather ludicrous to the highly
skilled and overtrained swimming athlete of the modern era. All
such events as the twenty yard dash, the twenty yard back dash
(backstroke), the plunge for distance and, most amazing of all.
the stone gathering event , contributed to the early histor y of
competitive swimming in Albuquerque. Baseb all act ivity
continued unabated throughout the St ate and amateur and
professional teams played unabatingl y during the spring,
summer, and fall months. Interest in wrestling waned so mewhat
but the sport would make a strong comeback in popularity in
the nineteen-thirties. The new national fad of balloon ascents
was undertaken in Albuquerque and 'the leading exponent of
the daring venture was the intrepid Roy Allen Stamm . one of
the pioneer athletic heroes of the Universit y of New Mexico.
Auto racing, after the initial craze for the sport during World
War I, died . out and little or no activit y was seen during the
period.
High school sports in New Mexico entered an era o f greater
activity than ever before. Secondary institutions throughout the
State competed with each other in a variety of sports including
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tenn is, football , ba sketball. and tr ack and field. Th e New
Me xico Stat e ' High Sch o ol Trac k and Field Ch ampi on ships,
organi ze d by th e Unive rsi t y of New Mex ico in 1914. and administer ed by t ha t inst itu tio n eac h y ear. grew in both sco pe of
part icip at ion and in qualit y of per forman ce. In 1921 . t he fir st
New Mex ico State High School Basketball Tournament : was
orga nize d by athlet ic o fficials of th e Uni vcrsit y of New Mexic o
and th e Albuqu erqu e High Sc hoo l. The annual tournam ent was
held in th e local arm or y a nd was we ll attended h y teams from
o ne end o f th e sta te to th e o t her. The Albuquerque High Sch ool
Bulldogs won th e o riginal tournam ent by scoring a 22 to 20
victo ry ove r Alamogordo High Sch ool in the champion ship '
gam e. But in succeeding years, th e State's largest high scho ol by
no means held a monopoly o n the State basketball titl e. Small
sch o ols from such outlying communities as Raton , Forrest,
M elrose, Springer, and Floyd , as well as Albuqu erque 's
Harwo od School , often emerged from tourney play with the
re pu ta tio n o f being the strongest team in th e State.
And wh at of the Un iversit y of New Mexico ? Th rough out the
period of the , nineteen-twenties, the instituti on experi enced
growt h in all 'o f it s programs-gro wth whichparallcl ed th at
overa ll development seen in both th e St ate of New Mexi co and
th e res t of th e nation. As th e era o pe ned, so me t\VO hundred
and fifty st udent s wer e enrolled at the Universi ty pursuing
degrees under the dir ection o f a facul t y wh ich included nine
members holding th e Doctor of Phil osoph y Degree. Th e gra d uat ing class of 1921 totaled thirty -Degree candidates. As the ...
twenties wancd., the st ude nt body had increased to well over
seven hundred. Former Un iversit y athletic great , Ch arle s
Lembke, was serving o n both th e institut ion 's Board of Regents
and the Albuquerque Cit y Comm ission, while his old friend and
spo r ts comrad, Dr. Gillette Cornish , served the University in a
cap acity as athletic team ph ysician and medical advisor for men.
Under th e leadership of Presid ent David Spence Hill during the
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early portion of the dec ad e , and under President J ames Fult on
Zimmerman later in the period, the sch o ol's acad emi c pr ograms
were greatl y advanced. In 1922, the Universit y o f New Mexi co
was granted full academi c recognition and accreditati on by one
of the nation's most influ ential schola stic agencie s--the North
Central Association of Collcges and Secondary Sch ool s. When
Dr. Hill had assu med th e pr esid enc y during World War I . he had
been amazed by the fact th at the State Uni versit y was reall y
very little known outside the Cit y of Albuquerq ue. As a res ult .
he set about remed ying th e problem b y embarki ng on a co ncc n(trated program of public rel ations. His mea sures worked
wonders and student enrollmen ts inc reased. An oth er fact or
allo wing the Uni versity t o fully realize academic acc re d itatio n
was the complete removal of its Preparatory School d ivision in
1922, an asp ect of the Univ er sity which had been on th e decline
since the year o f New Mexic o 's stateho od -1912.
The Univer sit y o f New Mex ico was growing ph ysicall y also.
In 1920. a new engineering building was ad ded to th e ca mp us .
In 1923, 'an additi on t o the women ' s dormitor y. an cnlarged
grandstand on the athl etic field, and th e Ko rb er Wireless
St ation, were erec t ed . In 1921 , Sara Rayn olds Hall , housin g
home economics, was constructed ; a nd Hadle y Hall . th e civil
engineering building raz ed by fire in 1910, wa s co mp let ely
rebuilt. By 1923, numerous fraternity an d soro rit y houses were
present across the street from the Univ er sity campus proper on
both Central A venue and Univ er sit y Boulevard . Th ey were: Phi
Mu , Signola Chi , Pi Kappa, Alph a Delta, Kappa Kap pa Ga mma ,
Alpha Chi Omega, Alph a Delta Pi , and Pi Kappa Ph i. In 1926 ,
the school 's fir st librar y was completed and can pr esen t ly be
see n on th e so u t hw es t ern portion of th e modern campus in the
form of th e old Fine Art s Building. By 1930 , th e rapidl y
expanding stu de n t bod y had far o u tg ro w n the o rigina lIi brarv
and a new and larger building was sta rt ed as was a new dining
hall to replac e the small house originally used for th at purpose.

The library structure, started in 1930, formed the core of tI
modern library complex in evidence today, while the dining h.
became Ortega Hall and presently houses the Department I
Modern Languages. The campus had its own "Lovers' Lane
amply shrouded in a cloak of secrecy by the thick-foliage
branches of two rows of pine trees forming an aisle leading 1
the women's dormitory. Today, after the demolition of tl
building called North Hall which in the twenties housed some ,
the University's female students, the same pine-shrouded wal
way is still evident and is surrounded by a student automobi
parking lot.
During the decade of the nineteen-twenties, athletics at tI
University of New Mexico, and especially football, gave pI
liminary indications that mare strenuous emphasis would 1
shortly forthcoming. The most significant factor in the rende
ing of such an impression was the University's appointment
Roy W. Johnson as Director of Athletics and coach of all sport
Johnson's hiring took place in the summer of 1920 and, as tI
University opened that same fall, the Fielding Yost produ
from the University of Michigan was on hand, willing and eag
to assume his duties.
Roy W. Johnson, a man of extreme dedication and immen
integrity, has had a more profound effect on the developmei
of athletics at the University of New Mexico than any oth
single person. Born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, in 189
Johnson worked hard through his high school years to support
widowed mother and his sister. Active in athletics, he soc
forged a reputation for himself as being one of the finest a
around athletes to originate in the Furniture City . Johnsc
worked his way through the University of Michigan by toiling ,
a variety of tasks while at the same time finding time to repr
sent the Wolverines on the football field, the running track, tl
baseball diamond, and in the gymnasium as the Intercollegai
Physical Fitness and Strength Test champion of 191
I
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Johnson's college years were interrupted by two years ot army
service in France, where he took part in most of the major
battles of world War I. Fielding " Hurry Up" Yost, the zealous
creator of the famous "point a minute" Michigan elevens of the
early nineteen-hundreds, had personally recommended Johnson
to President Hill for the job as leader of New Mexico's athletic
program. Yost and Hill, both originally from Tennessee, had
been close friends since their high school days. A lesser man
than one endowed with the qualities reflected by Johnson
(might soon have become discouraged with intercollegiate
athletics as they existed at UNM, particularly after having had a
vivid exposure at the University of Michigan to a program which
must be classed as one of the best in the entire country.
Johnson went to work with a quiet enthusiasm and soon
achieved the type of record which 'would assist 'to make him the
honored and respected man which he is today in the eyes of
thousands of New Mexicans and Americans. No task was too
menial or beneath the dignity of Johnson to assume. For the
entire decade of the twenties, he labored almost alone as
athletic director, coach of all sports, groundskeeper, athletic
business manager, equipment custodian, teacher, and leader and
participator in many community endeavors. An accomplished
Shakespearian actor and gifted singer with a rich bass voice ,
Johnson, personally, was a quiet, rather aloof individual who
kept his respect and fondness for his players and fellow colleagues on the University's faculty well hidden beneath the
ominous countenance of his bushy eyebrows and formidable
frame. Because of Johnson's stubborn dedication to principle
and unyielding stands on the aspects of issues which he felt in
his own mind to be right, he was soon accorded the nickname
"Old Iron Head" and was often referred to by this monikerthough never to his face.
One of the first accomplishments which Johnson was
responsible in bringing about after his arrival on the campus was
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Roy W. Johnson, the "Old Iron Head" of Lobo athletics. Picture taken in
1930, hortly after Johnson's dismissal a head football coach.
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the University of New Mexico's adoption of an official athletic
nickname. For years, the powerful athletic teams of the major
colleges of the east, midwest, and Pacific Coast areas had been
advertised in the nation's sports pages under the banner of
various nicknames, most of them reflecting a form of aggressive
and courageous animal. To Johnson, the terminology usually
accorded to New Mexico's athletic teams-"Varsities" or
"Universities"-was somehow inadequate. The search for a more
formidable name was undertaken in the early fall of 1920. The
problem was solved almost immediately after a review of
ancient New Mexican anthropological history. Pre-historic
people living in the New Mexico area had believed in and worshipped certain Gods, just as had the Greeks and Romans in a
more contemporary civilization. Mythology was an important
center of their lives. One of the chief Gods worshipped by the
ancient Indian-like inhabitants of the area was Kujo, the wolf, a
war God of extreme prominence. Kujo was admired for his
power, courage, and cunning. The wild and ferocious timber
wolf of the Southwest became a perfect symbol for University
teams. The Spanish word for the sometimes feared and hated
animal is Lobo and the term, first applied to UNM teams in
1920, and not in 1921 as previously reported, has been
synonymous as the symbol of University of New Mexico
athletics ever since. The V.N.M. Weekly of October 2, 1920,
reported, "Eureka! At last, a real name for the University
teams-a name with a wallop in both fists (or paws)-a name
which will make you sit up and take notice."
Besides the acquisition of an official nickname, the University's athletic programs made significant strides in the building
of new facilities. The first such improvemen t during the
twenties came in the form of a new grandstand for the football
field. The ancient stadium, located where the campus' present
biology building stands, was usually surrounded on a "game
day" by a solid ring of automobiles from which University
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It didn't take ttus many human Lobos to restrain the only slightly domesticated University mascot , bu t the task did require two fearless individuals
armed with stout chains to accomplish the job. They are: Walter Bowman,
on the right, and his unident ified handling mate on the left. The "gridiron )
gladiators" assembled are: From left to righ t , Rear Row-Ferguson, R.
Hernandez, Wilfley, Cooper, Stinnett, Dow, Pierce, Mapes, Grueter, and
Cartwright. Bottom Row-T. Popejoy, Calkins, J. Popejoy, Jones, Clifford,
Barnhart, Angle , Grimes, and Moore. Sitting: White.
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football spectators watched the activities on the field. In 1921,
Johnson was successful in enlisting the subscription help of
University alumni for the amount of $800, which underwrote
the expense of constructing wooden bleachers on the west side
of the field. The grandstand, built in twelve sections, each
twelve tiers high, accommodated fifteen hundred people and
proved a welcome relief from old standards for football
watchers. In 1928, the University's pressing need for a new
gymnasium was met with die "building of Carlisle Gymnasium,
( named after Hugh Carlisle, an Albuquerquean who served with
distinction as a member of Uncle Sam's World War I
"Doughboy" detachment. The luxurious, pueblo-style building
remains as one of the campus' oldest landmarks. In the late
twenties it was viewed as the ultimate in indoor facilities and
served the community and University outside the area of
athletics as the scene of many cultural presentations. The
building is currently used by the University police force and by
the women's section of the Department of Physical Education.
Shortly after the completion of the building, a swimming pool
was added behind the structure which measured one hundred
feet in length by thirty three feet in width. The pool was used
rather sparingly except in the late spring, summer, and very
early fall months due to the rather cool New Mexico winters
and the fact that the facility, much like the original irrigation
reservoir used for swimming several decades before, had no
filtration system or heating devices for the water. The pool had
to be completely emptied and refilled each week in order to
meet the standards of the City and State Health Departments.
In 1965, the old Carlisle Gymnasium swimming pool was finally
condemned by the same two health agencies and subsequently
filled with dirt. Also, the running track was improved considerably under Johnson's management, mostly at the expense
of the baseball diamond which saw little use during the period.
Track and field was one of Johnson's favorite athletic endeavors
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and he spent a great deal of his leisure time personally smoothing, shaping, and lining the running oval.
University of New Mexico fiscal support had also increased
considerably by the time the decade of the nineteen-twenties
had commenced. The University operated on a budget of State
Legislature-appropriated funds totaling $105,000 in 1923-1924
and $108,000 in 1924-1925. Government grants, even in the
twenties, provided important supplements to University
financial income from time to time. Some of these additional
monies played significant roles in the overall development of
the school and were sorely missed when discontinued, as was an
annual stipend of $6600 from the Department of Interior of the
Social Hygiene Board of the Federal Government which was
withdrawn in 1921. Losses of this nature posed serious financial
problems to the institution and were viewed with alarm and
consternation. The University's varsity athletic programs, for
the most part, were self-sustaining during the period. That is,
gate receipts realized from football and basketball were
supposed to underwrite not only the expenses incurred in those
two sports but also the cost of all other sports in the school's
athletic offering. If, at the end of each year, a deficit was outstanding, then funds to make up the balance had to be
borrowed from one of the local banks. It was for this reason
that UNM sometimes scheduled so-called "big name" schools
for the purpose of using the attractive guarantee, which almost
always accompanied such games, to insure that financial deficit
did not arise and to payoff bank loans incurred in preceding
years. The scheduling of nationally recognized Texas A&M in
1926 was an example of efforts to make up budget deficits
which had occurred in athletics.
With President Hill's administration, tighter restrictions were
placed on the eligibility of University athletes. In 1920, Hill
organized a new Faculty Athletic Board of Control which
placed severe restrictions on academically deficient athletes. In
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general, competing in athletics under the banner of the
University of New Mexico became a privilege extended to a
student only if his scholarship was up to par, something which
had not been the case only a few years before 1920. During the
twenties numerous cases existed in which some of the University's best athletes were unable to compete in sports due to
scholastic deficiencies.
FOOTBALL
(

With the end of World War I, college football entered the
period of its greatest boom. War-hardened, eager, and decidedly
more realistic young men from all branches of the armed forces
streamed back to college life to pursue their education. After
what many veterans had been through on the battlefields of
France, football, with its body contact and exercise qualities,
appealed to. them. Much of the idealistic rah-rah type effort
associated with college football prior to the world War was
missing as football entered its golden era. Such enthusiasm was
replaced by a quality of performance never before seen on
American college gridirons. Notre Dame, under Coach Knute
Rockne, was probably the best college football team during the
twenties. Year after year, "the Fighting Irish" waded through
the toughest schedules in the nation with highly successful
results. Under the guidance of their much publicized coach,
Notre Dame regularly played before a half million football fans
annually and the exploits of George Gipp, the Four Horsemen,
and the Seven Mules were cheered from one end of the country
to the other. Notre Dame , however, was not the only university
to field a great football team during the period. There were
several others-little Centre College of Danville, Kentucky,
Iowa, Princeton, Texas A&M, Michigan, Illinois, Yale ,
Dartmouth, Alabama, Minnesota, and so on through a long list
of elevens from every section of the country, all of whom
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contributed toward making the nineteen-twenties the so-called
"golden period" of American college football history. The
nation's sports pages were filled, day after day, with the heroics
of a multitude of gridiron performers. Among the best of them
were: the aforementioned Notre Dame performers; Harold
" Red" Grange, the legendary "Galloping Ghost" from Illinois ;
Alvin "Bo" McMillin of Centre College; Eddie Casey of Harvard;
Harold Muller of California; Eddie Kaw of Cornell; Russ Stein
of Washington and Jefferson; Harry Kipke of Michigan; Homer
Hazel of Rutgers; Ernie Nevers of Stanford; George Wilson of
Washington; Benny Friedman of Michigan; Chris "Red" Cagle
of Army; Beattie Feathers of Tennessee; Herman Hickman of
Tennessee and Yale; Frank Carideo of Notre Dame; Marchie
Schwartz of Notre Dame; and the incomparable Bronko
Nagurski of Minnesota. The role of outstanding players seen on
football fields the nation over during the twenties was almost
interminable.
The longer that football became manifested as the nation's
number one college sport, the less the game really became
changed at the hands of the rules makers. Refinements of minor
implication have been made throughout the history of the sport
and probably will continue to be made for as long as football is
played. The nineteen-twenties produced several changes in the
rules which have endured to the present and which are viewed
as being significant. In 1922, the rule covering the try for the
extra point was broadened to include, not only a try for point
by kicking from placement or by dropkick, but also a try for )
point from scrimmage by either running or passing. In 1926, the
rule was initiated which saw a team on whom a safety had been
scored putting the ball in play by a punt or place kick from its
own twenty yard line. The following year, 1927, the goalposts
were moved back ten yards from the goal line to the endzone
area boundary. Injuries to players resulting from their running
into the standards ~ere thus minimized by this change. In 1920,
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the football coaches of the nation voted to include a rule which
prohibited any defensive player from advancing a fumbled ball
once it had touched the ground. This action was taken as a
result of an Army player's death resulting from injuries sustained while undertaking a fumble advancement.
Although professional football had first been played in
Latrobe, Pennsylvania, in 1895, the "play for pay" aspect of
the game achieved little degree of success prior to the nineteentwenties. John Allen . Krout, one of America's most eminent
(' sports historians, has stated: "The result [of professional
football] has not been a particularly happy one from the standpoint of either spectators or players. The professional game is
usually a sorry counterfeit of the great spectacle of the campus.
Its players perform not like heroes; but like hired men. For the
emotional basis of the scholastic sport had been substituted the
gain impulse of the world of business." It is just possible that
Mr. Krout, who wrote of his reflections on professional football
in 1929, might well write something entirely different and more
favorable today. Even though professional football started
slowly and experienced unrest and depression during much of
its early history, the fact remains that there are few areas of
sporting activity today which are more avidly watched than
professional football. The rise of the subsidization of the college
player has in some respects deflated Krout's thesis. Even at the
time of Krout 's remarks-near the end of the nineteentwenties-the practice of financing college athletes with scholarship funds had become commonplace at many institutions.
The University of New Mexico football teams of the
nineteen-twenties enjoyed mixed amounts of success but did
experience definite amounts of progress in the development of
their brand of football. Coach Johnson brought with him from
Michigan the latest plays and formations , although by the time
they were instrumented and mastered by Lobo personnel, they
were somewhat obsolete. The type of'fOQ!:!>all played by the
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University and watched by Albuquerqueans reflected refreshing
difference from that witnessed prior to 192Q. The single wing
and double wing formations were now standard aspects of most
college football offenses and both were used by UNM. Scouting
and preparing for an opponent was undertaken by Johnson and
certain innovations in both offense and defense, geared to best
meet a particular opponent's strengths and weaknesses, were
continually made. The forward pass continued to be used a
great deal, even by the usually conservative Johnson. He, an
exponent of tight defense, quite often left offense to providence in the face of developing big, fast, and mobile forward
lines. Some of Johnson's coaching products, in terms of lineman, have contributed outstandingly to New Mexico football
history. Dwight McClure, Frank Greenleaf, Hearst Coen, John
"Tiny" Dutton, Walter Hernandez, Harry Craven, John
Popejoy, Jack McFarland, Wilbur " Wam p " Wilson, Marshall
Wylie, Jack Fish, Mannie Foster, Kenneth Grueter, and Carson
Creecy, and others, did a great deal in advancing Johnson's
success in developing great linemen. Walter Hernandez, a demon
on defense and one of the roughest football players to ever wear
Lobo livery, was an athlete of such outstanding ability that he
was able to achieve recognition as an All-Armed Forces tackle
during World War II at the ripening age of forty-four.
Though the standard of backfield play was in general overshadowed by that demonstrated on the part of the line, several
backfield men during the twenties made indelible contributions ~
to the period's history. Grant Mann, Malcolm "Squirt" Long,
Jack Fish, John Dolzadelli, Charley Renfro, and Ogle Jones
were among the best backs to perform for the University during
the era . Long was the subject of a special trip to New Mexico by
Red Grange for the purpose of trying to induce the diminutive
Lobo quarterback to play professional football after he had
graduated from college. The " will 0' the wisp" Long, a quarterback of unrivaled ability during the twenties, refused Grange's
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offer and elected to remain in New Mexico-the fact that he
weighed only one hundred and thirty-five pounds having something to do with the decision. I f one were to select the
outstanding Lobo football player of the decade, the honor
would have to be extended to the imcomparable Ogle Jones.
But then, some might argue that the Roswell product owned
the advantage of having had more first hand college football
playing experience than ;my of his contemporaries or, for that
matter, any other football performer in the history of UNM
football. Jones, before arriving on the UNM campus, had played
varsity football as a prep school student at Clarendon, Simmons
(now Hardin Simmons University), and Abilene Christian
colleges. After finally graduating from Roswell High School,
Jones matriculated at the University of New Mexico where he
lost little time in making his mark as a broken field runner
(exhibiting a fearful stiff-arm) and an unerring passer. Jones
played three years of varsity football at UNM before transferring to the United States Military Academy at West Point,
where he stayed just long enough to complete the 1925 football
season before angrily leaving the institution due to the unfamiliar disciplinary principles imposed on him by various
upperclassmen. One might think that after having played seven
seasons of college football Jones had perhaps had enough. Such
was not the case, however. With promises of medical school
tuition and help in setting up a professional practice after graduation offered to him by Vanderbilt University, Jones enrolled in
the Tennessee institution in the fall of 1926. Vanderbilt's
football coach, Don McGubin, a brother-in-law of Johnson's
former coach, Fielding Yost, after having been rather sketchily
informed of Jones' football background by the agreeable Ogle
himself, put in a long distance telephone call to Coach Johnson
at UNM, asking if the University of New Mexico, an institution
he had but recently learned of, was not, in fact, a Junior
College. If such were the case, then Jones would be eligible for
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more football competition. Johnson informed Coach McGubin
as to the true nature of the University of New Mexico and
promptly forgot the telephone conversation. So too, apparently, did McGubin. Jones went on to play the entire 1926 football
season in a Vanderbilt uniform, applying his talents so energetically, in fact, that he achieved a second team All-American
berth at the end position. True to its word, Vanderbilt underwrote Jones' medical school expenses and started him out in his
practice. Today, after : having served with distinction as
Commander of Medical Services on the evacuation beaches of
Normandy during World War II's D-Day operations, Jones'
continues in his medical practice in Center, Tennessee. One:
might find it truly amazing that such an incident could happen .
that would allow one individual to play eight yea~s of college
football and, indeed, Jones' college football career is an extreme
departure from what is standard. "Tramp athleticism" was.
however, rampant throughout the era and measures to clamp
down on such practices would not be undertaken until the
nineteen-thirties when the NCAA, still undergoing youthful
growing pains in the twenties, assumed a status of power and
prestige which was successfully used in reinforcing its principles
pertaining to the eligibility of college athletes.
Another aspect of definite progress in UNM football seen in
the nineteen-twenties came in the form of opponents faced.
Johnson was instrumental in removing the last vestige of nonuniversity football competition when, after the 1922 season, he
was successful in severing the always friendly but somewhat out·
of date gridiron relationship with time honored rival, Albuquerque Indian School. New rivalries were initiated to augment
those already existing against such colleges and universities as
Arizona, Texas Mines, Northern Arizona at Flagstaff, and
in-state foes New Mexico Military Institute and New Mexico
A&M. Games were continued with various Colorado elevens,
and on an occasional contest basis, with such regional teams as
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Ogle Jones, "the wayfaring wanderer" of college football, circles his own
right end in gridiron action against arch rival New Mexico A&M on a snow
covered University Field, Thanksgiving Day, 1922. Jones, after playing
college football at four different institutions (he played at two colleges
beiore he ever graduated from high school), finally made the Collegiate
All-American eleven while playing for a fifth institution-Vanderbilt-in
1927. A collection of ancient automobiles can be seen in the background.
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New Mexico Mines at Socorro, West Texas State Teachers
College in Canyon, Texas, and Montezuma College in Las Vegas,
New Mexico. Montezuma, a small Baptist college located near
the New Mexico Normal University was, in effect, a farm clubtype institution of Baylor University, located in Waco, Texas.
Baylor sent many of its weaker students and ineligible football
personnel to Montezuma and, although the University of New
Mexico usually defeated them in all sports, the competition
between the schools was intense. The Baptist college's football
play was usually highlighted by a typically southwestern-type
wide open style of play featuring the efforts of several outstanding individuals. If Baylor had had more deficient students to
send to the New Mexico college, the results of the long series of
athletic contests between the two schools might well have been
far different than what was actually recorded. A contest was
played with Texas A&M in 1926, the year before the Aggies,
under the junior leadership of Joel Hunt and the coaching of
the immortal Dana X. Bible, rose to the very top of the nation's
football rankings. Various coaches and officials, as well as other
players who had an opportunity to view his talents, have termed
Hunt the greatest football player to perform in the southwestern part of the United States during the nineteen-twenties.
Also played just once during the period were Montana State
University and relatively unknown Lombard College of Galesberg, Illinois. Playing such a foe as Lombard may be looked
upon with suspicion, but the fact is that the small Illinois
college was on its way to the Pacific Coast area for a game with
Stanford and stopped in Albuquerque to play UNM only two
weeks after having upset the highly rated University of Illinois.
The size and quality of UNM football squads, as has been
noted, advanced steadily as the era progressed.
the autumn of
1921, for instance, a large and experienced football team
reported for fall practice. Where heretofore a squad of over
twenty individuals was considered as being good, a group of

In
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forty-two individuals were candidates for the football team in
1921. Steady growth in the numbers to participate in the game
took place during the era. Improvements in equipment were
also evident. New uniforms were purchased from time to time
and, in 1924, Lobo football players were seen in attire which
featured numbers on the back of each player's jersey. Numbers
on football jerseys had first been seen in 1913 and by 1920
most colleges and universities had systematic numbering
systems for their player personnel. The University of New
Mexico lagged behind in this aspect of football development as
( it did in the use of helmets. Although many Lobo players used
helmets during the twenties, several refused to wear such
articles and continued playing the rough game as Roy Stamm
did in 1893-under the protection of a heavy shock of hair.
Two outstanding Lobo elevens marked UNM's football play
during the decade of the nineteen-twenties. The 1924 team
achieved a record of five wins-including a narrow 3 to verdict
over arch-rival Arizona University on the strength of a Tom
Popejoy twelve yard field goal in the waning seconds of the
contest-against only one loss, 6 to 0, against downstate rival
New Mexico A&M. But as good as the 1924 eleven was, the real
laurels of the period belong to the 1927 team which attained an
undefeated season even though tied by Texas Mines. The 1927
aggregation, featuring the play of Dolzadelli, Craven,
McFarland, Riordan, Coen, Fish, Seery, Moar, Degryse, Long,
Armstrong, Willson, and Wiley, won eight games and tied one to
become the only Lobo team in football history to emerge from
a full season's play against all college competition without a loss
charged to its record.
Although most out of town football trips were taken by
railroad, the 1929 Lobo squad established what must be termed
as the University of New Mexico's most prominent contribution
to the history of American football. In that year, as previously
mentioned, UNM scheduled a football contest with Occidental
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The 1927 Lobo Football Sq ua d , the University o f ew Mexic o 's onl y
undefeated gridiron team in the long history of fo ot ball at th e school. Fr om
left to right: Bottom Ro w-Fish , Rideau t , See ry, E. Crist , Moar, Good , and
D olzad elli. Middle Ro w- Degryse, Muncy, Long, Armstr o ng, Craven ,
Stinnett, and Rea don. Top Row-Jenkins, McFarland, Moore, W. Wilso n, R.
Crist, Bostwick, Wiley , J. Willson, and Coach Roy Johnson.
)
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College in Pasadena, California, with the hope that th e gate
receipts realized would remove certain financial athletic deficits
which existed. The game with Occidental was to be the first
game that the University of New Mexico had ever played
outside of the southwest. Johnson presented the idea to the
Faculty Athletic Board that the possibility existed that part of
the team might be able to fly to and from Los Angeles under a
half fare arrangement. Together with free hotel accommodations offered by a Pasadena establishment and a game guarantee
( of .$5000, Johnson's arguments supporting air travel were
finally accepted. Thus, on October 12, 1929, the University of
New Mexico football team became the first college gridiron
squad ever to travel to the . site of a football game via the
airlanes. The Lobos flew to Los Angeles by T .A.T. (Transcontinental Air Transport), a company which had been originated
under the leadership of Charles Lindbergh and which eventually
grew into T.W.A. (Trans World Airlines) , one of the largest
. commercial airlines in aviation history. Half of the team
traveled to California in two Ford tri-motor airplanes while the
remaining half went by railroad. Johnson, never what one
would call a gambler, sent the first team to the game by rail and
allowed it to ride home in the airplanes only after having played
the game. The Occidental trip, which set the stage for the
conventional mode of football travel in the decades to follow,
also provided two other interesting footnotes to Lobo football
history. The game itself, played in Pasadena's famous Rose
Bowl stadium, took place at night under brilliant arc lights , the
first such contest that the University had ever played. The
crowd of seventeen thousand proved to be the largest group of
people which the Lobos would play before until late in the
nineteen-forties. UNM players had a difficult time following the
exchange of the football because the jerseys worn by the
Occidental players were white, the same color as the football
which had been dyed this color to lend itself better to night
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The Ford Tri-Motor airplane which conveyed the Lobes to Pasadena,
California, for their 1929 football contest with Occidental University. This
even t marked the first time in college football history that a squad utilized
the airplane as a mode of conveyance to and from away-from-home games.
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play. As a result of this occurrence, Coach Johnson, through
correspondence with his old mentor, Fielding Yost, then an
influential member of the college football rules committee,
pioneered the rule which prohibits the color of uniforms from
being the same as that of the playing ball.
Clinging steadfastly to the opinion that college boys should
play sports for the sheer enjoyment of the activity instead of,
for financial inducement, Johnson refused to make efforts to
recruit players. Instead, he devoted his efforts to coaching
students once they had matriculated. Unknown to Johnson,
however, was the fact that Bruno Diekman, Graduate Manager
of athletics at the University of New Mexico in the middle
twenties, recruited "Tiny" Dutton away from the campus of
Louisiana State 'University, and that RayMcf.anna, past UNM
athletic star, induced the incomparable Ogle Jones to come to
the University of New Mexico. Both individuals received
financial inducements and both became the University's first
so-called "subsidized" athletes. Even when a recruiting budget
was set up in later years, Johnson refused to proselyte. The
philosophy involved with the practice of recruiting simply was
not in accord with "Iron Head's" established beliefs-beliefs
which would contribute to his removal as the University's
football coach in the early nineteen-thirties.
As the football season of 1930 came to a close and with it
the end of the fabulous twenties of American social history, the
University of New Mexico could look"' back on the period with a
great deal of pride. Chiefly because of Johnson's efforts, strides
had been made in the school's intercollegiate athletic programs
which would be difficult to parallel in the future. Lobo football
had grown up-perhaps not as much as it would in the future ,
but every ' movement needs a base, and the nineteen-twenties
with Roy Johnson provided the base from which the University
of New Mexico athletics rose to the heights of today's national
prominence.
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BASEBALL
It is somewhat difficult to unravel the mysteries which
pervaded the sport of baseball on the University ofNew Mexico
campus during the nineteen-twenties. After the alarming "Black
Sox scandal" of the 1919 World Series, baseball had undergone
a year of sharp moral reconstruction under the domineering but
lifesaving influence of Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis. As a
result of his efforts, the Major Leagues emerged into an era
which stands out sharply in the sport's overall history. Officials
and players in professional baseball during the twenties gave an
impetus to the sport played on lower levels which has been
unsurpassed in the history of the gam~. Lou Gehrig, Waite
Hoyt, Walter Johnson, Lefty Grove, Ty Cobb, Hack Wilson,
Herb Pennock, Miller Huggins, Rogers Hornsby, Paul and Lloyd
Waner, George Sisler, Branch Rickey, and so on-the list is
almost without end-gave baseball's Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, New York, more prospective candidates than any era
before or since. But baseball in the nineteen-twenties , whether
comparing the play of gifted individuals, assessing the leadership
of its foremost officials, or measuring the significance of certain
individuals on the sport in general, belonged to one man, and
one man only-George Herman Ruth-or more simply, "the
Babe." Ruth became the greatest all-around baseball player and
contributor to the sport that baseball has ever known. His
contributions to the national pastime had ~ great deal of
influence in restoring the sport to its position of importance in
American social history and even extending it toward levels
never previously realized. Ruth was the great catylist. Year after
year his talents awed fans in every city and hamlet across the
nation. He fielded his position almost flawlessly, demonstrated
remarkable talents as a pitcher against some of the finest batters
in the sport's history, batted for high average season after
season, and hit so many home runs that it is extremely doubtful
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that any player will ever approach his lifetime total of seven
hundred and eleven. Ruth filled stadiums with people, newspapers with the most colorful sports coverage yet seen, and
American households with excited sports conversation. His
"importance in the development of the game in that echelon
called "the sandlot" is perhaps immeasurable but by no means
unimaginable. Babe Ruth was everyone's sports idol during the
twenties and the inspiration he contributed in the development
of young players has been without equal. Albuquerque
newspapers told the story of Babe Ruth day after day, from the
( opening of each season in April until the close of the World
Series each autumn, most classics of which involved Ruth's
team-s-the New York Yankees.
In the face of the great boom in professional baseball across
the country during the entire nineteen-twenties, it is difficult to
assess the enigma which shrouded baseball on the University of
New Mexico campus during the same period. Johnson, who had
been an outstanding baseball player during his high school days
and later at the University of Michigan where only the talents of
George Sisler, Michigan's first team first baseman kept him out
of the starting lineup, viewed the situation with concern, but in
the face of other duties on his part and other interests on the
part of University students, he did little to influence the situation. Baseball was played on the University campus during the
twenties, but almost all such.activity was expressed in the form
of intramural play or, more specifically, interfraternity baseball.
The great rise of social organizations-fraternities and sororities-on the UNM campus during the preceding era, laid the real
groundwork for the curtailment of varsity intercollegiate
baseball during the period under study. Fraternity pride and
identification became even more fervid during the twenties than
previously, and organizations competed against each other in all
types of endeavor, be it in athletics or in other forms of
"friendly" strife. Interfraternity basketball during and
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preceding world War I had created a smothering effect on the
development of that sport at the University and during the
twenties the same situation applied to baseball. Each fraternity
had its own ball team and played in a league featuring closely
contested championships. At times, when the interfraternity
league had ended its schedule, an all-star team was organized
and one or two games scheduled with other institutions. Such
organization was negligible" however, and usually was insignificant. Johnson's primary concern was with track and field, a
sport which over the years had slowly but surely edged baseball
out of the picture as far as the interest of Albuquerque diamond
fans were concerned. Then, too, varsity baseball not only had to
compete for interest in its program with track andfield and the
interfraternity league, but also with- the myriad of amateur,
semi-professional, and professional baseball organizations in the
growing city of Albuquerque. Track and field had only the local
high school programs to contend with for the attention of the
townspeople, while baseball had so many rival factions to cope
with that until the day when specialized coaches could be
retained to apply their efforts toward the building of that sport,
the position of varsity baseball on the UNM campus was almost
hopeless. A few dying gasps were emitted from the sport before
it fell into a state of depression rivaling that seen in the
economic history of the United States during most of the
nineteen-thirties. The few games which were played during the
twenties took place largely against local high school competition. At times, baseb all play was scheduled as an adjunct to a
track and field meet. As track and field became more and more
specialized under the hard training methods of Johnson, the
time demanded of each performer for practice became greater
and greater. No longer was a track man able to divide his time
between track and baseball. As track became definitely established on the UNM campus as the premier sport of the spring
outdoor season, baseball experienced its demise.
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TENNIS
Intercollegiate tennis at the University of New Mexico underwent growth, particularly near the end of the period, which
gave indications that at last the sport was ready to evolve into
an active aspect of the University's intercollegiate athletic program. The graduation of Benjamin Sacks, basketball player of
note and history scholar of distinction, and his subsequent
appointment to the institution's faculty as teacher of history
( and coach of tennis, set the groundwork for tennis to rise from
the doldrums. Even though student tournaments were held each
year, both in the spring and fall, intercollegiate play had been
sharply restricted. It is true that during this period the University of New Mexico did not succeed in winning an intercollegiate dual tennis match against another collegiate institution
until 1929, but the play engaged in provided the experience and
interest for the sound broadening of the program in the nineteen-thirties. In 1921, UNM initiated a tennis rivalry with
Arizona and after a lapse of several years resumed the series in
1928. Play was also undertaken with the New Mexico Military
Institute in 1928.
Johnson was an enthusiastic booster of tennis in the University's expanding athletic program and while- he coached the
sport actively from time to time before Sack's appointment, his
real efforts during the spring were tied to track and field.
BASKETBALL
Collegiate basketball in the United States achieved new
distinction during the nineteen-twenties-distinction that was
not at all lost in the southwest, particularly in the programs
advanced by the University of New Mexico. The rise of professional basketball, barnstorming-type aggregations, and YMCA
and AAU play, all had their effect on the collegiate game. The
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tempo of basketball increased considerably with the meteoric
rise of the short, fast-passing type of offense developed
originally by walter Meanwell, and modified by a variety of
coaches around the country. In fact, a weekly column appearing
in Albuquerque's Morning Journal, written by Meanwell, and
entitled, Winning Basketball, contributed immeasurably to the
basketball knowledge of Albuquerqueans in general. Certainly
Johnson, whose basketball. background was limited, was able to
borrow from Meanwell's comments to strengthen the brand of
basketball as executed by the University.
With football completed each year well before the Christmas
holidays, and usually as early as Thanksgiving Day, Johnson had
adequate time to prepare the University's cage squads for the
demanding competition he was successful in scheduling. As a
result, the University was highly successful in carrying out intercollegiate basketball play during the nineteen-twenties.
Probably the most successful adaptation of basketball
methods which Johnson instrumented during the era was his
so-called "four man defense and deep man station" play. This
situation called for only four players to execute defense around
their own basket. The four players were usually arranged in a
boxlike formation in front of their basket, while the remaining
member of the team stationed himself under the opponent's
goal ready to receive a pass from one of his teammates as soon
as he came into possession of the ball. One might think that
playing a zone defense with only four men to guard against five
opposing players would be an insurmountable and extremely
unwise task to perform. In modern basketball, where long
distance shooting has been developed to a point where almost
unbelievable percentages of success are realized, such would
definitely be the case. In the nineteen-twenties, however, most
of the scoring was done from short range. It is a well established
principle that one of the surest ways to destroy an effective
zone defense is by accurate outside shooting. It was due to the
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lack of the development of accurate long range shooting that
made possible the success which Johnson's formation achieved.
Four men were adequate to protect the crucial areas of short
range shooting-even against five attackers. When one of the
defenders came into possession of the ball, either by intercepting an errant pass or dribble, or by plucking a rebound from
the backboard, he immediately made a long pass to the deep
man who, in turn, promptly shot the ball into the basket from
short range for two points. If the opposing team elected to
defend against Johnson's deep man by stationing a defender
close to him and putting only four men into the offensive end
of the court, then the deep man would break up toward the
middle of the court, receive a fast pass from one of his teammates, and immediately pass off to another of his team
members breaking by him with all the speed he could muster.
This particular method of attack proved to be highly successful
during the period of the twenties and reflected the "post" style
of basketball offense which was being developed in the eastern
portion of the United States.
Johnson's tenure in basketball at the University of New
Mexico was both long and successful. The first basketball season
after Johnson's arrival on the campus in the fall of 1920 saw
him unsuccessful in trying to form a University varsity basketball team to play a schedule against other schools. The well
organized and solidly imbedded programs involving the
fraternities held precedent-a precedent which was soon relegated to one of minor importance in relation to varsity basketball, but which continued to defy Johnson's varsity-forming
efforts in baseball.
The official published record of UNM basketball during the
nineteen-twenties is in error in several aspects of its presented
findings. First, the season of 1929 shows no scores available but
does show a record for the 1921 season during which no games
were actually played. Secondly, an error was made by past
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University sports chroniclers in not terming each basketball
season from the beginning of the sport's history at the institution to encompass a period of time straddling New Year's Day.
Even though the early portion of the school's basketball history
saw no contests played each season before New Year's Day,
later seasons began the practice of scheduling games shortly
after the end of the football season in the late fall and continuing play until the following late February or early March.
By recording games actually played each year instead of by
reporting each season which saw games played ultimately both
before and after the holiday vacation, much of the University's
record in basketball, particularly in the twenties, has been left
to posterity in a jumble of weak researching. The seasona~
records in basketball, published by the University's Sports
Information Office, have been moved back one year by this
researcher in order to cover Johnson's first year at the University during which no game,s were played and no varsity
basketball team existed, and to solve the riddle of the completely missing 1921-i922 season (shown as 1922), during
which two games were actually played. Finally, isolated
instances of games which did occur and which were not
reported in the official record are evident. Particularly painful,
when reviewing this point, is the unreported original basketball
contest with Texas Mines (later called Texas Western and
presently the University of Texas at EI Paso), initiating one of
the nation's longest and most colorful court rivalries.
During the 1921-1922 season, the University of New Mexico ..
played but two games, both against the University of Arizona,
but great growth in scheduling soon became evident. The
number of games each year rose from eight played in
1922-1923 to twenty played during the last basketball season of
the era-1929-1930.
Whereas much of the early competition faced by the
University before the coming of Johnson was in the form of
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Albuquerque amateur teams and high schools, the annual
schedules shaped under "Iron Head's" direction were arrayed
with an abundance of college teams. Non-university basketball
foes bacame almost non-existent. The University basketball pro'gram sought competition and found it in the form of colleges
and universities throughout the southwest and Rocky Mountain
area. Occasionally, teams on their way to California, or traveling
in general throughout the west, stopped in Albuquerque to play
the local University. Success, or lack of it, against such teams as
(those gave fairly valid indications of the caliber of basketball
being played in the middle of the desert.
When Johnson arrived on the UNM campus in 1920, the
University basketball contests were being played in the city's
Armory. Shortly after the opening of the decade, the scene of
basketball play shifted to the Lincoln Junior High School
gymnasium, thence to the Washington Junior High School
court, and finally , in 1928, to the spacious confines of Carlisle
Gymnasium. What a difference the n~w facility made! No
longer were players so tired from walking three or four miles to
and from practice that full 'effort was not possible. Carlisle
Gymnasium, one of the chief athletic and cultural centers of
Albuquerque for almost three decades, will always be looked
upon fondly by those who had a close affiliation with the
building.
Commencing with the 1923-1924 basketball season and every
seasonal campaign thereafter through the twenties, there was
reflected a great deal of success for Lobo court teams. In almost
all instances, more than twice as many games were won each
, year as were lost. The 1924-1925, 1925-1926, 1926-1927, and
the 1928-1929 teams achieved particularly outstanding results
by compiling records of 11-1, 13-2, 13-4, and 16-4, respectively. The 1924-1925 squad won the Far Southwestern
Championship and many of the Lobo players of that team made
up the greater portion of an Albuquerque All-Star team which
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defeated Olsen's Terrible Swedes, one of the nation's first and
most powerful barnstorming professional teams. The game with
Olsen's was played after the UNM season had drawn to a close
and was greeted with a great deal of enthusiasm by Albuquerqueans. Also in 1924, there occurred the first instance of a
radio broadcasted sporting event in New Mexico. The occasion
was the first UNM vs, New Mexico A&M basketball game of the
1924-1925 season. The play-by-play account of the contest
originated from Las Cruces and was relayed to Albuquerque
homes by the Korber Wireless Facility.
During the period many fine Lobo players displayed their
talents on the court. Among the most outstanding performers
were: Harold "Iggy" Mulcahy, a transfer student from Notre
Dame University, Benny Sacks, a transfer from the University
of Michigan, Wilbur "Wamp" Wilson, also a fine player on the
football field (who later became Coach Johnson's brother-inlaw), Malcolm Long, Jack Stortz, and Abe Stowell, who had
come to the University of New Mexico after having been chosen
on the Indiana All State High School team of 1922. Stowell was
the only student on the lJ,niversity campus during his time,
1922-1925, who owned an automobile. He frequently used it to
transport the Lobo quintet to those games played in Socorro
and Las Vegas. The car was a sport coupe with a rumble seat
and could travel along at a rate of speed approaching fortv miles
per hour-a pretty fast pace considering that the average speed
limit throughout the nation at that time in American automobile history was about twenty-five miles per hour. Two'
states, California and New York, a little more progressive than
most others and owning more paved road, permitted speeds up
to thirty-five miles per hour. During one visit to the New
Mexico Normal University in Las Vegas, Stowell's beloved
automobile was stolen, an incident which did little in promoting
anything but a pained relationship between the two schools.
By the end of the era, University of New Mexico basketball
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had achieved considerable success and had at last firmly established itself as one of the University's most popular sportsclosely rivaling football for the students' interest and acclaim.
Competition was now being played mainly against other
colleges and universities with the amateur and high school
element being either removed altogether, in the case of high
school opponents, or relegated to a position of minor importance when considering games played against amateur teams.
The most significant basketball growth patterns, however,
would be achieved in the nineteen-thirties with the University
~f New Mexico's entrance into its first full scale conference
competition.
TRACK AND FIELD
Just as football ruled the autumn and basketball the winter
season of collegiate athletics at the University of New Mexico,
so, too, did track and field reign supreme during the spring of
each year. Fending off threats from tennis and baseball, the
running, throwing, and leaping sport improved its position of
solidarity with football and basketball, as the "big three" of
UNM athletics. The nineteen-twenties presented a strong picture
of growth in track and field on both the national and local level
but one which could not in any way rival that development seen
in the decade to follow. The nation, however, thrilled to the
exploits of many outstanding performers, several of whom have
left an indelible mark in the historical records of track and field.
The decade was the era of Charley Paddock of the University of
Southern California in the sprint events as he lowered the
'world's records in both the 100 and 220 yard dashes to 9.6 and
20.8 seconds, respectively. So great was Paddock's domination
of track sprinting during the period that his name continues to
be arranged near the very top of the roster of track history's
greatest dash men. In the distance events, the name of Paavo
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Nurmi, "the Flying Finn," stands out. Nurmi lowered the mile
record to 4:10.4 and shattered all records in the less popular
and less run two, three, and eight mile events. Other individuals
who stood out in performance during the era were: Earl
Thompson, who recorded a 14.4 second 120 year high hurdle
run; C. R. Brookins, who covered the 220 yard low hurdle
distance in 23.0 seconds; Cator, the great Haitiianjumper from
the West Indies, who became the first man to ever leap further
than 26 feet in the broad jump; Barnes, the talented American,
who upped the pole vault record to 14 feet 1~ inches; and Emil
Hirschfield, the premier weightman of the period, who became
the first individual to put the shot over 52 feet.
The National Collegiate Track and Field Championship meet,
originated in 1921, was dominated throughout the era by five
schools, Illinois, Michigan, California, Southern California, and
Stanford. One of them, Southern California, would go on to
forge one of the finest records of supremacy in one particular
sport by one school.
At the University of New Mexico, under the direction of
Coach Johnson, who himself had achieved some highly enviable
records as a decathlon performer at the University of Michigan,
the sport of track and field assumed an almost new look over
those appearanc;es evident in preceding eras. The season itself
became longer, practices were more lengthy each afternoon and
much more rigorous in terms of intensity of training. There
were no yearly gaps in varsity competition activity such as were
present in previous eras. For the most part, competition was)
arranged to include an annual meeting with the University of
Arizona as well as a yearly intracity meet which always included
the Albuquerque High School, and sometimes such other
organizations as Menaul School, the Indian School, the YMCA,
the Independents, and Pi Kappa Order, a pick-up fraternity
team which often used the services of ex-University of New
Mexico track and field performers and other amateur runners
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and jumpers from the City of Albuquerque, including at one
time the efforts of Roy Johnson, who could usually be
depended on to win the shot put and the discus throw. On four
occasions, Coach Johnson was successful in inducing the powerful University of Nebraska cinder squad, perennial champions of
the Missouri Valley Conference, to stop in Albuquerque on its
way to the Pacific Coast for .neets with the national powers .
there, to compete in a. dual meet with the University of New
Mexico. Such meets w~realways one sided in favor of the Corn(huskers, but were- looked forward to by University students and
Albuquerqueans alike as providing an opportunity to see some
of the very best college track and field athletes in the nation
perform. Many of the marks achieved by UNM performers in
the meetings between the two schools were among the very best
to be recorded during the decade of the twenties. It was felt
that the superior competition provided by Nebraska athletes
and the accompanying desire on the part of UNM athletes not
to be shown up too badly contributed to many of the all-time
best marks recorded. During the latter part of the decade, new
opponents were scheduled which did much in broadening the
quality of competition faced by the University. Such teams
within the State of New Mexico as New Mexico Mines from
Socorro, New Mexico Military Institute from Roswell, and
Montezuma College from Las Vegas, as well as Texas Mines
from El Paso, were scheduled. Perplexing is the fact that rival
New Mexico A&M, long a track rival of the University of New
Mexico, never appeared on a UNM cinder schedule during the
nineteen-twenties. No concrete answer for this enigma has been
proffered except that officials of the two schools could never
. reach agreement on a home-and-home scheduling arrangement.
The annual meeting with Arizona replaced the previous annual
affair with A&M as the track and field highlight of the year.
Johnson, besides being an outstanding developer of track and
field talent-he was particularly successful in the development
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of good weight men and fine distance runners-also was an
expert builder and maintainer of athletic facilities. The running
oval surrounding the football field was improved considerably
and, with the finish line being altered to terminate in front of
the grandstand, the scheduled track meets drew many more
spectators than previously.
Although the University's track and field record during the
twenties was only moderately successful when viewed in
entirety, there was evidence that as the era drew to a close the
fortunes of the program were beginning to rise' considerably.
True, most of the track victories achieved during the period
were gained in the annual intracity meet against dubious forms:
of competition, but late in the decade the large gaps in score ;
which almost always existed between the University and
Arizona were steadily decreased to a point where, in 1929,
UNM finally was able to beat the Wildcats, 68 to 52. The
preceding year UNM lost the annual Arizona meet by only one
point and would surely have won had not an error in good
judgement been made by one of its best performers. In the high
jump event, Harold "Strip" Stockton, UNM's best jumper,
passed on all heights until the bar had reached 6 feet 4 inches
and all other competitors had been eliminated. The confident
Stockton then proceeded to miss all three of his attempts and,
failing to record any official height in the event, was awaraed
last place. The incident cost UNM its first track and field
victory over Arizona and postponed that feat for one full year.
Stockton's best previous mark in the high jump had been 6 feet
6 inches. Therefore, it is rather amazing that even the confident
Stockton would have passed until the height approached his
all-time best effort. But that was Stockton-surprising, unpredictable, never at a loss for words. In fairness to Stockton, it
must be reported that the young man was not only a fine high
jumper but also a valuable man in the discus, javelin, and the
high and low hurdles events. It is not too difficult to imagine
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the typically undemonstrated wrath which Stockton must have
engendered in Johnson as the dedicated coach saw the bar
tumble from the uprights on Stockton's last leap.
Other outstanding performers during the decade of the
twenties were: Bill Hale in the early part of the period, who
sprinted to marks of 10.2 and 23.0 seconds in the 100 and 220
yard dashes, respectively; Carl Henderson, who threw the javelin
176 feet in 1928; Bob Fisher, a heart patient who took up track
work as a means of strengthening his respiratory processes, and
( who became New Mexico's best distance runner during the
decade, recording a mile run of 4:22.0, as well as a two mile
record of 10:44.0; Frank Stortz, who pole vaulted 11 feet 6
inches and who ran the 120 yard high hurdles and 220 yard low
hurdles in 15.8 and 25.6 seconds, respectively; and Bob Pettit,
another distance runner of note,-who captured a sixth place in
the 1000 yard run in the Illinois Relays in 1930. Harold "Iggy"
Mulcahy, also known for his prowess on the basketball court,
was as fine an all-around track and field man as the University
had ever possessed. Mulcahy specialized in the high hurdles,
high jump, and discus events but could usually give creditable
performances in almost any event in which he was called upon
to perform. But the best track and field performer during the
era of the nineteen-twenties on the University of New Mexico
campus was Ray Moncus, a one-man track team in himself.
Moncus could perform ably in the decathlon and was one of the
better men in the entire country in this event as demonstrated
during the 1928 Olympic selection trials at the famous Penn
Relays. Moncus failed to qualify for the Olympic team of 1928
by one place. He was beaten out for the final position on the
United States' decathlon entry by Tom Churchill of the University of Oklahoma, a natural athlete of considerable brilliance
who was to become a coach at the University of New Mexico
during the nineteen-thirties. Moncus performed especially well
in the weight and field events but was agile and fast enough to
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prove himself a better than average runner at almost all
distances.
There is little doubt that the presence of Roy Johnson on the
UNM campus extended an influence to the school's track and
field program which would be unparalleled for almost forty
years . Johnson had first hand experience in the sport and used
his knowledge well in the preparation of his athletes. Performances rose to new heights under his direction and, by the end of
the period, many of them were beginning to approach some of
the better marks achieved elsewhere around the nation. No
longer was UNM a university with a second rate track and field
program. Under Johnson's guidance the status of the sport at
UNM rose to a position where it was considered as one of the
better college programs of its type in the entire southwest-a
position it was loathe to relinquish during the decade to follow.
CROSS-COUNTRY
Cross-country running at the University of New Mexico
achieved almost the same historical dimensions during the
nineteen-twenties that the sport had in the preceding era.
During a decade which saw track and field activity carried on
without any interruption, cross-country in turn experienced a
lapse of seven years before it appeared again on the UNM
athletic scene . The first cross-country meeting in which the
University had ever participated occurred in 1915 and the
activity did not reappear until the fall of 1922. After the crosscountry meeting in 1922, no other activity in that sport took
place during the remainder of the period. In 1922, however, a
cross-country race was scheduled to be run between the halves
of the football game between the Lobos and the West Texas
Normal University. Several teams were invited to participate but
no score was kept-emphasis being placed on individual finishes
rather than team achievement. Actually, only competitors from
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the direct vicinity of Albuquerque competed. The course which
was laid out for the event covered a gruelling four miles and the
event was won by Bernard Scarborough of the University of
New Mexico in the rather fine time of 22 minutes and 24
seconds.
Cross-country experienced much the same type of regression
which prevented baseball from being played regularly on the
varsity level during the twenties, and for the same reasons. A
coach to devote his efforts solely to the sport was the chief
( need. An example of this same type of problem which was
successfully solved in the manner mentioned was in tennis
which made real . developmental advances once that sport
received the undivided attention of a responsible and interested
supervisor.
SWIMMING
The sport of collegiate swimming is far more contemporary
historically than is that particular activity in the lives of man.
As far back in history as written records exist, it is possible to
read about swimming among the various peoples inhabiting the
earth. Egyptians bathed and swam in the Nile and Homer's Iliad
tells of the swimming prowess of Ulysses. In the Nimrold
Galleries of the British Museum there are bas-reliefs reported to
be as old as 880 B.C., which depict a fugitive swimming the
river in order to escape his captors. Interest in swimming in
America was furthered by Benjamin Franklin, "Illustrious
Pioneer of Physical Education." Franklin, generally considered
as America's best swimmer before advancing age depleted his
physical vigor, was at one time requested to remain in London
during his trip to Europe in order to teach swimming to the
nobility there.
The first swimming stroke ever developed was quite probably
the breast stroke and much of its original movement remains
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present today almost three centuries after its scientific origin in
France around 1538. The original swimming stroke was
certainly not adapted to speed swimming but did own many
advantages which made it remain popular. The swimmer
swimming the breast stroke had unobstructed forward vision
and was able to carry out free and natural breathing techniques.
The stroke was able to give the swimmer a feeling of stability in
rough water and is still looked upon as being the most seaworthy of all swimming strokes.
_ But for as long as man has participated in activity, he has
. sought to become faster than his brethren in his undertakings,
Such has been the case in swimming. Therefore, the side underarm stroke or, more simply, the side stroke, evolved from the
breast stroke as a faster method of swimming. The conventional
side stroke soon developed into the so-called English side stroke
originated by the British. This method of swimming saw the top
arm in the side stroke recovered over the top of the water
instead of under it, thus encountering less resistance and
speeding up forward progress. The best time recorded for
swimming 100 yards using the English side stroke was 1:15.0, a
record set by W. Cole of England at the first English champion.
ships in 1871. In the next twenty years, the stroke was
improved and refined and, in 1895, J. H. Tyers of England
reduced the 100 yard time to 1:02.5.
It was the English side stroke which led to the development
of the next stage in the evolution of speed swimming. This
subsequent development arose in the form of the Trudgeon _
strokes which saw the body placed on the surface. of the water
in a prone position and both arms recovered over the top of the
water -a completely new innovation-while the kicking
maneuver carried out was in the form of a scissors kick. The
Trudgeon strokes derived their name from J. Trudgeon , who
first experimented with the innovation of recovering both arms
over the water and using a scissors kick with the entire
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movement. The success of Trudgeon's innovation was proved by
further time reductions for swimming 100 yards when, in 190 L
Lane of England, used the Trudgeon stroke to achieve the then
astounding time of one minute flat . .
Until 1901, attention had been given only to the development of the arm stroke in swimming with only simple derivations being included in kicking methods which, for the most
part, continued to experiment with a " squeezing-type" kick,
generally carried out in all known competitive strokes-breast
stroke, side stroke, English side stroke, and Trudgeon stroke. In
( 1902, at the International swimming championships, Richard
Cavil of Australia introduced a new method of swimming which
surpassed all previously known methods for speed. Cavil's contribution was immediately termed the "Australian crawl ," after
the place of its origin. Cavil's crawl stroke featured arm action
. much like that already evident in the Trudgeon crawl, but his
revolutionary kicking movements negated the large resistance
properties experienced during the leg recovering aspect of the
squeezing-type kicks seen in the Trudgeon strokes. Cavil had
recalled seeing a rapid, vertical action of the legs being used by
Alec Wickham of Ceylon and quickly found that this "flutter"
kicking movement, which is exactly what the kick came to be
called in later years, adapted very well to the alternate arm
stroke with recovery over the water. Using the Australian crawl,
Cavil was able to lower the time for the 100 yard swim to a
startling 58.4 seconds. By 1906, the new crawl-type style of
swimming had been refined even more, particularly by
Americans who continually demonstrated a penchant for
dissecting the mechanical aspects of various sports activities and
rebuilding them in the most scientifically efficient manner
possible. In 1906, Charles Daniels of the United States became
the speed swimming champion of the world by swimming 100
yards in 55.4 seconds. This record remained intact until 1913
when a Hawaiian by the name of "Duke" Kahanamoku,
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utilizing a pair of long, broad feet and the American-developed
six beat flutter kick in place of the Australian four beat kick,
swam the 100 yard event in 54.6 seconds. Kahanamoku, the
first really modern sprint champion of 'competitive swimming,
achieved many fine records during his long and colorful life, but
even his achievements were surpassed by the next successorclaimant to the title, "the world's fastest swimmer." In 1923, a .
seventeen year old high school boy by the name of Johnny
Weissmuller electrified world swimming enthusiasts by
swimming the century in 52.8 seconds. Four years later Weissmuller lowered the record by almost two seconds, as he stroked
to an almost unbelievable 51.0 seconds. In that same year,
1927, Weissmuller negotiated 100 yards in a 20 yard short
course pool in 49.8 seconds, a record which stood the test of
time and effort for almost twenty years.
When the Olympic Games were revived in 1896, swimming
was one of the first sports to be inserted into the competitive
program. Only men competed in the first modern Olympiad,
but by 1912, during the Games at Stockholm, Sweden, women
were permitted to compete in the demanding sport for the first
time and initiated a trend of swimming excellence which
continues unabated today. From the time of the 1906 Games,
held at Athens, Greece, until the 1928 Olympic event held in
Amsterdam, Holland, sprint swimmers from the United States
demonstrated a definite superiority. Both men and women
swimming in the shorter events clearly showed that they were '
the fastest aquatic performers in the world. Distance swimming,
however, was quite another matter. Not being able to use the
demanding American or Australian crawl in the longer events at
this time in the sport's history because of the rapid fatigue
which always arose in face of a training philosophy far removed
from that known today, the distance swimmer turned to a
method of swimming which combined one Trudgeon kick with
two feeble flutter kicks for every cycle of the arms which
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stroked in the standard crawl stroke manner. Australian and
European swimmers dominated distance swimming throughout
the world over the same period that American swimmers ruled
the more glamorous (to them anyway) sprint events.
Swimming on the back and using relatively the same movements seen in the crawl strokes soon became a natural
expression and was extended to competitive swimming not long
after the origin and development of the faster and more popular
crawl styles of swimming. Americans, too, dominated this style
( of swimming, especially during the Olympic Games between
1912 and 1928. In Olympic and other international-type swimming events, Americans faired rather poorly in the breast
stroke, a style of swimming invented and developed in Europe
and its bordering regions of the Middle East. The stroke itself,
being the slowest of the three types of competitive strokes
known at that time, did not have the appeal to Americans
which the rapid and speed-rendering crawl strokes reflected.
Diving, another aspect of aquatic endeavor, did not experience
its great fundamental growth period until well into the nineteen-twenties and the decades following. Americans, however,
also dominated the advances seen in the springboard event , both
from the low and high board.
In New Mexico, swimming of any type, recreational or
competitive, was extremely slow to develop for the obvious
reason that bodies of water in which to practice and develop
skills were exceedingly scarce and those that were present in the
State usually involved a long distance to be traveled in order to
reach them. The original swimming pool on the University of
New Mexico campus, more adequately used for the storage of
irrigation water than for any swimming activity, did not make a
significant contribution to the development of swimming in
Albuquerque and at the University. The first significant swimming facility to achieve this purpose was the YMCA swimming
pool which was built in 1920 as an addition to the original
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YMCA building located on the corner of First Street and
Central Avenue. Shortly after the new pool's completion,
annual city-wide swimming meets were held and it was these
meets which created the first vestiges of competitive swimming
in the area. Swimming knowledge was limited as reflected in the
names attached to the various events appearing on the meet's
programs and by the times achieved in them. The nineteentwenties, however, reflected steady improvement and interest in
the aquatic sport and by 1930 the University of New Mexico
was ready to form its first varsity swimming squad.
Collegiate swimming on the varsity level was slow to originate
and even slower to develop. Little or no activity was experienced prior to 1920 and not too much more during the decade
of the twenties. Near the end of the period, however, certain
Pacific Coast universities took up the sport in earnest. The
University of Southern California, Stanford, and the University
of Washington were the leaders. Eastern and mid-western
universities also began to compete in swimming but in general
the sport did not develop to the point where a National Collegiate championship might be held until well into the decade of
the nineteen-thirties.
In 1930, Roy Johnson, always interested in broadening the
general athletic program of the University of New Mexico,
appointed Jack McFarland, one of his former football players
who had been retained by the University in a part time coaching
position, as varsity swimming coach and gave him the responsibility of organizing a swimming team. Using the YMCA pool for
practice (Carlisle Gymnasium's outdoor pool was inadequate for
the collegiate swimming season which occurs during mid-winter
for the most part) , McFarland was successful in interesting a
group of young men in the sport. A team was formed and
trained daily for a period of three weeks in preparation for a
meet with the New Mexico Military Institute. The Institute was
the proud possessor of an indoor pool which it used to good
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advantage in pioneering much of the competitive swimming
activity in the State of New Mexico. The result of the meet, a
58 to 8 victory for the Cadets, in which they were successful in
winning a first and second place in every event, did little to
dampen the enthusiasm of the Lobo swimmers for further
competition... Competitive swimming, one of the last sports
which one might suspect UNM would embrace in its varsity
athletic program, actually appeared in the school's sports
offering before such long-established Albuquerque sports as golf
( and wrestling. Although future years presented problems in
both facilities and coaching personnel, the sport had made its
historical debut in the spectrum of varsity athletics at the
University of New Mexico during the nineteen-thirties.
BOXING
Perhaps no other activity in the history of collegiate sport has
had as much influence exerted on it by professional aspects of
the activity as has boxing. Whereas professional boxing can
attest to a long and colorful history dating back to the early
portions of the eighteenth century, the sport on the amateur
level, especially in .the college ranks, has experienced a rather
short tenure. In fact, amateur boxing, including that activity
seen in American colleges, has closely approximated the
development of competitive swimming in this country. Amateur
boxing quickly came under the direction of the Amateur
Athletic Union shortly after that body's formation in 1888, but
did not extend into the college level of competition until 1920.
The modern Olympic Games did not originally feature boxing
as one of its sports but the activity was included in the 1904
event at St. Louis and has continued ever since with American
participants sharing in many of the championships. Outstanding
American professional boxers, Jacky Fields and Fidel LaBarba,
were Olympic champions as was Eddie Eagan, longtime rvler of
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the National Boxing Association, governing agency for professional pugilism in the United States.
Fighting with the fists is as old as human life. The excavations of the great German archaeologist, Schlernann, at
Mycenae, revealed that as early as 3000 B.C. the inhabitants of
the mainland of Greece and the adjacent islands participated in
boxing. The early Greeks wore a kind of glove called a caestus
which consisted of little more than well-oiled leather thongs
wrapped around the boxer's hands. Protection to the fists was
the purpose of the thongs rather than consideration for one's
opponent: Boxing, among the Greeks, was a sport of science
and technique rather than one dependent on brute strength.
Little or no body punching was evident. Most of the emphasis
was placed on feinting an opponent out of position so a blow
could be delivered to the head.
Boxing sprang into nationwide popularity in England during
the eighteenth ·century and has enjoyed a favored place in the
hierarchy of spectator sports ever since. In 1866, boxing was
refined from the London prize fighting .rules which featured
interminable bouts with few rules of conduct and no time units
of rounds to the more sophisticated offering seen under the
Marquis of Queensberry rules. The Queensberry rules , governing
all professional boxing in England, much like that seen under
the auspices of the NBA in the United States, permitted rounds
of three minutes duration with rest intervals allowed between
each round. Bouts, however, went on until one boxer was able
to knock out his opponent or until one was unable to continue.
Fighting continued to be carried out in the time-unchanged bare
knuckle style.
Boxing was introduced into America shortly after the successful colonization of the country by the British. Professional
fighting became prominent in the eighteen hundreds, particularly during the latter part of the nineteenth century. The most
famous pugilist during the early stages of American boxing
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history was John L. Sullivan, "the Boston Strongboy," who
ruled all bare knuckle and glove activity in the United States
and the world for a period approaching thirty years. It was
Sullivan who invented the prototype of the modern boxing
glove, using it for the first time in 1889. Since that date, professional boxing the world over has adopted the protective.
padding. Near the end of Sullivan's reign as heavyweight boxing
champion of the world, the Queensberry rules were modified to
limit the duration of bouts. Slowly, the number of rounds
( constituting a ftght was decreased until. the modern limit of
ftfteen rounds was reached.
Professional boxing in the United States, from the era of
John L. Sullivan to the present, has had a storied history and
has been one of the most popular spectator sports in the galaxy
of American athletic activity. Particularly is this apparent
during the early portion of the twentieth century. Fighting
became a quick way for an individual with skill, determination,
and stamina to gain both fame and fortune. Bouts involving
many of boxing history's greatest performers took place prior
to 1930 and the nation was duly informed of each and every
development of all championship ftghts by an adoring press who
seldom failed to render the impression that each encounter was
to be an epic battle.
Many boxers of national repute gained their start and much
of their development was experienced in Albuquerque rings, as
has been noted previously in this work. There were few athletic
activities that the rough, tough, westerner loved more than a
good fight, be it organized or otherwise.
With the rise of amateur boxing in early twentieth century
- America, the National Collegiate Athletic Association turned its
efforts toward including the tradition-rich sport -in the collegiate
athletic offering. By 1920, collegiate boxing rules had been
established and boxing made its debut on the American college
sporting scene. Boxing, however, never achieved the popularity
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on the amateur level of participation that the professional
aspect of the sport has so successfully maintained. Boxing
activity on the collegiate level has been limited and highly
restricted throughout its rather short history, due chiefly to
public opinion which has been aroused from time to time as a
result of severe head injuries incurred and an occasional death.
At times, though, the sport has reappeared on the college scene
for brief periods of activity, only to once again fade into
obscurity.
In 1930, the University of New Mexico, looking .about for
ways in which to broaden its athletic program under the
energetic direction of Roy Johnson, decided to experiment with
boxing. The appointment, in 1927, of willis Barnes-then
coaching at Belen High School-as an assistant to Johnson somewhat solved the problem of providing a person of some
combative experience and background to coach the boxing
team. Barnes, a former athlete at Beloit College and Denver and
Nebraska Universities, had at one time participated in both
boxing and wrestling at the amateur level. Barnes assumed the
position as varsity coach of boxing at the time the first such
team was organized on the campus of the University. Boxing
became a winter sport, closely coinciding with the season
experienced by collegiate swimming. One boxing match was
arranged for the winter of 1929-1930. The opponent was the
New Mexico Military Institute from Roswell, a school which
had included boxing in its intramural sports program for several
years. Barnes took a five-man squad to Roswell for the meet ;,
and succeeded in winning but one bout while losing the other
four . Two recent graduates of the 1929 football team-Jim
Seery, a 148 pounder who was the only Lobo victor, and
Lucien Rice, who lost a narrow decision in the 138 pound
division-were the only two bright points in New Mexico's first
venture into collegiate boxing.
With boxing at least established in the varsity »thletic
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program, the way was opened for still further emphasis and
expansion during the nineteen-thirties. The sport became
extremely popular on the campus among the students , even if it
was frowned upon by various members of the more-so they
thought-genteel faculty.

EPILOGUE
. There can be little doubt , after reviewing the history of
( athletics at the University of New Mexico, that the sports
activity demonstrated during the nineteen-twenties was of para·
mount importance in helping to shape the varied and successful
programs evident today. More implications toward future
growth and development were realized during the era of the
twenties than were apparent in any other period. The University
had more than tripled in size as far as students and faculty were
concerned . Between 1920 and 1930, athletic schedules had
grown. Athletes , the prime molders of sports history , had
improved the quality of Lobo performance far beyond what
one might have expected after viewing the various programs in
1919. New sports had been added to the athletic "curriculum"
and even though baseball and cross-country continued to
experience baffling circumstances, the general picture of
athletics was one which reflected vigorous growth and inspired
leadership. With the mention of leadership, it must be stated
that the twenties belonged to Roy Johnson. Seldom, if ever , in
the history under consideration, has one man played such a
significant role in the formulation of policy and reputation,
evident in future years. As Johnson's biographer has stated,
"Johnson was narrow, intent, stubborn, and aloof in his beliefs,
but he was also loyal, serious, tireless, and dedicated in his
practices." Johnson used both sets of characteristics in promoting the programs from which the modern history of
athletics at the University of New Mexico originated.
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CHAPTER V
ERA OF EMPHASIS
A STUDY OF THE NINETEEN-THIRTIES -1930-1940

The period of the nineteen-thirties provided a dark chapte:
the nation's efforts at economic growth and developme
Severe depression, such as experienced by America and rnosi
the rest of the world between 1929 and 1939, wasnot a pl.
ant thing to observe. Men standing in soup lines, thousands
unemployed milling about in an atmosphere of tense urn
tainty, rises in crime (particularly bank robbery and kidn
ping) , bank failures and subsequent closings, busir
bankruptcies and extremely depleted public buying power
qualities of society which any nation could well do without
great deal of the economic foundation of the United St.
suffered during the era of the thirties. Development in mud
the social history of the country underwent a period of Sigl
cant change; a change which, for the most part, was favorabl
nature, particularly in providing a basis from which both so
and cultural advancement of future years could be launcl
The State of New Mexico, fortunate in being sornew
removed from many of the nation's centers of unrest and so
upheaval, entered an age which featured more progres
development in practically all areas of its interest than see]
an y other time in its history.
National and international events rivaling many of the n
sensational occurring during the past century took place du
the thirties. History has not forgotten the importance or irr
cations of many of them ; the Lindbergh baby kidnapp
Adolf Hitler's rise to the Chancellory in Nazi-domiru
Germany; the flights of Amelia Earhart; the P.W.A. prograr
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Franklin Delano Roosevelt; the rise of dope smuggling in the
United States; the death of two grand Americans who contributed immensely to systems which have had untold ramifications
on American life-Thomas Alva Edison and John D. Rockefeller; the rise of Japan as a world power; President Roosevelt's
"fireside chats;" the repeal of prohibition; and finally, the
increasingly evident fact that the United States would soon have
to go to war as a participant in the most colossal international
military struggle that the world has ever experienced.
(
But New Mexicans, as they had repeatedly demonstrated in
past eras of the state's development, were more interested in
events which had more direct bearing and implication on their
own welfare. Certain vestiges of the west's pioneer spirit
continued to cling to aspects of the state's social and cultural
setting, and looking out for oneself was probably foremost.
New Mexico was not by any means a wealthy state and very few
of its people were endowed with financial qualities which might
tend to class them as affluent. It has generally been conceded
by sociologists that individuals and groups of individuals
belonging to the lower socio-economic strata of American
society, typically pay far less attention to their future than they
do to day-to-day existence. Much of this theory can be successfully related to the average New Mexican citizen. New Mexico
embraced a solidly Democratic population during the nineteenthirties, with the actual ratio of Democrats to Republicans
falling in the vicinity of seventy to thirty. The state's society, as
a result, was primarily interested in seeing that their well-being
was secured immediately-not tomorrow, or the day after.
Technology, that aspect of a nation 's economy which plays
an important role in both social and cultural development,
continued to playa leading role in the lives of Albuquerqueans.
The latest in technological achievement was usually late in
making its appearance in the State of New Mexico. Probably the
m 0 s tim p 0 rtant aspect of technological advance to be
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introduced to Albuquerque during the thirties was the development of gas heat. Gas heat is largely taken for granted today,
but as late as 1931 most Albuquerque homes depended on the
old-fashioned wood or coal-burning stoves to furnish heat for
the variety of home tasks experienced each day. Hot water for
bathing, shaving, cooking, laundering, as well as the prospect of
being able to heat one's home under a system of carefully
controlled temperature change, offered extravagant luxury overtones to Albuquerqueans. With one of the nation's largest
natural gas deposits located close at hand in the San Juan Basin
area near Farmington, Albuquerque homes were provided with
the opportunity to be serviced with a relatively cheap , readily
available, and almost inexhaustible supply of fuel.
Electric refrigerators also made their appearance in Albuquerque during the period. The antiquated ice box, necessitating
twice-weekly deliveries of ice, all but disappeared from the local
kitchen scene. Electric washing machines, although introduced
to Albuquerque during the previous decade , became a standard
item in Albuquerque homes during the thirties. The Norge , in
particular, became the most popular brand, squelching most of
its competition on the market and driving the price for such an
instrument down to as low as $49.00. Still another technological development experienced in Albuquerque during the period
was the introduction to the automobile industry of the
hydraulic braking system. New products in the automobile
industry appeared on the Albuquerque market in the form of
the low priced Pontiac, which sold for as low as $585 , and the
DeSoto and Lincoln Zephyr. The radio, first seen in Albuquerque in the middle nin eteen-twenties, now became a standard
article in almost every Albuquerque home. The roughly built
sets of the 1920's were replaced by attractively built furniture
pieces bearing the nam es Philco, Borsch, Crosley , Gloritone, and
Westinghouse. The most expensive make was Philco which sold
for $49.00 and the cheapest was the popular Gloritone which
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could be purchased for only $35.00. Aviation also became a
significant part of Albuquerque's physical environment during
the period, and a gentleman by the name of Bill Cutter, known
throughout the state as New Mexico 's Lindbergh, became the
driving force behind the rapidly developing industry.
The effects of the nation's devastating depression did not
make themselves felt in New Mexico until 1933, but, even then,
the influences exerted we're short lived. Before 1933, however,
undertones of future ' developments in the economy began to be
noticed, especially 'in the local newspapers. Emphasis on the
advertisement of expensive luxury items such as automobiles,
fashionable furniture, and stylish clothing, decreased and
shifted to those things which were more of a necessity in everyday living. Food, clothing, and housing bargains, all in the form
of competitive sales, began to array the pages of the newspaper's advertising sections. Later in the 1930's, as general
prosperity returned, such luxury items as jewelry, silverware,
and fur coats reappeared in newspaper advertising. When one
speaks of prosperity in terms of New Mexico, the connotation is
one which is relative. The term must be qualified by the
assertion that the state and its largest city had never been what
one w 0 uld term prosperous. However, the opposite of
prosperity-destitution and its accompanying characteristics-was a state never experienced by the growing community.
In spite of definite and severe business recession elsewhere,
most Albuquerque establishments were able to weather the
depression. Few businesses closed during the difficult years of
the era, even though two of Albuquerque's strongest banking
establishments were forced to postpone their operations for
brief periods. A rush on withdrawals preceded the closing of the
First National Bank on April 17, 1933, in conformance with the
national banking moratorium. Later that same year, the First
Savings Bank and Trust Company suspended operations when
certain irregularities were discovered in the accounts of the
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institution's secretary-treasurer. To New Mexicans in genentl,
the great depression was something which arrived late, lasted
briefly, and exited rapidly. Even what little discomfort did exist
was not without its humorous aspects. In March, 1933, for
instance, Albuquerque's Pastime Theater was accepting IOU 's in
payment of the fifteen cent admission charge-at no increase in
popular prices.
Social and cultural change and progression in Albuquerque
during the period outweighed any adverse effects leveled on the
community as a result of events happening elsewhere in the
country. More leisure than ever before experienced became a
definite characteristic of the city's social climate, but this aspect
of culture was due more to technological advances introduced
to the city than to the somewhat decreased pace of employment. Albuquerqueans used this increase in leisure to pursue
various forms of enjoyable and low cost entertainment. Movies,
plays , concerts, newspapers, radio, literature, and sports, all
contributed toward filling the new free time in New Mexico life.
One of the major sources of entertainment in Albuquerque
during the thirties continued to be the movies. The growth of
the film industry and its extension into Albuquerque was
phenomenal. Albuquerque's theaters, of which there were
several, included two new operations .built during the periodthe Lobo was constructed in 1938 and the Teatro Mesa in 1937 .
Teatro Mesa presented films in the Spanish language. All
theaters vigorously competed with each other for the patronage
of the city's growing number of moviegoers. There are no concrete figures available which adequately reflect the increase in
Albuquerque's movie attendance during the period, but from
the increasing amount of film advertising in the local newspapers, it must have been parallel to that increase seen in the
nation as a whole. As the 1930's opened, the film industry's
total annual receipts had risen to one billion dollars and weekly
attendance had jumped to an estimated one hundred ten
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million, "the equivalent of four-fifths of the nation's population
going to the show once a week throughout the entire year."
The number of movie stars making their debut on American
screens during the 1930's is, and most probably will always be,
without parallel in the history of the cinema. Many of the
personalities starting movie careers in the thirties are still active
in leading roles today. There are others on the list who are not
presently active in modern movies, but they reflect careers
featuring only slightly less "longevity . With the advent of sound,
( the musical-type movie bacame a prominent factor of the industry and the foremost personalities of the era who sang featured
roles in them were: Nelson Eddy and Jeanette McDonald, Bing
Crosby, Kate Smith, Lanny Ross, and even Bob Hope, with his
trademark song, "Thanks for the Memories." The western
movie continued in popularity and, aside from the actionseeking lawman character of the old west, presented a new twist
to the public-the singing cowboy. Gene Autry was perhaps the
original personification of this new role , while Tex Ritter, Buck
Jones, John Mack Brown, the Alabama All-American football
player turned movie actor, Ken Maynard, Tim McCoy, Wallace
Beery, Randolf Scott, and William "Hopalong Casidy " Boyd,
aptly demonstrated to the movie going public how the old west
was tamed. For comedy, what other era can match Joe E.
Brown, W. C. Fields, Ole Olson and Chick Johnson, Jean
Arthur, the Marx Brothers , Andy Devine, George Burns and
Gracie Allen, Jack Oakie, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante , Zazu
Pitts, and Bob Hope?
Several of movie history's classic films were produced during
the period, all of which were presented in the city's various
movie houses and attended by throngs of Albuquerqueans.
Among these moving pictures were: D. W. Griffith 's sound
masterpeice, " Birth of a Nation," walt Disney's, " Snow White"
and "Pinnochio," Howard Hughes' original film effort, " Hell's
Angels," and the screenplay version of Margaret Mitchell's
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literary classic of the Civil War, "Gone with The Wind." Thf
Chinese detective series called "Charley Chan" was brought tc
the screen, as were such popular musicals as " Kismet ," " Kiss Me
Again," " New Moon," "T he Merry Widow," and "Naught)
Marietta. "
The role of actors and actresses seen in a variety of character
.parts during the period is without equal in both quantity .and
quality. To omit one would be an injustice. Among the talented
actresses of the day were: Kay Francis, Ann Harding, Caludette
Colbert, Marlene Dietrich, Joan Crawford, Jean Harlow, Constance Bennett, Loretta :Young, Carole Lombard, Tallula
Bankhead, Charlotte Greenwood, Irene Dunn, Barbara Stanwyck, Ruth Chatterton, Ginger Rogers, Bette Davis, Norma
Shearer, Joan Bennett, Janet Gaynor, Kathryn Hepburn, Claire
Trevor, . Ida Lupino, Jane Withers, Rosalind Russell, Judy
Garland, Helen Hayes, Dorothy Larnour, Margaret Sullavan,
Martha Raye, Lucille Ball, Greer Garson, Hedy Lamarr, Alice
Faye, Ann Rutherford, Jane Wyman, Olivia DeHavilland, Joan
Blondell, Lee Tracey, and Kitty Carlisle. The list of men, with
apologies to the reader, is even longer and more clearly points
out the great' cross section of feature material around which
movies were constructed. Practically every facet of America's
past history and contemporary life was at one time projected
onto the screen during the period of the thirties. There were
horror movies and westerns, love stories and comedies, musicals
and tragedies, prison pictures and gangster movies, sports films
and mysteries, war movies and historical period pictures. Who
were the actors of the times-adored by women, admired by
men, worshipped by children? Well, there were Walter Pidgeon,
Lawrence Tibbett, Frederick March, Adolph Menjou, Richard
Barthelmess, Charles Bickford, James Gleason, Paul Lukas,
Chester Morris, Lew Ayres, Edward G . Robinson, Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., Ed Wynn, William Powell, Robert Montgomery,
Joel McCrea, Leo Carillo, Spencer Tracey, Cary Grant, Warner
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Baxter, Pat O'Brien, George Brent, Boris Karloff, Clark Gable,
James Cagney, Paul Muni, Lawrence Olivier, Edward Arnold,
Errol Flynn, James Stewart, John Wayne, Ray Milland, Walter
Brennan, Tyrone Power, Lyle Talbot, George Sanders, Mickey
Rooney, Henry Fonda, Herbert Marshall, Brian Aherne, Fred
MacMurray, Humphrey Bogart, John Garfield, Lloyd Nolan,
Don Ameche, Eddie Albert, Thomas Mitchell, Richard Carlson,
William Gargan, Ralph Bellamy, George Raft, Dick Powell,
Charles Boyer, Claude Raines, Charles Laughton, Bruce Cabot,
Franchot Tone, Ray Bolger, David Niven, John Carradine ,
&eston Foster, and a man who needs little introduction in
either the film or contemporary political field-Ronald Reagan.
Prevalent too, during the era, was the development of such
celebrated child movie stars as Jacky Cooper and the inimitable
Shirley Temple.
On the radio, Albuquerqueans were listening to Amos n'
Andy, the adventures of Sherlock Holmes and Bulldog Drummond, the Thin Man, and the first popular ventriloquist
combination-Edgar Bergen and Charley McCarthy. Aside from
movies, appearances on local stages of Fritz Kreisler, world
renowned violin virtuoso; Sally Rand and Mae West, throwbacks
to the dance hall girls of the old west; occasional opera performances by touring opera companies; Major Bowes' talent
show at the Kimo Theater, along with that of his counterpart,
Ted Mack, at the Sunshine Theater; and some of the era's most
popular dance bands-Fred Waring and Paul Whiteman; all
contributed to other types of social and cultural outlets. The
novels of Edna Ferber and Jack London replaced in interest
those of Sinclair Lewis and Booth Tarkington of the preceding
era. In 1931, the Albuquerque Little Theater was organized and
placed under the direction of Kathryn Kennedy O'Connor, who
both directed and acted in the organization's productions. The
Little Theater's enterprises were tremendously popular with
Albuquerqueans and productions were usually presented to
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capacity audiences. Albuquerque's Vivian Vance, successful
moving picture and television actress of a later era, received her
early training on the Little Theater's stage. Another figure of
note appearing in many of the Theater's productions was Roy
Johnson, an actor and director of considerable professional
ability.
Albuquerque's newspapers continued to undergo change,
most of which can be classified as positive advancement. By
1932, The Morning Journal, for instance, had increased its
circulation to twenty-four thousand. Events of the period, both
domestic and international in scope, challenged newspapers in
the nation over to revamp many of their approaches to news
reporting. Newspaper writing, as a result, became much more
factual and sophisticated in style. Both The Morning Journal
and the relatively new Scripps Howard publication, The
Albuquerque Tribune, presented vivid accounts of the era's top
news stories. The infamous exploits of Clyde Barrow and
Bonnie Parker, John Dillinger and George "Baby Face" Nelson,
Roger Toughy and "Machine Gun" Kelly, and Charles "Pretty
Boy" Floyd, were all followed closely, particularly those
episodes related to Dillinger and the Barrow's gang, who, at
many times during their numerous pursuits by the army of both
Federal and State law enforcement authorities, were believed to
have hidden in New Mexico. The sports page became a regular
two page portion of the daily newspapers and the coverage of
local, state, and national sporting events became more comprehensive than ever before. The Morning Journal's foremost sports ..scribe was Deacon Arledge, who later became one of the state's
leading members of the judiciary. A typical Albuquerque
Sunday newspaper, besides featuring its regular supplements,
also presented a rough prototype of the modern Sunday newspaper magazine supplement. Items of interest in this facet of
the newspaper included: (1) an expose-type human interest
story often bordering on what one might term sensationalism
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(2) highlights from Broadway and Hollywood; (3) cosmetic and
beauty advice; (4) the latest facts from the world of science;
and, (5) the newest developments in mechanics and invention.
The number of comic strips appearing in the Sunday paper also
increased with such new additions as: Felix the Cat, Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck, Thimble Theater featuring Popeye and
Olive Oil, Alley Oop, Joe Jinks, the forerunner of Joe Palooka,
Little Orphan Annie, Little Annie Rooney, Tim Tyler's Luck,
Pete the Tramp, and Betty Boop. Advertising was the one facet
of the newspaper which underwent regression rather than
( growth. It has been noted that the trend of advertising" shifted
from luxury-type items to those which more nearly embraced
the necessities of life. Automobile advertising practically disappeared during much of the early part of the period while food
and clothing notations heavily outweighed all other advertising
items combined. Albuquerqueans were using such newspaperadvertised products as Lux Toilet and Lifebuoy soaps, Turns for
stomach distress, Mentholatum and Creomulsion for stifling the
common cold, movie star-endorsed cereals and cigarettes, and
grocery items from Barber's stores, which had posted its name
beside that of Piggly Wiggly and Safeway as the city's leading
food stores. The national craze of the yo-yo appeared in Albuquerque briefly and the techniques to employ when performing
with the toy received ample coverage in both newspapers, as did
the introduction to the community 01 such new automobile
gasolines as Magnolia, Phillips 66, Standard, and Socony.
Following prohibition, whiskey, wine, and, especially, beer
advertisements began to appear in profusion on the newspaper's
advertising pages.
Other social developments occurring in Albuquerque during
the period were greeted by most people with favor. As the
nineteen-thirties opened, prohibition was entering its dying
stages. Bootleggers felt the depression deeply. A decrease in
liquor consumption occurred around the nation, due primarily
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to the decreased buying power of the American public.
Americans were saving what little money they had for anticipated blacker days ahead. The nation's "noble experiment"
finally ended in 1933 with Congress' repeal of the 18th Amendment. In Albuquerque, following Congress' action, a brief flurry
of beer consumption occurred, as once again the beverage
appeared on the public market. But, in general, the city's population assumed a conservative attitude toward wild spending and
few celebrations occurred resulting from the august decision
rendered in Washington.
.
Even though the incidence of new car buying declined
sharply during the era, the used car business thrived. Despite the
depression, more New Mexicans were driving automobiles than
ever before. By 1930, the number of motor license fees collected in the state almost doubled those collected in 1929. The
total revenue collected in New Mexico in 1930 for license fees
approached $1,350,000. The cattle industry in New Mexico also
underwent problems featuring decline and, seeing this trend
occur, the state's sheep raisers lost little time in making an
impassioned plea to the public for the consumption of lamb at
the Sunday dinner table. Large advertisements appeared in
Albuquerque's newspapers extolling the virtues of mutton, but
with little effect. A leg of lamb might be all right for the dinner
tables of Britain-influenced New England, but New Mexico was
a part of the west where beef occupied as much of a niche in
every day life as tequilla did south of the border. Under Ordinance No. 363, Albuquerque implemented a city garbage collection service in 1931, while the following year, 1932, saw Valley
Gold milk being delivered to homes throughout the city. By
1934, New Mexico had become so progressive that the state was
demanding a two percent state income tax from its citizens.
Tied to the social development of the City of Albuquerque
was the physical growth of the community. New buildings and
businesses sprang up and the residential borders of the town
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were extended in all directions, although once again the main
theme, refuting the advice of Horace Greeley, was eastward
expansion. The Bosque Farm area was opened late inJ931, and
almost parallel with the planning of the Veteran's Hospital and
the development of the Ridgecrest residential area, whose land
offering price was $80.00 per lot. Almost simultaneously, the
origin of the Monte Vista and College View areas occurred. The
affinity for living in either the north or south valley areas of the
city, increasingly popular in modern times, was looked upon
( with disfavor during the thirties. For some unexplained reason,
the people of Albuquerque preferred the dust and sun baked
mesa environment more than they did the green coolness of the
elm, ash, and cottonwood-infested river bordering areas. Late in
the period, Roosevelt Park, established on East Coal Avenue,
joined with the already . functioning Rio Grande project to
provide the city with two public parks. Nineteen-hundred and
thirty saw the opening of the Hutchinson Fruit Company, a
significant contribution to the City's marketing economy, and
in 1932, the ElFidel Hotel was constructed, encompassing a
complex of one hundred fifty guest rooms. By 1933, the new
Presbyterian sanitarium and hospital had risen from the vestiges
of the original complex. During the era, too, a new Saint Mary's
high school was opened at Copper and Sixth Streets, as well as
the Monte Vista elementary school at Monte Vista and Campus
Boulevards.
Nineteen thirty America was also an important era when
considering-the nation's history in sports. There is little doubt
that athletics-cboth the active playing of them and the spectator
role-contributed immensely toward providing an outlet of
interest and effort during many of the days, weeks, and months
of idleness .experienced during the depression years. The
exploits of new names and faces appearing on the sports pages
of the nation's newspapers moved the modern sports fan to
construct well-supported arguments as to the proficiency of the
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new athlete over that of the historically older performer. As the
1930's waned, baseball fans were speculating on the prospect of
Joe DiMaggio replacing the image of Babe Ruth; and wondering
if Mel Ott, Joe Medwick, Pepper Martin, Jimmy Foxx, Hank
Greenberg, Al Simmons, Red Ruffing, Lefty Grove, Carl Hubbell, Lefty Gomez, and Mickey Cochrane were not, in fact,
beginning to erase the memories of their less contemporary
counterparts.
Besides baseball, professional and amateur boxing entered an
era of even more significance than could be reflected by even
the 1920's. The National A.A.V. and Golden Gloves boxing
championship tourneys grew and flourished as they never had
before. What follower of boxing during the thirties will ever
forget the contributions made to the sport by Billy Petrolle,
Max Baer, Battling Battalino, King Levinsky, "Slapsy" Maxie
Rosenbloom, Lou Ambers, Lou Nova, Gus Lesnivich, Freddie
Steele, Stanley Ketchell, Henry Armstrong, Billy Conn, Sixto
Escobar, Freddie Apostoli, Tony Galento, Ceferino Garcia, and,
of course, the foremost boxing figure of the decade, the incomparable Brown Bomber from Detroit-Joe Louis?
The 1930's were also the yers which featured the dominance
of the Eddie Shore and Babe Pratt-led Boston Bruins in ice
hockey; of Ralph Guldahl, Joe Turnesa, Sammy Snead, and
Patty Berg in golf; of Gar Wood and Malcolm Campbell, Sr. in
motorboat racing; ofJesse Owens and Glenn Cunningham in
track and field; of Buster Crabbe and Adolph Kiefer in ;,
swimming; of Earl Sande, War Admiral, and Seabiscuit in herse
racing; of Bobby Riggs, Ellsworth Vines, and Don Budge in
tennis; and of Babe Didrikson, who performed superbly in just
about every woman's athletic endeavor imaginable.
Sports, too, were a prominent aspect of the social history of
Albuquerque during the 1930's, a period during which the city
continued to demonstrate growth in sports interest on all levels
of participation and spectatorship. A growing spectrum of
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athletic acnvmes, pursued the year around, claimed the
attention of the city's population. Baseball, in particular,
assumed new dimensions with Albuquerque's membership in
the new professional class D minor league circuit called the
Cactus League, which featured teams representing Phoenix, E1
Paso, Tucson, and Bisbee-Douglas, Arizona. This development
marked Albuquerque's first representation in minor league baseball, a trend which continued. to grow in future years with
membership roles in newer and higher classification leagues. In
( fact, before the 1930's were concluded, the Cactus League had
grown into the Arizona-Texas League with Class C distinction.
With the introduction of minor league baseball to the city,
interest on the lower levels of the sport grew immensely. More
amateur teams within the city were formed than ever before,
and the play which resulted led to the development of scores of
talented young ball players.
Professional wrestling also rose to some of the loftiest heights
ever experienced in Albuquerque. In fact, the true origins of the
colorful, crowd-pleasing, modern extravaganza of pseudogenuine wrestling took place during the nineteen-thirties. Under
the direction of promoter John Flaska, a legion of rough and
ready wrestling badmen displayed their grappling (and acting)
prowess in Albuquerque rings. Bull Montana, Yaqui Joe,
Francisco Aguayo, Wildcat Pete, Sailor Tex Watkins, Bronko
Nagurski, Jimmy Londos, the Masked Marvel, Gorilla Ramos,
and a host of others, helped to build the sport to significant
proportions. And who was the wildest, most uncontrollable
ruffian of the ring, whose presence on an Albuquerque wrestling
mat during the era always necessitated a member of the local
police force to be in attendance? Why, Mike London, of
course-Albuquerque's modern day professional wrestling
impresario.
Armory ball, an indoor softball game for men played within
the confines of the local armory, was introduced and proved to
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be a popular whiter diversion. The city's history of professional.
boxing continued unabated and paralleled that development
experienced outside New Mexico. Roller skating came to Albu- .
querque with the construction of a huge indoor rink on South
Broadway Street. Tennis flourished as never before, with
increased play at both the University and the growing Albuquerque Tennis Club, and received further impetus with the building
of a battery of tennis courts at the Rio Grande Park. In 1936,
the world ranked tennis star, Ellsworth Vines, brought his
touring professional tennis troupe to Albuquerque and played
exhibition matches in .Carlisle Gymnasium. The event was
greeted by a capacity crowd and proved to be so successful that
in March of the following year (1937), Bill Tilden's professional
group visited the city and added their performances to those
witnessed the previous year.
Outdoor winter sports, practically absent from Albuquer- ·
que's sports history in previous eras , started to take form during
the latter part of the 1930's. During the winter of 1937-1938,
skiing activity commenced on the eastern slopes of the nearby
Sandia Mountains. At first in small groups and then in large
crowds, Albuquerqueans, headed by Bob Nordhaus, a local
attorney who gained" an interest for the "delight of winter"
while at t e ndingPhillips Andover preparatory school ·in
Massachusetts, flocked to an-area near the very top of, the .
mountain 'w hich became known as La Madera. 'In the area's
second year of operation (1938-1939), a rough 'facsimile of a ski .J
tow was constructed which provided such an impetus to the
sport in the area that by the following winter (1939-1940), over
seventy-five hundred people visited the slopes.
The sports programs of the local high schools underwent
steady growth and" together with the University's programs"
furnished the chief spectator attractions in the community. The
sport of handball also began its history in Albuquerque during
the period and, although the number of participants in the game
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was small, the dedicated group of men originating the sport
found that the exercise provided was thoroughly relaxing.
Handball play was carried out at the YMCA and a gentleman by
the name of Benny Sacks originated a career in the sport which
saw him rule championship play around the state for a period
approaching twenty years. Golf activity increased commensurately with that experienced by tennis, particularly during the
latter portion of the era after the fleet pangs of the depression
in Albuquerque had subsided and as the University started
building a new course which was designed to be a public
facility. One of the individuals who engaged in golfing activity
in Albuquerque during the thirties was Verne "Spec" Stewart, a
teenage Albuquerque High School student, who embarked on a
career in amateur golf which would be difficult to match anywhere in the country. Stewart, while still only a junior in high
school, captured his first of twelve Southwestern Amateur golf
championships, earned at courses from Texas to California.
While winning his second straight Southwestern title prior to
graduation from high school, Stewart defeated two brothers
from Phoenix-one in the first round and one in the final round.
. Stewart's first round opponent later built a career of national
importance. His name was Barry Goldwater.
In tune with the manifold aspects of social growth experienced by Albuquerque during the nineteen-thirties was the
continued development of the University of New Mexico, which
entered an era that can be classified as those years formulating
the beginning of the modern history of the school. Practically
every facet of the University's operation was influenced by
developments occurring during the period. Both faculty and
student body grew immensely. By 1937, the University's enrollment had reached the staggering figure of over fourteen
hundred students. The awarding of Bachelor's degrees increased
at the same rate. In 1935, the University conferred one hundred
twenty-two such degrees while the origin and development of a
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graduate school of study advanced so rapidly during the era that
at the 1936 Commencement exercises thirty-three Master's
degrees were awarded. Several of the various academic programs
of the University began to achieve reputations throughout the
west as being among the best to be offered. This fact was
particularly apparent in the fields of anthropology, geology,
engineering, and modern languages.
Under the leadership of President Zimmerman and a Board of
Regents which included a former UNM athlete of pre-World War
I years, Glenn Emmons, multiple achievements were brought
about in the construction of new physical facilities.1n 1932,
the main athletic field was moved slightly northward to the
present position of the now-vacated Zimmerman Stadium field.
In the early thirties, however, the new football field was carefully seeded and maintained for varsity play. In 1934, the
edifice which became known as the Stadium Building was
erected at a cost of $34,000, of which $9,000 of the total was
paid for by Federal P.W.A. funds. This building housed the
departments of physical education and athletics and, together
with Carlisle Gymnasium across the street to the west , formed
one of the finest athletic complexes in the Southwest. Besides
the varsity football playing field laid out in front of the huge
grandstand which could accommodate five thousand people,
another grass practice field for football and other sports was
constructed directly east of the main field or, more exactly,
about where the modern University campus' Student Union
Building is presently located. New tennis courts were built )
south of the Carlisle Gymnasium. Early in the period, academic
structures were built. Some of these were the biology building,
civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering laboratories, and a
fine arts building. In the middle of the thirties, the University
constructed a new heating plant , its first Student Union Building, which presently houses the Department of Anthropology
and the Anthropological Museum , and finally finished the
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drawn out construction of the new library complex which
became known as the Zimmerman library. By the time John
Miles had succeeded Clyde Tingley in the Governor's office in
Santa Fe in 1939, the University of New Mexico had grown to
over fifteen hundred students and owned a physical plant of
nineteen buildings, including the latest in the period to be
built-the new administration building. With the occupation of
the new administration building, the University's original structure, known as Hodgin Hall, was left vacant for the use of a
( variety of tenants in the years to follow.
Athletics at the University of New Mexico played a prominent part in the overall growth of the University during the
period of the nineteen-thirties. New sports were added to the
intercollegiate offering. For the first time, there were no gaps of
inactivity in athletics. Usually there were two different sports in
operation at the same time, while on frequent occasions there
were as many as three. The new sports which appeared on the
campus were fencing and skiing. Even though fencing's tenure
was shortlived, and skiing, which did not make its appearance
until late in the period and in direct conjunction with the
development of the La Madera area in the Sandia Mountains,
saw only limited activity. The two sports, nevertheless, provided
new interests to University students and townspeople alike.
Among other factors apparent in the growth of athletics
during the era, the utilization of a greater number of coaches
was perhaps the most important. For the first time in its
history, the University's various sports programs were able to
realize the services of specialized supervisory and coaching
personnel. No longer was one person expected to fulfill the
fatherly role for all sports present on the campus. Greater
amounts of money were appropriated from the University's
operating budget for the support of the athletic program,
although football continued to be relied upon for much of the
financial support realized. For the first time, boosters' clubs
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were organized by UNM alumni. In 1937, for instance, both the
20-30 club and the New Mexico Club, two groups of University
graduates dedicated to the advancement of UNM athletics,
especially football, formed and embarked on programs of fund
raising and recruiting with the purpose of seeking out and
financing the finest athletes possible. Men cheerleaders were
introduced to both the football and basketball programs and
helped to rally the increasing number of spectators present at
Lobo contests. Early in the period, a season football ticket for
all Lobo home games could be purchased for $5.00, a saving of
$2.00 if tickets were purchased individually for each game.
Crowds at football contests increased steadily throughout the
period and reached a high of sixty-five hundred for the 1938
contest with Colorado A&M in Albuquerque.
By far the largest and single most important development in
the area of athletics at the University of New Mexico during the
nineteen-thirties was the University's membership in the Border
Conference, a newly created intercollegiate athletic league
embracing member institutions from Arizona, New Mexico, and
West Texas. The University of New Mexico had experienced
only a shadow of conference membership in its previous athletic
history. Shortly after New Mexico gained its statehood, UNM
had been granted probationary Class B status in the Rocky
Mountain Conference, a position it was loathe to continue in
after that league had been hesitant in extending full Class A
posture. The Border Conference, an organization embracing six
institutions of higher learning-Texas Technological University
of Lubbock, Texas; Arizona State University at Tempe; the
University of Arizona at Tucson; Arizona State University at
Flagstaff; New Mexico A&M at Las Cruces; and the University
of New Mexico-was formed in 1931 largely through the efforts
of J. F. "Pop" McKale, long time Director of Athletics at the
University of Arizona, and the University 6f New Mexico's Roy
Johnson. Texas Mines College in El Paso coveted membership in
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the new league and voiced its desires on numberous occasions
throughout the period, but in vain, as the directors of the
Conference were unanimous in their agreement that the "Pass
City" institution lacked certain rules of athletic eligibility which
had been made mandatory in the operation of the Border Conference. Membership in the Conference extended many tangible
advantages to the member institutions. First, freshmen were
ruled ineligible for varsirycompetition in any sport, thus giving
the first year men an opportunity to familiarize themselves with
(University life and to build a solid foundation of academic
acceptability. Abbreviated sports schedules for freshman teams
in all sports were established and competition carried out on a
limited basis. Scholastic standards relating to the eligibility of
varsity athletes were raised as were those guidelines pertinent to
transferring athletes. In general, the rules pertaining to the
broad Held of academic and residence eligibility were made
more stringent than had been the case in the past. The effect
was not a lowering of the quality of athletics at the University,
but rather a raising of both the standard of play and the quality
of academic performance on the part of student athletes.
Secondly, scheduling became an orderly process with homeand-home arrangements easily made and carried out. In
scheduling Conference institutions for the majority of its
season's contests, the University could be certain that most of
the competition it faced would be governed by the same rules
pertaining to its own athletes. A greater number of contests in
all sports featured the advancement made in the scheduling
process while, at the same time , the length of the season
involved was not extended to conflict with other activities.
Finally, the advantages realized by the so-called "minor" sports
as a result of Conference membership were multiple. Besides a
healthy dual meet schedule, such sports as boxing, tennis, track
and Held, golf, and even skiing, received the opportunity to
participate in annual Conference championship meets. This
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Moulders of the Border Conference, J. F. " Po p" McKale , lo ng-ti me Director
of Athletics at th e University of Arizona, and Roy J oh nson, McKale' s
counterpart at th e University of New Mexico, display the Kit Carso n Rifle
trophy , awar ded an nually to the winner of the football clash betw een the
two old and frie nd ly rivals .
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particular athletic meeting brought all of the teams of one sport
together in a head on conflict to determine which was the
best-a fitHng climax for any athletic season. Football and
basketball championships were determined on the basis of a
percentage of games won and lost with other member institutions of the conference.
The Border Conference, even though organized as late as
1931, became one of the oldest college athletic conferences in
the nation and enjoyed a tenure of thirty-one years, nineteen of
(which saw the University of New Mexico an active member. The
prestige realized as a "result of Conference membership was
significant. The nation's sporting public seemed to I focus its
attention on the champions of leagues rather than on the
fortunes of independent schools. With the Border Conference
offering such advantages to all of the University's sports, major
and minor, UNM began to bask in what it felt to be the very
ultimate in intercollegiate athletics.
FOOTBALL
The nineteen-twenties may always be referred to as the
golden age of collegiate football, but the decade following
them, despite the depression which hovered over much of the
nation, was only slightly less formidable in terms of development and growth. College football during the nineteen-thirties
finally awarded the college coach the recognition which he so
richly deserved in the development of the sport. At last, his
efforts began to be rewarded with handsome cash salaries,
rather than with words of praise and slaps on the back. Hereto- fore, college football coaches had been paid niggardly salaries
for their time and effort, particularly those individuals who
coached only football and had no other responsibility to the
university or college. The thirties, too, probably produced more
fine college football teams than any other single period in
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American gridiron history. Southern football rose to new
heights, largely on the prowess of the University of Alabama,
coached by both Wallace Wade and Frank Thomas; and Duke
University, coached also by the brilliant Wade. Michigan under
the reins of Harry Kipke, Pittsburgh under Jock Sutherland,
Lou Little at Columbia, Princeton with the expert coaching of
Fritz Crisler, Southern Methodist with Matty Bell, Dr . Eddie
Anderson of eastern pow~r_, Holy Cross, "Sleepy Jim" Crowley
at Fordham, Dutch Meyer-at Texas Christian, Howard Jones at
Southern California; and Carl Snavely at both North Carolina
and Cornell, produced the era's finest teams and coaching
records. Their names and their efforts remain indelibly printed
in the progress of American football and, even today, are still
regarded as legendary.
Blended with the modern rise of the status of the football
coach and the development of outstanding teams was the
appearance of scores of players who have justly taken their
places beside the gridiron greats of history. If ever an era
produced outstanding football performers, it was the depression
years of the thirties. With apologies to those supporters of 1920
performers, the record has been substantiated that the number
and quality of college gridiron performers during the nineteenthirties . greatly overshadowed those of the previous decade.
"Saturday's heroes" of the nineteen-thirties were innumerable,
but among the very best were: Don Huston, the sure fingered
end from Alabama; John Kimbrough, the high stepping fullback .;
of Texas A&M; Alex Wojciehowicz of Fordham's Seven Blocks
of Granite featuring, among others, a young man by the name
, of Vince Lombardi ; Mel Hein , the great lineman from Washington State; Southern California's Cotton Warburton; Millard
" Dixie" Howell of Alabama ; Bobby Grayson of Stanford; Bill
Osmanski of Holy Cross; Jay Berwanger of one of the last great
Chicago University elevens; Byron "Whizzer" White of Colorado; Marshall Goldberg of Pittsburgh; Nile Kinnick of Iowa; a
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trio of fine Duke performers-Eric Tipton, George McAfee, and
Clarence "Ace" Parker; Sammy Baugh and Davey O'Brien of
Texas Christian, two of the finest forward passers who ever
launched a football; the inimitable Bronko Nagurski of
Minnesota, probably the best all around player of the decade;
Albie Booth, the Little Boy Blue of yale; and two of football's
increasing number of fine negro performers-Jacky Robinson
and Kenny Washington of V.C.L.A. Sensational is the only
word that can adequately describe the talents of these football
(All-Americans, many of whom went on to achieve successful
careers in the professional game.
It has previously been noted that the formation which ruled
college football in the nineteen-twenties was the so-called shift
play, popularly referred to as the Notre Dame shift. Exactly
who originated the shift play is difficult to determine but it is
known that the first team to use it effectively was Notre Dame
under the coaching genius of Jess Harper and Knute Rockne.
The purpose of the shift was deception and concentrated
power. The idea was to get the right men in the right place at
the right time and, in so doing, throw the opposing players,
especially the line, off balance. There were no rules pertinent to
the shift play during the twenties to prevent the ball from being
snapped from center before all shifting offensive players had
come to a distinct halt. As a result, defenses were continually
mauled by teams employing well drilled attacks built around
shift plays. In 1930, however, the rules of football were entirely
recodified and a rule was established which neutralized the
surprise emphasis of the shift. A new rule was invoked which
stated that a pause of at least one second must be made by all
- offensive players before the center snap of the ball. Even a one
second interval, short as it may seem, proved to be the downfall
of the shift maneuver. Football defenses were drilled to combat
shifting offensive lines and backfields with shifts of their own
and, with the one second advantage given them. the formidable
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offensive maneuver of the nineteen-twenties quickly
disappeared from the techniques of modern football attack.
Notre Dame, the most successful employer of the maneuver,
clearly foresaw the approach of the death of the shift play late
in the twenties and changed its attack to be ready for the new
rules innovations which were sure to come as a result of the
rising tide of protest attached to the maneuver. Opponents of
the catholic university from South Bend geared their defenses
for the expected maneuver and, as a result, they became easy
targets for the shift-absent offense of Notre Dame during the
1929 and 1930 seasons during which the Irish did not lose a
football game. The new one-second rule demonstrated the
ineffectiveness of the technique so clearly that the shift play
was definitely out after the close .of the 1930 season. It was
unfortunate, and somewhat perplexing, that the University of
New Mexico failed to read correctly the implications of the new
ruling pertinent to the shift, and further, failed to interpret the
new trend of football strategy as related to the demise of the
Notre Dame shift.
In 1931 , the nation's football season was marred by heavy
casulties on the field of play. Twenty-three deaths were
recorded and, once again, as had been the case after the season
of 1905, a public outcry was rasied against the roughness of the
game. Immediate rules were applied to football which lessened
the danger of serious injury. Rule changes of this type continued to be made throughout the period. Among the most
significant were: (1) requiring at least five players of the kick- off receiving team to remain within fifteen yards of the restraining line of the kicking team until the ball was kicked, thus
eliminating the prospect of mass interference which had heretofore grouped around the ball carrier before the kicking team
could get downfield; (2) declaring the ball automatically dead
when any portion of the player's body except his hands and
feet touched the ground, hence eliminating piling on a player
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who was attempting to crawl or creep for extra yardage; the
only exception being the player holding the ball for a place
kick; (3) instituting a two stage change in the rules of substitution; the first, instrumented early in the period, permitting an
injured or replaced player to return to the game during the very
next period where, heretofore, a player taken out in the first
half could not re-enter the game until the second half and, if he
was taken out in the second half, he could not return to the
game at all; and late in the period, a further modification allow( ing free substitution of players at any time that play . was
stopped on the Held; (4) forbidding players on defense to strike
an offensive player in the head, neck, or face ; the penalty for
such an act being removal from the game of the offending
player and a yardage penalty assessed against the guilty player's
team of half the distance to the goal line; (5) requiring the
covering of hard, unyielding, and dangerous protective equipment by padding at least three-eighths of an inch thick ; (6)
making mandatory the wearing of helmets and greatly
increasing the padding of knees ; and (7) imposing further refine
ments and penalties on the clipping maneuver. Other rules
which were introduced during the period with thoughts of
developing the game itself rather than protecting the player
were : (1) a change in the specifications of the ball , flattening
and further elongating it to accommoda-e the greatly increased
emphasis on passing-particularly long passing; (2) the required
wearing of numerals on both the front and back of football
jerseys; and (3) the speeding up of play by reducing the time
allowed to put the ball in play from scrimmage to twenty-five
seconds instead of the prior time allotment of thirty seconds.
The sport of football at the University of New Mexico
experienced diverse change during the period of the thirties.
Part of this change was linked to the general progress in football
technique seen throughout the country. By far the major
portion of the experienced diversity, moreover, came as a result
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of four different football coaching philosophies being instrumented during the era . Roy Johnson, who guided Lobo football
fortunes through the entire decade of the twenties, found
himself to be the object of criticism as the new era opened.
Much of the criticism leveled was directed toward his
philosophy of preferring not to use freshmen on collegiate
varsity athletic teams and for his archaic recruiting practices.
Johnson embraced a philosoph y which advanced the idea that
all freshman athletes should first prove themselves in the classroom as bonafide scholars and members of the University's
academic structure. He scorned the tramp athlete ; disliked the
whole idea of recruiting; and, in general, favored strict athletic
eligibility rules. Much of the eligibility framework of the Border
Conference was a reflection of his feelings. Zealous alumni and
Lobo football followers from the City of Albuquerque,
however, desired most to win football games. Although
Johnson 's overall record had been acceptable, it was felt to have
been just barely so. Johnson's last year as football co ach at the
University of New Mexico was the 1930 season. During his
tenure in that position, he had constructed a winning record of
forty wins , thirty-two losses , and six ties , and had endowed
Lobo football with mu ch of th e ch aracter it continued to
manifest during the ye ars succeeding his departure from the
position. Sentiments were strong for the servic es he had
rendered to the University, and one of the stipulations attached
to his removal as varsity footb all coach was that he continue in ;;
the role of athletic director. Johnson, after a short abs ence from
active co aching, resumed duties in th e sports o f basketball and
track and field.
The seeds of football emphasis had been sewn during the
latter portion of Johnson 's pre sence as the head football coach.
Johnson's departure came as a result of this emphasis and as
soon as the decision for his removal was made, the University
commenced the task of finding a replacement. The foremo st
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feature of the entire nineteen-twenties, as far as offensive football technique was concerned, had been the Notre Dame shift
formations. True, indications of changing technique as reflected
in rule changes to .neutralize its effect were apparent by the
time of Johnson's dismissal, but it was felt by University
officials and influential alumni that a man who had first-hand
knowledge of the famed Notre Dame formations should be
given first considertaion for the vacant position. As a result of
this thinking, Charles Riley, a tackle on the Notre Dame foot(ball teams of the late nineteen-twenties, was hired as football
coach. Once again, the University demonstrated its sometimes
archaic approach to football in not clearly and correctly reading
the trend away from the shift plays toward more elaborate
formations. The emphasis of offensive strategy was moving back
to the T -forrnation with quick opening line' plunges and cross
bucks. The forward pass was receiving more impetus than ever
before. Riley aptly demonstrated the lack of wisdom extended
by his supporters for the head coaching position, as he was able
to win but seven games in three years. Riley 's material was not
the problem, for he had more and better personnel than
Johnson was ever blessed with. Rather, it was an inability to
weld good material into a solidly efficient unit. To induce Riley
to come to New Mexico, a salary of $3,000 per year was
extended to the Notre Dame alumnus. The return for such an
investment was negligible. Following the 1933 football season,
during which the Lobos managed but three victories, the attack
on Riley came from all quarters. The public of Albuquerque,
now solidly attached to the football fortunes of the University,
cried for his severance. In the face of mounting public criticism
Riley was relieved of his duties during the early spring of 1934
and a new replacement was immediately sought.
The search for Riley's successor ended with the hiring of
Gwinn Henry, one of the most respected names in college
football. Henry, a quiet, taciturn individual with a facility for
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at the University ot Missouri. Leaving the campus or rvnssoun,
Henry had become the head coach of the St. Louis Gunners, a
professional football team of note. It was while he was in that
position that Henry accepted the post at the University of New
Mexico. Henry was a likeable individual in much the same way
that Bernie Bierman of Minnesota was-shy, retiring, humble.
Taking the talent with which Riley had been unsuccessful,
Henry, in his very first year at the Lobo helm achieved one of
the best football records in Lobo history, winning eight games
and losing only once while at the same time annexing the
coveted Border Conference championship, the only one secured
during the period. Henry completed two more seasons of football at the University, one of them successful (6-4), and one
not so successful (2-7). He. resigned frorri the head football
coaching position in 1937 to become the athletic director at the
University of Kansas. Henry, like Johnson and Riley before
him, functioned under heavy criticism from outside elements
during the last portion of his football career at UNM. Like
Johnson, Henry detested recruiting and, lacking the gregarious
personality held so important in carrying out the increasingly
necessary task, simply neglected proselyting altogether. In fact,
the philosophies involving ethics and approaches to college
athletics held by both Johnson and Henry were considerably
similar.
. ; '
Ted Shipkey followed Henry as the fourth and last UNM
coach of the period. Shipkey, former All-American gridiron
performer at Stanford, and football coach at Arizona State
University in Tempe, was both willing and able to recruit and
soon built the types of teams that were successful in competing
against opponents throughout the southwesteran area.
Shipkey's seasonal records during the nineteen-thirties were
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Ted Shipkey , an All-American football performer at Sta nford University during his und ergraduate day s an d successful grid iron coach at
UNM in the lat e nine teen-thir ti es and early nin eteen-forties.
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Gwinn Henry, esteemed football mentor of the Lobos during the middle
nine teen-thirties.
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good and were culminated by two outstanding campaigns-1938
(8-3), and 1939 (8-2). The 1939 team was offered, and
accepted, an invitation to play in the Sun Bowl at El Paso,
Texas, the first such incident in the history of the school's
football program.
The nineteen-thirties provided the best cross section of
competition thus far faced in the University's gridiron history.
Besides the regular conference games played each year, intersectional contests were scheduled periodically with such schools
~ Loyola University of Los Angeles, the powerful University of
Oklahoma, the University of Wyoming, and Occidental
University. Further regional contests were played with universities and colleges located in Colorado and West Texas, along
with intrastate games with old rivals New Mexico Military
Institute, which appeared on a UNM football schedule for the
last time in 1936, the Silver City Normal University, sometimes
known as the New Mexico Teachers, the New Mexico Normal
University, and the New Mexico Mining Institute in nearby
Socorro which, during the period, reached the very pinnacle of
its long history of intercollegiate athletics.
The best UNM football teams of the decade were Gwinn
Henry's 1934 eleven, which won eight games and lost but one,
and Shipkey's era-closing teams of 1938 and 1939, which
achieved 8-3 and 8-2 records, respectively. Just about every
facet of Lobo football imaginable improved during the period.
Newer and better uniforms and protective equipment appeared.
More assistant coaches were available to work on specialized
aspects of the game. Night football was introduced to Albuquerque in 1935 with the erection of powerful arc lights on the
University's improved field. Increased seating accommodations
for spectators were built.
One of the biggest improvements seen during the era was the
size and quality of the yearly group of individuals who
answered the "fall call for football candidates." Football
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players were getting bigger, faster, and far more skillful . A large
number of outstanding performers donned the Cherry and
Silver during the thirties, among whom the following were
particularly outstanding: Poe Corn of Roswell, a miniature
quarterback who provided excellent field leadership during the
early years of the period; Jack Walton who, besides being one of
the school's finest basketball players of the decade, played
outstandingly on the gr:idir~n; Hickum Galles and Ralph Walker,
two rough linemen who · stood out in ability from their
associates during the middle portion of the era; Ralph Boyer
who could function in superb style at either end or fullback and
who was also the peer of Walton on the basketball court; Bill
Brannin, a hard running halfback; Bill Dennard, a triple threat
backfield star who doubled as one of the University's premier
track stars of the period. Guyton "Sheep" Hayes, another back
of prominence and outstanding distance runner in track; Abie
Paiz, a quarterback of the same mold as Corn; Fred "Beans"
Renfro, Pete McDavid, and Finley MacGillivray, three of the
better backfield performers of the latter part of the thirties;
Jack Henley, the contemporary of Boyer at the end position;
and the decade's outstanding player, Bill Dwyer , a hard running,
shifty, open field runner of the Red Grange-type. In 1939,
Dwyer was accorded Little All-American status, even though he
missed much of the season due to injuries. The Little AllAmerican rating, in itself, casts some light on exactly what the
football officials of the nation thought the gridiron classification of the University of New Mexico should be . Upon .
graduation, Dwyer signed a contract to play professional
football with the Chicago Cardinals, becoming the first UNM
player to play the professional game. An injury-riddled career
kept him from attaining the success in professional football that
he was able to achieve on the college gridirons of the Southwest.
Considering the rather rapid changeover of UNM football
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Th e 1934 UNM football team -Champions of the Bord er Co nfe re nce . F rom
left to righ t : Front Row-Walker, Allen , Keasle r. Frederic ks, Brann in, Paiz ,
Hay s, Dennard, Boyd, Huffaker, Din elIi, Deakins, Briscoe, and Sm ith.
Middle Row-Assista nt Coach j ohnson, Murphy , Boyer , Castet ter, Palmer ,
Clayton, Swearingen , Wells, Dingwall, Galles, Tackett, Tydi ngs, Wood , a nd
Head Coach Henry. Back Row-Assistant Coach Mo ulder , Jones, Cropley ,
Ahlgrim, Fern and ez, Whitehill, Brannin, Byers, Chavez , With, Walk er ,
Wilcox , and Popejoy, Faculty Advisor of Athletics.
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Ralph Boy er, probably the fin est pass-catching and defensive end to ever
play at t he University of New Mexico , sho wn in th is picture mak ing one of
his pa tented leap ing catches of an Ab ie Paiz-thrown ae rial in th e 1934
Flagstaff game .
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coaching personnel during the period, the results of the era
must be termed as highly successful. Culminated by Shipkey's
two successful campaigns at the close of the decade and punctuated by those good years under Gwinn Henry, the University's
action in changing coaches periodically achieved the desired
effects. Losing trends were checked and new periods of success
originated. By the time the decade of the nineteen-forties
opened, the program was once again on solid footing. Only the
ominous prospect of world War II dampened the enthusiasm of
( Lobo players and supporters; but the same position had been
experienced in 1918, and at that time, the football program had
managed to emerge stronger than ever. Possibly the same might
re-occur.
BASEBALL
Baseball, throughout most of the period of the nineteenthirties, was completely ignored on the University of New
Mexico campus. The sport had always played second fiddle to
track and field, but for much of the decade of the thirties it
played no fiddle whatsoever. No activity was undertaken until
the spring of 1939. With the University's entrance into the
Border Conference, agitation was voiced for the reorganization
of baseball on the campus. Words, however, were easier to
proffer than actions. Certain factors prevented University sports
officials-chiefly, athletic director Roy Johnson-from bowing
to student demands. Two factors prevalent in denying the
sport's return to the varsity athletic scene were closely bound
together. The first such factor was expense. The cost involved in
sending a baseball squad to play at the other campuses of the
conference was not viewed as incidental. Added to the cost
factor was the fact that few of the conference schools played
the sport. Competition-or lack of it-became another chief
factor in preventing the sport from reappearing on the athletic
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scene. Financial budgets for all spring athletics had by this time
become the sole property of track and field an; tennis, the latter
of which had decisively outdueled baseball for the small amount
of funds remaining after track had taken its usual lion's share.
Waiving the cost and competition factors, however, the sport
might have been reborn had the necessary leadership been
available. The crux of the entire problem was leadership or, in
baseball's case, a lack of the same. Finally , in 1939, a familiar
name to Lobo football fans of the nineteen-twenties-Johnny
Dolzadelli-together with the assistance of junior classman ,
Robert DoBell, provided.the organizational leadership necessary
to re-establish baseball on the campus as a varsity athletic
activity. In the spring of 1939, the University's first baseball
team in over a decade was organized and two games were .
scheduled with the University of Arizona, both to be played in
Albuquerque at the same time as the annual track and field
meet between the two schools was to take place. Enthusiasm
for the coming contests was high, for Arizona represented one
of the best college baseball traditions in the west, including the
progressive California colleges and universities. The University
of Arizona's modern position in college baseball-one of outstanding achievement with several national collegiate championships to its credit-had not been built on recent efforts alone.
Rather, . the sport has had a long record of success on that
campus, reinforced by some of the best teams in the country,
year after year. Both of the games with Arizona in 1939 were
lost, but prospects for a second season the following year ~
appeared good with the entire squad returning and strong
upcoming freshmen players in evidence.
In the spring of 1940, ten varsity baseball contests were
played, a larger schedule than had been experienced previously
at the University. Of the ten games played, eight were contested
against college competition, while the remaining two were
played with the State Penitentiary in Santa Fe (a home game
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for them) and the Albuquerque Cardinals, the St. Louis
Cardinal minor league representative in the Arizona-Texas
League, forerunner of the West Texas-New Mexico circuit of the
nineteen-forties and later. UNM was unable to defeat the
University of Arizona in three tries, but did manage one victory
in three games played against Arizona State University at
Tempe, another institution whose past baseball history might
not have been quite the equal of its downstate rival but whose
future was to be at least equal, if not superior.
Pitching forms one of the most important parts of baseball,
and UNM exhibited the services of two talented mound performers during the two years that baseball was present during
the decade. The better of the two was Joe Behl, who went on to
play professional baseball briefly and who, even today, has a
close attachment to the minor league baseball club representing
Albuquerque in the Class AA Texas League. The second pitcher
of note was John McManus, a tall, stringbean-type lad, whose
unpredictable delivery kept opposing batters in fits of nervousness at the plate. McManus, after graduating from the
University, attended law school and became a district judge in
New Mexico. Other players of significance were catcher George
Gustovitch, a long ball hitter and good backstopper ; Ray
Tanner, a talented performer at almost any position but whose
career in both baseball and basketball was severely limited by
leg injuries; and second baseman-shortstop DoBell, who was
sometimes called "Little Iron Head" because of his similarity in
both facial expression and conduct to Roy Johnson.
The story of the re-establishment of baseball on the campus
of the University of New Mexico is one which can only render
the connotation "from death to vigorous life, in two short
years." The path ahead still presented pitfalls, but at least the
gate leading to that pathway was open.
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TENNIS
Aside from 1932, at which time only inter-fraternity tennis
was played on the campus of the University of New Mexico,
tennis, during the thirties, experienced the greatest growth of its
long and fitful history at the University. The impetus received
from the coaching of Benjamin Sacks during the latter part of
the nineteen-twenties carried over into the following decade
and, with scarcely a letup, : continued to grow and develop to
the point where even track and field was becoming increasingly
concerned with the infringement on its spring domination
offered by the net sport. As noted in 'the discussion of baseball's
return to the UNM athletic scene, the sport of tennis began to
be supported by the finances necessary to carry out a competitive schedule. Until the latter part of the period, all dual
matches were played against intra-state rivals of old standing.
New Mexico Mines, A&M, Military Institute, and Normal
University formed the basis of all dual competition up to 1937
with the exception of the Albuquerque Tennis Club, which
engaged in matches with the University as early as 1936. The
first team, other than those mentioned above, to compete with
UNM on the tennis court, was the University of Arizona in
1937. After 1937, all of the remaining conference schools, with
the exception of Arizona State at Tempe, began to appear on
UNM tennis schedules. The University of Arizona, embracing a
tennis tradition almost as long and prestigious as that of .
baseball on its campus, became the chief rival of UNM within
the conference. While the University of New Mexico never won
a Border Conference tennis championship during the period, it
managed to place in the runner up position a total of three
times out of the four occasions that such a championship
tourney was held.
During the period, UNM tennis squads won a total of thirtyseven dual tennis matches while losing but nine and tying four.
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Five of the era's net squads completed undefeated seasons, but
only one of them, the 1939 team, was able to accomplish a
clean slate against the high level of competition offered by both
the instate and conference rivals. For the first and only time
during the decade, the University of Arizona was beaten; no
little task at that time, for Arizona was the perennial winner of
the Border Conference championship, including the year in
which they were beaten by UNM in a dual meet. Two years,
1934-1935 and 1935-1936, saw both fall and spring play undertaken, but subsequent seasons settled into a pattern of late
(spring activity only. Sacks continued as the University's tennis
coach until the last season of the decade (the spring of 1940) at
which time football mentor Shipkey was assigned to the
position and Sacks retired from athletic coaching to devote full
time to his duties in the history department.
The record of outstanding accomplishment established by the
University's tennis teams of the thirties reflected the efforts of
several talented racquet weilders, no one or two of which can be
clearly said to have been the best. Verne Stewart, better known
for his talents as one of the nation's best amateur golfers, was a
leading member of the 1933 squad and would undoubtedly
have contributed to further successes had he not transferred to
Stanford University at the end of his sophomore year. Warren
Deakins and Joe McGinnis led the efforts of the 1934 aggr"gation and teamed with each other to win the Border Conference
doubles championship that year. Two years later (1936),
Deakins again achieved a conference doubles championship, this
time in partnership with Clay Pooler. In 1937, the tandem of
Bob Chacon and Bill Burnett began a three year dominance in
- both singles and doubles play at the University. Burnett, in
particular, became one of the very best singles players in the
conference and for three years played in the number one
position on the UNM team. The 1940 squad, which lost only to
Arizona while tying Texas Mines, claimed the services of three
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outstanding players of which Charles Hitt was the best. Following him to a slightly lesser degree was Bobby Stamm the son of
Roy Allen Stamm; and an individual who had less to do with
football during his tenure at the University of New Mexico than
he did with tennis, but who rose to stardom in the professional
football ranks as an unerring place kicking specialist-Ben
Agajanian.
Probably no other athletic team at the University of New
Mexico can boast of such success as achieved by the tennis team
during the thirties. The sport had advanced a long way since its
fits of depression experienced during the Territorial period and
its abortive starts and stops of the World War I and early nineteen-twenty period. There is little doubt that much of the
tradition that tennis established during the nineteen-thirties
provided at least some of the basis for the successful squads of
more contemporary eras.

BASKETBALL
The sport of basketball , continually locked in a fierce struggle with football for the attention and support of the majority
of University of New Mexico sports fans, closely rivaled the
success achieved by the gridiron teams of the University during
the nineteen-thirties, but at the opposite ends of the era.
Whereas football started slowly and finished the period in a
deluge of success and enthusiasm for the immediate future,
basketball experienced its greatest years during the early and
middle portion of the period, but finished the era in a state of
depression and despair for the future. The battle with football
for the interest of the general public, howeve-r, was culminated
without a clearcut decision being rendered one way or the
other.
Operating in Carlisle Gymnasium's spacious confines and
owning membership in the Border Conference, gave the sport of
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basketball two of the doldrum-shaking jolts it long had needed.
Basketball scheduling resolved into a set and convenient pattern
which saw each conference team usually playing each of the
other members four times during the season-two times at home
and. two times on the opponent's court. Beside the conference
teams faced, all of the instate teams played in football were also
met on the basketball court. Yearly schedules were further
supplemented by games with inter-sectional college opponents
and occasional contests with either touring professional teams
rOr Albuquerque amateur quintets. The number of contests
played each season increased from twenty at the end of the
nineteen-twenties to a schedule which usually embraced
twenty-five or twenty-six games by the close of the thirties. The
University of New Mexico was in an enviable geographical
position as far as the Border Conference was concerned.
Occupying a point almost in the very middle of conference
school locations, the University could play all three Arizona
schools when it made a trip westward. When it traveled south to
meet New Mexico A&M, games were also played with Texas
Mines and New Mexico Military Institute. Only the isolated
position of Texas Tech made the scheduling problem any more
difficult than it actually was. Financially, the grouping of the
basketball games played in this sequence was highly satisfac-,
tory, even though some of the trips taken wound up in weeklong absences from the campus, a fact which was looked upon
with disfavor by the University's administration.
Basketball play at the University during the period of the
nineteen-thirties provided a new emphasis on long range
shooting and variations of troublesome zone defenses. Shooting
-percentages of accuracy from distances further than twenty feet
from the basket had always been extremely low in American
college basketball. The one and two-hand set shot had not been
developed sufficiently enough to provide a real threat in
basketball offense. Forms of zone defenses were used
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everywhere to force teams to shoot from outside the defense, a
maneuver which usually proved to be profitable for the
defending team. If a te am could successfully stifle an
opponent's fast breaking tactics and prevent the opposition
from scoring from inside the defense too often, victory usually
was assured. This long employed philosophy of basketball
defense, however, began to crumble in the nineteen-thirties due
to the refined development of outside shooting, particularly
with the development of the one-hand set shot. Several college
basketball stars of the thirties played prominent roles in the
reshaping of basketball offense and, in direct connection,
defense too. The legendary Angelo "Hank" Luisetti of Stanford
University became the leading artist of the period in the performance of the zone-wrecking long shot. Luisetti, by his feats
of accuracy alone, probably has had a larger influence on the
development of the modern game of basketball than any other
single player or coach. His use of the one-hand set shot technique upset conventional basketball defensive theory to a point
where that portion of the game had to be restructured. Another
figure of national prominence during the era who could shoot
with long range accuracy percentages closely rivaling those of
Luisetti was Johnny Wooden of Purdue, who, after finishing his
college playing career, went on to become one of the finest
college basketball coaches of the modern era.
At the University of New Mexico, two coaches applied their
attention to the latest ideas of basketball offense and defense.
The first was Roy Johnson, who had met with considerable -'
success during the twenties. Johnson coached the UNM varsity
basketball team in 1930-1931 , relinquished the position for two
seasons, and then returned to the post for the remainder of the
decade. Replacing him during the 1931-1932 and 1932-1933
season was Tom Churchill, th e previously noted Oklahoma
University athlete. of abundant natural skill. Johnson had
brought Churchill to the University of New Mexico in 1931 as
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his assistant in various sports. As the duties of athletic director ,
became more and more demanding in the face of athletic
emphasis at the University, Johnson elevated Churchill to the
position of head basketball coach while he himself devoted his
efforts to track and field and toward overseeing the entire
varsity intercollegiate athletic program at the University.
Churchill experienced two good seasons, winning a total of
twenty-three games while losing only twelve. The 1932-1933
team was successful in winning the Border Conference basket( ball championship, a feat which was rivaled in importance only
by the annexation of a football title. Johnson's coachirig success
was steady until the 1937-1938 season, at the end of which
more games were lost than were won, an oddity for UNM
basketball effort. The last two seasons of the decade were
disastrous and did not prognosticate well for the future. Gone
were the multiple sets of starring players of the middle and
early thirties and in their place remained only an isolated
individual of better than average ability.
During the early part of the decade, the leader of Lobo
basketball play was the tall , rangy, Jack Walton, who shot ,
passed, and rebounded with amazing success. Joining him in
1932-1933 was Baylor Triplett, who complimented Walton's
inside scoring with the era 's first record of high accuracy
shooting from the outside. During the middle nineteen-thirties
the talented Ralph Boyer added his football huskiness to the
basketball court and became one of the great Lobo players of
the decade. Bill Stockton of Forrest, who, more than twenty
years later, would assume the head basketball coaching position
at the University of New Mexico, joined Boyer in 1934 and
remained as a significant asset to Lobo basketball until 1937.
The last of the ' really outstanding basketball performers of the
decade to appear at UNM was Manuel "Chief' Saenz, the
period's most prolific long range scorer. Saenz, who stood but
five feet seven inches and weighed a mere one hundred sixty
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pounds, oddly enough, became one of the Rocky Mountain
area's most noted heavyweight weight lifters almost twenty
years after the finish of his playing career at UNM, performing
at a weight approaching two hundred sixty pounds.
The UNM basketball record during the thirties, when viewed
in overall retrospect, was one reflecting success. One hundred
one games had been won, against one hundred twelve losses,
more than half of which occurred during the last three seasons
of play. What dismayed Lobo court boosters most, however,
was the fact that the anticipated future of University basketball
during the early forties was not at all bright, a fact which was
not present in regard to almost all of the other athletic
endeavors of the University.
TRACK AND FIELD

The University of New Mexico's entrance into the Border
Conference spurred track and field activity at the school to
more active participation and higher levels of performance.
During the second year of its operation, the Border circuit
conducted its first conference championship meet, an event
which was designed to take place shortly before the end of each
school year. Every member institution fielded an entry and
competition for both individual and team titles became keen.
The University of New Mexico earned its share of individual
titles at the Border Conference meets during the decade but was
unsuccessful in gaining a championship. It did, however; achieve
the distinction of finishing in the runner-up position six times
out of the nine conference meets held.
Besides competing in the final and most important event of
the track season, the University also managed to carry out a
vigorous dual and triangular meet program during the course of
each year. Many of the conference schools, particularly the
University of Arizona and New Mexico A&M, appeared on the
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annual schedules, as did meetings with Texas Mines and New
Mexico Military Institute. Toward the end of the period, UNM
began to instrument a policy. of competing in as many of the
west's most prestigious relay meets as possible. The foremost
ones in the immediate area were the Texas Relays, held at the
University of Texas campus in Austin, and the Colorado Relays
at the University of Colorado in Boulder. Isolated appearances
in various invitational-type meets, often involving as many as
eight teams, also contributed to the track and field activity seen
during the period. Probably the high point of the decade was
UNM's victory over the University of Arizona in a dual meeting
during the spring of 1931, while the low point experienced was
a humiliating defeat at the hands of the University of Colorado
by the score of 111 to 19 during the season of 1940.
Roy Johnson continued in his role as varsity track and field
coach for the entire decade with the exception of the 1937
season, during which Gwinn Henry, in his final role in athletics
at the University of New Mexico, was given the task of supervising the' program. Henry, like Johnson, had been an
outstanding track performer during his college days, gaining a
reputation as one of the nation's top sprinters during the years
1910 and 1911. In 1910, he had won the National A.A.U. 100
yard dash championship and followed that performance with a
national title in the 220 yard event in 1911.
Few startling or revolutionary changes or developments were
experienced in track and field technique during the thirties or,
for that matter, at any time prior to the decade. What contributed to the advancement of the sport more than any other
factor was the fact that college athletes in general were
becoming far stronger than their predecessors and much more
dedicated to the training programs set up for them by a variety
of knowledgeable coaches around the country. Times and
distances for almost all events in track and field improved
considerably during the period. In fact, such a degree of
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improvement was experienced that many followers of the sport
felt that surely the limits of perfection had been reached. But if
track and field enthusiasts thought that they had seen the
ultimate during the thirties, they were in for an abrupt
awakening in later years. The potential of physical performance
had hardly been scratched. Jesse Owens and Eddie Tolan ruled
the sprints, with Owens' times of 9.4 and 20.3 seconds in the
century sprint and furlong run, respectively, being the best of
the decade. Ben Eastman reigned in both the quarter and half
mile runs with record performances of 46.4 and 1:49.8, respectively. Glenn Cunningham lowered the mile record to 4:06.4,
while Don Lash of Illinois ran the exhausting two mile event in
8:58.4 to become the first individual to break the nine minute
barrier in that event. Distances and heights in the Held events
also improved considerably, but not as much as they would in
the nineteen-fifties and nineteen-sixties. By the end of the
thirties, however, marks such as 6 feet 10 inches in the high
jump, Jesse Owens' legendary broad jump of 26 feet 8* inches,
Comelius Warinerdam's historic 15 foot 1 inch pole vault, and
Jim Torrance's 57 feet 1 inch shot put, had been accomplished.
In the Olympic Games of 1932 and 1936, held in Los Angeles
and Berlin, Germany, respectively, United States track and Held
athletes ruled all running events from 100 meters up to, and
including, the 800 meter event, the 110 meter high hurdles,
both the 400 and 1600 meter relay races, the decathlon, and
such Held events as the broad jump, high jump, shot put, discus
throw, and pole vault. In all of these events combined, for both
the 1932 and 1936 Games, the United States failed to take first
place in them on only four occasions. Further supremacy in
world track and field would be exerted by the United States in
decades following the thirties.
UNM track and field athletes during the thirties also established several enviable records, many of which stood as Border
Conference marks for a number of years and a few of which
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closely approached the national records established during the
era. The most outstanding track and field marks achieved by
Lobo thinclad performers during the nineteen-thirties are
expressed in the following list:
EVENT

RECORD
9.8

100 Yd. Dash

(

220 Yd. Dash
440 Yd. Dash
880 Yd. Run
Mile Run
Two Mile Run
220 Yd. Low Hurdles
Broad Jump
Pole Vault

21.9
50.1
2:01.1
4:35.0
9:50.0
24.4

24' 2Y2"
13' 1"

COMPETITOR
Bill Dennard
Bobby Lister
Bill Dennard
Tal Godding
Lilburn Homan
Guyton Hayes
Lilburn Homan
Bill Dennard
Bobby Lister
William Barrows

Performances in the shot put, mile run, discus throw, high
hurdles, and high jump did not surpass the records set in those
events during the nineteen-twenties. The accomplishments of
Lister and Dennard were probably the most noteworthy of the
period. Their efforts in their specialties were the Lobo marks
which most closely approximated the world and American
records set in the same events during the decade.
For the first time , at least as far as the record of UNM sports
is concerned, the mention of the effects of high altitude performance came into focus . Even as far back as the thirties, UNM
coaches and athletes were aware of the extra effort needed at
Albuquerque's mile high altitude to perform tasks which, when
carried out at geographical locations closer to sea level,
demanded considerably less of the individual.
The University of New Mexico achieved almost everything in
track and field during the period except to defeat Arizona for
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Bobby Lister. an all-time great of UNM track. sprints towards the finish line
of the 100 yard dash event on his way to a 9.8 second century. Picture was
taken in 1936.
)
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the Border conference championship. The Lobos might have
won the championship in 1931 for that was the only year
during the decade in which the University of Arizona was
beaten in a dual meet. It was unfortunate, however, that
although the league commenced operation duringthe preceding
autumn, no conference track and field championship was held
until 1932. Seasonal records improved considerably though, as
did the individual performances which marked the period.
Track and field continued to rely on the talents of athletes who
were primarily the products of other sports on the campus,
( especially football and basketball. Johnson continued his
adamant philosophy concerning the recruitment of athletes and,
as a result, little or no scholarship aid for track and field was
delegated.
CROSS-COUNTRY
As in previous eras, the sport of cross-country at the University of New Mexico experienced extremely limited activity
during the decade of the thirties. Cross-country running had
made just enough of an appearance during the course of each
decade to keep the activity in existence at the University. The
nineteen-thirties proved to be no different than preceding eras .
The sale year that the harrier activity was undertaken during
the period of the thirties was in 1934, when a dual crosscountry meeting was arranged with New Mexico A&M. The
results were negligible, UNM losing the meet by recording
finishes in the event which earned them a total of eleven points,
while A&M runners were successful in having only ten points
charged to their final team total.
It is rather mystifying that cross-country activity did not
undergo more activity than it did . Football was the only sport
participated in during the autumn after the fall opening of
school. Although many track athletes were involved with the
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gridiron sport, the largest proportion of the trackmen were not.
The only conceivable answer to the perplexing dilemma is the
lack of possible competition, reflected in the absence of crosscountry teams at neighboring colleges and universities and, even
more importantly, an absence of coaching leadership.
SWIMMING
The sport of swimming at the University of New Mexico,
similar to cross-country, experienced limited activity during the
decade of the thirties. In the United States, however, certain
events occurred which projected the sport from one of little
national recognition to an activity which embraced a reasonably
large public following. After the 1928 Olympic Games in which
American male swimmers had won more gold medals in swim-ming events than athletes from all other competing countries
combined, Japanese coaches and swimming officials returned
home to analyze a large collection of moving picture films taken
at the Games. The subject matter of these fllms was the varied
technique demonstrated by the most successful swimmers in the
various events. In the 1928 Olympic Games, Japan had won
only one event-the 200 meter breast stroke. During the four
year interval between the 1928 Games and those of 1932, the
Japanese were successful in combining the best known techniques of competitive swimming and melding them into a style
of execution which proved to be as successful as the other
revolutionary aspects of their competitive training program: ~
carefully controlled diet, stretching exercise, regulated rest , and
a training regime so vigorous that it became the prototype ·of
the accelerated interval training programs of the nineteenforties, largely responsible for the lowering of world swimming
records with regular monotony. Armed with the spectacular
implementations of their research, the Japanese swimmers were
successful in winning every swimming event of the 1932
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Olympic Games at Los Angeles with the exception of the 400
meter freestyle. Japan's success served to spur the efforts of the
United States toward recovering the swimming crowns lost to
Nippon, an effort they were only partly successful in achieving
at Berlin in 1936. Following 1932, however, Japan's example of
meticulous scientific training method in swimming was copied
by American swimming technicians.
During much of the nineteen-thirties, American collegiate
swimming remained on the dual meet level with the exception
(' of Conference championship meets held in the Pacific Coast
(both Northern and Southern Divisions), the Western (Big 10),
and Ivy League Conferences. The first National Collegiage
championship meet was not organized until 1936. The
University of Michigan, one of the pioneers of college swimming
as a varsity sport, won the inaugural event, as it was successful
in doing every year for the remainder of the period.
Swimming had been originated at the University of New
Mexico during the winter of 1929-1930, and had been placed at
that time under the coaching leadership of Jack McFarland.
McFarland continued his duties as swimming coach in the early
part of the decade of the thirties before the sport disappeared
from the varsity intercollegiate athletic scene. Before its .
temporary dormancy, however, UNM was successful in carrying
out abbreviated dual meet seasons in 1931 and 1933. In 1931,
the University won a dual affair with Albuquerque High School
while losing badly to the New Mexico Military Institute. By
1935, Albuquerque High School had discontinued swimming,
and the University's only swimming meet was against the Cadets
from Roswell and ended in another disastrous loss. The records
of Lobo swimmers during the short tenure of the sport's early
history were distinctive-not because of their quality, but rather
for their decided weakness. For example, by 1933, the last year
of swimming activity at UNM during the thirties, the national
records in the events usually included on Lobo dual meet
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swimming programs as ~elated against those times performed by
UNM swimmers can be -equated from the following brief table:

NATIONAL
RECORD

EVENT
100
100
100
440

Yd.
Yd.
Yd.
Yd.

Freestyle
Back stroke
Breast stroke
Freestyle

49.8
57.6
1:00.2
4:37.0

LOBO RECORD
1 :13.0
2:14.5
1:29.0
7:23.3

It is evident by the comparisons shown in the table that not
only were UNM swimming standards behind those of national
status, they were considerably behind. Several factors for such a
quality gap were apparent. The time necessary for swimming
practice was limited by the YMCA, on whose pool UNM was
dependent , because of the other club activities which had high
priority. Secondly, the inconvenience wrought on the participants in having to travel to and from the YMCA and the
University campus retarded interest. Finally, a lack of competition, other than with the Military Institute, gave the sport
little identification with the University's varsity athletic
program. It would take a person of more than McFarland's
background and experience to bring about a major revamping of
a program which, without any doubt, experienced the lowest
relative quality of performance of any sport seen on the campus
during the decade.

BOXING
At the end' of the nineteen-twenties, following an active
period of boxing growth and development on the national scale,
the combative sport was introduced into the varsity athletic
program at the University of New Mexico. The decade of the
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nineteen-thirties produced both the sport's rapid rise in performance and popularity and its death at the hands of fearful
University administrators. In willis Barnes, the University of
New Mexico had acquired the services of an individual whose
background and leadership in boxing was in direct correlation
with the prominent position that the sport enjoyed on the UNM
campus throughout much of the period.
The Border Conference, championing the inclusion of every
possible sport in its family of activities, recognized boxing as a
( conference sport as early as 1934 and administered a conference
tournament every winter until 1938, at which time the sport
disappeared from the role of varsity intercollegiate offerings at
all member institutions of the Border Conference. Under attack
from various officials, both public and university-oriented,
boxing was generally felt to embrace a high rate of injury risk.
The controversy involving the injury aspect, which ultimately
led to the disappearance of the activity on the collegiate scene ,
might, perhaps, seem invalid when such rough continuing
college sports as football, lacrosse, and ice hockey are considered.
Under the leadership and training of Barnes, boxing enjoyed
several successful seasons during the thirties. Perhaps the best
year experienced occurred in 1935, when UNM defeated both
Arizona State at Flagstaff and the Albuquerque Indian School
in dual meets, while losing a narrow decision to the New Mexico
Military Institute. In 1935, also , the University of New Mexico
was successful in winning the Border Conference championship.
Four UNM athletes achieved the distinction of winning individual conference weight division championships. They were : Bob
. Lane at 115 pounds, Ralph Gallegos in the 135 -pound division,
Harold Bibo at 145 pounds, and Nelson Tydings in the heavyweight or unlimited class. Gallegos was the most noted UNM
boxing performer during the period. He was never defeated in a
college boxing match and in 1936 was the runner up in the
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welterweight division at the Southern A.A.U. boxing champior
ships at New Orleans. Later that same year he participated i
the National A.A.U. championships in New York City an
reached the quarter finals. Other boxers of note during th
.period were: Tony Valdez, who fought successfully in 193~
Ralph Boyer, a heavyweight of distinction who divided h
athletic efforts on the campus among football, basketball, trac
and field, and boxing; and Isadore Danoff, who won the Bordi
Conference light heavyweight championship in 1938, the la
year that the championship meet was held. During the last t\\
seasons of varsity boxing activity at UNM (1937-1938), tl
school's ringmen joined forces with the Albuquerque Indis
School boxers to form one team for competition against tI
Phoenix (Arizona) Indian School. Both dual meets we
exciting and closely contested-the Phoenix group winning
1937 and the Albuquerque ensemble gaining victory in 1938.
The sport disappeared from the varsity level foI1owing tl
1938 season. It is unfortunate that collegiate hoxing did n:

occupy the envied position that college football enjoyed in tl
history of intercollegiate athletic competition. Whereas colle
football held the distinction of occupying a position in pop
larity and attention above that of any other level of the spa
(high school, amateur, and professional), and benefit,
immensely from the officials who continually sought to remo
the risk of injury whenever the sport came under fire fro
critics bent on destroying it, collegiate boxing, at best, labon
under the mantle of attention given to professional and vario
amateur forms of the sport. Then, too, aside from instr
menting the boxing headgear, limiting the duration of tl
college bout to three rounds, and placing stringent controls (
the refereeing aspect of the sport, little else could be achieve
Head injuries, in particular, continued to be prevalent, despi
the attempts to decrease them. Boxing, although lingering
isolated instances on the college sporting scene, became inacti
at UNM.
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GOLF
Golf, a sport played in Albuquerque since well before World
War I, was tardy in making its appearance on the varsity athletic
scene at the University of New Mexico. Not until 1933 was the
sport introduced at the University and placed under the volunteer direction of Tom DeBaca, golf professional at the Albuquerque Country Club.
Golf is a sporting actiVIty embracing one of the longest and
( richest traditions of organized play in the history of athletic
sports. Like tennis, golf activity by tradition has been associated
with society's more socially eminent. This attachment dates
back to the early part of the sixteenth century when Scottish
royalty of the Stuart line played at. the primitive beginnings of
the sport. Early in the seventeenth century a Scottish king
brought the game with him to London and "started a movement which has put a girdle around the globe." Golf, in ancient
British history, was played by all members of royalty but
seldom by individuals outside of that particular social structure.
The origins of golf in the United States reflected little change in
the segments of society which pursued the sport. Most participants continued to belong to the more affluent portion of the
population. Hence, the rise of the country club in American
society. The forerunners of the Americ..n country club system
were the ancient golf clubs of Scotland and England. In 1744,
the first golf club of historical record was formed and became
known as the Honourable Company of Edinburgh Golfers,
followed ten years later by the historic derivations of the St.
Andrews Archers' Club-the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St .
Andrews, Scotland.
The first distinguished golftng professional was a Scotsman
by the name of Allan Robertson, the son of a golf ball manufacturer in St. Andrews. Robertson's golftng accomplishments,
some of the most formidable in golf history, took place
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between 1830 and 1859. Besides leading the type of play
featuring the betting of money in private wagers (the true origin
of professional golf), Robertson gave the game a contribution .
which has been of lasting significance-the development of the
iron for middle fairway and green approach shots.
Golfing history is filled with the names of outstanding
players, but the name which is generally thought by many to
have been the most significant after the era of Robertson and
prior to the introduction of the sport into the United States was
that of Harry Vardon of England, who played professionally in
the late nineteenth century until well into the nineteenhundreds.
As might be suspected, golf was introduced to Americans
during England's administration of the American colonies. The
sport was played in its unrefined way in most of the Southern
colonies but rarely in the Puritan-dominated New England area
or among- the Quakers of Pennsylvania, both groups of which
frowned on joyful leisure activity. The sport continued to be
played in the United States until the declaration of war by the
United States against Great Britain in 1812. The War of 1812,
which produced angry feelings against the British, may well
have had a great deal to do with the disappearance of the game
on the American scene until the eighteen-eighties, which saw
once again the reappearance of the sport and, with it, the origin
and development of the American country club. Oddly enough,
the nation's first country club was founded in an area which
had had little to do with the game of golf during its early J
presence in America-Massachusetts. The first country club was
founded in Brookline, Massachusetts, in 1882, and presented a
picture of social and sporting activity, the nature of which did
not include golf. Tennis, lawn bowling, and horse racing, plus
riding to hounds, were the original activities of the organization.
Golf did not appear at the Brookline establishment until later
and even then, only as an afterthought. Several other club in
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the north followed the lead of the Brookline establishment, the
most noted of which was the Tuxedo Park Club, forty miles
northwest of New York City. The Tuxedo club became an
elaborate setting, costing in the vicinity of $2,000,000. Whereas
golf played a minor role in the early development of the
country club, the sport was not long in rising to a position
where its popularity afforded one of the prime reasons for the
building of such clubs. John Reid, a Scot, together with five
friends from Yonkers, New York, organized and built the St.
Andrews Golf club which, shortly after its completion, joined
with five other similar clubs to form the United States Golf
Association. Following developments in the north, several
southern organizations built their . own clubs and resumed the
game that they had first played in 1657.
Despite the establishment of many new country clubs
throughout the eastern seaboard regions of the United States,
the sport remained an activity participated in by a select group.
Few public-type courses were built and, indeed, public clamor
for the ancient sport was practically non-existent. In 1913,
however, the sport was given an important developmental
impetus by Francis Ouimet, an ex-caddie of one of the East's
pioneer country clubs, when he defeated Harry Vardon and Ted
Ray, Britain's finest players, in the playoff round of the infant
tournament called the United States Open. Robert Boyle, in his
book, Sport-Mirror of American Life, has stated that Ouimet,
"by almost a literal stroke made golf a game for the masses."
Boyle's assumption is only partly correct, for it was not until
the nineteen-twenties and nineteen-thirties that the true rise of
the municipal or public golf course occurred. The first municipal golf course in the United States was constructed at Van
Courtland Park, New York, in 1895. Growth in public facilities
was slow, however , until the 1920's, when a great increase in
land values forced the building of courses to occur at greater
distances from businesses and residential areas. The accelerated
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growth of golf play on public courses built away from the areas
mentioned above could not have been possible without the
concomitant increase in automobile ownership experienced
during the twenties and thirties. By 1930, there was one golf
course for every 21,000 people in the United States. Also by
1930, there were seventeen municipal golf courses in metropolitan New York, all within forty miles of Times Square, ten in
Chicago, seven in Los Angeles, and four in San Francisco.
The first golf played in Albuquerque was played on five
rudely constructed holes located near the University's Tri Alpha
fraternity house (today's Estufa). The year was 1913, and the
organizational impetus was supplied by a small group of businessmen headed by Arthur Prager. Shortly afterwards, a short
nine hole course was built north of the University campus with
the clubhouse of the facility standing in the location of the
present Sigma Chi fraternity house. In 1928, the facility was
abandoned and a new course was built, complete with large
clubhouse, along San Pasquale Boulevard in the southwestern
part of the city. The new organization and facility became
known as the Albuquerque Country Club. Golf activity in
Albuquerque was limited to the play of country club members
and their guests and, on occasion, the caddies who performed
their duties at the club. In the early nineteen-forties, the University of New Mexico constructed Albuquerque's first public golf
course, thus opening the sport to popular mass play for the first
time in the city.
Although Albuquerque had several accomplished golfers prior
to nineteen-thirty, none remotely approached the skill and
success demonstrated by Verne Stewart, who was largely
responsible for seeing that golf became a University of New
Mexico sport. Stewart learned the game while caddying for the
various businessmen who played at the private club. course
located near the University in the early and middle nineteentwenties. Stewart's ability was of such proportion that it was
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impossible to think of not having a golf team at UNM while his
presence on the campus was a reality. After his matriculation at
the University, a golf team was formed and placed under the
coaching direction of Tom DeBaca, professional at the Albuquerque Country Club. All play during the thirties took place
on the Albuquerque Country Club course.
Stewart departed the UNM campus following the spring of
1933. After Stewart's transfer to Stanford, efforts were made to
keep interest in golf alive. With Stewart playing in Palo Alto
( instead of in Albuquerque, this task was difficult to achieve.
Few students at the University had had much experience with
the game. A token team was organized in 1934 and one match
was played against the Albuquerque High School golfers, resulting in a loss to the University by the score of 5 to 1 in match
play. The sport disappeared from the varsity athletic scene until
1938, at which time it was renewed with varying degrees of
success throughout the remainder of the period. The Border
Conference attached the sport of golf to its framework of
athletic activity in 1938, and in the . conference's very first
championship tournament , ' a UNM player-George " Skip"
Schreiber-emerged as the medal play champion. The Lobos as a
group, however, fared less successfully and finished far behind
the winner-Texas Tech.
Golf at the University of New Mexico, prior to the construction of its own facility , was dependent on the courtesy of the
Albuquerque Country Club in allowing the University golfers to
use its course for both practice and varsity matches. As in swimming , the situation was not one which was conducive to the
sport's growth. With its own facility, the University's golf
program would grow and develop to a pos ition where it would
become one of the most successful sports in the varsity athletic
offering, but during the thirties, the success of the program was
negligible.
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SKIING
With the interest shown by Albuquerqueans in skiing atop
the Sandia Mountains during the late nineteen-thirties, it was
inevitable that the sport would become a part of the University
of New Mexico's athletic program, which it did in 1940.
Skiing in its various forms-sjumping, downhill, cross-country,
and slalom-did not originate in the United States until shortly
after the nineteenth century. Before that time, the acitivty had
experienced a long and colorful history in certain parts of
Europe, the most prominent of which were Scandinavia,
Bavaria, France, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, and isolated locations of northern Spain. Skiing is believed to have originated in
the Alkai Mountains of Central Asia and was probably introduced to Central Europeans by the Norwegians, whose interest
and dedication to the Nordic aspects of the activity-jumping
and cross-country-increased to such proportions that skiing in
general became the country's national sport. Skiing spread to
Canada in the middle of the nineteenth century and thence to
the United States in the late eighteen-hundreds as a recreational
activity and in the early nineteen-hundreds as a competitive
sport. The popularity of the sport, however, was limited until
1932, when the Winter Olympic Games of that year were held
at Lake Placid, New York. The skiing activities of the Games
served to impress the American public with the potentialities of
the sport as both recreational and competitive pastimes.
Much of the impetus for varsity skiing at the University of
New Mexico came as a result of the interest of Bobby Stamm
for the winter activity. Young Stamm's father, Roy Allen
Stamm, himself an ex-University athlete of almost fifty years
past, was one of the first suppliers of skiing equipment in the
City of Albuquerque through operation of a small sporting
goods store catering to the demands of the local people for
athletic equipment of all types. Bobby Stamm, a fine tennis
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player and former Albuquerque High School track athlete,
rapidly became an accomplished skier through practice at the
La Madera area. During the winter of 1939-1940, Stamm was
instrumental in forming a University Ski Team whose activity
received the full sanction of the athletic department. One dual
meet was scheduled with Arizona State at Flagstaff, whose
particular geographical location made it the only other Border
Conference institution to compete in skiing. This initial dual ski
meet, held in Flagstaff, resulted in a 300 to 253 win for UNM.
(Late in the winter, the first and only Border Conference ski
championship was held on the same mountain near Flagstaff
and the Lobos again defeated the Lumberjacks in the two-team
competition to win the championship.
The popularity of skiing was growing rapidly in Albuquerque,
with increased attendance experienced each year at the La
Madera area. As long as the University could call upon the
leadership qualities of such individuals as Stamm, the sport
would continue. If not, then the activity would be faced with
the danger of disappearing, a situation experienced by baseball,
cross-country, fencing, boxing, and tennis at various times
throughout the history of UNM at~letics.
FENCING
Fencing, the historic activity of medieval and renaissance
nobility, made a brief appearance on the University of New
Mexico athletic stage during the early nineteen-thirties. The
activity was present in the lives of man as early as the
.fourteenth century. Although combat roughly similar to fencing
was being carried out as early as the period marked by Caesar's
rule over the Roman Empire and later in Anglo-Saxon tournaments featuring iron-clad knights, the fine art of the maneuvers
in fencing was not described in a rational manner until 1517
when the Italian, Marozzo, wrote II Duello. In 1573, a French-
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man, Saint-Didier, the father of French fencing , published a
manual attaching names to the major movements of fencing,
most of which remain as standard terminology in the sport.
Fencing rapidly gained in popularity in most areas of Europe
throughout the sixteenth century. Fencing schools were established by professional masters, first in Italy, then in France, and
later in both Germany and England. The professional masters
were held in high esteem, especially by the nobility who became '
the foremost objects of their instruction.
Accentuated form with a regard for elegance developed out
of the fencing schools of Europe. The sword was the preferred
weapon, but thrusting with the point rather than slashing and
cutting was the desired manner of attack. Cutting was completely abolished in France near the end of the sixteen hundreds
at which time a new weapon was introduced-the foil. The foil
was a much lighter'weapon than the sword, had a flexible blade,
and eliminated the crossbar for lighter manipulation. The
French school of fencing technique, calling for grace, agility,
and sensitiveness of touch, contrasted sharply with that manner
of execution embraced by the Italians , who retained the crossbar on the foil for the purpose of rendering a more powerful
grip, a necessity in a type of attack which was more dependent
on sheer strength than the components of the French system
Near the end of the sixteenth century, also, the Italians introduced a new weapon to fencing-the sabre-used for cutting
purposes only.
The art of fencing gained momentum with the introduction
of duels fought for the purpose of avenging one 's challenged
honor. Noblemen throughout Europe used this method of combat to settle differences in an aristocratic manner. By the time
of Louis XIV, however, duels were forbidden and heavy punishment was meted out to individuals apprehended while engaging
in such illegal warfare.
By the twentieth century, men no longer were interested in
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settling disputes by fencing duels, and the actIvity practically
died out. In warfare, the weapon, which had been essential until
World War I under the name of lance, sabre, and bayonet,
disappeared, with the exception of the bayonet which is still
used in close quarter infantry fighting. The sword in modern
armies has become a mere symbol of dignity.
In the United States the sport experienced steady growth in
"popularity among both men and women. Initially promoted by
German Turnverein groups in America and by the YMCA in
(their physical education programs, the sport developed to the
poi~t where it became a minor part of the varsity and intramural programs of many colleges and universities, most of
which were located in the eastern part of the country.
The presence of fencing in the varsity athletic programs of
the University of New Mexico, as well as its disappearance from
that program after two years of activity, can be attributed to J.
C. MacGregor, originally an instructor of physical education at
the University and, more lately, the institution's registrar.
MacGregor, even though raised in New Mexico, a state remote
from the centers of fencing interest in the United States,
developed an affinity for the activity as a result of a penchant
for reading the exciting, swashbuckling novels of Alexandre
Dumas and Thomas Costa in, whose themes featured historical
periods 0 f world history characterized by sword play.
MacGregor was fortunate enough in being able to receive excellent instruction in the sport from Phil Shamburger, former
fencing coach at Sta.iford University. Shamburger, who had on
occasion visited Albuquerque, instructed MacGregor and other
individuals in the art at the YMCA. After arriving at the University of New Mexico, MacGregor solicited Roy Johnson's
endorsement of the activity as a part of the varsity athletic
program. Johnson was agreeable and MacGregor set about at
once to gather a group of individuals whose uneducated interest
could be developed tOI point where a team might be formed
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By 1933, the necessary basic instruction had been implemented
and the group which MacGregor had formed was ready for
varsity combat. The only other college or university in the
immediate vicinity whose athletic program embraced any
semblance of the sport of fencing was the New Mexico Military
Institute. A meet was arranged with the Cadets to take place in
Roswell, with a second meeting between the two schools to
occur in Albuquerque the following year. Both meetings were
held and the University's only two varsity athletic experiences
involving fencing resulted in victories for the Lobo swordsmen.
Only the foil was used in the competitions held. The most
prominent fencer of the squad was Arthur Stanton, presently
registrar at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
in Socorro. With MacGregor's departure from physical education to other duties at the University, the necessary leadership
needed for retaining the activity was lost and the sport
disappeared. True, fencing's history on the varsity level at UNM
had been extremely limited, but , nevertheless, a bit of interest
had been developed for the activity; enough, so that in following years fencing activity in physical education and intramurals
was occasionally experienced. The incidence of fencing in the
University's varsity athletic program is perhaps the classic
example of the importance of leadership in the development of
many of the so-called minor sports at the institution. With
strong leadership in evidence, an activity could grow and
flourish ; without it , certain death was the end result.
EPILOGUE
There can be little doubt, after a review of the history of
varsity athletics at the University of New Mexico during the
nineteen-thirties, that the period reflected strenuous athletic
emphasis. Despite the evidence in New Mexico of the nation's
great depression, Albuquerque and the University of New
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Mexico moved in harmony in undergoing what one might call,
without any doubt, vast social growth. One of the chief facets
of this social growth was the accelerated development of
athletic sports, both in the community and on the campus of
the University. New sports activities had been added to the
overall spectrum. Recently added sports, developed during the
late nineteen-twenties, underwent further growth. Firmly established programs of ancient heritage had been reshaped and
modernized as much as possible to meet the rising demands of a
r growing metropolitan and University population. The people of
Albuquerque were, by now, firmly attached to the fortunes of
the University of New Mexico in all areas of its undertaking and
this attachment served to spur the efforts of the institution's
various programs to new levels of significance. Of these areas of
endeavor, varsity athletics at the University was probably one of
the most evident.
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CHAPTER VI
DEBILITATION AND DETERMINATION
A STUDY OF DOMESTIC WARTIME TRIAL AND
POST-WAR EXPANSION - 1940-1950

The nineteen-forties marked the era in which Albuquerque
and the University of New Mexico underwent the most significant social changes ever experienced by either. The various
implications of World War II extended much deeper into the
daily lives of New Mexicans than had those ramifications of the
first world war scarcely two decades before. The period of the
forties saw Albuquerque transformed from "a peaceful, sundrenched, slowly-growing community to a bustling, rapidlyexpanding city geared to the nation's wartime effort and
post-war growth and development. During the first half of the
decade of the forties, both Albuquerque and the University of
New Mexico felt the circumstances which surrounded the wartime state of the nation. To Albuquerqueans, the period from
1941 to 1945 reflected little else than the war and its biproducts of sacrificing domestic luxuries. People talked about
the great struggle continually. Daily newspaper headlines, as
well as most of the other news sections of Albuquerque
periodicals, were almost wholly devoted to the war and its
progress. Discussed openly in public and indirectly referred to
in the newspapers were the forces that were making impacts on
almost every phase of personal individual life within the community and the state. Food consumption, travel, education,
entertainment, employment, and sporting activity, all underwent drastic changes from the levels of existence experienced in
the past. The changes wrought created an emerging Albuquerque, no longer content to tarry behind me nation's social
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advance, but rather dedicated toward shedding a provincial
, approach to social and cultural progress and replacing such
demeanor with modern, up-to-date advance in tune with that of
the rest of the nation. For Albuquerque, as well as its adopted
University, the nineteen-forties proffered supporting evidence
that the mainstream of American life had finally been reached
by the two entities.
During the war, Albuquerqueans went through the motions
of daily life little differently. than did the nation's citizens as a
( whole. They made dedicated efforts to save their cooking fat
remains for contribution to the nation's munitions industry , as
well as steadfastly saving such badly needed items as old rubber
tires, newspapers, and bits of scrap metal, all of which were
regularly collected by various patriotic organizations for shipment to the country's war factories. And, Albuquerqueans
bought war bonds until the national slogan, "Buy 'Til It Hurts,"
had been approximated-just as almost every American citizen
did, from elementary school children investing the greatest part
of their allowances into ten cent saving stamps pasted meticulously in small collection booklets, to the aged men and women
of the country, who no longer were able to support the war in
an active manner but who could still make the necessary sacrifices to buy a $25.00 bond now and then. Items necessary for
the nation's war effort practically disappeared from the public
market. During rare instances, when nylon stockings, metal
toys, choice cuts of meat, and real butter, by some quirk of
fate, made their way onto the store shelves of wartime civilian
shops, out came the ration books and up rose the long queues
for their purchase. Gasoline supplies were sharply limited and,
when purchased under the rationing system , were miserly
hidden for some special event or outing which in New Mexico
might well have been a rarely taken hunting or fishing trip.
Metal consumer-product containers were replaced as much as
possible with those from wood or cardboard. So drastic did the
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scarcity of coat hangers become in Albuquerque during the
duration that Globe Tailors, the city's leading garment-making
firm, offered to pay two cents for each old metal coat hanger
brought to its building. The nation's war effort dictated sacrifice in a variety of ways for almost every person at every level
of society, but at the same time offered untold ramifications on
the social and cultural development of Albuquerque during the
period of the war itself and during those years directly succeeding the close of hostilities in August, 1945.
The post-war period of the decade, late 1945 to 1950 in
particular, produced the most significant changes in Albuquerque's and the University of New Mexico's social and cultural
atmosphere. Continued expansion eastward in the form of both
residential and business establishments took place. The trend of
business movement away from the downtown core area commenced in earnest during the era and laid the groundwork for a
trend which would become uninterrupted in the years to
follow. One of the city's first subsidiary business communities,
Nob Hill, forerunner of Albuquerque's modern shopping
centers, accompanied the tide of business expansion eastward.
Several new educational institutions of both primary and
secondary status were instituted during the period. Jefferson
Junior High School, Zia and Bandelier Elementary Schools, and
Highland High School, the city's second public secondary
school, were established during the forties. And, of course, the
impacts on the community life of Albuquerque which the establishment of Kirtland Air Force Base and Sandia Base effected
was of manifold importance. T1).e effect which the presence of
the modern United States military machine has had on the
economy of both the State of New Mexico and the City of
Albuquerque will, in all probability, never be adequately
measured. From the time of the first secret atomic bomb
explosion test in the New Mexican desert near Alamogordo, less
than one month before the final capitulation of Japan ending
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world War II, to the end of the era under study, a vast army of
scientists and engineers of every description descended on Albuquerque and other communities throughout the state to apply
their knowledge and talents to a variety of complicated and
strategically important government tasks. This great influx of a
highly educated segment of population into the state served to
move Albuquerque toward becoming the cosmopolitan type of
city which it is today.
Following the close of the war, Albuquerque entered a period
rreflecting more significant social and economical change than
was .provided by the previous four decades combined. The
nation's newest technological advances appeared in Albuquerque almost at the same time that they did elsewhere around the
country. Perhaps the foremost example of America's engineering genius during the decade of the forties was the development
of television. The first television in Albuquerque appeared in
the early part of 1949. One of the first local sporting events to
be aired to the state's population on the television screen was
the 1949 Border Conference track and field championships
from Zimmerman Stadium on the UNM campus. Newer and
more streamlined automobiles made their appearance. on
Albuquerque thoroughfares during the post-war period. New
cars arrived in Albuquerque as fast as the nation's automobile
factories could complete the job of converting their efforts
from the processes of manufacturing war materiel to those
satisfying the demands of the public for new cars, a desire
which had grown consistently since before the nineteentwenties and which had been badly frustrated during the war.
Fancier and more utilitarian models of previously existing labor
- saving devices also appeared on the market. New toasters, some
of which featured four toasting receptacles, bigger and better
operating washing and drying machines, and an almost limitless
number of other home appliances of newer and better quality
helped to put more women than ever before on the city's labor
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market-a market, by the way , which stood ready to accom. modate almost all applicants. Clerk, saleslady, and secretary
positions were in abundance. On the business front, all kinds of
new stores and business enterprises were established.
Professional men of medicine, law, dentistry, finance, real
estate, and various other occupations arrived in the city in
profusion, ready to undertake the task of satisfying the needs of
the rapidly expanding population. It has been noted that the
population of Albuquerque during the nineteen-forties approximately doubled over that evident during the nineteen-thirties;
and yet, the amazing fact existed that despite the huge increases
in this aspect of social growth there were jobs for almost all
who arrived from all parts of the nation, ready to build new
lives for themselves and their families in the middle of the great
Southwest. Very little unemployment existed during any
portion of the period. No longer was the railroad the "kingpin"
of the city's economy. In fact, by 1950, its influence was
dwindling sharply, a decline brought about by the increasing use
of the automobile, truck, and airplane. The city's economy
became one of large diversification. Business in the form of
various shops of every purpose and description, banking, automobiles, education, professional and non-professional services,
and civilian personnel at the two government bases, all joined
together to create a solid " balance of economic power."
The newspapers of the day, amply reflecting Albuquerque's
pulse of life, grew from the heavily war-emphasized editions of
the duration years to the large, multiple-feature tabloids of the'
post-war period. Newspaper operation between 1941 and 1945,
starved for news other than that attached to the war itself,
printed every conceivable bit of sporting news possible. Advertising, as in the middle nineteen-thirties, shrunk to copy
featuring those articles necessary for daily living-food bargains,
cheap clothing, and the listing of movie entertainment in the
city. Following the war, and commensurate with the general
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prosperity in Albuquerque, newspaper advertising featured
every conceivable product or service imaginable. From full page
ads promoting the products of a single firm or store to small
blocks of space reflecting the services of various dry cleaning,
liquor, dining, automobile repair, and entertainment establishments, the daily newspapers of the city grew in size and scope
to more than quadruple that of typical printings of previous
eras.
Released from the tensions of wartime existence, Albuquerqueans sought new lives of more carefree and fun-filled activity.
(Entertainment, always a prominent aspect of western society,
rose to new heights of popularity during the period, particularly
during the post-war portion of the era. Movies, plays, concerts,
dancing, dining and drinking at cocktail lounges, nightclubs and
restaurants, playing sports, watching sports, listening to radio,
and watching television, all contributed toward the widening
spectrum of entertainment offering.
Family dining at restaurants increased and scores of new
eating establishments were built. Among the most frequented
were the city airport's Fred Harvey Restaurant and Rice's
Chicken Dinner Restaurant located on South Yale Boulevard. A
newly developed affinity for cuisine other than that of
American heritage evolved in Albuquerque during the nineteenforties. Several Chinese restaurants began operation, of which
the Canton Cafe and the Chungking and Chinatown Restaurants
became the most prominent. A growing desire for Italian food
was adequately taken care of by the "all you can eat" establishment called Casa Buon Appetito Restaurant located on the
northern outskirts of the city.
The foreshadows of the modern Albuquerque nightclub and
supperclub originated during the period of the nineteen-forties.
Establishments offering cocktails, dinner, and dancing made
their appearance in Albuquerque during the latter portion of
the era and became significantly prominent in the widening
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scope of entertainment opportUnItIes. Among the first such
establishments to appear in Albuquerque in support of the
newly evolved phenomena were: the Triangle Bar and Lounge at
East Central Avenue and Monte Vista Boulevard; the Peacock
Lounge, overlooking the neon panorama of Albuquerque from
its position on Route 66 west of the city; and the Blue Ribbon
and El Patio nightclubs on South Isleta Highway and North
Fourth Street, respectively. Dancing became one of the most
popular social activities of the period. Old styles of dancing
were revived, dusted off, and returned to a scene which featured
the newly created jitterbug, as well as a myriad of Latin
American dance styles-mombo, samba, tango, etc. The La
Loma Ballroom became the center of dancing activity in Albuquerque and regularly featured many of the nation's biggest
names among dance bands, including those aggregations led by
Kenny Baker, Harry James, Duke Ellington, Spike Jones, Benny
Goodman, Louis Armstrong, Ray Noble, Sammy Kaye, and
Xavier Cougat. Other popular dancing centers in Albuquerque,
most of which presented the talents of local musicians, were the
old Town Society Ballroom and Licho's situated on North
Edith Street.
Other forms of cultural entertainment were seen in the continued quality performances of the Albuquerque Little Theater
under the direction of Kathryn Kennedy O'Connor and
featuring a young actor by the name of Bernard Thomas, who,
at a later date in history, would replace the first lady of the
Albuquerque theater as the organization's director. Albuquer- ...i
que's firs t symphony orchestra, the Albuquerque Civic
Symphony, was formulated in 1947 under the baton of Kurt
Frederick and piano mastery of George Robert. Folk, western,
and country music concerts, more popularly referred to as the
"Grand Old Opery," also were commonplace.
Movies, easily the single most significant entertainment
at traction in Albuquerque prior to the introduction of
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television, continued their dominant role in Albuquerque's
social scenery. The small theaters of the downtown area continually reshuffled their ownership and operational technique in
an effort to compete with the Kimo and Sunshine for business.
A variety of names were present during the period-a few still
remain today, but most are inconspicuously absent-Sandia,
Mission, Mesa Teatro, Ernie Pyle. Punctuating the city's huge
expansion eastward was the opening of the large and modern
Highland Theater in the Spring of 1950, along with the
( appearance late in the era of Albuquerque's first Drive-In
Theater, the Cactus, located on South Yale Boulevard on the
way to the airport.
Movie fare in Albuquerque during the forties centered chiefly
around films whose themes surrounded war, music, drama,
comedy, and western context, not necessarily in that order with
the exception of war movies which, as might be imagined,
outranked all other types uf movies in popular acclaim and
attendance. The lighter side of life, reflected in the comedy ,
rose to a higher position of prominence on the movie scene than
ever before. Westerns declined but new musical films, featuring
both singing and dancing, ros e on the same plane as the
comedy. Dramatic performances remained at about the same
level of popularity evident before the war. The exploits of
American flyers , sailors, marines, and infantrymen were
depicted by a large number of new and exciting screen
personalities, among whom were: Robert Preston , John Payne,
Jon Hall, Robert Taylor, Dean Jagger, Robert Stack, Sterling
Hayden, Van Heflin, MacDonald Carey, Victor Mature , Alan
Ladd, John Hodiak, Robert Ryan, Montgomery Clift, Richard
Conte, Cornell Wilde, Dan Duryea, Glenn Ford, Burt Lancaster,
Robert Mitchum, Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotton, Richard Widmark, and even Sunny Tufts, whose startling physique and
demonstrated reluctance to serve in the nation's armed forces
made him the object of public censure. A galaxy of new names
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in the area of cinema comedy contributed to Albuquerque's
pursuit of fun-filled evenings. They were: Lucille Ball, Desi
Arnez, Bud Abbot and Lou Costello, Milton Berle, Marjorie
Main and Percy Kilbride, Danny Kay, Red Skelton, Eddie
Bracken, Donald O'Connor, Jack Carson, Cantinflas, and Dan
Dailey. Contributing to the rise of the musical were: Gene
Kelly, Frank Sinatra, Carmen Miranda, Kathryn Grayson,
Dennis Morgan, Ginny Simms, Jane Powell, Frances Langford,
and Mary Martin. Child star favorites of the era were Roddy
McDowall, Peggy Ann Garner, and Margaret O'Brien, while
Lassie, Flicka, and Cheeta reigned supremely among the movie
industry'S screen animals. Western films produced new screen
personalities in the person of Roy Rogers, the All-American
cowboy, wild Bill Elliott, and Rod Cameron. Other new names
of the period usually appearing in dramatic roles were: Peter
Lorre, Monty Wooley, Arturo de Cordova, Rex Harrison,
Clifton Webb, Peter Lawford, Cesar Romero, Zachary Scott,
Robert Cummings, Lee J. Cobb, Vincent Price, Deanna Durbin,
Ann Sheridan, Rita Hayworth, Ingrid Bergman, Betty Grable,
Laraine Day, Madeline Carroll, Gene Tierney, Susan Hayward,
Donna Reed, Ann Sothern, Maureen O'Hara, Veronica Lake,
Betty Hutton, Maria Montez, Jennifer Jones, June Allison,
Signo Hasso, Ann Blyth, Joan Fontaine, Ella Raines, Lauren
Bacall, Alexis Smith, Jane Russell, Lizabeth Scott, Teresa
Wright, Ava Gardner, Deborah Kerr, Virginia Mayo, Linda
Darnell, Lana Turner, Shelly Winters, and Elizabeth Taylor.
Animated cartoons achieved new degrees of popularity with
such screen characters as Bugs Bunny, Bambi, Elmer Fudd,
Barney Bear, and Beaky Buzzard.
An increasing public acceptance toward exposure of the
female body in a bathing suit became evident during the forties.
The decade became known as the period of the pin-up girl.
Pictures of Betty Grable, Jane Russell, Rita Hayworth, and
Lana Turner, attired in scanty two-piece bathing suits,
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forerunners of the modern bikini, could be regularly viewed in a
variety of places, all the way from a soldier's locker in aSouth
Pacific war theater to the front pages of Albuquerque's daily
newspapers.
The radio, although due to be thoroughly overshadowed by
television in the decade to follow, remained as an important
part of the entertainment scene in wartime and post-war
Albuquerque. People divided their attentions between KOB and
KGGM, the two most firmly established radio stations in New
( Mexico. All types of programs had their particular following,
but those reflecting a larger listening audience than others were:
Your Hit Parade, starring Frank Sinatra singing such era favorites as "Don't Fence Me In," "Sentimental Journey," and "That
Old Black Magic;" Manhattan Merry Go Round; Crime Doctor;
Mr. District Attorney; Duffy's Tavern; Fibber McGee and
Molly; The Jack Benny Program; Fred Allen; Dr. I.Q.; and
Horace Heidt's Talent Show. Weekday evenings, between five
and six o'clock, the younger generation listened in spellbound
concentration to the adventures of Jack Armstrong, the AllAmerican Boy; Captain Midnight; Little Orphan Annie, Don
Winslow of the Navy, and the Green Hornet.
Blondie and Dagwood, Myrtle, and Buz Sawyer were added
to the Albuquerque Journal's comic pages. Italian prisoners of
war were used from time to time to help harvest New Mexico's
agricultural products, and Creamland Dairies rose up to challenge the Valley Gold firm's supremacy over the delivery of
dairy products to Albuquerque homes. Both firms continued to
utilize the archaic glass milk bottle instead of the newly developed cardboard cartons.
Perhaps in no other area of social growth and development in
Albuquerque during the nineteen-forties were advances made as
vividly apparent as those accomplished in the growth of athletic
sports. If the nineteen-twenties were, in fact, the golden age of
American sport, then the nineteen-forties must be giver. the
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same title in respect to the history of sports in the State of New
Mexico. During the decade, sports of all kinds, those present in
past eras and others completely new to the modern spectrum of
activity, joined with other facets of social and cultural growth
to boost Albuquerque toward becoming one of the most progressive cities in the entire country. Established programs in
such sports as baseball, basketball, football , track and field,
bowling, wrestling, boxing, tennis, golf, handball , softball ,
swimming, skiing, hunting, and fishing were greatly enlarged ,
particularly after the war yeats. Better organization and newer
an more comprehensive facilities and equipment led to a sporting boom unrivaled in the state's history. Many of the sports
listed above underwent frustrating inactivity during much of the
war period but joined with those which managed to remain
partially active during the duration to form a post-war period of
accelerated activity. Joining the already present sporting activities were such new areas of sporting endeavor as ice hockey,
figure skating, volleyball , shuffleboard, midget auto racing,
stock car racing, and weightlifting.
During World War II much of the nation's sporting activity
went into a state of hibernation for the entire duration. Major
League baseball somehow managed to struggle through four
seasons of play featuring the efforts of former Minor League
players elevated to the Big Leagues for the special purpose of
filling the void left by the departure to the armed forces of
many of th e established stars of the game. Joining the younger
players in keeping baseball active were veteran .perforrners
whose careers by all rights should have ended several years
before. Professional golf underwent greatly decreased activity
during the war, as did most levels of track and field, tennis,
skiing, hunting, and fishing . With the exception of football and
basketball, college spo rt s almost disapp eared from the nation's
sporting scene. Attendance at sporting events dropped considerably. Sports which required lengthy playing schedules and
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involved considerable travel were curtailed sharply. Gasoline
was tightly rationed and chiefly reserved for the war effort.
Train and air travel was restricted, with top priorities being
accorded to the shipment of military personnel and materiel.
But for all the sacrifices which organized sports in the United
States had to undergo between 1941 and 1945, the final results
of the period proved to be well worth the restrictions imposed.
The years following the war saw Major League baseball
attendance double over those years of wartime activity. The
return to the game of such stars as Ted Williams, Stan Musial,
( Joe DiMaggio, Hank Greenberg, Hal Newhouser, and a host of
others, raised the national pastime to new heights of popularity.
The appearance of Jacky Robinson, the nation's first Negro
, Major League baseball player, established a trend which had as
many far reaching effects on American sport as the automobile
did on the nation's general social progress during the nineteentwenties. Minor League baseball in Albuquerque was terminated
in 1941 for the duration of the war. At the outset of the period,
Albuquerque had left the Arizona-Texas League for membership in the West Texas-New Mexico circuit. At the conclusion of
the war, the WT-NM League was reorganized and both playing
rivalries and fan following became more spirited than ever. The
Albuquerque Public Schools' Department of Recreation organized amateur and semi-professional baseball and softball
leagues in the city which featured both night and day play. A
softball diamond with arc lights for night activity was built
adjacent to Rio Grande Park and named Murphy Field, while in
the Heights, both the Lincoln Field and Height's Community
Center diamonds were established. The Dukes, as the city's
professional team was called, continued to play their home
contests at Tingley Field.
Tennis activity continued to expand with the city 's construction in 1946 of two public courts at South Wellesley Street and
Coal Avenue. The play of the Albuquerque Tennis Club grew in
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quality with an increased membership exhibiting seasoned
tournament experience. Late in the period, the club organized
the first New Mexico Open Tournament which has been an
annual tennis event of importance ever since. After having been
curtailed completely during the war due partially to a reluctance on the part of the Forest Service to consume precious
gasoline rations, skiing returned to the scene of Albuquerque
sporting activity during the post-war years with more popularity
and larger followings than ever. After the war, a new T-Bar
lifting apparatus was installed at the area in place of the original
rope tow. During the following years, an avalanche-like flow of
skiers from all areas of the state as well as from neighboring
Texas, Arizona, and Colorado descended on the aspen and
pine-shrouded slopes of La Madera.
Boxing was one sport on the American scene which saw little
decline during the war. Even with many of its champions
performing on fighting fronts of a different type, boxing was
given a new shot in the arm through the efforts of eager
youngsters who worked diligently to ready themselves for the
return to the arenas of ring-rusty veterans. Many of the
neophyte pugilists rapidly gained world championships in title
bouts held shortly after the wartime freeze on division crowns
had been lifted. The post-war era of l.-xing marked the rise of
the lighter weight divisions of the sport; so much so, in fact,
that the tradition-honored heavyweight title bouts often were
given secondary attention to the Robinson-Lamotta, ZaleGraziano, Zivic-Davis, and Pep-Sadler competitions. Aside from.
the pugilists named above, all of whom were outstandingly
prominent during the period, such ring personalities as Joe
Louis, Jersey Joe Wolcott, Ezzard Charles, Joey Maxim, Ike
Williams, Tony Janero, Willie Joyce, Sammy Angott, Chalky
Wright, Sidney "Beau Jack" Walker, Tippie Larkin, Bob
Montgomery, and Marcel Cerdan made notable contributions to
the sport's post-war rise. Albuquerque's foremost professional
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Competitive swimming, too, achieved new records of performance during the post-war period. Adolph Kiefer, America's
swimming star of the nineteen-thirties and an outstanding backstroker of unparalleled ability, was finally beaten in his
(specialty by Harry Holiday of Michigan after eight consecutive
years of competition without a defeat. Holiday's reign as
America's top aquatic performer was short-lived, however, as
such rising young pool stars as Allan Stack, Bill Smith, Alan
Ford, Joe Verdeur, John Marshall, Jimmy McLane, and Keith
Carter provided the type of competition which continually
furthered record performance. Swimming in Albuquerque
received its biggest impetus thus far in the short history of the
sport when Carl Schlick built and opened the Acapulco swim
ming facility in the summer of 1947. Located north of Kirtland
AFB on Gibson Boulevard, the facility provided Albuquerque
with its first functional, semi-public aquatic complex. Schlick's
pool facility pioneered the opening of the area of aquatics to
Albuquerqueans from all social levels. City Commissioner Clyde
Tingley, still active in state and local politics, became concerned
with the drain on the city's water supply which the new facility
demanded and thought that the water needed by the pool might
better be used in the development of new residential areas. It is
interesting to note that exactly twenty years before the construction of Acapulco, Tingley had demonstrated a completely
. different philosophy concerning the use of the city's water
supply. In 1927, he had conspired with Lobo coach Roy
Johnson for a partial redirection of city water from newly laid
pipes along East Central Avenue to the thirsty confines of the
University's first grass football field which, without the illegally
obtained supply of water, Johnson would have had difficulty in
developing.
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Golf, stymied for much of the duration, showed definite
signs of becoming one of the most actively engaged-in sports on
the American scene. It has been previously noted that golf, like
tennis and, in many instances, swimming too, was an activity
tightly bound to the more affluent segment of America's
population. It was not until the great increase in construction of
public courses that golf was placed before the average citizen.
Then he took to the game with all the interest and enthusiasm
which marked the sport's concurrent growth and development
during the.latter part of the nineteen-forties and in the years to
follow. Increased golf activity, no longer limited to country
club courses, played a major role in the development of scores
of would-be professionals. Shaping their games through constant practice on readily available courses, the young professional aspirants would become directly responsible for the huge
growth in professional golf activity and prize monies during the
nienteen-fifties. In the early nineteen-forties, however, laboring
for first place purses seldom in excess of S2000, were such
established players as Lloyd Mangrum, Tony Penna, Byron
Nelson, Gene Sarazen, Jimmy Demaret, Sammy Snead, Lawson
Little, Craig Wood, and the indomitable Ben Hogan . During the
latter part of the decade, the number of golfers making the
rounds of professional tournaments increased to such an astronomical number that prize money offered often measured ten
times as much as the amounts generally offered earlier in the
era.
By 1950, the State of New Mexico could claim twenty-six ~
golf courses of which about one third were public in nature.
Only four of the twenty-six were of the eighteen hole variety,
but two of those four courses were public facilities. Golf
activity in Albuquerque for the non-country club player originated in the early nineteen-forties after the completion of the
first University of New Mexico course. The eighteen hole
facility, planned in 1940 and constructed in 1941 and 1942,
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encompassed sixty acres of ground over which such present
University structures as Johnson Gymnasium Coronado, Onate,
Alvarado, Santa Ana, Santa Clara, and Hokona Dormitories; the
College of Education complex; and various physical education
and athletic playing fields and courts are located. The course,
designed to meet both the University's needs and those of the
public, was the architectural product of Willie Tucker, who, by
1950, had designed over one hundred golf courses throughout
the United States. Tucker, who has been honored by having one
of collegiate golfs finest annual tournaments named after him
(The Tucker Invitational), served for many years in his adopted
home of Albuquerque as the University course's greenskeeper.
The fact is not generally known that Tucker, a native of Great
Britain, was a member of the first British touring professional
golfmg group to come to the United States. The year was 1895
and, although the group's original effort in the country was
little more than missionary in scope, it did pave the way for
Francis Ouimet's triumphs in the early part of the twentieth
century. Tucker's creation was built at a cost of $150,000. The
project gained the Work Project Administration's approval and
much of the labor used in pianting the almost three thousand
trees and sixty acres of grass was supplied by that government
body. The course, besides ftlling a long existing need for public
golf facilities in the city, did much to beautify a portion of the
rapidly expanding Northeast Heights section of the community.
Using city water for the care and maintenance of its greens and
fairways, the new course became firmly established by 1943,
and by .1946, the facility was the scene of more founds of golf
than any other course, public or private, in the entire
state-40,000 in 1946 alone.
Automobile racing returned to Albuquerque ·~fter a lapse of
almost thirty years. The sport had experienced little activity on
the national level between 1942 and 1945 after having been
projected to the front ranks of national sporting popularity by
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such celebrated drivers as wilbur Shaw and Mauri Rose. Following the war, the sport achieved new impetus, largely as a result
of Rose, Duke Nalon, and Bill Holland who, among them, ruled
the famous Indianapolis 500 classic with little challenge from
the growing group of younger drivers. In 1947, a new track for
automobile racing was built in Albuquerque and named the
Cormit Speedway. The hastily built dirt track constructed in
Albuquerque during the years prior to World War I had long
since faded into the oblivious environment of the mesa. Midget
automobile racing was the first feature of the new. facility,
followed in later years by both stock cars and modifieds.
Among the enthusiastic group of young stock car drivers who
performed at the track during the late forties was Bobby Unser,
.a member of one of the nation's -most famous racing families
and who, along with two brothers, 'was destined to become a
prominent figure in national automobile racing circles.
Fishing and hunting, two activites which had traditionally
been undertaken in New Mexico for the purpose of supplying
the table with needed food supplies, became sports which were
pursued more for the enjoyment of the activities rather than for
the necessity involved. Although limited during the war, at
which time rationed gasoline supplies were .often saved for
cherished hunting and fishing trips into the hinterland of New
Mexico, the two outdoor activities of field, mountain and
stream made huge gains in both activity and license revenue
during the post-war portion of the period. For instance, from
July 1, 1943, to June 30, 1944, a total of 68,793 fishing and ..
hunting licenses were issued to New Mexico sportsmen by the
State Fish and Game Department, resulting in revenue totaling
$212,755. During the same one-year period for 1948-1949,
96,444 fishing licenses were issued by the State of New Mexico
with fees totaling over $355,000. Duck hunting alone
experienced a license sale during the same period noted above
of 56,503 with a realized revenue of slightly over $325,000.
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In line with the accelerated growth of all types of sports in
post-war Albuquerque was the origin and development of
indoor ice skating activity. Outdoor skating had been undertaken in the city in limited fashion for many years on the
frozen-over channel areas of the Rio Grande River. For the
most part, however, the sports of figure skating and ice hockey
were activities which most of the city's population had
knowledge of only by reading about them in local newspapers
and national magazines and listening to infrequent comments
( on the radio. In 1948, a local entrepreneur by the name of Bill
Snelson built the city's first -ice arena. The huge, arch-roofed
structure was located on North Truman Street about a half
block north of Central Avenue. With a growing cosmopolitan
population which included former skaters from such puck
centers of the nation as New England, New York, Minnesota,
and Michigan, as well as Canada, it was a natural trend of events
for the rough, fast sport of ice hockey to be organized in Albuquerque. To spur public interest in the sport and in skating in
general, several excellent exhibitions of ice activity were
brought to the city. Exhibition hockey games were presented,
featuring such teams as Colorado College, the Universities of
Michigan and North Dakota, and professional squads known as
the Fresno Falcons and the Wichita Beechcrafts, of Wichita,
Kansas. During the fall of 1949, the first visit to the city of the
famed Ice Cycles took place and their performance was greeted
enthusiastically. The gala extravaganza provided by the Ice
Cycle group served to inspire hundreds of young skaters to
commence training in figure skating. Several of these young
people developed to the point where they achieved regional and
national notice, as in the case of young Tommy DeBaca, son of
the University of New Mexico's first golf coach and professional
at the Albuquerque Country Club. A few individuals ultimately
became members of such traveling ice shows as the Ice Cycles,
Ice Follies, and Ice Capades.
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Other sports also made their contributions to Albuquerque's
sporting scene. Professional wrestling entered a post-war period
of great growth in popularity and its activity at the amateur
level was extended into the Albuquerque Public Schools for the
first time. The sport was organized at the high school level and
became a regular part of the athletic offering of New Mexico
secondary institutions during the latter part of the nineteenforties. Organizedvolleyball activity was.instrumented by both
the YMCA and th~ Recreation Department of the Albuquerque
Public Schools, "..In -general , high school sports rose in interest
and participation with football, basketball, and track and field
commanding the largest groups of supporters, and tennis, golf,
baseball, and wrestling following not far behind.
During the era of the nineteen-forties, the University of New
Mexico made immeasurable advances in both social and cultural
growth, particularly during the post-war portion of the period.
Little doubt exists that the implications of World War II provided as many extenuating circumstances on University of New
Mexico campus life as it 'did on the lives of Albuquerqueans in
general. No longer was the campus arrayed with a closely knit
community of Albuquerque and native New Mexican residents.
Rather, the University assumed the same rapidly evolving cosmopolitan atmosphere which marked the growth of Albuquerque during the same period. Then, too, a large percentage of the
University's student enrollment were women. of the men who
were present on the campus in student capacities, almost threequarters of their number were Naval V-12 trainees, sent to the ~
UNM campus by the United States Government for specialized
training in programs leading to naval officer status. The New
Mexican communities of Raton, Springer, Santa Fe , Las Cruces,
Roswell, Tucumcari, Artesia, and others were replaced on the
listing of student origin by such distant places as Portland,
Maine; Washington, D. C.; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Spokane,
Washington; Biloxi, Mississippi; and Terre Haute, Indiana.
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But still the University grew. During the commencement of
1944, held in late October to accommodate the University's
tri-semester experiment of 1944 and 1945, a total of one
hundred eight- degrees of various types _were awarded. One of
these, an honorary Doctor of Letters, was conferred on New
Mexico's leading citizen of the war, Ernie Pyle, a death casualty
of the armed conflict with Japan only a few months after his
last visit to his belovedNew Mexico. By 1947, the University's
enrollment figure "liad :1'isen to the all-time high of 4,495, of
(which almost half (2,132) were war veterans. Approximately
one-third of all veteran students on campus were married. The
University's physical plant was stretched to the breaking point.
New buildings and plans for still more were rapidly instrumented. Separate facilities for biology, geology, chemistry,
pharmacy, and journalism were constructed. All of the male
off-cam pus housing was located in government-donated,
barracks-like, dormitory buildings at Kirtland AFB. Transportation to and from the campus and Kirtland was effected by the
operation of an hourly bus shuttle service. As a result of
repeatedly voiced student pleas for on-campus, male housing
facilities, the construction of Mesa Vista Dormitory, costing one
million dollars, took place in 1950. Also in evidence on the
growing campus were a number of barracks-type buildings,
called temporary buildings by University authorities, of which
many are still present on the modern campus-lingering vestiges
of UNM's role in World War II.
The institution's faculty grew commensurately with student
increases during the forties. By the end of the era under consideration, approximately thirty percent of the University of
-New Mexico's faculty owned the Doctorate Degree. By 1948,
the institution's operating budget had grown to a fIgure
approaching $3,000,000. Gracing the top of a high pedestal in
front of the Zimmerman Stadium Building rested the lifesize
figure of a Lobo. The remarkable statue, cast in bronze, was the
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work of John Tatchl, noted Viennese sculptor and member of
the University's Department of Fine Arts. The cost of the work
was underwritten by student contributions.
Guiding the administrative fortunes of the University of New
Mexico during the period was a trio of Presidents, two of whom
had had, or were to have, outstanding careers at the institution.
They were Presidents Zimmerman and Popejoy, the latter
becoming the first native-born New Mexican to rise to the
highest administrative position at the State University. Zimmerman, appointed to the Presidency by the University's Board of
Regents in the nineteen-twenties following the death of President David Spence Hill, served the University of New Mexico
with distinction for a period of almost twenty years before his
untimely death from a heart attack in the autumn of 1944.
Replacing John Fulton Zimmerman in the office of President
was Harvard product, Dr. J. P. Wernette, the Board of Regents'
unsuccessful experiment to bring to the University of New
Mexico an aura of eastern Ivy League sophistication. Wernette's
three year tenure as President of the University of New Mexico
was rife with controversies attached to the administrative functions of his office, many of which were in sharp departure and
contrast from previous tradition. President Wernette was
replaced in 1948 by Tom L. Popejoy, originally considered a
prospect for the position which was given to Wernette following
Zimmerman's death. Popejoy, at the time of his appointment,
had already extended over a quarter of a century of service to
the University in a myriad of roles, among the most important.
of which were: student, athlete, instructor of economics,
graduate manager of athletics, comptroller, and administrative
assistant to President Zimmerman. His selection to the position
of President, especially in view of the repercussions surrounding
Wernette's administration, was a natural move on the part of
the Board of Regents and one which in future years did much
to prove the wisdom of their choice.
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Intercollegiate athletics at the University of New Mexico,
emerging from the nineteen-thirties with enthusiasm and
spirited hopes for the future as a result of the achievements
gained during the pre-World War II decade, became sharply
limited during the war years of the forties. Increased growth
took place in athletics directly prior to America's entry into
World War II in 1941, but all impetus gained was lost for much
of the duration. Like a curtain drawn suddenly over a window,
athletics at the University of New Mexico were quickly de(emphasized. Football and basketball undertook only limited
schedules. All of the other sports on the UNM campus, aside
from infrequent activity on the local level of participation, were
cancelled for the duration.
Following the football season of 1942, UNM s downstate
sister institution, New Mexico A&M, abandoned all forms of
athletic activity for much of the remainder of the war. Following the basketball season of 1942-1943, the Border Conference
followed suit. There were simply not enough athletes present on
the various member campuses to staff the different athletic
programs fostered by the circuit. Then, too, athletic travel was
drastically limited in the face of gasoline shortages and
restricted train accommodations. Finally, in some cases, public
opinion supporting the cancellation of all collegiate extracurricular activities was evident.
Directly prior to the war, the Border Conference had .faced
other problems which had had an unsettling influence on
athletic relations among the member institutions. Expansion
was one of the problems cons idered. During Roy Johnson's
absence from the UNM campus in 1940-1941 for a period of
active duty with the country 's armed forces, both West Texas
State University and Hardin-Simmons College were admitted to
the Border circuit. Johnson, one of the two prime moulders of
the league, had steadfastly opposed the continually proffered
applications for membership of the two Texas institutions,
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feeling that the entrance requirements and eligibility rules
attached to athletic participation demonstrated by them were
far below the standards acceptable to the Border Conference.
Texas Technological University, however, championed the
measure for their admittance which, in the absence of Johnson,
was successfully secured.
Further, the conference experienced its first evidences of
racial controversy. Arizona State University (Tempe) had
pioneered the recruitment and utilization of Negro athletes in
conference athletic competition. Throughout the era of the
thirties and most of the forties, Tempe, as the Arizona institution was most often referred to, was the only league school to
demonstrate no reluctance whatsoever in furthering the Negro
participation movement. Many of the school's foremost athletes
of both periods were Negroes and much of the success which
the institution's athletic teams realized could be attached to the
efforts of Negro performers. Texas Western, then as now, an
extension of the University of Texas, whose athletic policies
dictated restrictions against the use of and competition against
Negroes, always felt that its position in the conference was
considerably weakened by Arizona State's progressive policies
regarding the use of ebony-hued individuals. From time to time
the Texas institution refused to compete against the Sun Devils
from Tempe and, during those times, the conference as a body
placed sanctions on the "Miners" eligibility for league
championship participation.
During the latter portion of the nineteen-forties, the Border
Conference also faced the alarming fact that two of its members
were coveting membership in other collegiate conferences, both
of which eventually left the Border league and joined the Southwest Conference and the "Skyline Conference." The two
schools referred to were Texas Technological University which,
since its earliest years of athletic participation, had desired to be
a member of the powerful Texas-dominated Southwest league;
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and the University ot New Mexico, whose often expressed ideas
on high quality scholastic eligibility could better be served by
membership in a league whose member universities and colleges
were strung out along the Rocky Mountains.
Despite the domestic problems of the Border league and the
restrictions placed on its activity by World War II, the circuit
emerged into the spectrum of American collegiate athletics as
one of the stronger operating conferences in the nation during
the post-war period. Most of the old sports competed in
returned to the Conference championship scene, and the quality
of performance improved considerably. The University of New
Mexico's contributions to the quality of conference athletic
participation were ones which were somewhat cyclic in
scope-at times excellent, at other times both mediocre and
poor. In breadth of program, however, the University embarked
on an athletic program which easily overshadowed any of the
efforts seen in the past. Greater schedules were undertaken in
many of the school's sports and keener competition became a
factor which was paramount in the increase of scheduling.
FOOTBALL
Football at the University of New Mexico during the nineteen-forties, as elsewhere in the country. was characterized by
two distinct and separate periods-the period of World War II,
1941 to 1945; and the post-war era, 1945 to 1950. During the
war, football experienced multiple hardships leading to a drop
in attendance of almost twenty percent of pre-war figures. Over
three hundred and fifty colleges gave up the sport entirely.
Coaches and players went off to war creating a sever~ manpower problem. Dim-out regulations throughout the eountry
curtailed practice sessions under floodlights. Transportation
problems and gas rationing worked a hardship on team travel
and scouting. Railroad specials to games played away from
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home were discontinued. But, despite all of these restrictions,
dislocations, and tribulations, football managed to continue its
tradition of annual autumn play. Probably the saving factor for
continued college football activity during the war years was
President Roosevelt's green light for Major League baseball.
Capitalizing on the Chief of State's public commitment in
support of athletic activity, Army and Navy officers quickly
brought to the attention of the government football's value in
conditioning young men for the task of hitting the enemy hard
and in inculcating teamwork and the leadership required of
officer personnel. The Navy, in particular, went to great lengths
to support the continuation of college football. Had it not been
for the v-s and V-12 Naval programs on hundreds of college
campuses around the country, which allowed its trainees to
engage in various varsity sports, very few institutions would
have found it possible to field a team. The Army, on the other
hand, took an opposite approach after its initial support of
athletics, and prohibited the individuals in its programs on
college campuses from engaging in varsity sports. Most of the
institutions whose campuses were graced by Army trainees
during the second World War dropped varsity athletics on the
intercollegiate level.
One of the many such programs which the Navy was
successful in instrumenting at various colleges and universities
was its V-12 organization on the campus of the University of
New Mexico. Little doubt exists that UNM would have had no
football during the war years had it not been for the presence of ~
V-12 trainee personnel. At the same time , it now appears that
the wartime, V-12-manned football teams of the University
have been somewhat neglected in the historical record of Lobo
intercollegiate gridiron play. Very few of the Naval trainees who
made definite contributions to the football programs of the war
years now hang in the school's gallery of past football greats
located in the lobby of Johnson Gymnasium. Perhaps the
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answer lies in the fact stated earlier in the chapter-the rather
alienated, non-New Mexico related existence of the government
group on the University's campus.
After the war the football program at the University of New
Mexico returned to its more permanent status. Manpower
bec'ame less and less of a problem. Scores of veterans returned
to the campus and, if those individuals were more serious
students than the average enrollee, they were also dedicated
athletic participants, just as they had been following world War
rI.
A~' a whole, football changed very little during the decade of
the Forties except for the appearance early in the era of one of
the ' most controversial rules adoptions in the history of the
sport. The rule, in general, radically changed the aspect of football player substitution whereby free and unlimited use of
players was permitted. Under the new rule, instrumented in
1941, two platoon football was originated. Even though the
rule appeared on the books in 1941, it was impossible to realize
the full implications of such a tenet until larger numbers of
football player personnel were available. Therefore, it was not
until the period following the war that two-platoon football
became evident. The University of Michigan became the first
school to implement the platoon system of play. In 1945 , it
substituted specialized units involving offensive and defensive
lines. By 1947, Michigan had expanded its platoon substitution
methods to include entire offensive and defensive squads. The
use of the platoon system became the standard practice of most
college football teams shortly afterward. The invoked ruling and
subsequent strategy attached to it was met by a storm of
protest from the "Old Guard" of college football who scorned
the modern trend of specialization and yearned for a return to
the sixty minute gridder of bygone eras. Neither was the older
faction's philosophy disorganized. In 1953, their dedicated
efforts for a return to the status quo of pre-World War II
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football were successful to some extent. Limited substitution
and the disappearance of platooning followed. The system of
mass substitution, however, had not been seen for the last time.
With specialized developments in professional football , which
cared not for philosophy but rather for positive results, the
unlimited substitution rule of 1941 would slowly but surely
creep back into the foreground of football play.
The war years provided the nation's football history with
some of the finest gridiron aggregations and individual players
of all time. Hundreds of outstanding football performers
enlisted in the armed forces and eventually found themselves
playing for service units, the quality of which overshadowed
that of most college football teams during the era. Attached to
the Air Force were such celebrated elevens as the Second and
Third Air Force teams and Randolph Field, probably the most
powerful of all Air Force squads. The Army, in keeping with its
practices involving only limited football activity, developed few
teams, none of which attained national notice. The Marines
responded with a fearsome Quantico juggernaut. The Navy,
however, led all other branches of the service in the formulation
of powerful wartime football teams. The two most proficient
were the Great Lakes Naval Training Station and the Iowa-PreFlight team. Both were staffed with former college
All-Americans and established professional players, and played
schedules featuring many of the top colleges and universities in
the nation. Great Lakes became the only team to ~efeat
national champion Notre Dame in 1942. Among the great '
college football teams of the wartime period were : Notre Dame
andBoston College coached at different times by Frank Leahy;
Michigan, under the genius of Fritz Crisler; Paul Brown's Ohio
State elevens; and Red Blaik's formidable Army teams. Both
Army and Notre Dame continued to dominate college football
after the war and produced what many students of football
history term as the finest gridiron assemblages ever arrayed on a
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football field at one time. Following in the wake of the Cadets
and Fighting Irish for top laurels during the five years of football play between 1945 and 1950 were such excellent elevens as
Southern Methodist, Michigan, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Texas, Alabama, and Georgia.
The decade of the forties also produced scores of memorable
performers. Among the most notable were: Norm Standlee and
Frankie Albert of Stanford, Tommy Harmon and Bob Chappius
of Michigan, "Bullet Bill" Dudley of Virginia , Frank Sinkwich
and Charley Trippi of Georgia, Les Horvarth of Ohio State,
Glenn Dobbs of Tulsa, Angelo Bertelli, Johnny Lujack,
Creighton Miller, and Leon Hart of Notre Dame, Kyle Rote and
Doak Walker of Southern Methodist, Bobby Layne of Texas,
Harry Gilmer and Vaughn Mancha of Alabama, Mike Holovak
and Charley O'Rourke of Boston College, George Connor of
Holy Cross, Pete Pihos and Bob Hoernschemeyer of Indiana,
Bob Waterfield of U.C.L.A., Otto Graham of Northwestern,
Paul Governali and Bill Swiacki of Columbia, Steve VanBuren
of Louisiana State, Charley "Choo Choo" Justice of North
Carolina, Alex Agase of Illinois , Chuck Bednarik and Skippy
Minisi of Pennsylvania, and Army's galaxy of greats including
Glen Davis, Felix "Doc" Blanchard, Arnold Tucker, Dewit
"Tex" Coulter, and an impressive role of similar Black Knight
performers.
Despite the war and its influences on college football, the
period embracing those years of social dislocation, when added
to the post-war period of the decade, form one of football
history's most sensational eras. The advances in popularity
attached to football, both on the college and professional level,
can, in many ways, be linked to the quality of coaching, excellence of play, and epitome of organization experienced during
the forties.
College football at the University of New Mexico continued
to present its program throughout the decade. A trio of
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different coaches guided the fortunes of the Lobos during the
period. Ted Shipkey, successful Lobo coach of the late nineteen-thirties, continued in his role as head football coach until
his induction into the armed forces following the season of
1941. Succeeding Shipkey was willis Barnes, "the silent partner
in previous UNM football direction." Barnes, who had arrived at
the University of New Mexico in the late nineteen-twenties, had
served in a variety of coaching roles since then, one of which
was assistant football coach. The stocky, pleasant individual,
whose varied athletic background included football playing
experience at the University of Nebraska, made an able replacement for the departed Shipkey. Shipkey returned to the University in October of 1945, shortly after the school had opened its
football schedule, and was promptly made an assistant to
Barnes. The following year he transferred his coaching efforts to
the professional Los Angeles Dons. Barnes, originally an interim
coaching appointee, ach ieved a five year record of nineteen
wins, twenty losses, and six ties. He was replaced in the head
coaching position by Bed Huffman in 1947. Huffman, a
graduate of Trinity University in Texas, was no stranger to
University of New Mexico athletic officials. For a number of
years he had directed the freshman football program at Texas
Technological University and had played leading roles in the
coaching of various other sports at that institution, including
basketball and baseball. It was unfortunate that Huffman's football coaching ability did not approximate his ability as a gifted
after-dinner speaker on the banquet circuit. His record at the
University of New Mexico for the three campaigns during which
he headed the football program was both lackluster and unsuccessful. He was replaced in 1950 by Dr. Dudley Degroot.
During a decade in which University of New Mexico football
teams met with mixed success, one Lobo gridiron team in
particular stood out sharply from the records achieved by all
others. The 1945 team, coached by Barnes, won six contests
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willis Barnes, a jack -of-all-trades UNM coac h who led the University's
footb all forc es t o a th rilling Sun Bowl victory in 1945 . Aside from Roy
j ohnso n , no athletic figu re ever served the University o f New Mexico as
long as did the congenial Barnes.
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while losing only one and tying one. Eastern New Mexico, Lub bock AFB, West Texas State, Colorado College, and the
University of Colorado were all defeated during the regular
season, while a tie with Texas Technological University and a
narr<?w one point loss to Utah marred what otherwise might
have been a perfect season. As a result of gaining a tie for the
Border Conference football championship that year, the University of New Mexico was extended an invitation to play in the
1946 Sun Bowl game against Denver University. The Sun Bowl
committee's offer was accepted and the Lobes subsequently
administered a 34 to 24 New Year 's Day defeat on the Pioneers
from the Mile High City. The 1946 appearance in the Sun Bowl
repeated two previous visits to that particular New Year's Day
classic. In 1943, the UNM football squad had played Southwest
Texas State in a wartime version of the spectacular and had
been defeated, 7 to O. As previously noted, the Lobo football
team had sustained a decisive defeat at the hands of the University of Utah in the Sun Bowl game of 1938. The 1946 team, the
last under the direction of Barnes, played two post-season
affairs. The first was played in Hawaii's Pineapple Bowl against
the Leilihua Alumni football team, popularly referred to as the
Hawaiian All-Stars. The Hawaiians defeated the Lobes by a
score of 19 to 14. On their return to New Mexico from Hawaii,
the Lobos stopped in California and played Montana State
University to a 13 to 13 tie in the Harbor Bowl, one of the
nation's less prestigious New Year's Day bowl games.
Football competition remained much the same as it had in
the thirties. For the most part, Border Conference schools were
scheduled. In 1944, the University played the talent-laden
Second Air Force. The fact that this service team was considered as one of the top football teams in the nation was more
than adequately substantiated by the 89 to 6 thrashing which
the Lobos received. Periodically, other teams from outside the
Border loop were scheduled, among the most prominent of
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which were: Kansas State, Utah, Colorado, Texas, Wyoming,
Drake, and Loyola of Los Angeles. During the war an intense
rivalry developed in football and other sports with Albuquerque's bustling military air base called Kirtland Air Force Base.
The Kirtland AFB team, called the Flying Kelly's in honor of
Colin Kelly, America's first flying hero of the war, was coached
by ex-UNM football figure, Ted Shipkey. Shipkey had been
assigned to Kirtland as its athletic director shortly after his
induction into the armed forces. Under his management a
vigorous program in a variety of sports was inaugurated. Kirtland's various athletic teams enlisted the services of scores of
former college and professional performers and were not nearly
the weak competition which readers of past UNM football
records might at first assume they were.
In any discussion of outstanding Lobo football players during
the decade of the forties, the names of the subsequently discussed individuals are most deserving of mention. The decade's
first quality performer was Austin O'Jibway, a two hundred
pound Oklahoma-reared Indian from Muskogee, Oklahoma.
O'Jibway's destructive talents as a blocker and tackler were
awesome and used to good effect in Shipkev's unbalanced line
attack featuring the Tight-T, single and double-wing, and spread
formations. The large, good-natured Indian achieved Little AllAmerican status in 1941, being named to that elite squad by the
colorful sportscaster, Bill Stern, in his annual selections for Life
Magazine. Besides being one of the best linemen to ever play at
the University of New Mexico, O'Jibway was also the best
boxer in the school's history. Supporters of the hard-punching
Ralph Gallegos might argue the point, but the record of succesin national tournaments would favor the selection of 0'Jibwa;, .
A strapping heavyweight with a devastating punch, as well as
owning the ability to take one, O'Jibway won several New
Mexico, Rocky Mountain, and Western Regional AAU and
Golden Gloves boxing tournaments. After his release from the
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service, he campaigned as a professional boxer in the Los
Angeles area of California, achieving even more success than
experienced as an amateur.
Stan Frogge, a three-letter athlete, and Norvel "Red" Smith,
along with Leon "Scooter" Server, were the gridiron athletes
whose Saturday performances went a long way in offsetting the
lack of quality personnel present on the campus during the war.
All three played distinguished roles in Lobo football between
1942 and 1945.
Coach Willis Barnes' excellent squad of 1945 featured one of
the finest backfields in Lobo football history. Rudy Krall, a
punishing runner from the halfback position, had come to UNM
as a transfer student from Notre Dame and, before graduating,
the Gary, Indiana, product had left his mark as one of the half
dozen outstanding backfield performers in the long history of
Lobo football. Krall was chosen to play on the West team in the
nation's East-West Shrine game in 1945. After leaving UNM,
the hard-running halfback signed a professional contract with
the Philadelphia Eagles and played briefly with them in 1948
and 1949. At the fullback position was Lou Cullen, a late season arrival from the gridiron forces of Kirtland AFB. Cullen, a
handsome, gifted athlete, added his inside running ability with
that outside technique demonstrated by Krall. Together, they
reminded New Mexico football fans of Army's Davis-Blanchard
combination of the same era. The quarterback position was ably
manned by Don Rumky. Rumky, a native of Princeton, Illinois,
incorporated an uncanny passing ability with sound field leader;
ship to gain Little All-American honors in 1945. The fourth
member of the talented group was Roy Anderson, a player who
did not command the attention lavished on his backfield mates,
but who, nevertheless, was a fine complementary performer.
Other outstanding players of the latter part of the era were:
Bryan Brock, a noteworthy quarterback; Wilson Knapp, a fine
pass-catching end from Lovington, New Mexico; and Chuck
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Rudy Krall. a combination ins ide-outside ru nning back Whose ex pl oits
on the football field du rin g the mi dd le nineteen-fo r ties helped to shape
some of the University o f ew texico 's most pro minent football successes.
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Hill, an Albuquerque High School product who would
eventually become one of the most exciting halfbacks in UNM
. gridiron history. Two Lobo football players of Croatian descent
were singled out for All-American honors in 1940. George
Gustovitch and John Luknick made the first All-Croatian
American team as selected by the sports staff of the American
Croatian newspaper, Zyednicar, published in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
, As the era of the nineteen-forties began to wane, there was
little doubt that the University of New Mexico was becoming
increasingly dissatisfied with various measures of eligibility
recognized by the Border Conference. The University continued
to feel that the circuit's expansion in the early .part of the
decade weakened the status of the league on the national level.
Further, UNM resented a number of the less stringent requirements of eligibility and scholarship required by several of the
conference's institutions. As a result, covetous glances were cast
in the direction of the Skyline Six Conference as early as 1947.
The Skyline group, whose offtcial title was the Mountain States
Athletic Conference, was composed of schools located north of
New Mexico along the bordering regions of the Rocky Mountains. Those institutions were: Denver University, Colorado
State University, University of Wyoming, University of Utah,
Brigham Young University, and Utah State University. The
University of New Mexico felt that the Skyline league embraced
the type of rules and regulations which were more in keeping .:with its philosophy than those which had existed in the Border
Conference. Had the Skyline group decided to expand in the
late forties , UNM stood ready and willing to accept membership. In 1948, however, the Skyline Six defeated all proposals
for immediate enlargement and it was not until 1951 that the
subject of expansion again was considered-this time, successfully, in UNM's case.
At the close of the era, all of Albuquerque, the University of
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New Mexico, and most of the State of New Mexico reflected on
the hiring of Degroot and wondered if the ex-Washington
Redskin, Los Angeles Don, and University of West Virginia
coach could restoke the ashes of football disaster toward the
successful planes of activity enjoyed prior to Huffman's
appointment.
BASEBALL
Baseball, reorganized at the University of New Mexico in
{938 after a depression of almost ten years of no activity, continued to grow during the decade of- the nienteen-forties.
Except for 1943, and 1945, when little or no activity was
undertaken because of wartime restrictions, the sport
demonstrated improvements in all facets of its program. Player
personnel became decidedly more qualified and team rosters
themselves grew in size far beyond that previously experienced.
Coaching leadership assumed new proportions. For the first
time in the history of varsity baseball on the campus of the
University of New Mexico, long schedules of play were constructed-schedules which eventually led to the multiple game
slates present in the nineteen-fifties. New uniforms and other
accessory bits of equipment were purchased, and the personnel
who sought to use them reflected an air of professional
demeanor.
The head coaching position in baseball during the decade was
assumed by three individuals. Prior to the war the post continued to be held by John Dolzadelli, who had been instrumental in returning the sport to the varsity intercollegiate basis
. it once enjoyed. In 1946, the position reverted to Gus Zielasko.
Commencing with the 1947 season and continuing through the
remainder of the period, George Petrol was the head coach of
varsity baseball. Petrol provided the type of leadership to the
sport which it long had needed. The gruff-voiced, demanding
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Petrol, affectionately referred to as "Stormy" by his players,
had come to the University of New Mexico from the small town
of Espanola in the northern part of the state. At Espanola,
Petrol had been a school principal. Before arriving in New
Mexico, the Albright College, Pennsylvania, graduate had played
professional football for the Providence Steamrollers and other
organizations in various youthful and struggling professional
leagues of the East. An excellent teacher of sports skills of all
types, Petrol's first job at UNM was as an instructor of physical
education and manager of the University's new golf course.
Having had a wealth of experience in baseball, he was appointed
to the head coaching position in that sport in 1947 and
immediately set about the task of raising the sport to the levels
of participation and performance which the activity had
enjoyed in the community of Albuquerque but never had
achieved on the University of New Mexico campus.
By the end of the decade, almost twenty games per season
were being played, a sharp contrast to the number of contests
usually experienced in previous years. Most of the competition
faced came from other Border Conference institutions, local
and regional military organizations, and non-conference schools
located within New Mexico. Occasionally, out-of-state, nonconference collegiate teams were played. The most notable
examples were the Universities of Colorado and Wyoming. In
the late spring of 1948, the Border Conference experimented
with the prospect of holding an annual conference baseball
championship tourney. The tournament, in 1948, proved to be
successful, but was not continued in future years because of the
interference with the year-ending academic programs of the
schools.
The overall baseball record of the University of New Mexico
during the decade of the forties was not exceptional. More
games were lost between 1941 and 1950 than were won.
Greatly enlarged schedules featuring a commensurate increase in
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the quality of competition resulted in seasonal records which,
for the most part, embraced slightly more losses than wins.
However, only in 1950 did the UNM diamond participants
experience what must be classified as a poor season. That year
only four games were won while thirteen losses were sustained.
The 1941 pre-war squad achieved the best record of the decade
(8-3) while the 1949 team could lay claim to the best record of
the post-war portion of the period (8-8).
The same players who had been significantly prominent
during the rebirth of the sport in the late nineteen-thirties were
once again the best performers at the outset of the forties.
Catcher George Gustovich and pitcher Joe Behl, both of whom
joined the professional Albuquerque Dukes after graduation
from UNM, were instrumental in successes gained early in the
period, including the University's first baseball victory over the
University of Arizona. Outstanding players of the post-war
years were Vince Cappelli and Al Wright, two fine backstoppers
who undertook coaching careers in the Albuquerque Public
School system. Wright had a brief career in professional baseball
in the East and Cappelli journeyed through the coaching ranks
to become head baseball coach at the University of Albuquerque. Larry Hess, a pitcher of considerable talent, Bob Lalicher,
a fine defensive second baseman and better than average hitter,
and Merle "Moose" Korte, a hard-hitting outfielder, also contributed to the hard won successes of the post-war era. There
seems to be little doubt that the most prominent Lobo diamond
star of the entire decade was Hank Jacobs. Jacobs, a native of
Missouri, was one of collegiate baseball's most brilliant outfielders between 1947 and 1951. A left hand-hitting center
fielder with an outstanding throwing arm and an excellent range
of defensive movement, Jacobs, too, joined the professional
ranks after his departure from UNM and eventually returned to
Albuquerque where he achieved a great deal of success in the
city's high school coaching ranks.
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The 1941 Lobo baseball team, first to ever subdue the niversity of Arizona
in the diamond sport. From left to right: Top Row-Sweetland (manager) ,
T anner , MiJler, Behl (wi nning pitche r of the Arizona victory), Henley{
J ackson , an d Frogge. Bo ttom Row -Matsu, Gustovic h, Brown e, Mand a ,
Dean , Beirn ie, Duran, au d See ry .
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With the leadership provided by George Petrol and the
increased quality of performance exhibited by a galaxy of postwar student athletes, varsity baseball at UNM became
re-established as a serious rival to track and field as the leader of
spring sport activity. During the decade to follow more
improvements in most of the facets of the revived program
would become evident-improvements, which, in the final
analysis, projected the University of New Mexico's baseball
program toward the top of those quality programs exhibited by
the leading baseball playing colleges and universities in the
country.
TENNIS
Tennis in the United States in the early part of the period,
and expecially during the period of the war, was drastically
curtailed. Following the war, however, American tennis fortunes in Davis Cup play rose to their all-time heights as chief
rival Australia was defeated five years in succession in the finals
of the prestigious international amateur tournament. Led by the
superb ability of Jack Kramer, one of the first proponents of
the so-called "big game ," Ted Schroeder, Frank Parker, William
Talbert, Gardner Mulloy, and Kramer's heir successor as the
world's top ranking amateur-Richard " Pancho " Gonzales, the .
nation's international net play was almost impeccable. The
breadth of intense competition among the group for national
laurels and United States Lawn Tennis rankings provided
American tennis fans with some of the epic matches in the
all-time history of the sport. Professional tennis , present in the
United States since the late nineteen-twenties when such stars as
Ellsworth Vines, Don Budge, and Welby VanHorn had
organized troupes of touring pros and traveled the hinterland of
the United States seeking to promote both the sport and their
pocketbooks, returned to the scene of American tennis
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following the war. Bobby Riggs, top-ranked United States
amateur of the nineteen-thirties, and Jack Kramer, the most
exciting player of the middle nineteen-forties, formed professional groups and extended the tradition of barnstorming tennis
activity started by their predecessors in previous eras.
The University of New Mexico's varsity tennis program
paralleled that degree of activity and achievement experienced
by baseball during the same period. Except for the war years ,
vigorous activity was undertaken under the direction of five
different coaches. Schedules grew in both quantity of matches
played and quality of competition encountered. Most matches
were played with fellow Border Conference institutions while
non-conference competition resulted in the scheduling from
time to time of the Albuquerque and El Paso Tennis Clubs, and
the Universities of Colorado and Wyoming. The decade of the
forties saw the demise of intercollegiate athletics at the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, a long-time rival of
UNM's in the sports of tennis, basketball, football, and baseball.
Growth in physical facilities also accompanied tennis activity
during the forties. Three new tennis courts were built in 1947 at
a location directly south of the Zimmerman Stadium building.
The courts, built to conform to USLTA specifications, remain
as the scene of vigorous UNM student net play today.
The coaching situation attached to varsity tennis at the
University during the forties was one which was to be continued
until well into the decade of the nineteen-fifties-a situation
which embraced adequate leadership, but which resulted in a
turnover so great that the program as a whole experienced a
great deal of difficulty in setting any definite trends of continuity. The first tennis coach of the decade was Ted Shipkey ,
who continued to divide his time between football and tennis
until his departure for the service. In 1942, shortly before the
elimination of the sport from varsity levels of competition
during the war, Gus Zielasco assumed the head position .
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Zielasco returned as head coach of tennis in 1946, but was
succeeded the following year by Arthur McAnally, the University's head librarian. McAnally remained until 1948, at which
time the position was assumed by Dr. John Suttle, a professor
of chemistry at the University, In 1949 and 1950, the coaching
post was given to Joe Palaia, a former Lobo net player. Under
Palaia's administration the most significant advances during the
decade were made in the sport. Growth in number of matches
played each year took place and the quality of play demonstrated by the variety of modern racquet wielders vastly overshadowed those performances of earlier years.
The tennis record of the forties can be closely compared with
that achieved by baseball. Slightly more matches were lost than
were won with no particular year being overly successful.
Several fine players instrumented their efforts in an attempt to
improve the tennis reputation of the University, Among them
were: Charles Hitt, a leading member of teams during the late
thirties and who continued to play in the early part of the
nineteen-forties; Norman Finn, a V-12 Naval trainee, who led
the limited play of UNM's wartime teams and who also gained
the distinction of becoming the winner of the men's singles
event in the first New Mexico Open championship tennis
tournament ever held; and Bruce Pieters, a tall, bespectacled
blond, whose play in 1949 and 1950 provided one of the few
positive bits of playing success achieved during that portion of
the period.
If varsity tennis at the University of New Mexico was to
become competitive with similar programs throughout the
Southwest during the nineteen-fifties, the problem of interrupted coaching leadership had to be solved, The fact that the
sport had the decided advantage of an almost y.ea'r round
climate in which practice play could be undertaken and that the
development of young high school players was increasing every
year were advantages which the University was not long in
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recognizing and exploiting to its advantage.

BASKETBALL
Basketball joined with football at the University of New
Mexico to become the only two sports which experienced uninterrupted varsity activity during the decade of the nineteenforties. College basketball play across the country, although
limited in some respects by the war , continued its amazing rise
in spectator popularity. It has been estimated that, by the end
of the nineteen-forties, more people in this country were
watching basketball play, on all of the various levels, than any
other sport.
Both of the country's most important collegiate basketball
tournaments continued to be held "annually during the war
years-the N.C.A.A. tournament (National Collegiate Athletic
Association) and the N.I.T. (National Invitational Tournament)-as were many of the less important regional and
conference tourneys. Basketball technique and strategy became
much more sophisticated than previously due chiefly to the
introduction to the game of the skill ed and agile " big man"-the
six foot eight inch and taller individual.
Two institutions from the Rocky Mountain area gained
basketball acclaim during the decade with national championship teams-the University of Wyoming in ~ 943, under the
astute coaching of Everett Shelton, and th e University of Utah
in 1944, under the direction of Vad al Peterson. Henry Iba's
Oklahoma State teams of 1:945 and 1946 also rul ed the NCAA
championship tourney of those years, consummating a fouryear dominance of the nation 's mo st prestigious coll ege basketball tournament by weste rn team s. Aside from those mentioned
above, the most successful college team s of the decade , many of
which basketball fans will not forg et for som e time, were :
Indiana, under Branch McCracken; Alvin "Doggie" Julian's
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Holy Cross Crusaders; Kentucky, under the autocratic leadership of Adolph Rupp; City College of New York (CCNY), under
Nat Holman, a member of one of the nation's first professional
basketball teams-the Original Celtics of New York; St. Johns'
College, under Joe Lapchick, a teammate of Holman's on the
Original Celtics; Long Island University's Blackbirds, under the
coaching genius of Claire Bee; Ed Hickey's St. Louis University
Bilikens; and Joe Newell's San Francisco University Dons,
which featured Bill Russell and K. C. Jones, two of the finest
(court performers of the nineteen-forties, nineteen-fifties, and
nineteen-sixties.
.
Aside from Russell and Jones, the era of the forties produced
a long list of outstanding basketball players. Among the most
notable were: George Mikan of Depaul and Bob Kurland of
Oklahoma State, the prototypes of basketball's giant performers; Ed McCauley of St. Louis University; Gerald Tucker of
Oklahoma; Paul Arzin of Villanova; Ohio State's Dick
Schnittker; Yale's Tony Lavelli; Rhode Island State's Ernie
Calverley and Stan Modzelewski; Jim Pollard of Stanford;
Kenny Sailors of Wyoming, Arnold Ferrin and Vern Gardner of
Utah; Kentucky's Alex Groza, Bob Brannum, and Ralph Beard;
George Kafton and Bob Cousy of Holy Cross; Don Barksdale of
U.C.L.A.; Kevin O'Shea of Notre Dame; Vince Boryla of Denver
University; Slater Martin of Texas; Sam Ranzino of North
Carolina State; Bill Sharman of Southern California; Paul Unruh
of Bradley; and Dwight Eddleman of Illinois.
New facets of technique were introduced to basketball play
during the era. As Hank Luisetti had made the one-hand set
shot a revolutionary development in the nineteen-thirties, so did
Tony Lavelli and others bring into focus the hook shot during
the forties, a maneuver developed to offset the stifling defensive
advantages demonstrated by the increasing number of big men
present in the game. The hard-to-defend jump shot, first
developed and used in the nineteen-thirties by Westminister
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College, a: small Morman school in Utah, began to become .a
popular weapon in the arsenal of college basketball's more
prolific scorers, and although the maneuver would not become
fully refined until the middle of the following decade, it added
an exciting aspect of crowd appeal for the sport. As a result of
continued emphasis on and improved success in outside
shooting, basketball scores mounted until team totals
approaching one hundred points. and sometimes even exceeding
that figure, were not uncommon. With the development of the
long-shot marksman came the true exploitation of the screen
which sought to free a shooter for a short moment during which
he could shoot at the basket unmolested. The screen maneuver,
or "pick," was certainly not new, having been used for years in
an effort to free men for the rather easily made layup shots
from around the immediate vicinity of the basket.
Basketball at the University of New Mexico realized only a
slight decrease in the number of annual contests played during
the war. Pre and post-war schedules usually featured more than
twenty games per year, while during the war itself the lowest
number of games played in one season was thirteen
(1943-1944) and the greatest number reflected a total of
twenty-three (1941-1942). Annual basketball schedules during
the war years featured the few Border Conference schools still
playing basketball at the varsity level, local New Mexico
quintets, and various military installations. Annual basketball
schedules, both pre and post-war, were characterized by Border
Conference competition as well as by regional and intersectional ..
efforts. In fact, the sport of basketball followed the lead
demonstrated by football in shaping schedules which incorporated intercollegiate competition from different sections
of the country. During the 1941-1942 season, UNM played
Pittsburg State Teacher's College of Pittsburg, Kansas, and
Missouri's Warrensburg College, a team which in 1938 had won
the N.A.I.A. championship (National Association of Intercol-
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legiate Athletics). After the war when travel became far less
restricted, the University made new efforts to increase its intersectional basketball activity. hi 1946-1947, the Lobos made
their first appearance in the N.A.LA. championship basketball
tournament and were defeated in the first round of play by
Hamline University of St. Paul, Minnesota. In 1949-1950, the
UNM varsity basketball squad made its first intersectional
invasion of the East. Five games were played and, although all
were lost, the experience gained sought to set the stage for
( future long distance travel for competition against some of the
nation's better teams. During Lobo basketball history's first
Eastern tour the teams competed against were: The University
of West Virginia, Seton Hall, lona, Duquesne University, and
Kent State College in Ohio. Other regional and intersectional
opponents of the era included Regis College of Denver,
Colorado; Denver University; the University of Colorado;
Pepperdine College of Pasadena, California; Oklahoma City
University; the Phillip 66 Oilers; Abilene Christian College;
Central Oklahoma State College; the Hawaiian All Stars; Fresno
State University; Colorado College; Colorado State University;
and Colorado Mines.
At the close of the 1943 season, the Border Conference
decided to culminate its conference play with a league tournament involving all of the conference teams. Such tournaments
were beginning to become popular in many conferences
throughout the nation-the Big Eight, Atlantic Coast, Southwestern, etc. The occurrence of the first Border Conference
basketball tournament, played in Tucson in March of 1943, has
been completely overlooked in UNM basketball records. The
UNM basketball squad of that year, under the direction of willis
Barnes, competed in the tournament and won one game while
losing three contests. During the war no such tournament was
held, but in the first year of full-scale Border Conference competition during the post-war period the tournament was again
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staged but was finally discontinued for the same reasons fo
which the same type of conference tourney in baseball wa
cancelled. League officials decided to revert to the system 0
play which determined a league champion on the basis of won
and-lost percentage in conference games played.
The decade of the forties saw four different varsity basketbal
coaches appointed at the University of New Mexico . Three 0
the four were wartime appointees who volunteered to guide tht
Lobo court teams in the absence of Roy Johnson, longtirm
UNM basketball coach of past eras. The first of the voluntee
group was Dr. Benjamin Sacks, already a familiar name in Lobe
basketball history as an outstanding player of the nineteen
twenties and as the individual most responsible for returning the
sport of tennis to varsity status after its long absence from the
athletic program during the pre and post-World War I periods
Sacks replaced Johnson for one season while the "Iron Head'
was away from the campus on active National Guard duty. Wid
the eruption of World War II, however, Johnson's tenure 0
absence was prolonged until the autumn of 1945. Sacks was;
dedicated coach who worked diligently but with little success t<
improve the sagging fortunes of UNM basketball experience:
during the latter portion of the nineteen-thirties under Johnson
Succeeding Sacks in 1941, was Willis Barnes who, like Johnson
was an individual with the background and knowledge tc
assume the coaching of almost any sport on the campus. Barne:
remained in the head basketball coaching position during the
seasons of 1941-194") and 1942-1943, compiling a combinec
record of fourteen victories and twenty-six losses. Wartime
athletic director, George " Blanco" White, replaced Barnes fOI
the 1943-1944 season and fashioned one of the better won-los
records of the era (1l-2) . In 1944, the University of NeVI
Mexico appointed Woodrow Clements, a tall, likeable native
New Mexican to the head basketball position. Clements, c
graduate of Highlands University and a former playiru
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opponent of UNM during the early part of the forties, brought
an aura of basketball coaching specialty to the Lobo. court
game. He became the first Lobo coach whose background and
experience was especially designed for the coaching of
basketball. The results of his knowledge soon became apparent.
In his first year as head coach (1944-1945), Clements achieved a
record of thirteen wins against only two losses. Succeeding
years under Clements during the forties continued the successful vein of his introductory year until 1948-1949 and
( 1949-1950, at which time seasonal records dipped below the
.500 percentage level for the first time since his assumption of
the top position.
Despite a decade which elicited such comments from the
Albuquerque Journal's sports reporting .staff as, "Basketball is
an orphan on the campus with no New Mexico Club to see that
deserving athletes find their way to the registration desk of the
college," and saw varsity basketball competition resulting in a
record of ninety-eight victories balanced against one hundred
and nine losses, the Cherry and Silver squads produced several
outstanding performers, some of whom continue to be accorded
the recognition of being among the best players the University
has ever developed. Among the most notable were: Ray Tanner,
a holdover from the nineteen-thirties who gained runner-up
scoring honors in the Border Conference in 1940-1941; L. C.
Cozzens, a six foot three inch center, who became one of the
most successful scorers of the decade and who played both
before and after the war; Vincent "Rocky" Arroyo, .a native
New Mexican who was practically an alien amid the ranks of
Naval V-12 basketball performers during the late years of the
war; Mickey Miller, an all-around player who achieved notable
success as a high school coach in Albuquerque after he had left
UNM; Ned Wallace, UNM's first scoring ace who could honestly
be classified as a "big man," Larry "Hoot" Tuttle, "wild Bill"
Weger, and Frank Kremer, a trio of late era performers who also
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played during the early fifties and who contributed immensely
to the University's original basketball efforts in the Skyline
Conference. Weger, an aggressive, hard-driving, high-scoring
forward was tragically killed in a chemical research laboratory
explosion in the early nineteen-sixties. Tuttle, besides being a
one-hand shooting specialist of superb ability on the basketball
floor, was a talented baseball outfielder and played briefly in.
the Philadelphia Phillies farm system before returning to settle
in Albuquerque and join fellow cohorts AI Wright, Vince
Cappelli, and Hank Jacobs in the local high school coaching
profession. To Frank Kremer, however, goes the honor of being
the player of the decade and, further, one of the best performers in the growing gallery of all time Lobo basketball
greats. The quiet arid unassuming Kremer, a native of
Pennsylvania, became the mainspring of the Lobo offense and
defense during the late forties and early fifties. Speaking of the
likeable, six foot two inch center and forward, his former
coach, .Woodrow Clements, has stated, "Frank was an inspirational player who, if he had had the complimentary help of a
good, big man, would surely have been a player of foremost
national attention." Kremer was a team player first-his efforts
usuaIlygeared toward vigorous rebounding and setting up teammates for shots.
.
The improvement in the style of play demonstrated by the
University of New Mexico basketball teams of the late nineteen-forties effected an emergence into what must be referred
to as the modern age of UNM basketball. Under the direction ofJ
Clements a system of scientific play on both offense and
defense was undertaken which led to the base of operations
from which the University would launch its quest for national
basketball recognition in a later period.

TRACK AND FIELD
Except for the spring of 1945, the sport of track and field at
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the University of New Mexico experienced at least some activity
in every year of the decade of the forties. Wartime restrictions
placed the same mantle of retardation on track and field that
they did on most other sports around the nation for the duration. Little activity on the national level was seen. The Olympic
Games, whose last pre-war extravaganza was staged in Berlin,
Germany in 1936, were cancelled altogether. Following the end
of hostilities, track and field returned to the national sporting
scene as well as to most of the nation's college and university
pmpuses. In 1948, track and field received new post-war
unpetus with the revival of the Olympic Games, held in that
year in war-ravaged London.
Once again, as in previous decades, Americans dominated
world track and field competition in the sprint, hurdle, and
middle distance events, as well as in many of the field events.
Warmerdam's pole vault records of the early portion of the
decade (15 feet 7~ inches), and Jesse Owens' 1936 Olympic
broad jump mark of twenty-six feet five and three-eighths
inches, remained untouched during the decade. American
weightmen, Charles Fonville and Fortune Gordien, achieved
new world records in their specialities. Fonville's putting efforts
with the sixteen pound ball bettered fifty-eight feet while
Gordien threw the discus over one hundred eighty feet. Neither
effort came as near to breaking the tantalizing marks of sixty
feet and two hundred feet, respectively, as Les Steers' six foot
eleven inch jump in 1941 came to mastering the seven foot high
jump mark. In runniug events, the name of Mel Patton of the
University of Southern California stands out as the decade's
premier sprinter. Mal Whitfield of Ohio State ruled the half mile
tun, while Harrison Dillard, the ebony-hued hurdler from
Baldwin Wallace College, became the world's top performer in
both the 110 and 220 yard events. As in the past, American
javelin throwers and distance runners, although demonstrating
improvement, imposed no threat to Scandinavian and European
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dominance in: those events.
os the University of New Mexico campus, even though
activity in .track and field was undertaken steadily throughout
most of the period, the quality of performance could in no way
match that evident in both the nineteen-twenties and nineteenthirties. Squad 'size was usually limited, as a larger variety of
spring sports provided competition for the available athletes.
Perhaps another factor was that, with the rise in scholarship aid .
in sports other than football and basketball, Johnson continued
to Cling obstinately to his philosophy embracing a negative
viewpoint on the proselyting and financial support of track
athletes. With attractive financial inducements offered by such
sports as baseball, tennis, and golf, it was little wonder that
track and field declined in both quantity of activity and quality
of performance during the period.
.
Roy Johnson, spending a brief five-month period on the
University campus between a year's National Guard duty and a
more permanent World War II assignment, coached the track
and field team in the spring of 1942 and for every season
following the termination of the war until the end of the
decade. During the years of the period in which Johnson was
absent, the head coaching duties were assumed by George
White. Despite a none too glittering record of success during the
period, track and field activity under Johnson's administration
was both assertive and challenging, while those years attached
to the guardianship ·of White saw only limited activity undertaken. Most track and field competition occurred against Border)
Conference schools and with such non-conference institutions
as die University of Colorado and Colorado College. Competition against various military teams, including the Kirtland AFB
Kellys, also took place during the era.
None of the University's track and field records of past eras
were broken by UNM thinclad performers during the forties.
Good performances were as scanty as the number of individuals
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wearing varsity track uniforms. Two partlclpants of the latter
part of the period were exceptions to the general trend of
events. Sidney Kiwitt, a good all-around decathlon-type performer from New Jersey, whose specialty was the javelin throw,
led all field event performances during the era, while Clarence
Watson, somewhat epitomizing Johnson's record of developing
good distance runners, performed ably in both the mile and two
mile events. Although Kiwitt came close to breaking the school
javelin record of one hundred seventy-eight feet, his best throw
of one hundred seventy-five feet fell just short of becoming the
only track and field performance of the decade to set a new
University record. Watson's times in both the mile and two mile
runs in no way threatened Fisher's 4:22.0 mile record time set
in 1928 or the 9: 58.2 two mile mark of Lilburn Homan, also set
in the nineteen-twenties.
The decade did establish one important precedent. In 1944, a
V-12 Naval trainee by the name of William DePatten became
the first Negro to participate in any form of varsity intercollegiate athletics at the University of New Mexico. DePatten was
a mediocre two miler whose tenure at the University lasted but
one year. DePatten's appearance in University track and field
contests in 1944 destroys the generally held belief that Willie
Joe Gale, an exciting football quarterback of the middle nineteen-fifties was, in fact, the first Negro athlete at the University.
Johnson's attitude toward the athletic scholarship offset hit'
resolute labors during the period. With the burgeoning enrollment of the University after nineteen-fifty, his programs in
track and field would show considerable improvement, but not
nearly as much as seen in the sport under the direction of a
coach who applied himself more to recruiting finished athletes
than to building competitors from almost raw products.
CROSS-COUNTR Y
Cross-country running as a varsity sport at the University
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experienced the same amount of activity during the nineteenforties as seen in past years-approximately one autumn's
activity per decade. The appearance of cross-country on the
University of New Mexico campus in 1944, in keeping with past
history, marked the only time during the period that the sport
underwent competition. During that fall two meets were
scheduled against Arizona State University (Tempe) and Texas
Technological University. Roy j ohnson, the only genuine
booster of cross-country activity at the University, was succeslt
ful in utilizing Clarence Watson's proclivity for long distance
running to gain victories in both of the meets undertaken .
With the decline of track and field during the forties, however, cross-country, an activity closely attached to the thinclad
sport, had little hope of reforming its past status. The nineteenfifties would eventually see the sport embark on a program of
earnest activity.
SWIMMING
Since the origin of the National Collegiate Athletic Association swimming championships in 1937 , three universities-Yale,
Ohio State , and Michigan-had completely dominated the
national levels of competitive aquatic performance. In fact , the
trio of institutions mentioned above were joined only by the
University of Southern California as winners of NCAA swimming championships during the first thirty years of the meet's
history. During the • inctccn-fort ies, college swimming made ..
steady gains in both quantity of participants and quality of
performance. The trend toward even greater ap plication of
scientific analysis of stroke mechanics and vastly accelerated
conditioning programs continued to insure America's position
as the leader in world swimming. By the late nineteen-forties,
the marks of Johnny Weissmuller and Adolph Kiefer, America's
two most durable record holders, had been eclipsed by more
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contemporary performers.
No activity in varsity swimming was undertaken at the
University of New Mexico during the forties until after the
cessation of the war. At that time, however, the sport was
renewed as a part of the University's varsity athletic program. In
1945-1946, Petrol , a jack-of-all trades like Johnson and Barnes,
took the initiative in forming the era's first swimming team.
Each autumn afternoon saw the charges under Petrol's direction
( engaging in training sessions featured by twenty lap workouts.
When the weather became too cold for activity in Carlisle
Gymnasium's outdoor pool , swimming took place at the
YMCA's indoor pool. No dual meets were scheduled in
1945-1946, but the team did compete in the Border Conference
swimming meet that season and achieved a second place finish
behind the championship performance of the University of
Arizona. In succeeding years , dual meet activity was carried out
against the University of Arizona; old aquatic rival, New Mexico
Military Institute; and the Albuquerque High School.
Following Petrol's appearance as varsity swimming coach at
UNM in 1945-1946, came Lieutenant Commander R. E.
Jeffrey, a Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps supervisor on
the campus. Jeffrey coached the team in 1946-1947. No
swimming activity was present during the season of 1947-1948,
but under the leadership of Dick Milton, the sport experienced
significant improvements in activity during the last two seasons
of the decade.
When comparing Lobo swimming marks of the nineteenforties with those achieved in the nineteen-thirties, considerable
improvement was evident. The following abbreviated table can
be related to that table of similar scope appearing in the preceding chapter in making comparable relationships in the
advances seen in the sport:
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EVENT

100 Yd.
220 Yd.
440 Yd.
100 Yd.
100 Yd.

Freestyle
Freestyle
Freestyle
Breat Stroke
Back Stroke

TIME

PERFORMER

1 :00.0
2:33.i
5:48.5
1:16.0
1:17.0

George Colvard
Bill Glathe
Bill Glathe
John Sullivan
Edward Neff

Besides the improvement seen in UNM swimming performances during the era, springboard diving also took on new
dimensions of excellence with the performances of Jim Leakou ,
perennial Border Conference diving champion of the late
forties.
The crux of the problem retarding the advance of UNM
swimming toward a quality of national significance could be
attached to the lack of a functional year -round facility and of
trained leadership, aware of the emerging psychological and
physical aspects of modern trends of aquatic training.
GOLF
Intercollegiate golf had been played informally in the United
States long before the nineteen-forties, but the first National
Collegiate championship tourney was not organized until 1940.
During the remainder of the nineteen-forties, the championship
college tournament occurred without interruption except for
the year 1946. No particular geographical area' of the United
States dominated the championship play of collegiate golf.
Universities and colleges from California to Connecticut , and
from Louisiana to Indiana, represented a broad cross-section of
championship play during the nineteen-forties.
Unlike most of the sports at the University of New Mexico
during the decade of the nineteen-forties, golf achieved th e
ultimate in both physical facilities and coaching leadership. As a
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result, the sport grew to a point where it became the first
activity in the University's athletic family to approach the
pinnacle of national championship status. With the opening of
the first nine holes of the newly constructed eighteen hole golf
'Course in the spring of 1942, the University was provided with
one of the fmest and most challenging facilities in the Southwest. Being one of the few colleges in the country to encompass
a golf course of championship status on its campus, UNM was
provided with a distinct advantage for the development of
varsity golf. Scores of accomplished players from all parts of the
r country, bent on both a college education and improvement of
their golf, matriculated at the University of New Mexico during
the forties and subsequent decades. Golf schedules, financial
support for the sport, and quality of play rose during the latter
part of the era. The growth in the sport continued unabated
.
during the nineteen-fifties and nineteen-sixties.
The responsible leadership for golPs varsity programs was
undertaken by two men during the period. The first was George
Petrol, an excellent golfer and superb teacher of golf stroke
mechanics, originally hired by the University to manage its new
course. Petrol was instrumental in crystallizing the early efforts
of UNM's golf program during the forties, particularly that
period immediately following World War II. During the tenure
of the war no varsity golf was played, although the school's new
course was the scene of much informal play. In 1946, Petrol
was responsible for bringing to the city two of the nation's
foremost golf professionals to play an exhibition match. Petrol
joined Tony Penna and Craig Wood, winner of the last United
States Open Golf Championship held in 1941, to form a
threesome whose stellar play thrilled links fans throughout
Albuquerque. Petrol shot a respectable seventy-five for his
eighteen hole round, while Penna carded a seventy-two. The
flawless Wood shot a two under par seventy. In the spring of
1947, Petrol decided to concentrate his versatile coaching
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talents on baseball. As a result, the University hired former
touring professional John Dear as an instructor of physical
education and manager of the golf course. Dear's duties were to
include also the coaching of the varsity golf team Dear, a far
better recruiter than Petrol ever was, or cared to be, was
directly responsible for bringing to the campus the quality of
player not seen at UNM since the departure in the early
nineteen-thirties of the venerated Verne Stewart. Jim Boyle, a
native of Evdeth, Minnesota, appeared at UNM in the spring of
1948, and promptly set a new course record of sixty-six in his
first year of play at the University. Jim Frost and Peter Griggs
followed, bod. of whom were fine par golfers.
University of New Mexico varsity golf schedules grew
commensurately with all other developments experienced by
the program. A full intra-conference golf schedule was pursued
almost every year of the post-war period of the era and such
non-conference organizations as the New Mexico Military
Institute, powerful Oklahoma State University, and various
amateur golf associations and country club teams of the Southwest were scheduled.
In the spring of 1949, the University of New Mexico's fine
golf course had developed to such a point that the NCAA
selected the facility as its choice for the site of the National
Collegiate golf championships of that year. Scores of the
nation's finest collegiate golfers descended on the City of
Albuquerque to treat local golf enthusiasts to the greatest
spectacle of links activity ever witnessed in the city. A young
Wake Forest University golfer by the name of Arnold Palmer
won medalist honors on the tourney's opening day of play.
Palmer, though defeated in the early rounds of match play,
graduated from the North Carolina institution to become one of
golf history's most successful professional players. The
University of New Mexico Lobos, using the familiar course to
their advantage, finished thirteenth in a field numbering over
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colleges and universities.
During the last three years of the decade of the forties, the
UNM varsity golf team either tied for or won the Border Conference championship, starting a precedent of regional
dominance in college golf unmatched by any other University
.of New Mexico varsity athletic team in any sport.
The University of New Mexico's vision to provide the City of
Albuquerque and its student body with a public golf course was
directly responsible for formulating the highly successful
growth and development which continued to carry over into the
nineteen-fifties and sixties. The first golf course on the campus
would eventually become swallowed by numerous campus
building projects, but before such physical facility expansion
took place, new courses were designed by Tucker and constructed by the University in other nearby locations.
tjlirty

(

SKIING
Varsity skiing, originated at the University of New Mexico in
the late nineteen-thirties, experienced the most vigorous activity
of its short history during the period of the nineteen-forties.
Skiing also experienced its demise as a varsity sport in the UNM
athletic program during the winter of 1949-1950. Ski activity
during the war was practically prohibited by restrictions placed
on gasoline rationing. La Madera's area, the lifeblood of Albuquerque skiing, remained closed for the duration. Prior to, and
succeeding the war, however, skiing grew in popularity among
the residents of the city with each passing winter weekend.
Thousands of new arrivals to the community, many of them
having experience and skill in skiing, blended with the "old
guard" of Albuquerque skiers to provide a steady stream of
traffic up the eastern slopes of the Sandia Mountains.
Under the volunteer coaching of James McNamara and Bob
Meservey, Lobo ski teams featurmg Bobby Stamm, Joe Harley,
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Lloyd Bolander, Malcolm Brown , and Jim Doolittle, competed
with varying amounts of success throughout the Rocky Mountain area at Aspen, Denver, Gunnison, Colorado, Flagstaff,
Arizona, and the La Madera area.
Despite the popularity and interest in the sport by Albuquerqueans . and UNM students alike, lack of definite coaching
leadership and rising post-war expenses attached to maintaining
the sport at the varsity level led to the demise of skiing as a
varsity sport. The sport, although dropped from the official
athletic program of the University of New Mexico, continued as
a club activity.
.
EPILOGUE
As the nineteen-forties drew to a close, Albuquerqueans and
University of New Mexico students, faculty, and administrative
personnel could look back on a decade featuring both wartime
social dislocation and deprivation and a post-war period of
significant growth and development. The City of Albuquerque
had .approximately doubled in population; experienced growth
in its economy, industry, business, and geography far beyond
the wildest of pre-war speculation; and had undergone development in various other facets of its physical and social
environment . unmatched in previous eras of history. The
University of New Mexico finished the decade in much the same
vogue ,as had Albuquerque. The growth of games and athletic
sports ' in the city and on the University campus was without .
parallel .In thehistory of either entity. New activities had been
.added to the wide spectrum of athletic scenery, while already
established sports grew and flourished during the post-war
period of the era as never before. Growth and development,
effected so rapidly during the latter part of the period, overflowed into the following decade with unabated stimulation.
The University of New Mexico, featuring a student body of
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well over four thousand at .the start of the second half of the
twentieth century, had modernized its programs in almost all of
its varsity athletic offerings. Specialized coaching had been
introduced to golf, baseball, and basketball. Track and field
remained under the expert tutelage of Roy Johnson. Football,
tennis, swimming, and .cross-country had all been developed to
the point where similar efforts in professional coaching engagement . were ready to be initiated. Financial support had
improved to the point where scholarship aid was avialable to
athletes in almost every varsity sport. Facilities had also grown
to 'the point where they were among the finest enjoyed by any
Institurion in the Rocky Mountain area. The University of New
Mexico stood on the threshold of the nineteen-fifties ready to
take full advantage of the important processes evolved in the
nineteen-forties.

.

! .
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CHAPTER VII
.EPILOGUE

The site of old Alburquerque, commonly, but incorrectly,
called Albuquerque, was firstvisitedin 1540 by Don Hernando
.de Alvarado, a Captain . of an exploration force of Spaniards .
under the direct command ,of Francisco Vasquez de Coronado.
Albuquerque, named after the Second Duke de Alburquerque,
'V iceroy of New Spain from 1701 to 1710, was originally settled
in 1706 by 'thirty Indian families under the sponsorship of
Spain's Governor of New Mexico during that period, Don
Francisco Cuervo yValdes. From the time of its origin in 1706
until 1881, one and three-quarters of a century later (at which
time the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad extended its
line southward from Las Vegas, New Mexico, to a point
adjacent to Albuquerque's current Santa Fe Railroad Depot,
approximately two miles east of Old Alburquerquei, Cuervo's
original community by the Rio Grande River experienced little
physical growth away from its first settlement area. The
extension of the railroad into the very heart of the Territory of
New Mexico created the impetus for Albuquerque to become
one of the most rapidly growing and developing cities in the
western part of the United States.
Since 1889, the year of the founding of the University of
New Mexico, the City of Albuquerque and the State University)
have formed a close association in social and cultural growth.
Each entity has grown in concord with one another in terms 'of
population and student body, geography and physical plant,
economy and financial stability, technological advance, and in
various forms of social activity including the development of
sports and games and varsity intercollegiate athletics.
In the six decades of history between 1889 and 1950, Albuquerque grew from a population of less than 4,000 to one of
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well over 150,000 people. The University, during these years,
advanced from a small initial enrollment of normal and preparatory students to a student body of graduate and undergraduate
enrollees in excess of 4,000. Both the student body of the
University of New Mexico and the City of Albuquerque's population assumed a cosmopolitan character by the close of the
first half of the twentieth century, resulting from a migration to
New Mexico in general and Albuquerque in particular; of
literally thousands of individuals from all parts of the United
States.
( Both Albuquerque and the University of New Mexico have
experienced significant physical growth during the period under
consideration (1889-1950). Since 1889, Albuquerque has grown
from two small settlements linked by :a two mile horse 'and
buggy ride to a vast metropolitan area featuring heavily skewed
growth eastward and, to lesser extent, northward and southward along the Rio Grande River valley. The University of New
Mexico, in turn, has progressed from twenty acres of privately
donated land and its original building of brick construction
called the Administration Building, long since veneered with
plaster of pueblo style connotation, to a ·large complex of
acreage and structures featuring some of the most unique
landscaping and architectural plans in the nation.
The area of technological advance has also had its impact on
the development of Albuquerque and the University of New
Mexico. The first significant encroachment into the pastoral
setting of Albuquerque was the railroad, closely followed by the
automobile. During the years following the introduction of the
railroad and the automobile, the movies (both silent and talkie),
radio, a multitude of home appliances and labor saving devices,
the airplane and, finally, television, all made their appearance.
Prior to the railroad's significant economic contributions,
Albuquerque had wrought a struggling existence from limited:
aspects of farming and trading. The railroad's presence linked
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the community's economic structure to the advance of technology. For three decades (1889-1920), the railroad was the
economy of Albuquerque. Over four-fifth's of the town's gainfully employed population was attached to the various operations of the railroad. Shortly after World War I, the advent of
the automobile began to seriously encroach on the enveloping
superiority of the railroad on the economic structure of Albuquerque. By the end of the nineteen-twenties, the automobile
had replaced the railroad as the leading influence on thedty's
economy.
The close association between the City of Albuquerque and
the University of New Mexico in the growth and development
of athletic games and sports and of varsity intercollegiate
athletic programs has been a gratifying experience for both. The
community of Albuquerque provided the impetus for the
development of several sports in .the intercollegiate athletic
program of the University. Those sports arising from the social
growth of the city to eventually take their place in the University's athletic programs were: baseball, tennis, boxing, skiing,
golf, and swimming. In return, the University of New Mexico
was solely responsible for the development of certain sports in
its intercollegiate program which, in time, was extended in
various forms into the community of Albuquerque. Those
sports .were: football, basketball, and track and field. The combined development of sports and games by both the University
of New Mexico and the City of Albuquerque created a wide
spectrum of sporting c.etivity and spectator participation.
The processes which evolved to allow for the growth and
development in all the previously mentioned areas of social and
cultural advance were both slow and deliberate. Problems of
social dislocation arose which retarded progress at times. During
other periods, the solutions to such dislocations allowed for
stimulated growth and progress far beyond that thought
possible. In the sixty years of history under consideration both
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the City of Albuquerque and the University of New Mexico
were successful in solving the problems attached to twentythree years of territorial status; the uncertainties of statehood
infancy; the debilitating effects of two world wars, a severe
economic depression, two periods of post-war domestic trials,
and a social enigma called prohibition. Despite these barriers to
normal and systematic growth and development, Albuquerque
and the University grew to a point where they were recognized
. at the outset of the second hall of the twentieth century as two
of the most progressive, rapidly growing, and significantly
r distinguished entities in the western part of the United States.
The role which the development of athletic games and sports
played in the drama leading to the rightfully deserved reputation described above was strategically important and significant.
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llASEllALL (eonllnued)

llASEllALL

1899

1907

(1-0)
OPP

UNM

18

GOSS MILITARY INST.

9

&

ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL

1900
24
7

SANTA FE RR SHOPS
ALBUQ . INDIAN SCHOOL

1903

(1- 0)

12

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

1904

(2- 0)

27
7

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCIlOOL
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL

1905

(2-0)

UNM
17
I

5

16
6
OPP

UNM

10
9

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
SANTA FE INDIAN SCIlOOL

1906

(5-2)

5
8

1908

14
13

OPP

UNM

9
5
9
3

OPP

OPP

UNM

UNM
6

OPP

UNM

9
11
5
10

ALBUQ .INDIAN
ALBUQ .INDIAN
ALBUQ . INDIAN
ALBUQ . INDIAN

SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SOlOOL

8
10
8
9

(I - I)

UNM

(

(3-1)

6
7

OPP
ALBUQ. INDIAN sl.rlOOL
ALBUQ . INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. BROWNS
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ . INDIAN SCIlOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
EL PASO HIGH SCHOOL

10
5
3
4
2

(3-2)
OPP

11
5
10

SANTA FE RR SHOPS
ALBUQ . INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

1910

(7-2)
0PP

UNM

12
7
2
5
5
11
5
19

3
1911

ALBUQ . INDIAN SOlOOL
EL PASO MlIJTARY INST .
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
SANTA FE INDIAN SOlOOL
NEW MEXICO MINES
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO MINES
ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE

I

I

2

9

4
6
I

6
4
3
6
4
2

(1-5)
OPP

UNM

0
6
5
11

2
3
5
4
12

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ST . MICHAELS COLLEGE
NEW MEXICO MINES
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE
NEW MEXICO MINES

7

3
10
12
7
11

*To provide the reader with more facility in reading the following
records, a few obvious abbreviations are used. They are: U.-Univ. for
University; I.-Inst. for Institute; St. for Saint; RR for Railroad; AFB for
Air Force Base; Albuq. for Albuquerque; YMCA for Young Men's
Christian Association; NM for New Mexico; Flagst. for Flagstaff; and calif.
for California. All institutions are noted in the Appendices under the tides
to which they are generally referred in modem times . .The evolution of
these tides are noted in the text, but for uniformity of record are listed in
the same manner throughout the appendices. Only seasonal dual meet
records are contained in the parentheses, located beside the various yearly
dates. Although triangular, quadrangular, relay meet, and multiple
invitational type meet results are not included in the parentheses, they are
noted at the bottom of each yearly record where pertinent. Triangular and
quadrangular results are indicated by an asterisk.
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IlASI!BALL (

1912

(2-3)

1910-1911 (4-1)

UNM

5
8
11
I
12

IlASIU!TIIALL (...-....I)

)

ALBUQ.INDlAN SOIOOL
ST. MlOfAllLS OOLLEGE
ALBUQ.1NDIAN SOIOOL
WUQ.INDIAN SOIOOL
ST. llGOfAllLS OOLLEGE

OPP
7
3
12

UNM

21
34
15
18
11

11

5

UNM

5
1899-1900(0-1)
8

ALBUQ. GUARDS

23
12

OPP
6

ALBUQ. BUSINESS OOLLEGE
ALBUQ. IIIGH SOIOOL
NM IIIGHLi''''DS UNIV.

10
11

8

ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ. MINORS

12

9
10
22
0i'P
12
22
19

FOOTBALL

1901.1902(3-0)
UNM

OPP
19

1911-1912(1-2)

IlASIU!TIIALL

UNM

NM IIIGHLANDS UNIV.
ALBUQ. IIIGH SOIOOL
NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV.
NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV.
NM IIIGHLANDS UNIV.

OPP
5
3
3

1892

(0-2)

UNM

0
0

ALBlll.I. IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL

1893

(3-1)

OPP
5
8

19OZ-1903(1-2)
UNM

5
12
5

ALBUQ. MINORS
ALBUQ. MINORS
ALBUQ. MINORS

OPP
4
16
16

UNM

•4

6
25

1903-1904(1-0)
UNM

21

NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV .

OPP
9

1894

ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ.INDIAN SOIOOL
ALBUQ. TOWN TEAM
NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV.

(I-I-I)

UNM

1905-19l'6(2-'2)
UNM
ALBUQ.IIIGHSOIOOL
14
ALBUQ. MINORS
13
NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV.
28
24
ALBUQ. IIIGH SOIOOL
1906-1907(1-1)
UNM
LAS VEGAS YMCA
21

18

NEW MEXiOO STATE UNIV.

0
0
26

OPP
15
30
16
19

1899

UNM

23
41
55
44

ALBUQ.INDlAN SOIOOL
ALBUQUE1lQUE KIDS
ALBUQUE1lQUE KIDS
ALBUQUE1lQUE KIDS
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
NEW M1!XIOOSTATE UNIV.

ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL

1901

(0-3-1)

UNM

OPP
12
22
34
34
26
25

1903

11

0
11

1908-1909(2-1)
UNM
I 31

29
17

ALBUQ. ATHLETIC CLUE
ALBUQ. ATHLETIC CLUE
ALBUQ. OOCIDENTALS

OPP
19
23
36

1904

UNM

"

NMIIIGHLANDS UNIV.
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
NM IIIGHLANDS UNIV.
ALBUQ. OCCIDENTALS

OPP
20
36
13
35

11
11

OPP
0
0
0
0
OPP

MENAUL IIIGH SOIOOL

1905

(5-I-i)

UNM
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OPP
0
32

(1-0)

11

5
16
15
15

OPP
0
5

(3-0-1)
ALBUQ. MI""'RS
ALBUQ. INDIAN SOIOOL
SANTA FE INDIAN SOIOOL
ALBUQ. MINORS

UNM

1909-1910(2-2)
40
20
36

ALBUQ. IIIGH SOIOOL
NM IIIGHLANDS UNIV.
ALBUQ.IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SOIOOL

UNM

8

OPP
4
0
4

(I-I)

5
0

0
0
0
7

1907.1908(5-1)
47
27·

ALBUQ. INDIAN SOIOOL
ALBUQ.1NDIAN SOIOOL
ALBUQ.1NDIAN SOIOOL

UNM

OPP
28
17

OPP
0
10
0
5

MENAUL IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ. IIIGH SOIOOL
ALBUQ.IIIGH SQIOOL
MENAUL IIIGH SOIOOL

0

OPP
5
0
0
0

"

FOOTBALL (continued)
1')05 (continued)
UNM
27
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
12
SANTA FE INDIAN SCHOOL
0
NEW MEXICo STATE UNIV.
1906

OPP
(I

0
40

(J I)

llN"-

28
5
22
5

TRALK ANI) I'IEI.I)

AI.UUtJ. INDII\N SCH<Xl! .

NEW MEXICO MINI'S
SANTA FE INDI AN SCI I. 1\ .:
NEW MEXIa> STATE W'ji ',

1907
UNM
44

(1-0)

1908
UNM

(5-1)

33

12
30
16
10
5

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO MINES
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW MEXIa> STATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

1909
UNM
0
15
0
28
23
51

EL PASO MILITARY I.
EL PASO MILITARY I.
UNIV.OFCOLORAOO
NM MlLlTARV INST.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

1910
UNM
0
0

NEW MEXIa> MINES
NM MILITARY INST.

1911
UNM
0
0
6
56
0

EL PASO MILITARY I.
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW MEXIa> STATE UNIV.
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

1912
UNM
0
5
0
9

NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
UNIV.OF ARIZONA

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL

1903
UNM
16'

OPP
5
0

0
25

OPP
0

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

1904
UNM
66

ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL

1905
UNM
41

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

OPP
2'
81'

(1-0)
OPP
33

(0-1)

1906
UNM

(0-1)

~6

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

1907
UNM
42

NEW MEXiCO STATE UNIV.

1912

(0-1)

OPP
67

OPP
82

(
OPP
0
6
6
12
6
10

(4-2)
OPP
II
0
53
2
II
0

(0-2)
OPP
9
80

(1-3-1)
OPP
6
0
10
0
6

(0-4)
OPP
20
6
27
22

TENNIS
1908
UNM
2

(1-0)
NEW MEXIOD MINES

OPP
0
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(0-1)

JNI\·;

II

OPP
66

OPP
AL8UQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
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APPENDIXB
ATHLETICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO - 1912.1920
:IIASEBALL

1913

1914

ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
SANT .\ FE INDIAN SCHOOL

1915
UNM

1916

(5- 1)

UNM

1919

1913·1914(0-1)
38

orr
LAS VEGAS YMCA

43

1914-1915 (8-0)
o pp

UNM

50
38
42
33
46
55
44
35

8

ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ . HIGH SCHOO L
NEW MEXICO STAT E UNIV.
ALBUQ. WEST ERN UNION
ALBUQ . BUSINESS COLLEGE
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .
ALBUQ. BUSINESS COLLEGE

IH
I II
17
1lJ

lH
IS

2(1

25

1915·19 16 (7-2)

3
3
5

UNM

70
50
38
80
68

I

5
6

34

(4- 2)

28
48
41

OPP
ALBUQ . BUSINESS COLLEGt"
ALBUQ . BUSINESS COLLEGE
CHICAGO CUBS
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ.INDlAN SCHOOL
SAN MARCIAL GRAYS

7
14
7
8
2
6

1920

(2-0)

53
31
26
28
27

12
9
5
3
6
5
2
13
5

NEW MEXICO MINES
ALBUO . INDIAN SCHOOL

ALBUQ . INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQUERQUE YMCA
ALBUQ . HIGH SCHOOL
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

211
2{i

(J

24
37
20
20
77

3)
24
2.!
1\
3(

1918-1919 (2- 4)
UNM

36
36

20
22
7
21

MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

OPF
U
11

5\
4(
3\
2\

1919·1920 (0-3)
OPI

UNM

OPP

UNM

n pp
17

OPF

UNM

OPP
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
NM STATE PENITENTIARY
HAPPY GO LUCKIES
COLLEGE ALL STARS
ALBUQUERQUE GRAYS
ALBUQ .INDIAN SCHOOL
NM STATE PENITENTIARY
ALBUQ .INDIAN SCHOOL

ALBUQ. BUSINESS COLL EGE
NEW MEXICO MINES
U. S. FOREST S ERVICE
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. BUSINESS COLL EGE
NEW MEXICO STAT E UNIV .
NEW MEXICO WESTERN UNIV.
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
OAKLAND GOLDS (CALI F.)

1916-1917 (4-1 )

(4- 5)

UNM

7
7
10
5
11
3
6
6
3

9
10

19
21
17
22
25
12

OPP
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

UNM

5
25
0
15
10
19

ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
EL PASO HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STAT E UNIV.

UNM

OPP
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

1917

2
4
6
6
6
10
7

(0-1)

3

5
20
7
7
9
0

35
24
20
29
26
28

I

OPP
ALBUQ . INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ .INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE
ST. MICHAELS COLLEGE
SANTA FE ELKS

OPP

UNM

19

(4-2-1)

UNM

2
0
4
8
13
14
11

1912-1913 (6-0)

OPP

UNM

3
7

BASKETBAL L

(1-1)

26
21
19

8
3
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NEW MEXICO MINES
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNl V.OF ARIZONA

41
4(

51

TRACK AND FIELD

CROSS-COUNTRY

1916
UNM
11

(0-1)
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.

OPP
10

1913
UNM

41lS
18

FOOTBALL

1912
UNM
0
6
0
9
1913

~M
44
9
0
3
1914
UNM
3
46
9
18
7

(0-4)
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

1914
UNM
46
59lS

OPP
20
7
27
22

1916
UNM
64

(3-2)
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

OPP
0
0
7
13
7

(3-1-1)
NM MILITARY INSTITUrE
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.

1915
UNM
3
55
13
26

NM MILITARY INSTlTUrE
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.
ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL

1916
UNM
2
0
108
55
51

COLORADO COLLEGE
COLORADO MINES
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

OPP
12
0
7
7
7

(3-1)
OPP
6
0
0
0

(3-2)

1917
UNM
38
6
1

MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

1919
UNM
55
0
0
57
24

NEW MEXICO MINES
COLORADO MINES
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.

;)PP
47
23
0
0
0

(1-2)
OPP
0
19
110

(3-0-2)
OPP
0
0
0
13
2
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ALBUQ. INDIAN SOiOOL
MENAUL HIGH SOiOOL
NEW MEXICO STATE UNI
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL

OPP
6tY.1*

20'
68'
40'

(1-0)
NEW MEXlCO STATE UNIV.
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
MENAUL HIGH SOiOOI

ALBUQ.INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
MENAUL HIGH SCHOOL

OPP
70
38~S:~

20'

OPP
32'
22'

APPENDIXC
ATIU.ETlCS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO -1920-1930
BASKETBALL (coatin uod l

IlASEBALL

1921

(2-0)

1924-1925(11-1)
OPP

UNM

8
6

ALBUQ . INDIAN SOlOOL
ALBUQ .INDlAN SOlOOL

1922

(1-0)
RGrARY.K1WANISCLUB

1923

(1-2)

9
1
9

ALBUQ . HIGH SOlOOL
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
ALBUQ . HIGH SCHOOL

1927

(1-0)

8
3
11

OPP

UNM

UNM

50
35

(0-1)
OPP
NM MlUTARY INSTInJrE

34

23

40
39

«

26
51
50
33
34
24
27
29

IlASKETBALL

1921·1922 (0-2)
OPP

UNM

22
21

58
25

UNlV . OF ARIZONA
UNlV .OF A1UZONA

17

1922-1923(2-7)
17
39
29
20
21
13

5
26
18

40

OPP

UNM
NEW MEXIOO MINES
NEW MEXIOO MINES
ALBUQ . BANKERS
NEW MEXlOO STATE
NEW MEXIOO STATE
UNlV . OF A1UZONA
UNlV . OF A1UZONA
NEW MEXIOO STATE
NEW MEXIOO STATE

UNlY .
UNlV .

20
17
22
28
23
59

39
25
32
31
17
47
21

35
59
45
30
41
47
65
35
47
35
34
26
46
48
27
49
45

29
38

OPP

IS

MONT·EZUMA COLLEGE
NM IDGHLANIl5 UNIv.
MONTEZUMA OOLLEGE
ALBUQ. BANKERS
NEW MEXICO MINES
ALBUQ .BANKERS
UNIV . OF A1UZONA
UNIV .OF A1UZONA

28
30
21
24
19
12

19
12
22
15
27
21
17
16
10
21
31
23
35
24
37
18

1926-1927 (13-4)

1923-1924(5-3)
UNM

22
19
16
10
19
22

OPP
NEW MEXlOO WESTERN U.
NEW MEXlOO MINES
UNlV.OF A1UZONA
UNlV. OF A1UZONA
PIGGLY WIGGLY
NEW MEXIOO MINES
AIUZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
AIUZONA STATE (FLA GST .)
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNlV .
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNlV.
PIGGLY \IIIGGLY
NEW MEXIOO MINES
OOLORADO OOLLEGE
OOLORADO STATE OOLLIlGE
UNlY OF OOLORADO
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)

UNM

38

UNlV .
UNlV.

OPP
ALBUQ. BANKERS
ALBUQ. BANKERS
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNlV.
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNlV .
MONTEZUMA OOLLEGf
NEW MEXlOO MINES
ALBUQ. BANKERS
\NIV. OF AIUZONA
UNlV.OF A1UZONA
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXIOO MINES

1925-1926 (14-2)

9

NEW MEXIOO MINES

UNM

12

7
OPP

UNM

1929

33
45
29
19
33
16
43
31
19
34
29
35

I

OPP

UNM

8

24

UNM

7

21
20
30
38
13
29
37
34

312

OPP
TULSA EAGLES
MONTEZUMA OOLLEGE
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
BELEN MEROIANTS
NM IDGHLANDS UNlV .
NEW MEXlOO MINES
MONTEZUMA WLLEGE
NM HIGHLANDS UNlV .
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNlV . OF A1UZONA
UNlV. OF A1UZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV.
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNlV .
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV .

37
19
16
31
28.J
25
25
14

20
36
29
27
21
35
11
18
38

aASKJrrBALL (continued)

(

1927-19211(12-7)
UNM
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
33
COLORADO WESTERN STATE
35
COLORADO WESTERN STATE
23
32
NEW MEXICO MINES
U
TULSA EAGLES
49
MONTEZUMA COLLEGE
MONTEZUMA COLLEGE
39
43
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
36
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
35
57
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
56
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
53
53
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV.
47
49
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
30
32
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
50
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
19:zs.1929 (13-8)
UNM
17
ALBUQ. SPORT SHOP
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV.
36
29
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.

38
31
30
32
27
31
35
68

53

38
43
55
29
29

33
39
46
211

NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV.
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
MONTEZUMA COLLEGE
NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV .
UNlV .OF ARIZONA
UNlV .OF AJUZONA
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAG<:T.)
TEXAS WESTERN
ALBUQ. SPORT SHOP

1929-193O{16-4)
UNM
U
ALBUQ . SPORT SHOP
27
NMIUGHLANDS UNIV.
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
25
40
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
19
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
27
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .j
WAYLAND COLLEGE
36
40
NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
NM N1UTARY INSTITUTE
33
44
NEW MEXICO MINES
26

35

48
45
32
26

DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
NEW MEXleD STATE UNlV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
:-1M IUGHLANDS UNIV.
VNIV.OF ARIZONA
UNIV.OF ARIZONA

IIASXETIlALL lcoatinuedl

1929-1930 (coallDucd)
OPP
32

29
29
21
37
25
23

OW

UNM

49
35
30
12

TEXAS WE:,"TERN
NEW MEXICO MINES
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)

1930

(0-1)

26
26
35
20

IlOXlNG

32

39
42
19
35
51
32
34
65
35
37
36

OPP

38
39
27
19
28
31
31
35
24
23
211
24
20
26
28
40
33
~~

3/
21
55

UNM

OPP

1

NM MlUTARY INSnTI1I1!

1920

(3-3)

FOOTBALL

UNM

3
12
67
9
7
7
1921

QPP

COLORADO COLLEGE
FORT BLISS
TEXAS WESTERN
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
UNlV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV.

6

1922

OPP
COLORADO COLLEGE
FORT BLISS
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

28
19
15
20 .
31
19
211
19
23
22
23
15
18
35
28
28

OW

ALBUQ .INDlAN SOIOOL
DENVER UNIVERSITY
UNlV . OF COLORADO
TEXAS WESTERN
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
UNlV .OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXleD STATE UNIV.

1923

(3-5)
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1924

0
41
3
0
0
10
1

OW
NM IUGHLANDS UNIV.
DENVER UNIVERSITY
MONTEZUMA COLLEGE
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
MONTANA STATE UNlV .

0
10
6

21
0
14
6
34

(5-1)

UNM

55
12
18
3
0
14

7
0
24
0

(3-4)

UNM

33
0
0
13
12
0
0

82
7
75
8
3
7
0
7

42
0
0
7
28
14

(2-2)

UNM

0
35
0

UNM
OPP

4

OPP
MONTEZUMA COLL~ ·· ,
WEST TEXAS STAT! • IV .
TEXAS WESTERN
UNIV. OF ARiZON"
NEW MEXIOO STAlE LNIV .
OOLORADOWESTERN STATE U.

0
6
0
0
6

0

'IENNlS

J'OO1'Ml.I. ( - - - )
1925

(2-4-1)

orr

UNM
0
10
7
2
0
20
U
1'26

OOLOaADO OOLL.EGE
~Q)LLl!IGE

WI!STTEXAS srATE UNlV.
TEXAS Wl!STl!aN
UNIV.OF AIlJZONA
NIlW Ml!XlOO srATE UNlV.
Q)LOIlADO Wl!STl!aN srATE U.

I'

0
6
35
1927
UNM
35
47
26
6
7
24
26
32
12
1921

NIlW Ml!XlOO MINES
~OOLLEGE

TEXASAIdI
TEXAS WESTl!IlN
UNIV.OF AalZONA
Nl!W Ml!XlOO srATE UNlV.
OOLOaADO WESTl!AN srATE U.

(1-0-1)

I

33
32
1929

~Q)LLliGE

MILITARY INS11TUT1!

_

TEXAS MINES
UNIV . OF A1UZONA
ARIZONA srATE (FLAGsr.)
NEW MEXIOO srATE UNIV.
OOLORADO WESTl!AN srATE U.
_ HlGH LANll5 UNIV .

(5-2- 1)

I

47
6
0
7

2
0

AL IlUQ. HIGH SOtOOL
UNIV . OF AIlJZONA

1921

(0-2-1)

UNN

0

NM MILITARY INS11TUT1!
PHOENIX JUNIOR OOLLIlGE
UNIV . OF AIlJZONA

OPP

1929

(1-0)

0
7
63
7
21
6
6

UNM

3
I

4
3

orr
3
5
6

~OOLLliGE

_

MlLlTAIl.Y 1NS11TUTE

AIlJZONA srATE IFLAGST.)
Nl!W Ml!XKlOsrATE UNIV.
UNIV.OF AIlJZONA
TEXAS WESTl!IlN
Q)LOIlAIJO MINES

NIlW Ml!XlOO srATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF AIlJZONA
LOMBARJ) Q)LLIlGB

1921

(0- 1)

~

UNIV . OF AIlJZONA

1922

(0-2)

IlNM

35
21
64

UNIV . OF AIlJZONA
UNIV . OF NI!IIIlASKA
ALIlUQ. HIGH SOtOOL
ALBUQ . INDIAN SOlOOL
ALIl UQUERQUB YMCA
MENAUL HIGH SOtOO L

1923

(0-1 )

UNM

0
0
7
12

U
6
0

15
561\

UNIV. OF N1!IlRASKA
ALIlUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
PI KAPPA ORDER

1924

(0-1 )

UNM
17
52

U

1925

OFP

~Q)LLliGE

NM MILITARY INST11VTE

UNN

0
0
0
6
6
7
9
0
0

(2-4-2)
NEW Ml!XlOO MINES
OCCIDENTAL UNIVERSITY
_ MILITARY l NS11TUTE
AIlJZONA srATE (FLAGST .)

4

. OPP
2

'l'RAa AND flI!U)

orr

NIlW Ml!XlQ) MINES

UNM

47
0
20

orr

UNN

0
0
9
19
24
9
16

orr

NIlW Ml!XlQ) MINES

UNM
45
36
6
0
14

10-2)

(4- "-1)

UNM

20
41
0

1m

UNIV .OF AIlJZONA
PI KAPPA ORDER
ALBUQ. HIGH sotOOL
MENAUL HIGH SOtOOL

(0-2)

361\
531\

26

21
26
0
6
6
7

90

1'26

UNIV.OF NEIlRASKA
UNIV.OF AIlJZONA
ALBUQ. HIGH SOtOOL
ALIlUQ. INl>EPl!NDI!HT'

(1-1)

UNM

161\
70

10

671\

orr
73
10
211\'
171\'
5'
0'

orr
107
311\'
29'

orr
91
411\'
221\'
I'

OPP

UNM

0

orr

UNlV. OF AIlJZONA
TEXAS WESTl!AN
ALIlUQ. HIGH SOtOOL
ALIlUQ.INDEPENDI!I'lrS

631\
19'
I'

orr
1061\
21
24 '
17'

SW1MMING
1'30
UNM

8

(0-1)
opp

NM MILITARY INSTI TUT E

58

314

1927
UNM

(0-2)

63
31

UNIV . OF ARIZONA
UNIV . OF NEBRASKA

orr
68
84

TENNIS (continued)
1928
UNM

(0-1)

M

UNiV. OF ARIZONA

1929
UNM

(2-0)

72

NMIdlL1TARY INSTITlTTE
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NMMILITARY INSTITl1I'E
NEWMEXICOMINES
MOfITEZUMA COLLEGE

(,8
67~

(

1930
UNM
56
83Y,
36

OPP
61
OPP
59
52
53'
8Y,'
3'

(1-1)

UNIV.OF ARIZONA
ALBliQ. ATIlLrnC CLUB
NM MIUTAR Y INSTITlTTE
NEWIdEXlCO MINES
NId HIGHLANDSUNlV.

OPP
75
47Y,
32'
9'
4'
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1939
UNM
5
0
1940
UNM
8
12
14
0
16
10
4
0
0
9
3
14
7

BASKETBALL (continued)
1931·1932
UNM
40
28
26

(0-2)
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
UNIV . OF ARIZONA

OPP
16
7

NM STATE PENITENTIARY
TEXAS WESTERN
ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ALBUQ. INDIAN SCHOOL
UNIV OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO MINES
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ALBUQ . CARDINALS

OPP
27
19
36

1933 ·1934 (14 - 4)
UNM
35
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
37
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
45
ARIZONA STATE (F I.AGST .)
29
ARIZO NA STATE (FLAGST .)
41
TEXAS WESTERN
39
TEXAS WESTERN
41
BELEN MERCHANTS
40
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
52
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
46
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
31
NEW MEXICO MINES
39
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
32
21
NMHIGHI.ANDS UNIV .
47
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
42
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
UNIV . OF ARIZO NA
32
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
31

32
18
21
26
24
24
34
31
27
29
29
26

1931.1932(10-6)

UNM

34

UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
ARIZONA STATE (FI.AGST.)

1932·1933 (13-6)
UNM
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
58
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST. )
32
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
35
44
NM MILITAR Y INSTITUTE
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
35
50
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
48
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
30
46
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
13
25
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
36
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
36
25
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
29
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
25
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
20
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
23
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
49
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
BORDER CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS

OPP
4
4
8
8
1
11
15
7
7
3
5
8
20

BASKETBALL

32
38
44
42
50
31
30

(continued

OPP
33
41
34

(6-7)

1930.1931(9-6)
UNM
9
PHILLIPS 66 OILERS
22
NEW MEXICO MINES
40
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
36
36
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
29
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
31
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
42
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
29
26
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
25
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
23
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
32
T EXAS TECH . UNIV.
24
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
22
ALBUQ . SPORT SHOP

45
51
32
38
29

i 930-1940

OPP
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
NEW MEXICO MINES
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
A1UZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

34
14
39
33
16

OPP
15
22
28
15
29

30
36
18
39
14
28
25
31
47
38
23
23
38
31

OPP
22
36
21
31
20
29
26
24
26
33
42
29
23
20
36
36
33
36

17
39
35
37
48
38
33
28

\'I J4 ·I')35
UNM
46
30
37
33
27

316

( 10- 10)
OFP
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO MINES
HUTCHINSON RENOS
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)

32
17
41
24
23

)

BASKETBALL (continued)

BASKETBALL (continued)

1934.1935 {continued}
UNM
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
35
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
27
39
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
35
32
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST ..
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST. '
36
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
38
43
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO MINES
35
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
37
28
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE l'NIV.
32
NEW MEXIOO STAn I NIV.
28
UNIV.OF ARIZ(l~.'
38
37 .
UNIV. OF ARIZO~.\

1936·1937 (continued)
UNM
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
30
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
38
26
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
37
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
33
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
22
COWRAlJ() COLLEGE
32
22
COWRADO COLLEGE

OPP
47
39
43
36
28
42
15
28
33
35
31
26
31
41
38

1937-1938 (8-15)
UNM
45
HAWAIIAN ALL STARS
34
NEW MEXIOO MINES
37
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
32
49
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
49
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
30
51
TEXAS WESTERN
32
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
51
26
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
47
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
51
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
39
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
42
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
39
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
35
HARLEM GLOBE TROTTERS
43
HARLEM GLOBE TROTTERS
29
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
40
41
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
49
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNIV. OJ' 4R1ZONA
47

(
1935-1936 (14-10)
UNM
42
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
27
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
46
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
38
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
51
GALLES INDEPENDENTS
46
STROMBERG INDEPENDENTS
37
NEW MEXIOO MINES
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
25
25
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
43
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
TEXAS
TECH. UNIV.
35
43
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
32
NEW MEXIOO MINES
21
42
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
39
70
TEXAS WESTERN
47
TEXAS WESTERN
43
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
25
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
25
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
40
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
29
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
53
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
1936·1937 (13-13)
UNM
NEW MEXIOO MINES
30
NEW MEXIOO MINES
15
HAWAIIAN ALL STARS
45
HARLEM GWBE TROTTERS
33
NEW MEXiOO STATE UNIV.
29
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
32
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
54
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
28
TEXAS WESTERN
56
TEXAS WESTERN
50
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
38
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
32
TEXAS WESTERN
42
TEXAS WESTERN
44
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
36
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
38
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
27
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
35

OPP
40
59
27
46
24
2Q

25
28
23
25
32

45
33
33
36
61
23
23
39
33
41
27
42
37

1938-1939(4-21)
UNM
NEW MEXICO MINES
26
BRADLEY UNIVERSITY
35
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
47
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
28
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
41
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
49
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
29
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
37
45
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS WESTERN
36
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
26
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
44
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
40
40
UNlV.OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
64
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
52
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
52
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
43
NEW MEXiOO MINES
45
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
37
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
41
OOWRADO OOLLEGE
37
COWRADO OOLLEGE
28
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
65
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
42

OPP
35
29
42
43
31
39
46

44
37
31
33
30
25
29
35
31
41
37
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OPP
41
32
37
32
49
36
21
33

OPP
52
45

J4
58
60
39
58
45
40
39
39
38
38
63
65
45
43
41
34
50
31
60
53

OPP
49
55
36

J8
59
67
39
56
41
39
85
77

56
63
38
56
55
60
50
39
45
44
46
54
51

BASKETBALL (continued)
1939·1940 (3 - 22 )
UNM
COLORAOO COLLEGE
37
COLORADO COLLEGE
41
DRAKE UNIVERSITY
39
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
28
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
31
TEXAS WESTERN
49
TEXAS WESTERN
55
ARIZONA STATE (F LAGST.)
43
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST. )
31
NEW MEXICO MINES
51
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
37
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
44
TEXAS WESTERN
36
TEXAS WESTERN
37
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
39
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
36
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
29
ARIZONA STATE (F LAGST .)
28
NEW MEXICO MINES
32
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
24
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
45
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
52
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
42
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
47
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
48

BOXING (<:ontinucd)
1937
IlNM
0
8

OPP
32
44
47
43
40
57
62
66
46
57
41
53
62
67
33

1938
UNM
5
2
3

3~
~7

34
62
56
62
59
74
55

1936
UNM
2
4
3
6

1937
UNM
4
4

OPP
3
6
5

(1-0)

43

"1MMILITARY INSTlTUrE

1934
UNM
38

"1MMIL1TARY INSTITUTE

OPP
29

(1-0)
OPP
33

FOOTBALL

OPP
10

(4-5)

6
0
2
6

UNIV. OF OKLAHOMA
"1MHIGHLANDS UNIV .
NEW MEXICO MINES
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
NM MILITARY INSTITUrE
UNIV. OF WYOMING

1931
UNM
25
14
20
6
7
6
2

NM MILITARY INSTITUrE
OCCIDENTAL UNIVERSITY
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TEOI. UNIV .
UNIV . OF WYOMING

13

OPP
47
0
0
0
20

14
33
0
19

(0- 1)
"1MMILITARY INSTITUrE

OPP
4

(0-0)
1934
2ND IN NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTlTUrE
INVITATIONAL
1935
UNM
31'.
5
3

1933
UNM

1930
UNM
0
45
51
25

BOXING
1931
UNM
I

(1-2)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE rrEMPE)

28

(O-I )
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .

OPP
6

FENCING

CROSS-COUNTRY
1934
UNM
11

ARIZONA STATE rrEMPE)
UNM '" ALBUQ . INDIAN SOIOOL
PHOENIX INDIAN SOIOOL

(2- 1)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
ALBUQ .1NDIAN SOIOOL
"1MMILITARY INSTlTUrE
BORDER CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS

OPP
II'.
0
5

(1-2)
"1MMILITARY INSTITUrE
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
UNM '" ALBUQ .INDIAN SCHOOL
PHOENIX INDIAN SCHOOL

OPP
6
I
4

(I-I -I)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)

OPP
4
3

318

(3 - 3- 1)

1932
UNM
6
6
0
0
0
6
6
0

ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
COLORAOO STATE COLLEGE
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
"1MMILITARY INSTITUrE
LOYOLA U. (LOS ANGELES)
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE rrEMPE)

1933
UNM
0
6
13

ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
"1MMILITARY INSTITUrE
ARIZONA STATE rrEMPE)

OPP
0
0
6

13
7
32
12

,)

(1-6-1)
OPP
0

30
0
7
52

13
39

40

(3-4-1)
OPP
14
6
26

FOOTBALL (continued)

FOOTBALL (continued)

1933 (continued)
45
7
14
0

LOYOLA U. (LOS ANGELES )
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV .
OOLORADO STATE OOLLEGE

• '34

(8-1)

)

UNM

(

76
33
21
18
26
6
26
12

33
1935

1936

(2-7)

UNM

6
0
6
25

NEW MEXI<Xl WESTERN U.
COLORADO STATE UNIV .
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE )
UNIV .OF ARIZONA ,
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)

1937

(4-4-1)

15

1939

0
6
15
12
7
14
0
6
6

NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
DENVER UNIVERSITY
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
COLORADO COLLEGE
UNIV. O F ARIZONA
ARIZONA STAT E (FLAGST.)
ARIZON A STATE (TEMPE)
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.

0
0
25
0
0
0
0
32
38
7
OPP
6

9
1.\
12
7
7
28
7

1933

(0-1)

6

2"

7
7
6
0
19
0
6
28
6
19

GOLF

UNM

OPP

456

TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
(MEDAL PLAY)

1934

(0- 1)

UNM
I

1939

OPP
ALBUQ . HIGH SCHOOL
(MATCH PLAY )

1940

OPP
UNIV .OFCOLORADO
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.

3
9

(1- 0-1 )

UNM

8
3

5

(0-2)

UNM

0
4

427

OPP
ALBUQ . HIGH SCHOOL
UNIV. OF OOLORAOO

4
3

6
SKIING

0
12
5
7
(.

1940

NEW MEXIOO WESTERN U.
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
CO LORADO COLLEGE
T EXAS WESTERN
ARIZON A STATE (FLAGS T.)

(1-0)

OPP

UNM

300

23
6
7
27

(8-3)

UNM

40
21
45

'O PP

34
7
14
7
33
9
6
7
21

NEW MEXiOO WESTERN U.
UNIV . OF WYOMING
DENVER UNIVERSITY
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
NEW MEXiOO STATE UNI V.
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
OOLORADO STATE UNIV . .

ARI WNA STAn (FLACST.)
BORDER CONFllaIlMCa atAMPlON!

(I

I)
op p

UNM

47
12

ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
NM MILITARY INSTIT UTE

"70

19.n

(0-1)

0

17

OP P
0

319

253

SWIMMING

1931
1938

(8- 2)

UNM

27

7
6
2
17
"7
26

OPP

UNM

0

OFF
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
DENVER UNIVERSITY
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
OOLORADO STATE UNIV .
UNIV . OF Vt'AH (SUN BOWL)

OP P
NM HIGHLA NDS UNIV.
TEXAS WESTERN
UNIV . OF OKLAHOMA
COLOR ADO <XlLLEGE
ARIZON A STATE (FLAG ST.)
NM MILIT ARY INST IT UTE
ARIZON A STATE (T~PE)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNIV. OF AR IZONA
COLORADO STATE UNIV .

14
0
0
7
26
0
7

20
7
6
7
27
0

(6-4)

UNM

13

43
6
0
7
6

OPP
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
TEXAS MINES
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE )
NM MILITARY INSTITUT E
UNIV .OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXI<Xl WESTERN U.
NEW MEXI<Xl ST ATE UNIV.
COLOR AOO <XlLLEGE
IlORllER CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS

46
20
0
13
20
21
13
0
6
6

0
7
7
7

1938 (continued)
UNM

OPP

UN' "

17
54
opp

UNM
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE

58

TENNIS (...ad-.I)

TENNIS
1931
UNM
6
4
1933
UNM
5
3
4
4

(2-0)
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO MINES

1934-1935(3-3) (FALL II< SPRING)
UNM
1
NEW MEXICO MINES
1
NEW MEXICO MINES
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV,
4
4
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .
2
NEW MEXICO MINES
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
5
1936
UNM
6
9
5
4
4
6
5

(7-0)

1937
UNM
4
4
0
5
1

(3-2)

1939
UNM
7
5
4

OPP
0
2

(3-0-1)
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .
NM MlLITARV INSTITUTE
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .

1933-1934(6-0-1) (FALL II<SPRING)
UNM
4
NEW MEXICO MINES
4
NEW MEXICO MlN~
NEW MEXICO MINES
3
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
5
NEW MEXICO, MINES
4
4
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
4
NEW MEXICO MINES
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

1938
UNM
6
5
7
1
1
4

1939 (continued)
UNM
umv , OF COLORADO
5
3
TEXAS WESTERN
4
UNlV. OF ARI7DNA
3RD IN BORDER 00NFEIlENC1! MEET

ALBUQ. TENNIS CLUB
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO MINES
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
NEW MEXICO MINES
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.

NEW MEXICO STATE ill<lV,
NEW MEXICO MINES
UNIV, OF ARI70NA
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
ALBUQ. TENNIS CLUB

QPP
1
3
2
2

1940
UNM
6
3
6
0
6
4
6

OPP
2
2
3
1
2
2
2

(5-1-1)

OPP
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARI70NA
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

1931
UNM

\,-1)

51~

ALBUQ. ATHLmlC CLUB
UNIV. OF ARI70NA

56~

OPP
5
4
2
2
4
1

1932

1933
UNM
9~

OPP
4
1
1
2
2
0
1

1934
UNM
77
82

1935
UNM
28

OPP
2
2
6
1
5

8~

1936
UNM
92
89

OW
1
1
0
6
6
5

1937
UNM
86
55
95

(5-0-1)
ALBUQ, TENNIS CLUB
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
COLORADO COLLEGE

0
3
2

0
3
1
4
1
3
1

TRACKAND PlELD

(3-3)
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
ARI70NA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNIV . OF ARI70NA
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
ALBUQ. TENNIS CLUB
2NU IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OW

OPP
2
I
2

320

01'1'
6~
~

(0-0)
3RD IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET
(1-0)

OPP
NM MILITARY lNS1TI'UTE
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

~

\",-u}

NM MILITARY INSTlTUl'E
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV
2ND IN BORDER CONFERl!NCE MEET

OPP
40
49

(1-1)
UNIV. OF ARI70NA
NEW MEXICO STAT!! UNIV.
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCIl MEET

OW
103
42~

(1-0)
ARI70NA STATE (FLAGST.)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV
TEXAS WESTERN
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

01'1'.
3lI
61"

11"

(1-1)

OPP
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
UNIV . OF ARI7DNA
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

1938
UNM

(2-2)

62~

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.

45
76

46"
21"

01'1'
6~

TRACK AND FIELD

!u..'lt:'lued)

1938 (continued)
UN'"
ARIZONA STATE (F LAGST .)
8'
87
TEXAS WESTERN
41
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
3R D IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET
1938
UNM
104
56

(

1940

UNM
41
19
46

OPP
41
39
83

(1- 1)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNIV. O F ARIZONA
4TH IN SOUTHWEST RELA YS
1ST IN NEW MEXICO INVITATIONAL
5TH IN COLORADO RELA YS
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OPP
26
78

(0 -2)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNIV. OF COLORADO
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
T EXAS WESTERN
3RD IN AGGIE INVITATIONAL
3RD IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OPP
89
111
53y!:t33 ~ ·
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APPENDIXE
ATHLEI'lCS AT'THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO - 1940-1950
BASEB ALL

1941
UNM

NEW MEX ICO MI NES
NEW MEXICO MIN ES
KI RTLA ND AF B
ALBUQ . INDI AN SCH OOL
ALB UQ . HIGH SCHOO L
NEW ME XICO MI NES
ALBUQ . INDI AN SCHOOL
UN IV . O F ARIZONA
UNI V. OF AR IZON A
UNIV . OF ARI ZO NA
UNI V. OF AR IZON A

1942

(4 - 6)

5
0
5
11
0
10
10
3
5
1943

194 6

A LBUQ . HIGH SCHOO L

(,

194 7

(5- 7)

(,

UNM

0
4
5
17
11
5
16

5
II

21
3
2

'4
4
9
9
15
5
9

1
6
5
18
7
22
4
4
10
10

6
19

194 9
10
8
3
1
7
19
4
2

O PP
10

4

16

8

195 0

(4 - 13)

UNM

8
22
7
13
10
2
2
4

:W

8

5
4
29

5
14

322

27
2
9

OPP

13
15
3
8
19
13
9

20
8
7
7
13
4
13
8
10

7
8
15
15
2
10
4
4
15
5
30
19
21
15
5
10
5

(8- 81
ST . MICHA ELS CO LLEG E
ST . MICH AE LS COLLEGE
UNIV. O F AR IZO NA
UNIV. O F AR IZO NA
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE )
ARI ZO NA STATE (T EMPE)
SWEETWAT ER SWATT ERS
UNIV . O F ARIWNA
UN IV . O F AR IZONA
NEW MEXICO MI NES
NEW MEXICO MINE S
HAR Dl N.SIMMONS
HAR DlN.SIMMONS
ST . MICHA ELS CO LLEG E
ST . MICHAELS COLLEGE
ALBUQ . DUKES

I

4

4
9
11
14
7

O PP
UNI V. O F AR IZON A
UNI V. OF AR IZQN A
ARI ZONA ST AT E (T EM P F~
AR IZO NA STA T E (T EMPE '
LOS A LAMOS AT OM ICS
HARD IN ·S IMMONS
HARDIN ·S IMMO NS
HA RDl N·SIMMON S
HAR DI N·SIMMON S
LOS A LAMOS BATTALION -B
UN IV. OF ARIZONA
UN IV . O F ARIZONA

OP P
HARDIN-S IMMONS
HARDI N-SIMMONS
AL BUQ . DUK ES
A LBUQ. DUKES
ST . MICHA ELS CO LLEGE
LOS A LAMOS VFW
AR IZON A ST AT E (F LAGST .)
AR IZONA ST AT E (F LAGST. )
UN IV . OF CO LOR ADO
UN IV . O F COLORADO
ARIZ O NA STAT E (T EMPE )
ARI ZONA ST AT E (TE MPE)
UNI V . O F ARIZONA
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ST. MICHAELS COL LEG E
LOS ALAMOS VFW
KIRTLAND AFB
BORDER CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
NEW MEXICO ST ATE UNIV .
HARDlN ·SIMMONS

UNM

OPP
A LBUQ . HIGH SCHOOL
N EW MEXI CO MINES
N EW ME XICO MINES
SANDI A BAS E
AL BUQ . DUK ES
UNIV. OF AR IZO NA
UNIV . OF AR IZO NA
UN'V . OF AR IZONA
UN IV .O F AR IZONA

8

10
14
10
20

(4 - 5)

UN M

5
8
13
24
2
13

4

(0 - 1)

UNM

3

9
14
7

3
3
3
2
4
I
3
8
18
9
13

OPP
NEW MEX ICO MINES
N EW MEXI CO MINES
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
ALBUQ , DUKES
AL BUQ . DU KES
NEW MEXI CO MI NES
ALBUQ. DUKES
UN IV.OF ARIZONA
UNIV . O F ARIZONA

(9- 11)

UNM

OPP

13
22
7
6
11
21
15
10
8
6
12

UNM
11

BASEBALL (cc nrinued) .

194 8

(8- 3)

5
7
15
10
6
11
7
17
7
7
14
12
18
5
5
13

.J
O PP

SA NDIA BASE
S AN DIA BASE
ARI ZON A STA TE (T EMP E)
ARI ZO NA STATE (TEM PE)
ARIZONA STATE (TEM P E)
AR IZONA ST AT E (T EMP E)
UNI V. O F ARI ZON A
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNIV. OF WYOMING
UNIV. OF WYOMIN G
ALBUQ, DUKES
ST. MICHAELS COLL EGE

9
8
8
12
15
25
28
9
12
21
16

28

BA"EBALL (conlinued)

1950 (coolinued)
UNM
ST. MIOIAELS COLLEGE
36
UNIV . OF WYOMING
3
UNIV. OF WYOMING
7
4
COLORADO STATE UNIV .
COLORADO STATE UNIV.
1

BASKETBALL (coDtinual)

OPP
2
4
11
6

14

BASKETBALL

(

1940 -1941 (5-16)
UNM
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
31
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
23
TEXAS WESTERN
36
DENVER UNIVERSITY
32
39
COLORADO STATE UNIV .
COLORADO COLLEGE
39
ARlWNA STATE (FLAGST.)
46
ARlWNA STATE (FLAGST.)
38
41
NEW MEXICO MINES
31
UNIV. OF ARIWNA
UNIV. OF ARIWNA
33
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
19
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
25
ARlWNA STATE (FLAGS T .)
55
ARlWNA STATE (FLAGST.)
51
UNIV. OF ARlWNA
35
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
29
ARIWNA
STATE (TEMPE) .
42
ARIWNA STATE (TEMPE)
35
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
35
25
TEXAS TECH . UNIV
1941.1942 (11-12)
UNM
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
51
PITTSBURG STATE (RAN.)
38
COLORADO MINES
33
WARRENSBURG COLLEGE
31
ROMEO'S INN INDEPENDENTS
60
TEXAS WESTERN
42
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
30
44
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
30
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
45
HARDIN -SIMMONS
NEW MEXICO MINES
41
NEW MEXICO MINES
44
UNIV. OF ARiZONA
50
ARIWNA STATE (FLAGST .)
28
ARIWNA STATE (TEMPE)
37
ARIWNA STATE (FLAGST.)
42
ARIWNA STATE (TEMPE)
33
UNIV. OF ARIWNA
53
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
34
43
TEXAS WESTERN
45
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
36
46
HARDlN·SIMMONS
1942 -1943(3- 14)
UNM
37
KIRTLAND AFB
35
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .

OPP
40
28
63
44
53
56
44
36
40
47
23

34
57
57
46
62
44
54
40
55
40

OPP
40
63
30
55
36
38
25
67

34
36
32
36
41
38
27
53
40
43

1"
(,4

',

53
4"

OPP
39
28

323

1942-·1943 (conlinued)
UNM
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
29
WEST TEXAS STAT.E UNIV .
45
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
46
KIRTLAND AFB
30
NEW MEXICO MINES
47
TEXAS WESTERN
48
TEXAS WESTERN
32
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
30
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
31
TEXAS WESTERN
53
TEXAS WESTERN
43
BORDER CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
UNIV .OF ARIWNA
40
ARlWNA STATE (TEMPE)
41
UNIV . OF ARlWNA
37
ARlWNA STATE (TEMPE)
40
1943·1944 (11-2)
UNM
NEW MEXICO MINES
69
CAMP LUNA
53
KIRTLAND AFB
58
KIRTLAND AFB
39
54
CAMP LUNA
NEW MEXICO MINES
63
COLORADO COLLEGE
45
46
KIRTLAND AFB
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
56
DENVER UNIVERSITY
45
DENVER UNIVERSITY
47
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
61
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
39
1944-1945 (13-2)
UNM
HARDIN-SIMMONS
78
HARDIN-SIMMONS
58
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
55
KIRTLAND AFB
37
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
54
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
39
KIRTLAND AFB
28
59
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS WESTERN
66
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
66
ARIWNA STATE (FLAGST.)
36
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
47
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
57
46
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
42
1945-1946 (16-9)
UNM
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
38
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
50
42
UNIV.OF ARIWNA
UNIV. OF ARIWNA
38
ARIWNA STATE (TEMPE)
50
ARlWNA STATE (TEMPE)
59
42
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
55
FORT BUSS
53
TEXAS WESTERN
63

OPP
39
60
57
45
26
58
59
32
37
57
51

55
34
41
50

OPP
43
35
31
40
45
49
46
39
44

34
29
36
30

OPP
27
18
27
39
53

34
46
37
41
25
33
39
41
43
39
OPP
31
23
37
47
44
39
59
63
39
38

BASKETBALL (con finued )
1 9 ~ 5 · 1 9~ 6

fE XAS WEST ERN
ARIZO NA STAT E (T EMPE)
WEST T EXAS ST AT E UNIV.
WEST TE XAS STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXiCO STAT E UNIV.
NEW MEXICO ST AT E UNIV.
UNIV. O F ARIZONA
UNIV. O F ARIZO NA
TE XAS T ECH . UNIV.
TE XAS T ECH. UNIV.
TE X\S WESTE RN
T EXAS WESTERN

.. II

. 34

so
61
5J
42
47

4M
61
45

BORDER CON F ER E!Se E "I I
~4

34
49
1946·19~7

49

1947· 194H (co ntinued)
UNM
27
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
46
UNIV. OF ARI ZONA
44
TEXAS WESTERN
59
UNIV. OF AR IZONA
50
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
48
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
44
REG IS COLLEGE

• 'I' P

UNM
45
H

UNM
99
74
67
43
40
68
68
5S
44
54
37
51
51
73
63
6S
40
54

BASKETBALL (continued)

(cc nn nocd)

Jr,

54

.36
47

39
49
7M
75
45
55
27
28

194 H-PN ') , W - 12)
UN:O.1

I i ,; '~ A M E NT

ARI ZONA STAT f (T EMI' L,
WEST T EXAS STt"E UNIV.
TE XAS T ECH . UNI ',

37
41
51)
69
38
44
46

32
46
44

(11- 8)
HAWAIIAN ALL STARS
HARDIN-SIMMONS
TEXAS WESTERN
CONTINENTAL Af.R LINES
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
TEXAS WESTER N
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
ARIZON A STATE (FLAGST.)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (T EMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
HARDIN -SIMMONS
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
WEST TEXAS STATE .UNIV.
NAIB TOURNAMENT
HAMLI NE UNIVERSITY

1947·1948 (14 - 14)
UNM
57
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
45
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV .
44
COLORADO COLLEGE
57
COLORADO COLLEGE
57
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
64
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
54
46
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
57
HARDlN .SIMMONS
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
59
49
FRESNO STATE UNIV .
FRESNO STATE UNIV .
43
43
PEPPERDINE COLLEGE
61
ARIZONA STATE (F LAGST .)
48
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
42
TEXAS WESTERN
47
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
66
HARDIN-SIMMONS
52
NM HIGHLANDS UNIV.
53
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
33
ARIZONA STATE (FLAG ST .)

OPP
53
27
58
50
58
56
45
30
65
S6
67
47
49
56
47
56
44
62

52
50
40
53
43
60

32
51
41
46
48
51
74
57
48

1949·19S0
UNM
54
36
47
53
44
56
52
46
42
44
33
55
51
77
53
41
53
63
61
62
75
52
77
68

71

OPP
24
44
50
61
32
30
69
62
58
37
57
47
59
53
47

72
43
46
35
41
54

324

rHI LLiPS 66 0 1LERS
WEST TE XAS STATE
TEXAS WESTERN
ABILENE CHRISTIAN
OKLAHOMA CITY UNIV .
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA STATE
ABILENE CHRISTIAN
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (FLAG ST .)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UN IV.
TEXAS WESTERN
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
HARDlN·SIMMONS
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
HARDIN-S IMMONS
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .

OPP
47
58
43
62

43
47
49

OPP
52
54
43
48
36
55
44
50
58
38
57
47
49
51
53
38
41
55
53
58
66
60

(5- 19)
OPP
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
U. OF WEST VIRGINIA
KENT STATE UNIV.!'RSITY
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
10 NA COLLEGE
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
HARDIN-S IMMONS
T EXAS TECH . UNIV .
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
HARDlN-SIMMONS
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
TEXAS WESTERN
UNIV .OF ARIZONA
TEXAS WESTERN
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARI ZONA STATE (FI-AGST .)
AR IZONA STATE (TEMPE)
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)

32
55
53
63
62
61
65
63
54 •
48..J
37
59
68
61
54
69
57
55
70
71
96
58
71
56

CROSS-COUNTRY
1946
UNM
20
15

FOOTBALL (con'inued)

(2-0)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.

OPP
36
40

FOOTBALL
1940
UNM
3
28
6
6
39
45
13

(

1~

7
1941
UNM
28
3
0
28
23
0
6
0
16
12
1942
UNM
7
25
0
J2
0
()
()

13
7.
14
35
1943

(5-4)
UNIV. OF WYOMING
NEW MEXICO WESTERN U.
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
COLORADO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATEUNIV.
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TECH . UNIV.
TEXAS WESTERN
(5-4-1)
UNIV. OF WYOMING
LOYOLA U. (LOS ANGELES)
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
TEXAS WESTERN
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST. l

19
21
33
0

1944
UNM
2
47
7
12
6
0
6
7

OPP
0
7
34
0
7
36
31

KIRTLAND AFB
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
UNIV. OF COLORADO
TEXAS TECH. UNlV.
UNIV. OF NEVADA
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
LOYOLA U. (LOS ANGELES)
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)

6
7
0
13
21
0

13

0

;4
6
OPP
6
6
7
0
12
20
0
14
13
14
7

OPP
20
13
16
13

7'

(1-7)
AMARILLO AFB
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
COLORADO COLLEGE
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
2ND AIR FORCE
UNIV. OF COLORADO
DBNVERUNIVERSITY
TEXAS TECH. UNlV.

14

13

(3-2)
COLORADO COLLEGE
KIRTLAND AFB
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
DENVER UNIVERSITY
SOUTHWEST TEXAS STATE
'SUN BOWL

1946
UNM
12

14
14

(4-5-2)

UNM
I

OPP
7
0
13
7
6
6
12
14
9

1945
(6- 1- 1)
UNM
OPP
78
EASTERN NEW MEXICO U.
0
LUSBOCKAFB
39
0
13
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
0
COLORADO COLLEGE
4
6
12
UNIV. OF COLORADO
6
20
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
21
6
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
6
34
DENVER U. (SUN BOWL)
24
TIED FOR BORDER CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP

OPP
21
14
25
19
89
39
41
13
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194/
UNM
12
20
20
7
12
20

(5-5-2)

QPF
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
UNlVERSITY OF UTAH
WEST TEXAS STATE UNlV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
HARDIN-5IMMONS
UNlV . OF COLORADO
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TECH. UNlV.
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
KANSAS STATE UNIV.
HAWAIIAN ALL STARS
MONTANA STATE UNIV.
'HARBOR BOWL
(4-5-1)

8
20
18

ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
KANSAS STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV.
HARDIN-5IMMONS
UNlV. OF ARIZONA
TEXAS WESTERN
FRESNO STATE UNIV.
DRAKE UNIVERSITY
TEXAS TECH . UNlV .
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV .

1948
UNM
9
0
61
19
11
14
6
0
7
0
17

UNlV. OF COLORAIXJ
UNlVERSITY OF TEXAb
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV .
HARDIN-5IMMONS
TEXAS WESTERN
FRESNO STATE UNIV.
UNlV. OF ARIZONA
DRAKE UNIVERSITY
TEXAS TECH. UNlV.
WEST TEXAS STATE UNlV .
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)

1949
UNM
'4
14
0
7
0
19
14
17
0
13

UNIV. OF WYOMING
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
RICE UNIVERSITY
HARDIN-5IMMONS
TEXAS WESTERN
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
UNlV. OF COLORADO
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.

J4

7
56
0
6
49
14
13
27
13
7
19
13'

OPP
25
18
0
33
22
20
3
7
26
28

(2-9)
OPP
6
47
0
28
27
20
14
13
14
19
28

(2-8)
OPP
41
13
55
34
7
28
46
15
27
41

GOLF
1?41
UNM
7

NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV.

1946
UNM
7
5\>
I\>
8\>

T EXAS WESTERN
T EXAS WESTERN
UNIV . OF ARlzdNA
UNIV . OF ARIZONA

1947
UNM
81>
7\>
15
16

1948
UNM
30
30
12
18

1?49
UNM
45

J6
35
30
27
14\>
3 12

1950
UNM
23\>
16
36
27
32
16\>
4
16
19
26

SKIING ' (continued)
1942
UNM

(1-0)
opp

5

( 0- 0)
o pp

2ND IN UNM INVITATI ONAL ..

(1-3)

1948
UNM
1314

OPP
5
6\>
101>
91>

(0- 0)

OPP
FRESNO STATE UNIV.
154 7'
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
1425'
10TH IN ASPEN INVITATIONAL
7TH IN WESTERN OOLORAOO STATE
INVIT AT IONAL
3RD IN ALBUQUERQUE SKI CLUB
INVITAT IONAL
UNM
OPP
14
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
17'
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST .)
24'
8TH AT DENVER U. INVITATIONAL
2ND AT LA MADERA INTERCOLLEGIATE
INVIT AT IONAL -

(2 -0)
opp

TEXAS WESTERN
31>
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
4\>
TEXAS WESTERN
18\>'
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
2\>'
18\>'
TEXAS WESTERN
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
4\>'
3RD IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET
(2-1 -1)
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TECH . UNlV .
TIE FOR 1ST IN BORDER MEET

OPP
C
0
18
18

SWIMMING
1946

1947
UNM
38

(5- 1)
UNIVERSITY GOLF ASSO.
SANDIA BASE
KIRTLAND AFB
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV .
NEW MEXICO STATE UNlV.
TEXAS T ECH . UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNlV . OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TECH . UNlV .
(MEDAL PLAY)
1ST IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OPP
42'
21 '
9'
0
1
0
3
271>
321

1949
UNM
24
35
1950
UNM
30

(0-0)
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET
(1-0)
opp

ALBUQ. HIGH SCHOOL
2ND IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

20

(0 - 2)
NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
NMMlLITARY INSTITUTE

OPP
53
40

(0 --1 )
opp

UNIV. OF ARIZO NA

45

(8-1)
OKLrtriOMA STATE UNIV .
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
NM MILITARY INSTITUTE
EL PASO COUNTRY CLUB
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
ARIZO NA STATE (TEMPE )
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV .
1ST IN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OPP
3011
11
0
9
4
I \>
0

TENNIS
1941
UNM
4
4

13

1
9'
4'

(2- 0)
OPP
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV.
ALBUQ. TENNIS CLUJ<

194 2
UNM
4

(1- 0)

1944
UNM
7
7

(2- 0)

UNIV . OF OOLORAOO

KIRTLAND AFB
KIRTLAND AFB

;)

OPP
2

OPP
0
0

SKIING
19 41
UNM
195

1946
UNM
1
1

(1-0)
AIUZONA ST AT E (FLA GST .)

OPP
187

326

(0-2)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA
EL PASO TENNIS CLUB

OPP
5
8

TENNIS (continued)
1947
UNM
4
I
0
1948
UNM
8
3

S
4
2

r

1949
UNM
5
2
6
1
2
0
0

'I1lACK AND FIELD (continued)

(1-2)
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TEal. UNIV ,

opp
2

6

OPP
7
6
4
5
7

(2-5)
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV.
TEXAS WESTI!RN
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS TEal. UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV. OF ARIZONA

1950

(3-8)

UNM
1
I
0

TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
TEXAS WESTERN
TEXAS WESTERN

7

ALBUQ.~SCLUB

4
2
6
0
2
4
7

ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV .
UNIV.OF ARIZONA
TEXAS TEal. UNIV.
UNIV. 01' WYOMING
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV.

OPP
2
5
1
6
4
7
7

OPP
8
6
7
6
2
4
I
6
4
8
0

19«
UNM
101

(2-0)

82~

32

KIRTLAND AFB

KIRTLAND AFB
KIRTLAND AFB
UNIV. OF COLORADO
COLORADO COLLEGE

1948
UNM
18
46
68

1949
UNM
28
41
87
38

49~

(1 -1)
OPP
45
TEXAS WESTERN
80
TEXAS TECH . UNIV .
SO
3RD IN UNIV . OF AkIZONA INVITATIONAL
NO BORDER OONFERENCE ENTRY

OFP
68

OFF
67
81~
77~'
55~'
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KIRTLAND AFB
AMARILLO AFB
DEMING AIR FIELD

8~

49

OFF
70'

23'
7'

(I-I)

JI'P
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
6!
UNIV . OF ARIZONA
89
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
81~'
TEXAS TECH . UNIV ,
47~'
2ND IN BORDER OONFERENCE MEET
(0 -2)

ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
TEXAS TEal. UNIV .
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
UNIV .OF ARIZONA
28
UNIV.OFOOLORADO
OOLORADO OOLLEGE
3RD IN TEXAS WESTERN INVITATIONAL
5TIlIN BORDER OONFERENCE MEET

J4

1942
UNM
86

(0-1)

1947
UNM
30
49
20

47~

(0--0)
9TH IN SOUTHWESTERN RELAYS
3RD IN BORDER OONFERENCP.MEET

1943
UNM
63

1_
UNM
68
42
38

1950
UNM

TRACK AND FIELD
1941

UN~

68

S

(2-3)
ALBUQ.TENNISCLUB
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV.
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.

19« (continued)

OI'P
101
82
75'
67'
103'
33'

(0 -1)
ARIZONA SlATE (TEMPE)
UNIV OF ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE (FLAGST.)
TEXAS TECH. UNIV .
WEST TEXAS STATE UNIV.
4TIlIN BORDER CONFERENCE MEET

OPP
111
100'
14 '

n'
11'

(1-3)
UNIV. OF OOLORADO
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV.
UNIV .OF ARIZONA
4TIlIN BORDER ((INFERENCE MEET

OFF
101
90
35
9 .1

(0-2)
OPP
TEXAS TEal. UNIV.
ARIZONA STATE (TEMPE)
TEXAS TEal. UNIV .
MIDWESTERN UNIV . (TEXAS)
NEW MEXIOO STATE UNIV .
NM MlUTARY INSTITUTE
TEXAS TECH. UNIV.
NEW MEXlOO STATE UNIV .
6TH IN BORDER OONFERENCE MEIIT

82~

92
75'
38~'
49~'

33'

SO'
33'
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SOURCE NOTES
The best sources for the work, Turmoil and Triumph, are the
personal recollections of the men and women who lived during
the various decades which embrace the some sixty years of the
study. The author began collecting materials and various
personal reminiscences in 1960 and has continued to collect
them ever since. Particularly significant to the study were the
( relived thoughts and observations of: Charles Lembke, Jr., on
the years 1900 to 1920, Ray McCanna (1910 to 1920), E. R.
Harrington (1915 to 1930), Robert DoBell (1920 to 1950),
Pete McDavid (1935 to 1950), Willis Barnes (1927 to 1950),
George Petrol (1945 to 1950), andGwinn Henry, Jr. , on behalf
of his father, UNM football mentor during the middle nineteenthirties.
Closely following personal recollection in source importance
were the various Albuquerque newspapers published during the
years 1889 to 1950. There are fewer more important sources in
the investigation of American social history, of which sports are
an important aspect , than the newspapers of particular periods.
Newspapers amply reflect what people's interests are and what
they are doing to satisfy those interests. The Evening Citizen
and The Albuquerque Democrat were instrumental in a survey
of the years 1889 to 1900, as were The Journal Democrat and
The Morning Journal for the years 1900 to 1938. Both The
Albuquerque J ou mal and The A lbuquerque Tribune,
Albuquerque's present-day daily newspapers, sufficed for the
investigation of the years 1938 to 1950.
The Mirage, annual yearbook publication of the University of
New Mexico from 1906 to 1950, and its bi-monthly predecessor
of the same name which functioned from 1898 to 1905, also
rendered important research material.
The substantiated research from several works were used
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throughout the course of the work to support and authentic;
many of the author's findings. Those works were: Allis
Danzig's, The History of American Football, used largely
outline the changes seen in American football from year to yc
and to relate such developments to football played at UN
Dorothy Hughes' Pueblo on the Mesa, dealing with seve
aspects of the University of New Mexico's internal history fre
its founding until 1939; Robert K. Barney's Roy W. [ohnsonShort Biography, used as background research for many aspel
of UNM athletics between 1920 and 1950; Roger Burlingam
Machines that Built America, blended into the study to provi
the reader with some knowledge of the development of tel
nology in both the nation and in New Mexico; Frederi
Cozens' and Florence Stumpf's Sports in-American Life, used
provide much of the backdrop of the importance of sports
the American society, against which the New Mexico scene ~
related; Foster R. Dulles' America Learns to Play, a report
the American move towards recreation, also related to the NI
Mexican scene; John Allen Krout's Annals of American Spo
from which much of the history of particular sports and spor
movements in the United States was drawn; Robert Smitl
Baseball-A Historical Narrative of the Game, from which rna
of the presented historical facts of the sport of baseball we
gleaned; and Robert Boyle's Sport-Mirror of American Life .
work used to "mirror" to the Southwest the national image
sport as a social facet.
)

CHAPTER II. TRACING A TRADITION
Perhaps the most significant research source to the study
the Territorial Era was the written recollection of Roy All
Stamm, presented in formal but unpublished autobiographic
substance, covering much of the span of years treated
Chapter II. A portion of the information on the ear
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relationship which existed between The New Mexico Military
Institute and The University of New Mexico was extracted from
Kelley's A History of the New Mexico Military Institute. The
historical analysis of lawn tennis was in part supplied from the
pages of the United States Lawn Tennis Association's
publication, Fifty Years of Lawn Tennis in the United States.
Some of the biographical material relative to Charles Lembke,
jr., was provided by Fifield's monograph, Profiles of an
Engineer-Charles Lemblec, appearing in the New Mexico Professional Engineer (November, 1965). Two other articles from
the aforementioned periodical, Albuquerque (August, 1962),
and New Mexico's Pasteur-Dr. John D. Clark (February, 1965),
both authored by E. R. Harrington, also lent to the research of
the era. Census information was supplied by The 13th Census of
the United States with Supplement for New Mexico-1910.

CHAPTER III. PROGRESSION AND REGRESSION

Information on public education in New Mexico and particularly in Albuquerque was in part provided by Harrington's
unpublished history, The Albuquerque Public Schools. The
events surrounding the peculiar football season of 1917 at UNM
were recorded from The New York Times (December 21,
1917), and from personal correspondence to George White from
H. M. Cornell of Las Cruces, New Mexico.

CHAPTER IV. THE IRON HEAD AND THE LOBO

For reports on American social life during the nineteentwenties, Frederick Lewis Allen's Only Yesterday, provided
much of the national analysis which was reflected to New
Mexico. The events surrounding the Lobo's first airplane flight
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to a football game were partially derived from Arch Napic
Denver Post article, Out of the Past (November 5, 1967). Ml
of the report on the history of swimming was provided
Armbruster's, Allen's, and Smith's work, Swimming and Divi
Research material indigenous to the development of the ni
name Lobo for the University of New Mexico was taken fr,
the October 2, 1920 issue of the U.N.M. Weekly, foreshadow
the present-day student newspaper, aptly called, The Lobo.

CHAPTER V. ERA OF EMPHASIS
The brief history of golf presented in Chapter V was parti
researched from Robert Browning's A History of Golf, w1
much of the insight gained into the development of fencing ,
varsity sport at the University of New Mexico came from
personal recollection of J. C. MacGregor, presently Director
Admissions at the University. The remarks and history pertin
to the growth of the country club in the American society v
drawn from the already mentioned work of Robert Bo
Sport-Mirror of A me rican Life. Material pertinent to
nation's experiment with prohibition was in part reflected
George Harmon Knoles' Th e New United States. Rem.
pertinent to the growth and development of golf in Albuqi
que and at the University of New Mexico were a product of
memory of Mr. Arthur Prager. Frank Menke's volume The .
Sports Record Book, was used to relate national marks ,
statistics in the sports of swimming and track and field.

CHAPTER VI. DEBILITATION AND DETERMINATION
Much of the research for Chapter VI came as a result
personal interviews with many of the sources already noi
Menke 's work was used once again for statistics on hunting ,
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fishing and in providing national record performances against
which New Mexico achievements coild be compared.
CHAPTER VII. EPILOGUE

(

Hubert Howe Bancroft's History of Arizona ami New
Mexico, and Herbert Eugene Bolton's Coronado-Knight of
Pueblo and Plain provided the basis for the research on the
concluding chapter.
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Popejoy, Tom L., President, University of New Mexico, January
14, 1968.
Prager, Arthur, Past President, Public Service Company of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, April 16, 1968.
Renfro, Charles, Director of Physical Education, Albuquerque
Public School's System, March 21, 1968.
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